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Summary

This dissertation entitles “Sensing the Cultural Significance with AI for SocialInclusion: A Computational Spatiotemporal Network-based Framework of HeritageKnowledge Documentation using User-Generated Content”.
Core PremisesSocial Inclusion has been growing as a goal in heritage management in the pastdecade. Whereas the 2011 UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic UrbanLandscape (HUL) called for tools of knowledge documentation, social media alreadyfunction as a resourceful platform for online communities to actively involvethemselves in heritage-related discussions. Such discussions happen both in thebaseline scenarios when people calmly share their experience of the cities they live inor travel to, and in the activated scenarios when radical events trigger their emotions.Analyses have been recently performed on User-Generated Content (UGC) fromsocial media platforms to actively collect opinions of the [online] public and to mapcultural significance conveyed by various stakeholders in urban environments.Machine learning, deep learning, or more generally, Artificial Intelligence (AI) isshown to be indispensable for organizing, processing, and analysing the unstructuredmulti-modal massive data from social media efficiently and systematically.
Research AimThe aim of this research is to explore the use of AI in a methodological framework toinclude the contribution of a larger and more diverse group of participants andfacilitate the knowledge documentation of cultural significance in cities withuser-generated social media data. To reach the aim, five parts are used to elaboratethe exploration process of the proposed methodological framework. PART A builds upa theoretical BASIS for the dissertation with a general introduction in Chapter 1 anda systematic literature review in Chapter 2. PART B develops the MODELLING processusing AI to construct a machine replica of the authoritative view on culturalsignificance through UNESCO World Heritage Statements of Outstanding UniversalValue in Chapter 3. Then the dissertation goes into two directions in PART C andPART D, respectively exploring the two variants of the methodological framework forknowledge documentation. PART C focuses on the CONTEXT of collective opinions inthe everyday baseline scenarios with the data collection workflow in Chapter 4 andthe mapping process of perceived cultural significance in Chapter 5. PART D focuseson the DYNAMICS of the discussions triggered by radical events by inspecting thespatiotemporal patterns of the content (especially emotions and proposed actions)and intensity of posting behaviours in Chapter 6. PART E concludes the dissertation
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in Chapter 7 and discusses on how the proposed methodological framework and theempirical findings can contribute to social INCLUSION in heritage management.
Methods AppliedIt is an interdisciplinary study integrating the methods and knowledge from the broadfields of heritage studies, computer science, social sciences, network science, andspatial analysis. State-of-the-art methods from the AI communities were applied,nurtured, and tested within the research. The whole bundle of AI-based methodsinclude ideas and models from Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision, GraphNeural Networks, Semi-Supervised Classification, Multi-modal Machine Learning,Topic Modelling, etc. Datasets of the UGC on social media platforms are collected andstructured as networks/graphs, representing the spatial, temporal, and socialconnections among the posts. AI-based models are employed to help analyse themassive information content to derive the knowledge concerning cultural significanceperceived and expressed by the online community in case study cities Venice, Paris,Suzhou, Amsterdam, and Rome. The results are further analysed and visualized with[spatial] statistics and mapping techniques as knowledge documentation.
Main FindingsCultural significance perceived and conveyed by the online community to the citieswas found to be strongly embedded in their spatiotemporal and social contexts.Tobler’s First Law of Geography was still shown as relevant for urban heritage onsocial media. In the baseline scenarios, cultural significance has been perceived andexpressed by social media users at a broad variety of locations in cities with urbanareas inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List, other than the conventionaltourist destinations. In the activated scenarios, the triggered discussions reachedplaces far beyond geographical boundaries during the event, forming a temporaryglobal heritage community, where people mainly shared information about the event,expressed their emotions, and proposed or broadcast actions on how to help.Therefore, the AI-based methodological framework is shown to be able to collectinformation and map the knowledge of the community about the cultural significanceof the cities, fulfilling the expectation and requirement of HUL, useful and informativefor future socially inclusive heritage management processes.
Limitations and DrawbacksThe use of AI and social media data is never the “eternal solution” for mappingcultural significance, which could potentially create new challenges and opportunitiescompared to what it managed to solve. The AI models are always biased based on theavailable data and training methods, which can fall into sub-optimal solutions.Besides data privacy and ethical issues that need to be considered, the use of specificsocial media platforms as the data source implies that the people being included havebeen pre-defined, which may also have strong limitations to getting a comprehensivepicture that may eventually result in systematic biases. The AI-based approach,therefore, needs to be accompanied by other sorts of qualitative and quantitativestudies involving broader stakeholders. Nevertheless, this research makes the firststeps to bridging the gaps towards collaborations between AI and heritage experts.
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Samenvatting

Deze dissertatie is getiteld “Culturele Betekenis Detecteren met AI voor SocialeInclusie: Een computationeel, spatiotemporeel, op netwerken gebaseerd kader voorhet documenteren van erfgoedkennis met door gebruikers genenereerde inhoud”.
Belangrijke VooronderstellingenSociale inclusie is het voorbije decennium als doel in erfgoedbeheer gegroeid. Terwijlde UNESCO 2011 Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) oproepttot tools voor kennisdocumentatie, werken sociale media al als vindingrijk podiumsvoor online gemeenschappen om zichzelf actief te betrekken in erfgoedgerelateerdediscussies. Zulke discussies vinden zowel plaats in de basis-scenario’s waar mensenrustig hun ervaringen delen over de steden waarin ze wonen of waarnaartoe ze reizen,als in de geactiveerde scenario’s waar radicale gebeurtenissen hun emoties triggeren.Onlangs zijn er analyses uitgevoerd op door gebruikers gegenereerde inhoud (User-Generated Content, UGC) van sociale media om meningen van het online publiek teverzamelen en de culturele betekenis te karteren die door diverse belanghebbendenin stedelijke omgevingen wordt uitgedragen. Machine learning, deep learning, of inhet algemeen Kunstmatige Intelligentie (Artificial Intelligence, AI) blijkt onmisbaar tezijn voor het efficiënt en systematisch organiseren, verwerken en analyseren van deongestructureerde multimodale massale gegevens uit sociale media.
Doel van het OnderzoekHet doel van dit onderzoek is het gebruik van AI in een methodologisch kader teontdekken om de bijdrage van grotere en diversere deelnemers op te nemen en dekennisdocumentatie over culturele betekenis in steden met UGC te faciliteren. Om hetdoel te bereiken, worden vijf delen gebruikt om de exploratie uit te werken. DEEL Abouwt een theoretische BASIS op voor de dissertatie met een algemene inleiding inHoofdstuk 1 en een systematisch literatuuronderzoek in Hoofdstuk 2. DEEL Bontwikkelt het MODELLEREN met AI om een machinale replica van de autoritaire visieop de culturele betekenis te construeren via Werelderfgoed Uitzonderlijke UniverseleWaarde in Hoofdstuk 3. Vervolgens gaat de dissertatie naar twee richtingen in DEEL Cen DEEL D, waarin twee varianten van het kader voor kennisdocumentatie wordenverkend. DEEL C richt zich op de CONTEXT van collectieve meningen in de alledaagsebasis-scenario’s met de workflow voor gegevensverzameling in Hoofdstuk 4 en hetkarteren van de waargenomen culturele betekenis in Hoofdstuk 5. DEEL D gaat overde DYNAMIEK van de discussies veroorzaakt door radicale gebeurtenissen eninspecteert de spatiotemporele patronen van de inhoud (emoties en acties) en deintensiteit van het postgedrag in Hoofdstuk 6. DEEL E sluit de dissertatie af in
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hoofdstuk 7 en bespreekt hoe het voorgestelde methodologische kader en deempirische bevindingen kunnen bijdragen tot sociale INCLUSIE in erfgoedbeheer.
Toegepaste MethodenHet is een interdisciplinair onderzoek dat methoden en kennis integreert uit de brededomeinen van erfgoedstudies, computer-, sociaal-, en netwerk-wetenschappen, enruimtelijke analyse. Geavanceerde AI methoden werden toegepast, ontwikkeld engetest. De hele bundel AI methoden omvat ideeën en modellen uit NatuurlijkeTaalverwerking, Computervisie, Neurale Grafische Netwerken, Semi-SupervisedClassificatie, Multi-modaal Machine Learning, Topic Modelling, enz. Datasets metUGC uit sociale media worden verzameld en als netwerken gestructureerd, die deruimtelijke, temporele en sociale connecties tussen de posts representeren. AImodellen worden gebruikt om de enorme informatie-inhoud te helpen analyseren endaaruit de kennis af te leiden over de culturele betekenis die wordt waargenomen enuitgedrukt door de online gemeenschap in Venetië, Parijs, Suzhou, Amsterdam enRome. De resultaten worden verder geanalyseerd en gevisualiseerd met [ruimtelijke]statistieken en kaarttechnieken als kennisdocumentatie.
Voornaamste BevindingenDe door de online gemeenschap waargenomen culturele betekenis bleek sterkingebed te zijn in hun spatio-temporele en sociale context. De Eerste GeografischeWet van Tobler bleek nog steeds relevant te zijn voor stedelijk erfgoed op socialemedia. In de basis-scenario’s werd culturele betekenis waargenomen en uitgedruktdoor sociale mediagebruikers op diverse locaties in steden gedeeltelijk opgenomen inde Werelderfgoedlijst, anders dan de conventionele toeristische bestemmingen. In degeactiveerde scenario’s bereikten de getriggerde discussies tijdens de gebeurtenisplaatsen ver buiten de geografische grenzen en vormden zo een tijdelijke wereldwijdeerfgoedgemeenschap, waar mensen voornamelijk informatie deelden, emoties uittenen acties voorstelden of uitzonden over hoe ze konden helpen. Daarom bleek hetAI-gebaseerde methodologische kader geschikt te zijn om informatie te verzamelenen de kennis van gemeenschappen over de culturele betekenis te documenteren. Ditvoldoet aan de verwachtingen en vereisten van de HUL en is nuttig en informatiefvoor toekomstige sociaal inclusieve erfgoedbeheerprocessen.
Beperkingen en NadelenHet gebruik van AI en sociale media is nooit de “definitieve oplossing” voor hetkarteren van culturele betekenis, wat mogelijk nieuwe uitdagingen en kansen kancreëren in vergelijking met wat het heeft kunnen oplossen. De AI-modellen zijn altijdbevooroordeeld op basis van de beschikbare gegevens en trainingsmethoden, wat totsuboptimale oplossingen zou kunnen leiden. Naast de dataprivacy en ethischekwesties waarmee rekening moet worden gehouden, impliceert het gebruik vanspecifieke sociale media als gegevensbron dat de mensen die worden opgenomenvooraf zijn gedefinieerd, wat ook sterke beperkingen kan hebben voor het verkrijgenvan een alomvattend beeld, wat uiteindelijk in systematische biases zou kunnenresulteren. De AI-gebaseerde aanpak moet daarom worden gecombineerd metandere soorten kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve studies waarbij belanghebbenden inbredere zin worden betrokken. Desalniettemin zet dit onderzoek de eerste stappenom de kloof tussen AI en erfgoedexperts te overbruggen.
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摘要总结

本论文题目可译为“旨在社会包容的文化意义感知——基于人工智能的方法框架”。它
以社交媒体上的用户生成内容为数据源，以计算建模、时空分析与网络科学为方法核
心，提出了一套利用人工智能对遗产的文化意义进行知识记录的方法框架。

核心前提
在过去十年中，社会包容逐渐成为遗产管理过程中的一个重要目标。联合国教科文组
织于2011年通过了《关于城市历史景观的建议书》，其中特别提到应当开发一些工具
手段，用于对遗产特征的知识进行记录与绘制，但事实上社交媒体已经作为这样的一
个工具发挥着重要且丰富的作用，网络用户群体利用社交媒体主动参与遗产相关问题
的讨论，积极地表达着他们对于身边文化与自然遗产的关切。在特定的“应激”情境
下，也即当一些重大事件（例如巴黎圣母院的火灾）触发公众情绪时，这类讨论会频
繁出现；而在那些更普遍的“基线”情境下，也即当公众对于自己生活或旅行来到的城
市进行日常分享时，类似的关于遗产文化意义的讨论也随处可见。在遗产研究领域，
近期已经有一系列研究在利用社交媒体平台上的用户生成内容对城市的文化意义进行
分析，它们积极地收集网络公众对于遗产的看法，试图将不同的利益攸关者对城市文
化意义的理解绘制与纪录下来。为了更加系统且高效地整合、处理与分析社交媒体海
量的非结构化数据，以机器学习与深度学习为代表的人工智能也逐渐变得不可或缺。

研究目的
本研究旨在提出并探索一套方法框架，利用社交媒体上的用户生成数据，以人工智能
为工具对城市的文化意义进行知识记录与绘制，以此将更丰富、更多元的参与者的贡
献纳入到遗产管理过程当中。为了达成这一目标，本论文共利用五个模块对方法框架
的提出与探索过程进行拆解。模块A构建了全文的理论基础，由第1章的前言导论与
第2章的系统文献综述组成。模块B为后续社交媒体分析进行准备，在第3章中以世界
遗产《突出的普遍价值声明》为数据集训练了一组人工智能分类模型，令其能够从专
家的视角出发理解遗产文化意义的概念。论文接下来被拆分为两个平行的模块C和D，
分别讨论本文提出的知识记录方法框架在不同情境下的两个分支。模块C聚焦于日常
基线情境，重点放在公众对于遗产讨论时的背景语境上，第4章提供了一套开源的用
于数据收集的流程，第5章则对公众认知到的文化意义的整理绘制过程进行了讨论。
模块D则聚焦于受到大事件诱导刺激的应激情境，第6章探索了此情境下公众讨论的内
容（特别是情绪与行动）与其发言行为的强度中所体现的时空分布规律。最后，模
块E总结了全文的贡献与不足，在第7章中落回到遗产管理过程当中的社会包容概念，
重点讨论本文所提出的方法框架与得到的经验结论的可能应用场景。
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研究方法
作为一个多视角、跨学科的研究，本文集合了遗产研究、计算机科学、社会科学、网
络科学与空间分析等学科的不同知识方法。特别地，人工智能领域的一系列前沿的模
型方法在本研究中得到了应用、发展以及测试。本文涉及多个人工智能子领域的理念
与模型：自然语言处理、计算机视觉、图神经网络、半监督分类、多模态机器学习、
主题模型，等等。社交媒体上的用户生成内容作为数据集被收集下来，并通过网络/图
的结构对数据之间的时间、空间以及社会关联进行表征。在威尼斯、巴黎、苏州、阿
姆斯特丹与罗马等研究案例中，人工智能模型被用于分析海量的信息内容，从中抽取
关于公众所认知到与表达出的城市遗产文化意义的相关知识，其结果进一步通过一系
列空间统计学与制图方法得到分析与展示，由此成为一套完整的知识记录工具手段。

主要发现
本研究揭示出在城市当中，公众认知与接受到的遗产文化意义与其时空与社会语境有
着紧密的联系。特别地，沃尔多·托布勒所提出的“地理学第一定律”在讨论社交媒体上
的城市遗产认知与表达时依然适用。在基线情境下，对于被完全或部分纳入《世界遗
产名录》的城市来说，社交媒体用户所认知到与表达出的遗产文化意义往往分布在广
泛且多样的城市空间中，而不仅仅局限于传统意义上的旅游景点。而在应激情境下，
因为大事件的发生，关于遗产地的激烈讨论拓展到了远超地理边界限制的诸多地区，
由此形成了一个临时的全球性遗产社群（共同体），公众在其中积极地传播事件相关
信息，表达自己的情绪与观点，并且提议或宣扬各类救助行动。上述发现证明，本文
提出的基于人工智能的方法框架可以用于从公众的角度出发，对城市遗产的文化意义
进行知识记录与绘制，这是与城市历史景观（也称为历史性城市景观）的预期与要求
相吻合的，有望在未来被用于助力更具社会包容性的遗产管理过程。

研究缺陷
利用人工智能与社交媒体数据进行研究并不是对文化意义进行记录与绘制的唯一“最终
答案”，相较于它解决的问题，它可能创造出一些新的机遇与挑战。人工智能模型总会
因为提供的数据与训练方法的特性而存在偏见，有时也会被困于次优解当中。除去数
据隐私与伦理方面的讨论，以特定的社交媒体平台作为数据源也意味着研究能够涵盖
的人群已经被预先进行了限制，这对于全面理解社会认知中的遗产文化意义可能是一
个障碍，并有可能最终导向具有一定系统误差的结论。因此，这类基于人工智能的方
法应当与其他质性与量化研究相结合，让更广泛的利益攸关方参与进来。尽管如此，
本研究依然为城市遗产研究架起了一座新的桥梁，希望在不远的将来，人工智能与遗
产专家、城市规划师能够有更好的合作。
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PART A The Basics
User-Generated Content andCultural Heritage Planning
This part of dissertation builds up the theoretical and methodological basis of the
research. It defines the interdisciplinary scope of the dissertation, introduces the
concepts of baseline scenarios and activated scenarios of user-generated social
media posting behaviour concerning urban cultural heritage, and sets up the
research aim and questions to be answered by this dissertation. A systematic
literature review gives an overview of how the content, structure, and context of
user-generated content (UGC) are understood computationally in the broad field
of heritage management.

Two chapters are included in this part:

Chapter 1 Introduction.

Chapter 2 Literature - A Systematic Review about Understand UGC for Heritage
Management.
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1 Introduction

Parts of this chapter have been published in Bai et al. (2021b) and Bai et al. (2023b).
Bai N, Nourian P, Pereira Roders A. (2021b). Global Citizens and World Heritage: Social Inclusion of Online
Communities in Heritage Planning. In The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and
Spatial Information Sciences, XLVI-M-1-2021. p. 23–30.
Bai N, Ducci M, Mirzikashvili R, Nourian P, Pereira Roders, A. (2023b). Mapping Urban Heritage Images with
Social Media Data and Artificial Intelligence, A Case Study in Testaccio, Rome. In The International Archives of
the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, XLVIII-M-2-2023. p. 139–146.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Social Inclusion and Knowledge Documentation

Social inclusion and public participation have been extensively discussed in heritagemanagement in the last decades, both in research and practice. Heritage is diverse incategory (natural and cultural, tangible and intangible, etc.), and also in nominationlevel, ranging from international lists such as UNESCO World Heritage List (WHL), tonational, regional, and local levels. The different categories and levels of heritageoften overlap in their attributes (what to conserve) and values (why to conserve)with cultural significance (detailed definition will be provided in Section 1.2.1). Asidefrom the official listing, heritage often has overlaying meanings and culturalsignificance conveyed by local citizens, tourists, and experts (Waterton et al., 2006;Australia ICOMOS, 2013; Pereira Roders, 2019). However, the aim of social inclusionis harder to achieve when only societal representatives (public sectors and experts)decide on heritage management. According to Taylor and Gibson (2017), simplyproviding digitized heritage to stakeholders will not increase the perception of socialinclusion. As defined by social psychologists, Social Inclusion is
“the degree to which an individual perceives that the group provides him or herwith a sense of belonging and authenticity",
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with belonging and authenticity as two major dimensions (Jansen et al., 2014).
This also applies to heritage management and planning. The Recommendation on theHistoric Urban Landscape (HUL) adopted by UNESCO in 2011 promotes theparticipation of a broader variety of stakeholders in heritage management, includingactors from local to international, private to public, and experts to communities. TheRecommendation also calls for developing “knowledge and planning tools” thatenable knowledge documentation (UNESCO, 2011; Bandarin and Van Oers, 2012):

“Knowledge and planning tools should help protect the integrity and authenticityof the attributes of urban heritage. They should also allow for the recognition ofcultural significance and diversity, and provide for the monitoring andmanagement of change to improve the quality of life and of urban space. Thesetools would include documentation and mapping of cultural and naturalcharacteristics. Heritage, social and environmental impact assessments should beused to support and facilitate decision-making processes within a framework ofsustainable development.”

Meanwhile, social media is foreseen to strongly contribute as such a knowledgedocumentation tool for better social inclusion. With the help of social media,everyone can join the heritage management processes by expressing their opinionsand emotions publicly and instantly, even if not directly involved in decision-making.Social media provides the chance to rationally increase and develop the public’sinput as systematic knowledge into heritage management (Olsson, 2008).
Right after the fire in Notre-Dame de Paris on the 15th of April, 2019, sorrow andshock spread over social media worldwide, growing rapidly in platforms likeFacebook, Twitter, Instagram, WeChat, and TripAdvisor. Many posts also pointed outwhich sector was to blame, and discussed whether or not should Notre-Dame berepaired, restored, or redesigned. This conversation has continued all the way to therecent days - two years after the fire and one year since the Covid-19 pandemicstarted to spread and paused normal social life. The main emotion to be found onsocial media comes back to normal states, and people start to integrate Notre-Dameagain in their posts sharing their daily lives, expressing how “lovely" Notre-Dame stillis though it is still “healing" and “ongoing to rebuild"1. In some similar cases like thefire in Notre-Dame, when radical events happened, communities worldwide would usesocial media platforms as a tool for actively getting involved and therefore included inheritage management. They temporally formulate a group of concerned globalcitizens and [re]act actively. Their emotions, opinions, and reactions, are also callingthe attention of heritage managers and experts to make more responsible planningdecisions. Emotions and opinions can be spread through social media in a viral waywhen such drastic events happen, sometimes even forming a secondary crisis for theheritage managers (Bruns et al., 2012; Schroeder et al., 2013; Lipizzi et al., 2015;Adamic et al., 2016; Zhai et al., 2020).
Social media also function as platforms for expressing collective ideas on the idea ofpeople-centred heritage in an everyday scenario (Ginzarly et al., 2019). By sharing
1The terms are induced from Flickr, Instagram, and TripAdvisor posts.
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pictures, making comments, leaving tags, and giving rates to places listed asheritage, people are deliberately or unintentionally passing the understanding andperception of the values the places convey to them. By actively expressing theimmediate observations on heritage, stakeholders including locals and tourists areinvolved to co-create the heritage experiences, which in turn could inform heritagemanagement (van Dijck, 2011; Munar, 2012), thus becoming positive “prosumers" ina much more democratic designing procedure (Fischer, 2009; Monti et al., 2018).

1.1.2 Baseline and Activated Scenarios

Borrowing concepts from neuroscience, the aforementioned two different scenarioscan be interpreted as baseline (everyday) scenarios and activated (event-triggered)scenarios, as occurred at Notre-Dame. Both scenarios are crucial in understandingthe social inclusion processes and their potential influence on heritage management(Roders and Van Oers, 2011). Figure 1.1 shows the evenly-distributed relative searchinterests of four major heritage properties between 2015-2020, comparing to theactivated scenario caused by the fire in Notre-Dame de Paris on Google Trend searchengine2. The vertical axes show the relative search interest while the most searchedterm during the shown period would be counted as 100, and the other points wouldbe scaled accordingly. The extreme focus on Notre-Dame de Paris in April 2019 whenthe fire happened diminished all the other interests on a relative scale. A furtherexample of the online communities concerning with Notre-Dame globally can also beseen in Figure 1.2. When looking at the dominant searching keyword among the fivecultural heritage properties (same as in Figure 1.1), it could be observed that oneyear before and one year after the fire, the global search interests have been morediverse. And during the outburst of the fire, almost the whole globe focused onNotre-Dame, clearly showing that the world got more densely connected and“smaller" in the activated scenarios (Milgram, 1967; Watts and Strogatz, 1998),which can transcend the geographical and cultural boundaries.
As a more specific definition, this dissertation refers to “activated" scenario whenradical events happen concerning with a heritage property, causing a peak in onlinediscussion and search interest for a short period, while the ‘baseline" scenario refersto all other ordinary time. This distinction is shown in Figure 1.1 with the case of thelarge peak caused by fire in Notre-Dame and the several small peaks with Pantheon.Google Trends Engine could detect such “breakout" events as “rising searches"based on their algorithms3. However, such detection would not automaticallypromise that the outbursts would exactly match and relate to the heritage properties.Additional checks have to be paired as specific interpretations for such detectedevents. For example, the breakout of searches on “Pantheon" in August 2019 wasdue to the rework of a character with the same name in the video game “League ofLegends", which is weakly relevant to the former Roman temple, though not totally
2https://trends.google.com/trends3https://support.google.com/trends/answer/4355000
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FIG. 1.1 The relative search interest of five heritage properties between 2015 to 2020 on Google Trendsearch engine. Adding Notre-Dame diminishes the evenly distributed relative search interests. These graphsillustrate both the everyday baseline scenarios (evenly-distributed dates along the two graphs) and activatedevent-triggered scenarios (the occasional peaks in both graphs).

unrelated. Furthermore, the radical events raising public attention are not necessarilynegative. A similar search as Figure 1.1 conducted with five cities from April 2019 toApril 2020 is demonstrated in Figure 1.3. The two peaks in Venice were respectivelyabout the exceptional flood in November 2019 and the appearance of dolphins in thecanals in March 2020. Both activated cases about the fire in Notre-Dame de Parisand the flood in Venice will be revisited in Chapter 6.

1.1.3 Relevance for Heritage Management

Both baseline and activated scenarios could be relevant to the practice of heritagemanagement and spatial planning (Janssen et al., 2017). According to Couclelis(2005), the function of planning can be operational, managerial, and strategic,corresponding to different time orientations of the past, present, and future,respectively. Planning actions in the heritage context could have different meanings.For the baseline scenario, the planning actions can inform the official narrativestowards the heritage attributes and values, which are usually decisions by both thelocal heritage managers and global organizations, e.g., The United NationsEducational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), International Council onMonuments and Sites (ICOMOS), and International Union for Conservation ofNature (IUCN), on what has to be preserved, what can be changed, and what must beerased (strategic planning including actions to adapt, prepare, shape et al.). For theactivated scenario, the planning actions can refer to the official reactions towards theevents and their further strategies (operational and managerial planning includingactions to react, respond, mitigate, and manage). Both planning approachescorrespond with the main steps (which is not necessarily sequential) in HUL (checkAppendix A for the full list), i.e., step 2 “to help determine what to protect for thefuture” and step 4 “to integrate the cultural heritage in city development” for baseline
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FIG. 1.2 The heatmaps showing relative search interest for countries and regions globally of five heritageproperties within two months (March 18 to May 18) in 2018-2020 on Google Trend search engine under thesearch categories of “All Search", “News", and “Travel", respectively.

scenario, as well as step 5 “to prioritize actions for conservation and development”and step 6 “to develop mechanisms for coordination of the various activities betweendifferent actors” for activated scenario (Pereira Roders, 2019). Considering therelationship between the online public and the authorised heritage discourse in bothscenarios, social inclusion could be confirmed and further enhanced.
As for the baseline scenario, this relationship means how well the attributesidentified by the experts conveying values are reflected in daily life for ordinarypeople. For most listed UNESCO World Heritage (WH) properties, there is a thoroughstatement defining its OUV, pointing out the unique and exceptional attributesassociated with certain values, satisfying one or many of the ten Criteria for Selection(UNESCO, 1972, 2008; IUCN et al., 2010). The OUV shows different aspects ofexceptional values of the listed properties, which form a values system, includingsome of the eight values, such as social, economic, political, historic, aesthetic,scientific, age, and ecological values (Pereira Roders, 2007; Tarrafa Silva and PereiraRoders, 2012). As such, a theoretical framework is provided to describe and justifythe cultural significance, as the values play a role in heritage listings and urbanconservation. However, for local people or tourists visiting the property, it is notexpected that any of them would read the inscription documents and know about theconcept of cultural significance. By comparing the official discourse and theexpressions on social media, heritage experts can investigate what are the valuesexplicitly understood and perceived by the locals and visitors, which can improvefuture policy-making (van Dijck, 2011; Ginzarly et al., 2019). Both the values andattributes referenced in Statements of OUV but not broadly expressed by the public,and the ones that are popular in the public yet not listed in global, national, regional,and/or local official documents with cultural significance, are crucial information forheritage management in the constant process of cultural changes (Rochon, 1998;
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FIG. 1.3 The relative search interest of five cities with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO World HeritageList between April 2019 to 2020 on Google Trend search engine. The two main events happened in Venicecausing discussion peaks are paired with corresponding news articles.

Pereira Roders, 2019). This relationship can also become a reference for futureinscribing and delisting decisions of World Heritage property nominations, by takingmore information from the public. In such a way, the selection, maintenance, andmanagement of the heritage can become a dynamic evolution process, which couldbe more responsible and rational for the whole society as well as future generations(Jokilehto, 2006, 2008).
On the other hand, as for the activated scenario, this relationship mainly concernshow decision-makers and heritage managers deal with radical events properlyconsidering the collective reaction from online communities. At the beginning phaseof the epidemic spreading of event-related information, the collective emotions(usually anger, sorrow, and happiness if the event is positive) infect the networkrapidly by contagious contacts and are easily out of control (Zhai et al., 2020). It israther strategic for operators and managers to choose a proper moment, a properway, and some proper sources to broadcast the official reaction (Easley andKleinberg, 2010; Aggarwal, 2011; Dong et al., 2012; Pentland, 2015). How instantthe reactions are, and to how much extent the public concern is reflected in thereactions, can strongly influence the reliability and credibility of the heritagemanagers in the local, regional, and even global communities. For the laterdecision-making phase concerning a new policy with the same issue, if no concernsfrom the previous discussions by the online communities are properly reflected andreacted to, the activation of public opinions can be called up again (Cheng et al.,2016). All such reactions and emotions associated with events could also bereported in documents such as Periodical Reporting, State of Conservation reporting,and Reactive Monitoring about threats, common to World Heritage properties.
Furthermore, as pointed out in Rochon (1998) and ICOMOS (2013), culture andcultural significance are constantly changing over time, place, and group of people.The dynamic and diversity of values render a methodological challenge, that theresults from conventional methods in heritage management quickly outdated andeasily partial, which happens in both baseline and activated scenarios. As such, amethodological framework is urgently needed to investigate in real-time the complex
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relationship of both authority-public discourses and baseline-activated scenariosunder the common umbrella of “cultural significance”. The results therefrom could beapplied by researchers, local heritage managers, and global heritage institutions inboth baseline and activated scenarios, and become an important source of knowledgedocumented from the public for future inclusive heritage management processes.

1.2 Problem Fields

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this dissertation, before going deeper into theresearch questions, some basic concepts from the four main components of thisresearch will be first briefly introduced, defining its problem fields and building acommon ground for the discussions.

1.2.1 Cultural Significance and Heritage Management

Albeit a term frequently used in the context of UNESCO World Heritage, “culturalsignificance” was never mentioned together in the 1972 “Convention Concerning theProtection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage” (UNESCO, 1972), and onlyreferred to but not defined in the “Operational Guidelines for the Implementation ofthe World Heritage Convention” (UNESCO, 2008). Only in the Burra Charter forPlaces of Cultural Significance (Australia ICOMOS, 2013), a formal definition is given,interchangeable with “cultural heritage significance” and “cultural heritage value”:
“Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual valuefor past, present or future generations.
“Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use,associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects.”

This definition completes the definition of one of the most important concepts inWorld Heritage, i.e., the Outstanding Universal Value (UNESCO, 2008):
“Outstanding universal value means cultural and/or natural significance which isso exceptional as to transcend national boundaries and to be of commonimportance for present and future generations of all humanity.”

The Burra Charter further argues that places may have a range of values for different
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individuals or groups, that cultural significance may change over time and with use,and that its understanding may change with new information. With this premise,successful policy decision-making and management of heritage properties need tofollow the understanding of the cultural significance by a sequence of collecting andanalysing information (Australia ICOMOS, 2013). The “Burra Charter Process” iswell-aligned with the UNESCO 2011 Recommendation on the Historic UrbanLandscape (HUL) (UNESCO, 2011), where the urban area is
“understood as the result of a historic layering of cultural and natural values andattributes, extending beyond the notion of ‘historic centre’ or ‘ensemble’ to includethe broader urban context and its geographical setting”,

focusing on heritage values (why to conserve) (Turner, 2008; Pereira Roders, 2007;Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2012) and heritage attributes (what to conserve)(Veldpaus, 2015) from the perspective of various stakeholders (Pereira Roders,2019). The HUL approach encourages cities to find their best-fit processes, methods,and tools for managing their heritage with cultural significance, going beyond the Listof UNESCO World Heritage. Following the Burra Charter and the Recommendation ofHUL, the practice of heritage management, previously dominated by the authoriseddiscourse, is transforming towards a more inclusive, dynamic, and diversifiedalternative. In this light, recent studies about the cultural significance and heritagemanagement touch upon topics including public and community participation (Liet al., 2020, 2021; Kırmızı and Karaman, 2021; Rosetti et al., 2022; Foroughi et al.,2023), adaptive reuse and redesign as interventions (Pintossi et al., 2019, 2023;Pinto et al., 2020; Gonçalves et al., 2021; Yarza Pérez and Verbakel, 2022; Lin et al.,2023), people-centred heritage (Liu, 2011; Ginzarly et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019;Spoormans et al., 2023), consensus building (Wilkinson, 2019; Foroughi et al.,2023), integration with spatial planning and policy-making (Veldpaus, 2015; Sánchezet al., 2020; Tarrafa Silva et al., 2023), monitoring the urban dynamic globally(Taubenböck et al., 2012; Verbruggen et al., 2014; Valese et al., 2020), and so on.

1.2.2 Social Media and User-Generated Content

Since technological advances in the internet, especially with Web 2.0, changed theway how data is created and exchanged in the early 2000s, social media as a groupof internet-based applications was given an increasingly crucial role in daily life(Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). Social media, as a collective concept, may refer to avariety of information services used collaboratively by many people, including blogs(e.g., Blogger), micro-blogs (e.g., Twitter, Sina Weibo, RED/Xiaohongshu), opinionmining (e.g., Yelp, TripAdvisor, Dianping), photo and video sharing (e.g., Flickr,YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok), social bookmarking (e.g., Reddit, Pinterest), socialnetworking (e.g., Facebook/Meta, WeChat, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, Snapchat), socialnews (e.g., Digg), wikis (e.g., Wikipedia), etc (Barbier and Liu, 2011). As of the year2023, registered and active users of popular social media platforms can easily reach
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the scale of millions, and in the most extreme cases including Facebook, YouTube,WhatsApp, Instagram, WeChat, and TikTok, the scale of billions (Ruby, 2023). Allusers distributed globally generate each day massive data with high volume, velocity,variety, value, and veracity (Bello-Orgaz et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2020). Kaplan andHaenlein (2010) defined User-Generated Content (UGC) as:
“the various forms of media content that are publicly available and created byend-users. UGC needs to fulfil three basic requirements:

– Published either on a publicly accessible website or on a social networking siteaccessible to a selected group of people;– Showing a certain amount of creative effort;– Created outside of professional routines and practice.”

The UGC available on social media platforms, as well as the social media itself as aspecial form of online social network (a network of interactions or relationships), arebeing extensively studied in the past decades in the broad fields of media studies,communication science, social sciences, computer science, as well as business andmarketing (Bakshy et al., 2011; Zeng and Gerritsen, 2014; Holt, 2016; Monti et al.,2018). Social media platforms usually also provide Application ProgrammingInterface (API) for researchers to obtain data and make sense of the social networkstructures and user-generated content (de Souza et al., 2004; Aggarwal, 2011). Theessential aim of such studies is to discover knowledge and identify novel andactionable patterns (i.e., data mining) in the social media data (Barbier and Liu,2011). A well-known family of methodological frameworks applied to social mediadata is the so-called Social Network Analysis (SNA), investigating the interactionsbetween people and determining the important structural patterns in suchinteractions, albeit SNA as a special perspective of social science and behaviourscience and as an application of graph theory has a far longer history than socialmedia (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Aggarwal, 2011). Analogue to remote sensing,where various sensors are used to collect data describing the physical features of theEarth’s surface, social sensing treats each social media user as a “sensor” andcollectively describes the social dynamics in the society and the socioeconomicfeatures of the physical world, especially when the social media posts are geo-taggedand time-stamped (Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019; Galesic et al., 2021).

1.2.3 Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning

According to Russell and Norvig (2010), Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a system thathas or ideally should have the ability to both “think” and “act” in a way that is both“rationally” and “humanly”.
“Artificial Intelligence is the study of agents that receive percepts from theenvironment and perform actions. Each such agent implements a function thatmaps percept sequences to actions.”
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Even though already envisioned in the 1950s by pioneers including Donald Hebb,Marvin Minsky, Alan Turing, Claude Shannon, John McCarthy, and Herbert Simon, AIgradually developed in the late 20th century (Russell and Norvig, 2010; Zhang et al.,2021) and only reached its exploding prosperity in the 2010s, thanks to theavailability of massive datasets and the computing power offered by GraphicalProcessing Unit (GPU), in addition to the traditional computation on CentralProcessing Unit (CPU). Two other terminologies stand closely with AI and are oftenused interchangeably in research and media reporting, i.e., Machine Learning (ML)and Deep Learning (DL) (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2006; LeCun et al., 2015; Goodfellowet al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2021; Zhou, 2021). As pointed out and illustrated byGoodfellow et al. (2016), Machine Learning is a subset of Artificial Intelligence, andDeep Learning is a subset of Machine Learning, where:
“Machine Learning is a form of applied statistics with increased emphasis on theuse of computers to statistically estimate complicated functions and a decreasedemphasis on proving confidence intervals around these functions.”
And “Deep Learning methods are representation-learning methods with multiplelevels of representation, obtained by composing simple but non-linear modulesthat each transform the representation at one level (starting with the raw input)into a representation at a higher, slightly more abstract level. It particularly makesuse of deep neural network models with many layers.”

Here representation generally refers to high-dimensional vectors containing featureinformation on the data point. Despite the hierarchical relations of the concepts AI,ML, and DL, in this dissertation, Deep Learning is referred to as the models employingeither deep neural networks or Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), whereas MachineLearning is referred to as the conventional statistical methods such as SupportVector Machine (SVM), Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications withNoise (DBSCAN), and Random Forest (RF) without the use of neural networks, andArtificial Intelligence is used as the general term including the other two.
ML and DL can be categorized differently based on different perspectives (Zhanget al., 2021; Zhou, 2021). Depending on the inputs and outputs, they can bedistinguished as:

– “supervised learning”, where both features and labels are given, and models need tolearn the mapping functions from features to labels, which can be separated to:
– “regression”, if the labels are numerical variables;
– “classification”, if the labels are categorical;
– “unsupervised learning”, where only features but no labels are given, and modelsneed to find out some intrinsic patterns within the data, which may include:
– “clustering”, if the task is to group similar data points;
– “dimensionality reduction”, if the task is to reduce the number of features;
– “semi-supervised learning”, where only a small proportion of labels are providedduring the training process;
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– “reinforcement learning”, where a group of agents learn how to act optimally basedon the rewards given.
Depending on the type of tasks and the nature of input features, there are twopopular families of ML and DL models:

– Computer Vision (CV) or Image Recognition in specific, aiming “to build autonomoussystems which could perform some of the tasks which the human visual system canperform (and even surpass it in many cases)” (Huang, 1996), which has witnessedgreat advances since the dataset of ImageNet was proposed in the early 2010s(Deng et al., 2009; Russakovsky et al., 2015) and the development of ResNet modelsin 2016 (He et al., 2016);
– Natural Language Processing (NLP) or sometimes also referred to as Text Mining,Computer Linguistic, or Information Retrieval (Manning and Schutze, 1999; Birdet al., 2009; Manning, 2009; Collobert et al., 2011), concerning interactions betweencomputers and humans that use natural language, many of which are based onlanguage models that define a probability distribution over sequences of words,characters, or bytes in a natural language (Bird et al., 2009; Goodfellow et al., 2016;Zhang et al., 2021). It has been revolutionized since the introduction of the Attentionmechanism and Transformers in 2017 (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2019; Raoand McMahan, 2019) and large language models such as GPT-3 (GenerativePre-trained Transformer 3) (Floridi and Chiriatti, 2020; Brown et al., 2020).

Both families of tasks contain various sub-tasks, forming a huge community ofcomputer science researchers. However, it must be noted that albeit currentlydominantly being approached with Deep Learning models, both tasks of CV and NLPhave a longer research history than DL. Recently, a new branch of research calledMulti-modal Machine Learning (MML) has been discovering the combination ofdifferent modalities including images, texts, audio, videos, etc., in order to makebetter reasoning, more accurate inference, and higher-quality generation(Baltrusaitis et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2021; Bubeck et al., 2023).
Depending on the architecture of DL models, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)(LeCun et al., 1989; Szegedy et al., 2015) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)(Rumelhart et al., 1986; Lipton et al., 2015) might be the two most importantbackbone structures that have been used for different purposes. Even though CNNmodels have been conventionally used in CV tasks, and RNN models and theirvariants LSTM (Long short-term memory) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) andGated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) have been popular solutions in NLPtasks, they are also being used interchangeably. In the cases where a network/graphstructure of the data points is also available as training input, a family of GraphNeural Network (GNN) might come into play (Zhang and Cheng, 2020; Ma and Tang,2021; Wu et al., 2022).
For AI systems and DL models to be used broadly in application fields other thancomputer science algorithm development, the concept of “transfer learning” is
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crucial (Pan and Yang, 2010; Kang et al., 2021), which refers to the process to
“extract the knowledge from one or more source tasks [learned previously] andapplies the knowledge to a [novel] target task.”

As such, users can take the full benefit of pre-trained large models: by conductingfine-tuning or prompt-tuning with an unseen dataset on the thoroughly trainedmodels (Liu et al., 2022), the knowledge can be transferred to tasks in a new domain,without the need for collecting massive data and repeating the training process whichusually costs resources (both time and computation power) unaffordable for normalusers. Moreover, the ready-to-use Python-based ML and DL libraries and frameworksincluding Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016), andPyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), as well as the open-sharing culture of the AIcommunity further pushes its applications in all fields forward in a revolutionary way.

1.2.4 Network Science and Spatiotemporal Analysis

As a relatively new field of research aiming at describing the networks (relationshipsamong a collection of items) within the complex systems that are omnipresent in theworld, network science is strongly based on the mathematical field of graph theorythat originated already in 1735 with the well-known “Seven Bridges of Königsberg”problem (Newman, 2010; Easley and Kleinberg, 2010; Batty, 2013; Barabási et al.,2016; Latora et al., 2017). Two sets of terminologies exist in Graph Theory andNetwork Science that are basically used interchangeably:
– in Graph Theory, the collection of items is called “vertex/vertices”, the collection ofrelationships is called “edges”, and the entire system is called a “graph”;
– in Network Science, the terms are respectively called “nodes”, “links”, and “network”.

Nevertheless, both can be universally represented with the mathematical expression:
G = (V, E),V = {vi}, E = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V} ⊆ V × V, (1.1)

where G is the graph/network, V is the set of vertices/nodes, and E is the set of pairsof vertices/nodes represented as edges/links. The relationship (connectivity) of thenodes is typically represented with an adjacency matrix A|V|×|V|. Different types ofgraphs can be named depending on the nature of their components. A graph is:
– “undirected” if all edges have two directions between vertices;
– “directed” if some edges only have one direction from one vertex to another;
– “weighted” if the adjacency matrix is not binary, giving a weight to each edge;
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– “attributed” if the vertices and/or edges have an accompanying numerical orcategorical value, vector, or matrix describing their features;
– “dynamic” if the vertices and/or edges have an accompanying timestamp indicatingthe temporal development of the graph;
– “bipartite” if the vertices are composed of two separate groups where connectionsonly exist between two different groups but not within the same groups;
– “heterogeneous” if the vertices are composed of items with different natures;
– “multi-dimensional” if the edges are composed of connections with different naturesthat can co-exist among two vertices.
– ......

The different settings of the graph/network are used to model various real-worldphenomena with the statistical features and computable metrics of both thegraph/network (such as density, diameter, clustering coefficient, etc.) and thevertices/nodes (such as degrees, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality,eigenvector centrality, PageRank, etc.) (Katz, 1953; Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Pageet al., 1999; Newman, 2010; Batty, 2013; Nourian et al., 2016). This approach hasbeen proved with numerous examples to be powerful in describing, explaining,predicting, and even improving the phenomena, functionality, and mechanisms ofcomplex systems in many application domains including social communication(Bingham-Hall and Law, 2015; Luo and Cheng, 2015), transportation and mobility(Gonzalez et al., 2008), economics and marketing (Easley and Kleinberg, 2010),medicine and chemistry (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004), urban and regional planning(Arcaute et al., 2016; Bai et al., 2023c), architecture design (Nourian, 2016; Jia et al.,2023), disease epidemics (Manríquez et al., 2021), sport science (Stival et al., 2023),and many more (Barabási et al., 2016; Latora et al., 2017). Specifically, when thegraph vertices or network nodes are representing humans or human-generatedposts, the field of Social Network Analysis introduced in Section 1.2.2 came into thespotlight; and when the graph vertices are urban streets or street intersections, thenthe studies of Space Syntax and spatial network analysis (Hillier and Hanson, 1989;Ratti, 2004; Turner, 2007) are created.
On a parallel line, when the subject of interest is humans living in cities and movingbetween cities, which is the main consideration for social sciences, urban studies,and human geography, many data (including the UGC on social media) areunavoidably geo-tagged and time-stamped, giving them a specific spatiotemporalcontext. To study the spatial dependency and divergence, as well as the temporalperiodicity and dynamics of the geographic phenomena, methods, models, andtheories have been extensively developed for the purposes of description,explanation, prediction, visualization, and simulation in the separate fields of SpatialAnalysis (Batty, 1976; Goodchild and Longley, 1999; Anselin, 2003; Rogerson, 2021)and Time-Series Analysis (Wooldridge, 2013; Hamilton, 2020), as well as in theintegrated field of Spatiotemporal Analysis (Batty et al., 1999; Cheng and Wang,2009; Cheng et al., 2012).
One of the most important claims in the field of spatiotemporal analysis is the
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so-called “The First Law of Geography” by Tobler (1970):
“Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related thandistant things.”

It has been tested and/or challenged with examples in many geographical and socialsystems (Nourian, 2016; Rogerson, 2021). Also worth noting is that spatiotemporalanalyses are often conducted on spatial networks, indicating the close relationshipbetween the two aspects (Batty, 1976; Cheng et al., 2012; Rogerson, 2021).

1.2.5 State-of-the-Art in Bridging the Problem Fields

Using social media data to facilitate heritage management is not uncommon. At anearly stage of social media when the geolocation service was still not precise,Monteiro et al. (2014) already explored the possibility to understand the relationshipof people with world heritage using Twitter data. The temporal evolution of theopinion on Twitter was associated with heritage-related events in activation scenariossuch as the possible delisting of world heritage property. In a more recent study(Ginzarly et al., 2019), ways of mapping the HUL values and attributes extracted fromthe social media platform (Flickr, to be specific) in baseline scenarios have beenexplored. The posted pictures of the users were clustered into tangible and intangibleaspects, and for each of the aspects, several topics have been discovered. The tagsgiven by the users and the geolocation of that user posting the pictures have alsobeen transformed into a spatial map to explore the similarities and differencesbetween local people and visitors. However, the clustering and classification weremainly conducted manually as an expert-based process, which is rathertime-consuming and case-specific, thus hard to be generalized to other culturalheritage properties. Nevertheless, the recent development in computer science, or AI,to be specific, offers some powerful tools to transform this process into anautomated or semi-automated learning task for computers (Pan and Yang, 2010).
Recently, much research has been conducted to integrate AI techniques to analyseUGC on social media platforms to understand the opinions and behaviours of peoplein the urban environment. By associating the semantic meaning of the UGC (imagesand comments) with their geolocations, the most representative images for differentplaces can be identified (Miah et al., 2017; Gomez et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).Similarly, analysis of UGC can help to automate the process of characterizing theurban mobility pattern of locals and tourists along with the important places(Gabrielli et al., 2014; van der Zee and Bertocchi, 2018; Clemente et al., 2019), andto distinguish the exact opinions or sentiments of people on different topics withinthe places (Afzaal et al., 2019; Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019). All thosementioned studies can be interpreted as indications of heritage values from abottom-up approach. However, none of them explicitly referred to such a connection,as they are mostly from different disciplines such as tourism, urban planning,
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management and marketing, ecosystem service, and computer science. While theresearch from different fields may have different focuses, they are all related toheritage management in some way.
This research intends to link the evidence-based and data-driven spatiotemporal andsocial characteristics in the urban environment to the perceived and expressedcultural significance, with the help of artificial intelligence as automation tools. Withthe proposed systematic methodological workflows of making classification from theuser-generated content and generating maps related to cultural significance, testedon case study cities with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL, this researchcould be regarded as a pioneer knowledge documentation tool, as called for by theRecommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (UNESCO, 2011).
As such, all the components in the title of this dissertation, i.e., “Sensing the CulturalSignificance with AI for Social Inclusion, A Computational SpatiotemporalNetwork-based Framework of Heritage Knowledge Documentation usingUser-Generated Content” have been covered in this Section. The eventual aim andgoal “Social Inclusion” is defined in Section 1.1.1; the objects “cultural significance”and “heritage knowledge documentation” are reflected with Section 1.2.1; the data“user-generated content” is introduced in Section 1.2.2; the tools “AI” and“computational” are discussed in Section 1.2.3; and the contexts “spatiotemporal”and “network-based” are covered in Section 1.2.4. Specifically, the word “sensing”both refers to the concept of “social sensing” brought up in Section 1.2.2, andimplies that this research revisits the approach of Monteiro et al. (2014), proposing atool for “sensing World Heritage”.

1.3 Research Framework

1.3.1 Research Questions

The aim of this research is to:
explore the use of AI in a methodological framework to include the
contribution of a larger and more diverse group of participants and
facilitate the knowledge documentation of cultural significance in
cities with user-generated social media data.

Four main topics will be considered, respectively: the mathematical modeling of thesocial media networks, the contexts of opinions about heritage values and attributes,
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the dynamics of emotions about radical events, and the inclusion in the planningprocess, as visualized in Figure 1.4. The research questions that the framework isdesigned to answer are specified as:

FIG. 1.4 The main research topics and work packages included in this dissertation.

1 How can mathematical and/or computational MODELLING help to construct amachine replica of the authoritative view of the cultural significance of UNESCOWorld Heritage properties as the basis for analyzing User-Generated Content?
2 As for a baseline scenario, how can a computational method help to map thespatiotemporal and social CONTEXTS of the public opinions about the culturalsignificance in a normal everyday setting?
3 As for an activated scenario, how can the DYNAMICS and mechanism of theemotion/information spreading on social media platforms be described when someradical events happen about a heritage property?
4 How can the evidence-based research findings improve the power and degree ofsocial INCLUSION in future heritage management in broader cases?
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The first three questions can be specified further in terms of identifying the[generalized] structure of communication networks on social media from given signalresponses in baseline and activated scenarios (Adams and MacKay, 2007). In otherwords, it would be preferred to find an abstract network model as a graph that couldfunction the same way as the real communication network consisting of manyindividuals on social media, whose nodes would represent the cliquish communitiesof global citizens who care enough about the heritage to a degree that they wouldexpress their opinions and emotions on social media platforms (Katz, 1953;Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Lazer et al., 2009; Pentland, 2015). Moreover, theresults of future studies in this direction will have the potential to be extended toother domains of application such as Participatory Value Evaluation to informpolicymakers on policy choices through Civic Engagement, which will be addressed inthe fourth question (Bond and Messing, 2015; Calder et al., 2018).

1.3.2 Overall Methodology

This is an interdisciplinary research project that utilizes and combines variousmethods from conventional quantitative and qualitative to state-of-the-artmathematical/computational methods utilizing artificial intelligence. A set ofworkflows are proposed as a systematic and reproducible toolbox for collecting,processing, structuring, analysing, and mapping the information about the culturalsignificance of urban cultural heritage on social media platforms. The methodsapplied include Natural Language Processing, Image Recognition, Multi-modalMachine Learning, and Graph Neural Networks from the disciplinary of computerscience, Graph Theory and Optimization from mathematics, Social Network Analysisand Statistical Hypothesis Testing from social sciences, Spatial Statistics andSpatiotemporal Modelling from Human Geography and Geographical InformationScience, as well as Document Inspection and Case Studies from the interdisciplinaryfield of Social Sciences and Heritage Studies.
This research starts with a systematic literature review concerning the usage ofUser-Generated Content and Artificial Intelligence in the broad field of urban heritagemanagement, in order to recognize the most prominent models, algorithms, and datasources in the existing literature. Then the official document of Statements ofOutstanding Universal Value by the UNESCO World Heritage Centre is fed intoartificial intelligence classifiers to train a machine replica for recognizing the relevantOUV selection criteria mentioned in a generic sentence, which is to be usedthroughout the dissertation as a key proxy for the concept of cultural significance.Furthermore, the sub-questions of the baseline and the activated scenarios bothstart with the collection and pre-processing of unstructured social mediaUser-Generated Content data (raw images and texts) using state-of-the-art modelsand algorithms from either Natural Language Processing or Image Recognition,depending on the data format. The processed data are used to construct structureddatasets in the form of networks with spatial, temporal, and social contexts, which
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are then analysed with Social Network Analysis, Graph Theory, and Spatial Statistics.The results of the analyses are visualized as maps and embedded in the discussionarena of heritage studies, eventually leading to planning recommendations in seek ofinclusive heritage management processes.
The main datasets collected and/or applied in this dissertation include:

– WHOSe Heritage (Bai et al., 2021a), collected from UNESCO World Heritage Centrebased on the Statements of Outstanding Universal Value, structured as a hierarchicalmulti-class single-label text classification dataset, introduced and analysed inChapter 3, further applied in Chapters 4 till 6;
– Tripoli HUL (Ginzarly et al., 2019), adapted from a previous study collected fromFlickr in the city of Tripoli, Lebanon, structured as a multi-class single-label imageclassification dataset, introduced and analysed in Chapter 4;
– Heri-Graphs (Bai et al., 2022), collected from Flickr in cities of Amsterdam, Suzhou,Venice (and additionally also Testaccio area of Rome), structured as a graph-basedmulti-modal multi-class multi-task node classification dataset, introduced inChapter 4 and further analysed in Chapter 5;
– HREs (Bai et al., 2023a), collected from Twitter for the events of the 2019 fire inNotre-Dame de Paris and the 2019 flood in Venice, structured as an unlabelledattributed graph dataset with textual features and spatiotemporal contexts,introduced and analysed in Chapter 6;
– OSMnx (Boeing, 2017), a python-based framework for collecting crowd-sourcingOpenStreetMap datasets (Haklay and Weber, 2008) about the complex graphstructure of urban street networks, applied in Chapters 4 till 6.

Other task-specific datasets used in part of the research pipelines within a singlechapter will be introduced accordingly.

1.3.3 Overview of Case Selections

Due to the theoretical nature of proposing instantiable methodological workflows,this dissertation is not a conventional case-study-based research in the fields ofheritage studies and urban studies. However, according to Ragin and Becker (1992),
“every study is a case study because it is an analysis of social phenomena specificto time and place”.

This dissertation can also be interpreted as a Case Study (Johansson, 2007), definedby Ragin and Becker (1992) as:
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“a phenomenon of some sort occurring in bounded [spatiotemporal] context”.

Within this research, the social phenomenon is the perception of cultural significance,which is represented by the opinions and emotions on social media platforms,bounded by the time of the posting period after the existence of social media, and bythe place of the selected city containing UNESCO World Heritage properties.
Venice has been chosen as the main study case (spatial bounds) showcasing theproposed methodological workflows throughout the dissertation from Chapters 3 to6, while Amsterdam, Suzhou, Rome, Notre-Dame de Paris, as well as the entireUNESCO World Heritage List, are respectively analysed as test cases in differentchapters. Most of the cases are built heritage properties concerning buildings, urbanspaces, and cities. Note the cases used in this dissertation are mainly for illustrativeand demonstrative purposes. An overview of all the case studies can be seen inTable 1.1. The detailed official Statement of OUV for the UNESCO World Heritageproperties in the study cases can be found in Appendix A.
Specifically, "Venice and its Lagoon" is one of the only three UNESCO World Heritageproperties up to 2023 that are justified with all six cultural OUV selection criteria(together with Mount Taishan and Mogao Caves in China). Taking Venice as the casestudy could cover a broad variety of cultural significance, especially as there arestrong indications of natural elements in the city, though not explicitly justified withnatural OUV selection criteria. Furthermore, whereas Mount Taishan is a huge naturallandscape with cultural elements as scenic spots (mixed heritage) and the MogaoCaves are a group of small-scale caves containing statues and wall paintings, Venice[and its Lagoon] is the only property at an urban scale among the three. Since animportant theoretical basis of this dissertation is the HUL, the necessity of analysingVenice across the Chapters can be further rationalised.
TABLE 1.1 A brief overview of the case studies in this dissertation listed in alphabetical order.

Study Case State Party OUV Selection
Criteria

Data Source Data
Type

Scenarios Chapters

Amsterdam the Netherlands (i)(ii)(iv) Flickr Texts,Images,Contexts
Baseline Chapter 4

Paris* France (i)(ii)(iv) Twitter Texts,Contexts Activated Chapter 6
Rome** Italy (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(vi) Flickr Texts,Images,Contexts

Baseline Chapter 4

Suzhou China (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v) Flickr Texts,Images,Contexts
Baseline Chapter 4

Venice*** Italy (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v)(vi) UNESCO,Flickr, Twitter Texts,Images,Contexts
Baseline,Activated Chapters 3,4, 5, 6

World HeritageList - (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v)(vi)(vii)(viii)(ix)(x) UNESCO Texts Baseline Chapter 3
*Activated case about the fire in Notre Dame de Paris, April 2019.**Baseline case about the Testaccio neighbourhood in Rome.***Activated case about the flood in Venice, November 2019.
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The selection of the social media platform in this research will mainly be based on thecriteria of:
– the accessibility of the data and the privacy policy;
– the popularity of usage in general public for generating cultural-heritage-relatedcontent;
– a considerable even distribution of locals and visitors in the user group;
– the choice of previous researchers for a similar topic in the literature;
– the data needs to be well-structured, ideally having a timestamp, a spatial geo-tag,and a user profile along with the photos and/or comments.

Flickr and Twitter have been selected under the above-mentioned criteria for thebaseline and activation scenarios, respectively.

1.3.4 Data Management and Research Ethics

As this dissertation deals with user-generated content from different social mediaplatforms, it has been made sure that this research respected and followed the dataprivacy policy in Europe, the research integrity of TU Delft and HERILAND College ofheritage planning, as well as the usage legal restrictions of the APIs from the socialmedia platforms being used. Specifically, the data from UNESCO World HeritageCentre (Chapter 3), Flickr (Chapter 4), and Twitter (Chapter 6) are used at differentstages of this dissertation. The data management plan of this research has beenverified and approved by the data steward in the Faculty Architecture and BuiltEnvironment, TU Delft. In the meanwhile, as this research is related to data generatedby humans and posted online, this research has gone through a Data ProtectionImpact Assessment (DPIA) process, which has been supported by the Privacy Officerfrom TU Delft. Part of the research data and computational workflows (fromChapter 3 and 4) have been open-sourced on the code-sharing platform GitHub. Theresearch data of the entire dissertation will be shared with the 4TU Centre forResearch Data, with the condition that all the personal trackable data are deleted andmade anonymous and/or pseudonymous.

1.3.5 Research Limitations

The following subjects can be more or less related to the subject as can be also seenfrom the literature review, nevertheless, they fall out of the direct scope of thisresearch, and could be discussed in future studies:
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– proposing or stimulating the usage of social media platforms by heritage managersand the general public as a tool for cultural heritage participatory planning processand/or for place branding and social media marketing;
– comprehensively seeking for participation and social inclusion of all the possiblestakeholders in heritage management;
– actively gathering stakeholders for some participatory planning projects, in order toreveal conflicts and seek consensus;
– comparing the different behavioural patterns of User-Generated Content on differentsocial media platforms of various natures and target groups;
– figuring out the exact proportion of social media users in the whole society andensuring the representativeness [with respect to sample size/diversity] of the socialmedia users against the whole society;
– exploring the travel behaviour and preference of human beings with the help of theirvisit routes and trajectories;
– developing a new virtual platform or offline exhibition to collect the user-generatedcontent and showcase the research outcomes;
– making use of digital technology to transform urban heritage into a [playable] digitaltwin and including people for the cyberspace documentation with crowd-sourcingand citizen engagement;
– exhaustively collecting as much information as possible for a specific study case frommultiple data sources and creating an in-detailed cultural heritage informationsystem;
– legitimating the research workflow using social media platforms for social inclusion inofficial documents and policies;
– explicitly applying the research outcome in practices as real-world cultural heritagemanagement, spatial planning, adaptive reuse, and/or strategic urban design project;
– investigating the methodology into indoor museum exhibitions and social lifescenarios in search of the human preference for movable cultural relics andintangible heritage;
– Improving the current selection criteria, inscription procedure, and OutstandingUniversal Value system by UNESCO World Heritage Committee with the empiricalresults and/or creating a new heritage values and attributes standard.

1.4 Thesis Structure

Expanding the framework of Figure 1.4 and the discussion in Section 1.3.2, thestructure of this dissertation is visualized in Figure 1.5. The dissertation is composedof 7 chapters and 5 parts in a hierarchical structure.
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FIG. 1.5 The structure of the thesis. Arrows with solid lines demonstrate direct feed-forwards of researchoutcomes, and arrows with dashed lines entail potential feedback mechanisms.

The dissertation starts with a theoretical BASIS (PART A) of user-generated contentand cultural heritage management, with the building-up of the methodologicalframework in Chapter 1 and a systematic literature review in Chapter 2. Then thedissertation continues to develop the mathematical/computational MODELLING(PART B) of the authoritative view on the cultural significance as a machine replica,through training natural language processing models on Outstanding Universal Valueand obtaining an OUV-related lexicon in Chapter 3. From there the dissertation willbe split into two parallel lines: the first one focuses on the CONTEXT (PART C) of thecollective opinions in the everyday baseline scenarios, through constructing abaseline dataset in Chapter 4 and mapping the perceived cultural significance inChapter 5; the second one focuses on the DYNAMICS (PART D) of the public emotionstriggered by radical events in activated scenarios, by inspecting the mechanisms andthe spatiotemporal patterns of public discussion in Chapter 6. Finally, thedissertation comes back in an integral discussion about applying the proposedworkflows to promote social INCLUSION (PART E) in future heritage management,with the conclusions in Chapter 7. Hypothetically, results can emerge from later partsof the dissertation, which can be informative or even revolutionary for the knowledge
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obtained in earlier parts. With further iterations and updates in the future, it entails acombined feed-forward and feedback loop visualized with arrows in Figure 1.5.
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2 Literature
A Review about UnderstandingUser-Generated Content forHeritage Management
Parts of this chapter have been published in Bai et al. (2021b) and Bai et al. (2023a) and will be submitted as
Bai, et al. (2024a).
Bai N, Nourian P, Pereira Roders A. (2021b). Global Citizens and World Heritage: Social Inclusion of Online
Communities in Heritage Planning. In The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and
Spatial Information Sciences, XLVI-M-1-2021. p. 23–30.
Bai N, Ducci M, Mirzikashvili R, Nourian P, Pereira Roders, A. (2023a). Mapping Urban Heritage Images with
Social Media Data and Artificial Intelligence, A Case Study in Testaccio, Rome. In The International Archives of
the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, XLVIII-M-2-2023. p. 139–146.
Bai, N, Nourian P, Pereira Roders, A. (2024a). Mapping the User-Generated Content for Researching Cultural
Heritage - A Systematic Literature Review. (Under Preparation).

ABSTRACT The UNESCO 2011 Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape promotesmapping the cultural significance of urban heritage from the perspectives of thegeneral public in pursuit of social inclusion in heritage management. Theuser-generated content already available on social media platforms in the form ofimages, comments, and ratings can be considered a rich source for collecting dataconcerning the tourists’ image of destinations and their collective perception ofurban cultural heritage. Considering the amount of unstructured data on a largescale, artificial intelligence can construct structured feature vectors therefrom andsignificantly aid the analysis and collation processes compared to the traditionalmanual approach for mapping public perception of cultural heritage. This chapterpresents a systematic literature review on the usage of user-generated content onsocial media platforms in the specific field of heritage management. A total of 431records including research articles, conference proceedings, and book chapters thatare available at SCOPUS and Web of Science were collected in 2020. After abstractscreening and full-paper reviewing, 73 studies are included for qualitative synthesisto reflect the main issue of “how is User-Generated Content from social mediaplatforms [computationally] understood for researching cultural heritage properties".Information about the geographical distribution of the studies, the most frequently
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used social media platform, the span and size of collected and analyseduser-generated content, the research objectives, focuses, methods, computationalalgorithms, and models, as well as the distinction between baseline and activatedscenarios, has been identified, categorized, and/or summarized. These key aspectscoded for the systematic literature review process are eventually mapped on a 2Dspace using the Multi-Dimensional Scaling algorithm to indicate the co-occurringassociations among the aspects. It is also found that although only a smallproportion of the included studies declared explicitly that their study case is acultural heritage property, a majority of them were conducted with at least one studycase in a city where one or more World Heritage properties are located. In otherwords, those studies were concerned with cultural heritage planning or managementissues without explicit recognition. This chapter becomes the theoretical basis for therest of the dissertation.
KEYWORDS Systematic Literature Review, User-Generated Content, Social Media, CulturalHeritage, Multi-Dimensional Scaling

2.1 Introduction

Conventionally, the listing of cultural heritage, especially that of UNESCO WorldHeritage is determined by authorities and justified by experts, thus mainly atop-down view of the cultural significance (UNESCO, 2008). However, ordinarypeople including local residents and visiting tourists usually also have their ownexperiences and opinions on the tangible and intangible resources that they trulyvalue in the place they live, work, or leisure, providing an alternative bottom-up view(Janssen et al., 2017; Bai et al., 2021b). The “image” of a place can be informativefor experts during the spatial planning and heritage management decision-makingprocesses, as it adds a potentially more inclusive layer of information concerning theemotional attachment and sense of belonging in a “lived place” (Lynch, 1964;Lefebvre, 2014), which might not be directly and/or necessarily recognised asheritage according to the conventional procedure but does positively contribute tothe collective memory (Assmann and Czaplicka, 1995; Bai et al., 2023b). Since theadoption of the 2011 Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) byUNESCO, mapping the cultural significance of urban heritage as its valued attributes(Veldpaus, 2015) from the perspectives of a broader range of stakeholders includingthe general public is being recommended (UNESCO, 2011), where tools forknowledge documentation and civic engagement are also actively called for. Asargued by Bai et al. (2021b), social media platforms and other online digitalapplications already partially function as a critical resource for constructing suchtools to promote inclusive planning, both as an active medium for crowd-sourcingand participatory design (Watkins, 2007; Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-de
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Guevara, 2012; Boy and Uitermark, 2017; Ducci et al., 2023), and as a pre-existingdatabase for social sensing, information mapping, and pattern mining (Schich et al.,2014; Ginzarly et al., 2019; Kumar, 2020; Galesic et al., 2021).
The geo-tagged and time-stamped user-generated information already available onsocial media platforms in the form of images, comments, and ratings is considered aneffective source for collecting data concerning the tourist image of destinations(Kang et al., 2021; Cho et al., 2022), the most representative characteristics of urbanscenes (Lai et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019; Liu and De Sabbata, 2021), and morespecifically, the collective perception of urban cultural heritage (Monteiro et al., 2014;Ginzarly et al., 2019; Bai et al., 2022), all of which could be interpreted as majorcomponents of the urban heritage images perceived and expressed by the socialmedia users. However, the amount of user-generated data on social media platformsis usually at a large scale with thousands and even millions of samples that easilyexceed the capacity of manual analyses, even if only a general overview is desired.
The current advancements in the field of artificial intelligence (AI), or specifically, thedevelopments of pre-trained machine learning and deep learning models have madesemi-automatic analyses of unstructured multi-modal data at scales not onlypossible but also effective (Deng et al., 2009; LeCun et al., 2015; Vaswani et al.,2017; Baltrusaitis et al., 2019). With large image and language models thoroughlypre-trained on a massive amount of data, structured feature vectors can be easilyconstructed and/or extracted as effective representations of the raw information,enabling various types of downstream tasks in the application ends at a relatively lowcost (Pan and Yang, 2010; Kang et al., 2021). As a vivid example, ChatGPT byOpenAI1 already showcased how AI models could interact with different use casesincluding urban, history, and heritage studies, creating revolutionary possibilities,even though also raising moral concerns (Batty, 2023; Fostikov, 2023; Thorp, 2023).Nevertheless, the ethical discussions of applying this emerging technology are out ofthe scope of this chapter, which only considers AI as one of the possible tools thatcan aid the analysis and collation processes compared to the traditional manualapproach in heritage studies.
This chapter presents a systematic literature review, indenting to answer the question“how is User-Generated Content from social media platforms [computationally]understood for researching cultural heritage properties". The answers to thisquestion would be approached by inspecting, categorizing, and summarizing theexisting literature, which could effectively become a source of inspiration for thisdissertation and other future studies with similar objectives.
A few other literature reviews or bibliometric studies touched upon similar issues ofunderstanding User-Generated Content in the fields of Tourism (Leung et al., 2013;Lu and Stepchenkova, 2015; Pickering et al., 2018; Alaei et al., 2019), Hospitality(Leung et al., 2013), Marketing (Avila-Robinson and Wakabayashi, 2018), CulturalStudies (van Dijck, 2011), and most recently, in Heritage Studies (Alviz-Meza et al.,2022). However, as far as the author knows, this chapter is the first one to bring
1An official description can be found at https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt#OpenAI
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together all three aspects of the research context (i.e., geographical distribution,temporal span, data source), research content (i.e., research topics, case studies,heritage-specific categorization), and research methodology (i.e., models,algorithms), which not only result in qualitative and quantitative descriptions but alsoas a 2D Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) plot showing the empirical and theoreticalassociations among the aspects.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Searching Strategy

Following the principles suggested by Boland et al. (2017), keyword searches wereperformed on SCOPUS and Web of Science (WoS) on 24th and 25th March 2020,respectively. The searches included the title, abstract, and keywords of journalarticles, conference papers, and book chapters. The search string was finalized as“(Heritage OR UNESCO OR Touris* OR HUL OR ‘Historic Urban Landscape’) AND(‘social media’) AND {(‘Machine Learning’ OR ‘Deep Learning’ OR ‘InformationRetriev*’ OR ‘Text Mining’) OR (‘Graph Theory’ OR ‘Social Network’ OR ‘ComplexNetwork’ OR ‘Network Science’) OR [(Negotia* OR Inclusi* OR Democra* OR’Decision-making’) AND (Planning OR Management)]}", as visualized in Figure 2.1.

FIG. 2.1 Keyword searching on SCOPUS and Web of Science following the Systematic Literature Review.
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The broadest topic of this research which defines the research field is culturalheritage. To keep it general, “(Heritage OR UNESCO OR Touris* OR HUL OR ‘HistoricUrban Landscape’)” is used to catch all the possible related aspects when scholarstalk about cultural heritage. All the later searches must also include this set ofkeywords, as this is the basic research discipline of this dissertation. There are intotal 174,216 publications in SCOPUS and 150,637 in WoS available at the momentof search, implying the size of the cultural heritage research community.
Another essential topic of this research is social media, as this is the research objectand the data source to answer all the research questions. By combining the term“social media” with the cultural heritage terms, the search results are significantlyreduced to 1617 in SCOPUS and 1703 in WoS.
The next level of topics includes three equally important, yet well-separated fields:

1 Concerning the primary methods to deal with the raw user-generated data gatheredfrom social media or other similar data sources, terms related to the computationalmethods are combined, as “(‘Machine Learning’ OR ‘Deep Learning’ OR ‘InformationRetriev*’ OR ‘Text Mining’)”;
2 Concerning the secondary methods of network science to structure and analyze thegathered within its spatiotemporal and socioeconomic context, which also reveals theintrinsic topology of social media, terms related to network science are combined, as“(‘social media’) AND {(‘Machine Learning’ OR ‘Deep Learning’ OR ‘InformationRetriev*’ OR ‘Text Mining’)";
3 Concerning the ultimate goal of this research, i.e., to enhance social inclusion, publicparticipation, and democratization in heritage management, terms related to theseprocesses are combined, as “(Negotia* OR Inclusi* OR Democra* OR’Decision-making’) AND (Planning OR Management)".

Looking at the combination of the three sub-topics, the quantity of research objectsdrops critically again. The intersection of machine learning and network science inthe field of cultural heritage contributes to 23 articles in SCOPUS and 9 in WoS.Similarly, the intersection of machine learning and inclusive planning contributes to 2articles in SCOPUS and 3 in WoS. And the quantity for the intersection of networkscience and inclusive planning is 8 and 4, respectively. This huge contrast betweenthe grand size of the individual communities and the lack of publications whencombining terminologies together implies that there exists a huge research gap tounderstand social media computationally in the field of cultural heritage planning andmanagement, which points out the necessity and significance of this dissertation.
For the further process of systematic review in the next step, all the relevant recordsthat consist of all the essential topics (cultural heritage and social media) and atleast one of the technical topics (machine learning, network science, and/or inclusiveplanning) are considered. The search intended to extract publications related to theuse of social media in heritage studies with specific methodological focuses onmachine learning, network analyses, and/or inclusive planning, as they were most
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relevant to the proposed research framework shown in Chapter 1. Initially, 327publications were extracted from SCOPUS and 238 from Web of Science, making up atotal of 431 publications for screening and reading after merging and removing theredundant ones. As a note, terms concerning both scenarios “baseline/everyday"and “activated/event-triggered" were not used explicitly in the search, since it is notdesirable to refine the results to only focus on the scenarios. Ideally, both scenarioswould be automatically included in the extracted publications since the classificationframework is assumed to cover most heritage-related empirical studies using socialmedia data. The same argument is valid for the terms related to the level of analysis,i.e., “spatial", “temporal", or “spatiotemporal".

2.2.2 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

Two sets of inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied respectively for the two stagesof title/abstract screening and full-text reading (Boland et al., 2017) to filter out thearticles weakly related to the proposed framework.
For the first stage, publications that only focused on the hospitality industryincluding hotel, transportation, and/or gastronomy in the tourism sector (96records), museum exhibitions on-site or online (17 records), human mobility anddestination recommendation systems (26 records), social media marketing strategy(113 records), developing computation algorithms in seek of better performance (76records), and those that were not openly accessible (11 records) were excluded,yielding 92 publications for the second stage of full-text reading.
For the second stage, 19 publications were further excluded from the qualitativesynthesis since they did not include empirical studies (9 records), were not related toany aspect of User-Generated Content on social media (5 records), were literaturereview papers (4 records), or did not have an English version available (1 record).
As a result, 73 publications were included and analyzed with quantitative description,qualitative synthesis, and statistical tests. The selection and screening of theliterature are presented with PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for SystematicReviews and Meta-Analysis) standard (Liberati et al., 2009; Moher et al., 2009;Boland et al., 2017), as shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2.3 Analytical Strategies

The systematic review mainly answers the following questions:
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FIG. 2.2 The systematic literature review protocol.

– Research Context - Spatial Where have the studies been conducted both globallyand in Europe? How were the study cases selected and what was the geographicaldistribution of the research institute and their study cases?
– Research Context - Temporal What were the most frequently used social mediaplatforms? What was the time span of the data collection period and how large werethe collected datasets of User-Generated Contents, especially in both baseline/everyday and activated scenarios?
– Research Content What information was mostly collected and analysed? What wasthe focus of the studies, in terms of the main objectives, the focus group, as well asthe analytical approach?
– Research Methodology What were the most frequently used methods, models, andalgorithms for analysing and understanding User-Generated Content, and what wasthe trend of the methodological development and usage?
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During full-text reading, a systematic qualitative coding scheme was used to extractrelevant information from the 73 included publications. In this scheme, there are atotal of 154 variables under the thematic topics of the research context (geographicaldistribution, case study category, data collection), research content (main objectives,focus group, analytical approach), research methodology (methods, models,algorithms), and research presentation, not judging from any political standpoint.Among the coding variables, 110 are binary (i.e., denoting if the publication satisfiesa certain aspect or not), while the others are numerical, categorical, or textual. Thesebinary variables are not mutually exclusive, meaning multiple aspects can be given apositive value within the same category. On the one hand, those variables are thecategorical attributes to describe the included publications; on the other hand, thepublication records also give weight to each of the aspects, the co-occurrence ofwhich may suggest the similarity of the aspects under different thematic topics.Under such consideration, a MDS analysis is conducted in Python with sklearn libraryon the matrix of the records and aspects, in order to show the similarities among allthe concept aspects, as well as the clusters composed of the highly related concepts(Kruskal, 1964). This approach is different from most bibliometric studies (van Eckand Waltman, 2014; Alviz-Meza et al., 2022) since the latter most frequently dealswith the uni-partite co-occurrence of publication records, while the former makes useof the bipartite record-aspect matrices/networks. A comprehensive list of all thevariables in the coding scheme can be found in Appendix B.
Specifically, publications were classified as “baseline/ everyday", “activated", or“both", corresponding with the scenarios defined in Section 1.1. If one study explicitlydeclared an event as the main focus for the case study, for example, an internationalexposition, a natural disaster, and/or the crisis reaction for a destination, it waslabeled with “activated”; otherwise, if a study focused on the ordinary status of thecase, it was labeled with “everyday”; for the special cases where both scenarios wereemphasized and compared explicitly, they were labeled as “both".

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Geographical Distribution of the Studies

The included 73 records have a wide distribution globally in terms of the locations ofthe corresponding research institutions and the study cases. All geographical regionsare present as study cases in the literature, though Europe (41 records) and Asia (22records) are the most studied regions, followed by North America (3 records), LatinAmerica (1 record), Oceania (1 record), and Africa (1 record). Furthermore, 3 studiesuse the globe as their study case without emphasizing any single region (Monteiro
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et al., 2014; Paldino et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019).
In order to understand the geographical distribution of the studies, a directed graphcan be constructed, where each research record can be interpreted as one or moreedges, connecting the research institutions as sources, and study cases as targets.Almost half of the records (36) have multiple research institutions participating in theresearch locally or globally, contributing to edges with multiple sources pointing tosingle targets. 16 records have multiple study cases, contributing to edges withsingle sources pointing to multiple targets. 9 records have both multiple researchinstitutes and multiple study cases, resulting in fully connected edges. Edgesconnecting the same nodes as source and target are also valid, referring to researchconducted with a case that is the same as where the research institute is located. Thegraph can be mapped geographically on a global scale and in a European scale,respectively, as shown in 2.3 and 2.4.

FIG. 2.3 The geographical distribution of research institutes and study cases on a global scale, with adistribution histogram of the distance of edges on a log scale. The size of the point for cases shows thein-degree of the city.

From the geographical distributions, it can be seen clearly that Europe (centred withItaly) and Eastern Asia (especially China) are the two hotspots for research onunderstanding User-Generated Content on Social Media about cultural heritageproperties and tourist destinations. From the histograms of edge distance, it can beobserved that short-distance cooperation (less than 2500km globally and less than1000km in Europe) and local studies where the research institute and study case arebased in the same city are still the mainstream. Still, studies with wider cooperationfrom a longer distance keep on appearing in the past decade (Miah et al., 2017; vanWeerdenburg et al., 2019; Thakuriah et al., 2020).
As the term “cultural heritage” is not a restriction for the literature search, a lot ofrecords screened are not originally conducted by researchers from the field ofHeritage Management. Rather, the majority of the records come from the fields ofTourism (25 records), Computer Science (18 records), and spatial planning (11records). Interestingly, as only 22 records (30.1%) declare explicitly that their studycase is a cultural heritage property, e.g., in Bellens et al. (2016); Chianese et al.(2016); Micera and Crispino (2017); Campillo-Alhama and Martinez-Sala (2019);
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Ginzarly et al. (2019), 76.7% of the included studies (56 records) were conductedwith at least one study case in a city with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL.

FIG. 2.4 The geographical distribution of research institutes and study cases on a European scale, with adistribution histogram of the distance of edges on a log scale. The size of the point for cases shows thein-degree of the city. UNESCO World Heritage Properties are highlighted with a ring.

2.3.2 Studied Social Media Platforms and User-Generated Content

For the included research, 54 used a single social media platform to collect the data,8 used two platforms to compare, and 11 used more than two platforms. The studywhich includes the most various data sources (Martí et al., 2021) used five differentsocial media platforms (Instasights, Foursquare, Twitter, Google Places, and Airbnb).The most frequently used social media platforms are Twitter (22 times) and Flickr (19times), followed by TripAdvisor (9 times), generic destination websites (7 times),Facebook (7 times), and Instagram (6 times). This ranking does not mimic directlythe popularity of social media platforms in daily life, where a report in Australia(Burgess et al., 2015) shows the most used social media sites are Facebook,
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YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Pinterest, in descending order2.The most possible reasons for the inconsistency of the popularity and the choice ofTwitter and Flickr as data sources include their accessibility through free and openAPIs (Miah et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018; Clemente et al., 2019), the policy for sharing,viewing, and researching with privacy consideration (Thakuriah et al., 2020; van Dijck,2011), as well as the quality of data structure (Gabrielli et al., 2014; Monteiro et al.,2014; Clemente et al., 2019; Gosal et al., 2019). Furthermore, Twitter is especiallypopular with the activated condition (78.6%), due to its timeliness and low time lagfor updates (Williams et al., 2017).
According to the convention, the main research topics of social media and socialnetwork analysis can be clustered as Structural Analysis, which focuses on therelational data of the network, the community, the node and edge properties, as wellas the dynamic of network evolution; and Content-based Mining, which focuses onthe textual, pictorial and multimedia data (Aggarwal, 2011). As the geospatial aspectof social media is neither directly related to the structure, nor to the content, yet veryimportant in the field of tourism, spatial planning, and cultural heritage studies, athird dimension “Context” is added as the social network analysis aspect. Whether arecord focuses on the structure, content, or context aspect of the social media data isindividually coded among all the records, meaning one single record can havemultiple focuses. Content-based mining is the most common topic in the includedrecords (76.7%) (Hashida et al., 2018; Feizollah et al., 2019; Giglio et al., 2019;Salur et al., 2019), followed by geographical context mapping (64.4%) (Floris andZoppi, 2015; Guo et al., 2018; Clemente et al., 2019; Giglio et al., 2020). Thestructure, dynamics, and mechanism of the social media data are not very commonlystudied in the reviewed articles (34.2%) (Barbagallo et al., 2012; Gabrielli et al.,2014; Bellens et al., 2016; Junker et al., 2017). Only two records discussed on allthree aspects of structure, content, and context (Sun et al., 2017; Qi et al., 2018).
The type of user-generated content data collected and analyzed from social media isalso recorded. Textual data (comments, reviews, tags, captions, titles, et al.) is themost studied data type (75.3%), followed by geolocation (57.5%), timestamp(53.4%), and visual/pictorial data (46.6%). The user interaction (retweet, share, like,mention et al.) (27.4%) (Barbagallo et al., 2012; Campillo-Alhama andMartinez-Sala, 2019; Park et al., 2019; McMullen, 2020), the ratings and scores(11.0%) (Dickinger and Lalicic, 2016; Dickinger et al., 2017; van der Zee andBertocchi, 2018; Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019), and video data (4.1%)(Mariani et al., 2016; Micera and Crispino, 2017; Del Vecchio et al., 2018) are notvery commonly included. It is also worth noting that although 42.5% of the recordscollect user information including user ID, name, nationality, origin, etc., only onerecord (Thakuriah et al., 2020) declared explicitly the data privacy issue and explainsthe technique they use to anonymize or pseudonymize the data.
2Yellow Social Media Report 2018 - Consumer, which is available at https://www.yellow.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Yellow-Social-Media-Report-2018-Consumer.pdf
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2.3.3 Baseline/Everyday and Activated Scenarios

Among the 73 included publications, 9 were about the “activated" scenario while 59were about the “baseline" scenario, and only 5 were about both. A summary of thepublications with the label of either “activated" or “both" could be seen in Table 2.1.The majority of publications mainly discussed the use of social media for heritageplanning without mentioning any special events. The trend of such distinctions couldbe seen in Figure 2.5. In the past decade, though the research about normaleveryday scenarios has kept growing, especially after 2016, studies explicitly aboutthe activated scenario dealing with event-related heritage management issuesremained scarce, let alone studies combining and comparing the two.

FIG. 2.5 The number of publications with label of “everyday", “activated", and “both" from 2010 to 2020.
Like the example of fire and flood as radical events shown in Section 1.1, plenty ofactivation came as consequences of natural disasters (Fukui and Ohe, 2019; Parket al., 2019; Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019). However, activated publicengagement on social media could also happen after political events (Claster et al.,2010; Monteiro et al., 2014; Chaabani et al., 2018), large-scale cultural activities(Gabrielli et al., 2014; Amato et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2017; Vassakis et al.,2019), or even general daily events (Barbagallo et al., 2012; Battiato et al., 2016;Chianese et al., 2016; Campillo-Alhama and Martinez-Sala, 2019), therefore notnecessarily negative, nor radical.
Among the studies, the majority focused on the regional- or national-level voicesfrom either local residents and/or tourists as a concerned community, while Monteiroet al. (2014) brought together the discussion about events such as the possibledelisting of a UNESCO World Heritage property in Australia into the global context,showing the local and global sensitivities regarding World Heritage based on thespatiotemporal evolution of related tweets. Researchers mainly used content-basedinformation (e.g., words, pictures), network structure (e.g., user interaction,connectivity, temporal dynamics), and contextual aspects (e.g., geo-location) fromthe social media platforms to draw their conclusions in activated scenarios (Aggarwal,2011), mainly from Twitter due to its timeliness and low time lag for updates(Williams et al., 2017). Natural Language Processing tools such as sentimentanalysis and topic models have been applied to mine the public opinions of heritageproperties triggered by events (Claster et al., 2010; Gabrielli et al., 2014; Monteiroet al., 2014; Chaabani et al., 2018; Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019; Fukuiand Ohe, 2019), and graphs/networks were constructed to find out the communitystructures (Barbagallo et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2017), critical influencers
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(Barbagallo et al., 2012; Campillo-Alhama and Martinez-Sala, 2019), populardestinations (Gabrielli et al., 2014), and to make personalized recommendations(Amato et al., 2016; Battiato et al., 2016). However, none of the presented studies inTable 2.1 have applied or developed heritage-specific tools targeted at revealingcultural significance, i.e., values and attributes of heritage properties, which shouldbecome an important initial step for the proposed framework (Bai et al., 2021a).
TABLE 2.1 A brief overview of the investigated publications in the systematic literature review classified aseither “activated" or “both".

Study Scenario Data
Source

Case
Study

Event Polarity Collection
Duration

Data Type

Amato et al.(2016) Activated Twitter Naples,Italy* Assumptive guidedtour for master-pieces of Caravag-gio

Positive - Content &Context

Barbagalloet al. (2012) Both Twitter Milan,Italy* General nega-tive commentsin tourism andculture domain

Negative Jan-Apr2011 Structure

Battiato et al.(2016) Both The SocialPicture Pisa, Italy* Cultural-relatedpublic events Positive - Content &Context
Campillo-Alhama andMartinez-Sala (2019)

Activated Facebook& Twitter 40 Spanishproper-ties*
Heritage-property-related publicevents

Positive Jan-Dec2017 Structure &Context

Chaabaniet al. (2018) Activated Twitter Tunis,Tunisia* Arab Spring Revo-lution Negative 10th-17thJuly 2016 Context
Chianeseet al. (2016) Both Twitter Naples,Bari,Venice& Rome,Italy*

Heritage-property-related publicevent
Neutral Dec 2014 -May 2015 Content &Context

Claster et al.(2010) Activated Twitter Bangkok& Phuket,Thailand
Red Shirt Demon-stration Negative Nov 2009 -May 2010 Context

Fukui andOhe (2019) Activated Twitter Iwate,Japan* Earthquake andTsunami Negative 2010-2019 Content &Context
Gabrielli et al.(2014) Activated Twitter &Foursquare Barcelona,Spain* Mobile WorldCongress 2012 Positive Feb-Mar2012 Content &Structure
Monteiroet al. (2014) Activated Twitter The Globe* Cases includingpossible delistingof TasmanianWilderness fromWorld Heritage

Negative Dec 2013 -Jan 2014 Content &Context

Park et al.(2019) Activated Facebook Florida Landfall of Hurri-can Irma Negative Aug-Sep2017 Structure &Context
Taecharungrojand Math-ayomchan(2019)

Both TripAdvisor Phuket,Thailand Wave-hit on tourboat Negative - Content &Context

Vassakiset al. (2019) Both Instagram,Facebook,Foursquare,& Twitter

Heraklion& Chania,Greece
Video shooting of apopular singer Positive Nov-Dec2017 Content &Context

Williams et al.(2017) Activated Twitter Bournemouth,UK Bournemouth AirFestival Positive 2011-2015 Structure &Context
*The case study contains at least one UNESCO World Heritage property.

Furthermore, Figure 2.6 shows information about data collection for all the includedpublications, which contained the collection period, duration, as well as total size of
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collected data, when related information has been explicitly provided by the authors.It reveals that for the investigated studies within both scenarios, the data collectionduration varied significantly, ranging from 3 weeks (Gabrielli et al., 2014) to 12 years(Junker et al., 2017; Ginzarly et al., 2019; Barros et al., 2020). Moreover, a shortercollection duration does not necessarily mean a smaller data quantity. Meanwhile, asthe popularity of big data has been growing in the past decade, not all recent studiesare processing “bigger data” than before. Remarkably, the two studies with thelargest data on the scale of 108 were both conducted more than 5 years ago (Clasteret al., 2010; Paldino et al., 2015). Furthermore, t-tests showed that the studiesfocusing on the activated scenarios have a significantly shorter data collectionduration than the studies merely focusing on everyday scenarios (t = −3.22, p < .01),while there is no significant difference found with the data quantity for differentscenarios (t = 1.50, p = .14). This again suggests that specific tools and algorithmsto handle the large datasets on social media to obtain potentially useful informationfor heritage practitioners and researchers are urgently needed.

FIG. 2.6 Left: the data collection duration (start time-end time) of the reviewed research; Right: therelationship between data collection duration and data quantity. The sizes of points show the proximity of theresearch to now, meaning that the later the record is published, the larger the point. The distributions of theduration and quantity are shown with histograms, at the top and right, respectively. The colors in both graphsdistinguish literature focused on “everyday", “activated" or “both" scenarios.

2.3.4 Research Content and Focuses

Three main aspects are coded under the thematic topic of research content, i.e.,research objective, focus group, and analytical approach. Again, all binary variablesunder each thematic topic allow multi-label coding and are not mutually exclusive.
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For the research objective, different stages of the research-application cycle arereached. As a field of study in human attitude, cognition, perception, and behavior, itis commonly believed that there are four main objectives as a sequence in Psychology– describe, explain, predict, and control (Gerrig et al., 2015). The same procedurecan be valid for urban studies and heritage studies when it concerns humans. In theincluded records, the majority (84.9%) reached the goal of describing the existingproperty (Monteiro et al., 2014; Miah et al., 2017; Hasnat and Hasan, 2018; Barroset al., 2020), whereas fewer records (21.9%) tried to explain the mechanism of thecurrent phenomena (Gabrielli et al., 2014; Schirpke et al., 2018; Clemente et al.,2019; Ginzarly et al., 2019), and only one record intended to predict futureperformance through analyses, modelings, or simulations (Qi et al., 2018). However,a slightly higher percentage (30.1%) tried to suggest management policies anddesign principles as a way of controlling and improving the current situation (Marianiet al., 2016; Song and Kim, 2016; Miah et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018; Taecharungrojand Mathayomchan, 2019). The unbalance and the jump over the steps in thesequence can be due to the difference in fields, yet also suggest where the researchgap exists. A large proportion of the records (76.7%) used their research as anexploration to propose a new workflow (Paldino et al., 2015; Peng and Huang, 2017;Oteros-Rozas et al., 2018; Afzaal et al., 2019), as the usage of social mediauser-generated content is generally new in the field. Those studies from the field ofcomputer science usually also had the objectives of proposing a new algorithm orimproving an existing one (37.0%) (Chen et al., 2017; Junker et al., 2017; Pan et al.,2019; Ramanathan and Meyyappan, 2019), creating a new platform either forcollecting user-generated content or for displaying the analytical results to themanagers and tourists (11.0%) (Battiato et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Sansonettiet al., 2019; Thakuriah et al., 2020), and developing a better recommendationsystem for promoting destinations as products (11.0%) (Majid et al., 2013; Mazloomet al., 2017; Korakakis et al., 2017; Figueredo et al., 2018). Besides, a few records(15%) also explored the usage of the social media platform by managers and tourists(Dickinger and Lalicic, 2016; Del Vecchio et al., 2018; Nenko and Petrova, 2018;Varnajot, 2019; McMullen, 2020).
For the focus group, three types of stakeholders are mostly involved: visitors, locals,and officials. The discussion of “whose heritage" has since long been on board in thefield of cultural heritage management (Rakic and Chambers, 2008; Taylor and Gibson,2017; Oteros-Rozas et al., 2018). The Recommendation on the HUL states explicitlythat a diverse cross-section of stakeholders should be involved and empowered toidentify the key values in their urban areas (UNESCO, 2011; Bandarin and Van Oers,2012). In the involved studies, the locals start to get the research attention (65.8%)(Chianese et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2017; Nenko and Petrova, 2018; Dai et al.,2019; Ginzarly et al., 2019), but are still under the dominant focus of tourists(95.9%), as the majority of the included records are from the field of tourism. 32.9%records claimed explicitly that there might be a perceptual and behavioural differencebetween stakeholders (Mariani et al., 2016; Bernadou, 2017; Leung et al., 2017;Campillo-Alhama and Martinez-Sala, 2019; Park et al., 2019). Interestingly, knowingthe existence of differences between locals/officials and visitors, 6 studies tookmeasures to exclude the data generated by either locals (Grandi and Neri, 2014;Encalada et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Martínez-Sala et al., 2018) or officials (Hasnat
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and Hasan, 2018; Tao et al., 2019) from the dataset in order to understand thevisitors more thoroughly. While the research from different fields may target ondifferent focus groups, e.g., tourism studies may focus more on the tourists asdemanders (Dickinger and Lalicic, 2016; Miah et al., 2017; van der Zee and Bertocchi,2018; Martí et al., 2021), marketing and management studies may focus more onmanagers as suppliers (Mariani et al., 2016; Miah et al., 2017; Pantano and Dennis,2019; McMullen, 2020), spatial planning studies may contribute more to governmentoriented to future development (Floris et al., 2014; Tang and Li, 2016; Thakuriahet al., 2020; Martí et al., 2021), destination management research may care moreabout the destination or property itself (Song and Kim, 2016; Sun et al., 2017; Nenkoand Petrova, 2018; Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019), they are all connectedto and concerned with heritage management in some way.
For the analytic approach, the majority of the included records (65.8%) usedcomputational algorithms, models, and/or tools to facilitate the analyticalunderstanding of the user-generated content (Abeysinghe et al., 2018; Afzaal et al.,2019; Sansonetti et al., 2019; van Weerdenburg et al., 2019). Half of the records(50.7%) used either descriptive statistics or statistical tests to aid the story-tellingand to prove the hypothesis (Majid et al., 2013; Miah et al., 2017; Clemente et al.,2019; Ginzarly et al., 2019). Spatial analysis with the help of Geographic InformationSystem/Science (GIS) and spatial mapping (34.2%) (Monteiro et al., 2014; Tang andLi, 2016; Schirpke et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2019) and qualitative analysis within-detailed observation and description (31.5%) (Mariani et al., 2016; Song and Kim,2016; Bernadou, 2017; Oteros-Rozas et al., 2018) were also applied with regard tothe research fields of the authors. Graph theory approach modeling the relationalstructure and dynamics of the social networks (19.2%) (Majid et al., 2013; Bellenset al., 2016; Williams et al., 2017; Sansonetti et al., 2019) and mathematicalformulations with some degrees of abstraction (12.3%) (Majid et al., 2013; Chianeseet al., 2016; Mazloom et al., 2017; Pan et al., 2019) were the least touched areas.Concerning the general analytical approach and the format of the collecteduser-generated data, detailed methodologies of one of the five topics, i.e., NaturalLanguage Understanding (67.1%), Image Recognition (28.8%), Machine Learning(63.0%), Spatial Mapping (46.6%), and Graph Analysis (30.1%), were also recordedand coded, which will be further discussed in detail in Section 2.3.5. It is worth notingthat though NLP and CV are recently the terminologies from artificial intelligence, theterms were interpreted literally during coding, allowing for more traditional ways ofmanually reading, tagging, processing, and understanding information in theunstructured texts and images (Albers and James, 1988; McMullen, 2020). This alsoexplains why the proportion of studies with an analytical approach to naturallanguage understanding can be even larger than those with a computational one.
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2.3.5 Analytical Approach

As already briefly mentioned in Section 2.3.4, the models, methods, algorithms, toolsused, and other methodological aspects are coded with respect to the five broadcategories of Graph Theory, Spatial Mapping, Machine Learning, Natural LanguageUnderstanding, and Image Recognition.
For the 22 included records which involved Graph Theory or [social] networkanalysis, they mainly constructed networks or graphs about terminologies, conceptsand sentiments (knowledge graph, 8 records) (Grandi and Neri, 2014; Monteiro et al.,2014; Afzaal et al., 2019; Tao et al., 2019), visitation patterns and occurrenceassociations (spatial network, 10 records) (Paldino et al., 2015; Korakakis et al.,2017; Qi et al., 2018; van der Zee and Bertocchi, 2018), and social mediainteractions (social network, 4 records) (Barbagallo et al., 2012; Bellens et al., 2016;Williams et al., 2017; Abeysinghe et al., 2018). The three types of graphs are usefulinformation for the content, context, and structure aspects of social media UGC,respectively. The knowledge graph usually exists as a by-product for text-mining, asit explains the relationship between topic keywords (Monteiro et al., 2014) and theassociation between sentiment and its aspect (Afzaal et al., 2019); or as aby-product for creating a recommendation system, as it connects terms, places, etal., to the user (Sansonetti et al., 2019). The spatial graph consists of three types:

1 bipartite or multipartite graphs associating the concepts and/or visitors to theirspatial context (Majid et al., 2013; Mazloom et al., 2017);
2 monopartite directed graphs recording the consecutive travel paths of the visitors(Gabrielli et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2018);
3 monopartite undirected graphs recording the co-visiting and cooccurrence pattern(Qi et al., 2018; van der Zee and Bertocchi, 2018).

The social networks keep records of the retweeting, mentioning, and replyingrelationship in the unit of either user or post (Barbagallo et al., 2012; Williams et al.,2017). The most frequently used network analysis metrics include degree centrality(8 times), density (5 times), degree distribution (4 times), and betweennesscentrality, clustering coefficient, and core-periphery structure (3 times). Metricsabout the dynamic property of the graph such as the spreading speed of theinformation are only mentioned once in Barbagallo et al. (2012). Most of theconcepts here have been introduced in Section 1.2.4.
For the 34 included records which involve Spatial Mapping, the majority (28 records)visualizes the quantity of the collected UGC in the form of heatmap (Battiato et al.,2016; Nenko and Petrova, 2018; Clemente et al., 2019; Ginzarly et al., 2019) orscatter plots (Bellens et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Giglio et al., 2019; Tao et al.,2019). 14 records also included the results of spatial statistical analysis, e.g. theclusters based on DBSCAN (Majid et al., 2013; Miah et al., 2017; Peng and Huang,2017; Giglio et al., 2019), the local Moran Index (Floris and Zoppi, 2015; Encalada
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et al., 2017), the spatial similarity and heterogeneity (Oteros-Rozas et al., 2018;Zhang et al., 2019), etc.. 10 records mapped the relevant topics and/or sentimentsrevealed in the UGC with respect to their corresponding locations (Clemente et al.,2019; Ginzarly et al., 2019). Only 2 records also included the temporal aspects in themapping by comparing the maps of different seasons (Schirpke et al., 2018) orevent-related time periods (Monteiro et al., 2014).
46 records were coded as Machine Learning research since they included processesof classification, clustering and/or regression, all of which were introduced inSection 1.2.3. Although coded as Machine Learning research in this review, a smallnumber of records also applied semi-automatic (6 records) (Monteiro et al., 2014;Mariani et al., 2016; Hasnat and Hasan, 2018; Clemente et al., 2019; Ginzarly et al.,2019; Park et al., 2019) or manual (3 records) (Qi et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018; Daiet al., 2019) processes to achieve the classification/clustering/regression tasks.

– 24 records involved the classification task, which is a supervised learning task forcategorical data. Among the classification studies, the most researched aspect (9records) is to categorize sentiments (Amato et al., 2016; Hashida et al., 2018; Afzaalet al., 2019; Salur et al., 2019). Other notable categorizations include CulturalEcosystem Services (Clemente et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2019), whether a depictedscene is tangible or intangible heritage (Ginzarly et al., 2019), and to identify the citywhere the photos were taken (Zhang et al., 2019).
– 19 records involved the clustering task, which is an unsupervised learning task forcategorical/numerical data, among which the most researched aspect (7 records) isto identify the popular locations geographically (Majid et al., 2013; Leung et al.,2017; Miah et al., 2017; Giglio et al., 2020). Other application scenarios included thedetection of user communities (Williams et al., 2017; Thakuriah et al., 2020) anddiscussion topics (Park et al., 2019; Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019).
– 7 records involved the regression task, which is a supervised learning task fornumerical data, predicting variables such as the tourists’ preference (Floris andZoppi, 2015; Schirpke et al., 2018), number of visitors (Fukui and Ohe, 2019), andlevels of user engagement (Mariani et al., 2016).

The majority (29 records) applied traditional machine learning models and algorithmswithout using variants of deep neural networks, such as SVM (Support VectorMachine) (Dickinger et al., 2017; Hasnat and Hasan, 2018; van Weerdenburg et al.,2019), NB (Naïve Bayes) (Chaabani et al., 2018; Ramanathan and Meyyappan, 2019;Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019), and variants of DBSCAN (Majid et al.,2013; Miah et al., 2017; Korakakis et al., 2017; Giglio et al., 2020) for the tasks. As alater development within the framework of machine learning, Deep Learning trainsneural network models with hidden layers through massive data, which triggers thedevelopment and boosts the performances of both research applications ofComputer Vision and Natural Language Processing. A smaller number (9 records) ofthe included records made use of deep learning models, such as CNN (ConvolutionNeural Network) (Battiato et al., 2016; Hashida et al., 2018; Gomez et al., 2019;Zhang et al., 2019), general RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) (Amato et al., 2016;
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Abeysinghe et al., 2018; Feizollah et al., 2019), and an RNN variant called LSTM(Long Short Term Memory) (Abeysinghe et al., 2018; Feizollah et al., 2019).
Among the 21 records involving the procedure of Image Recognition, the majority(10 records) of them still applied manual coding and visual content analysis for thecollected image data (Song and Kim, 2016; Bernadou, 2017; Oteros-Rozas et al.,2018; Ginzarly et al., 2019; McMullen, 2020), followed by deep learning (7 records)(Battiato et al., 2016; Mazloom et al., 2017; Figueredo et al., 2018; Giglio et al.,2019; Gomez et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Thakuriah et al., 2020), traditionalmachine learning (3 records) (Miah et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018; Gosal et al., 2019),and hybrid methods (1 record) combining manual work with computational models(Martí et al., 2021). Although deep learning already took up the dominant position ofComputer Vision research in 2010 and became quite successful for image recognitiontasks (LeCun et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2020), its applicationis still not as popular as it should be within the included research about heritage andtourism studies in the past 5 years. The included records concerned with the scenesor contexts where the images were taken (15 records) (Bernadou, 2017; Guo et al.,2018; Gomez et al., 2019; McMullen, 2020), the main topic of the depicted scenes(14 records) (Peng and Huang, 2017; Figueredo et al., 2018; Ginzarly et al., 2019;Martí et al., 2021), as well as the object appearing in the images (11 records) (Giglioet al., 2019; Gosal et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Thakuriah et al., 2020).
According to a review paper about the use of sentiment analysis in the field oftourism (Alaei et al., 2019), the methods used in the literature can be clustered intothree groups: machine learning, rule-/dictionary-based, and hybrid approaches. Themachine learning approach, either supervised or unsupervised, applies methods suchas SVM, NB, K-means to train a classifier or to enable clustering tasks. The rule-/dictionary-based approach, however, first builds a context-related lexicon and usessuch lexicon and fine-tuned linguistic rules to understand the sentiment orientationof the texts. And the hybrid approach combines the other two approaches in parallel.Although the category Natural Language Understanding coded here does notnecessarily mean sentiment analysis, which is only one possible application of theformer concept, a similar clustering of methodological approaches can be found inthe 49 included records of this review. Moreover, as a matter of consistency, “deeplearning" could be separately listed from the machine learning approach due to itspopularity and enormous contribution to NLP. Before 2017, the dictionary-basedapproach (14 records) was dominant in the literature (Claster et al., 2010; Majidet al., 2013; Chen et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017), since which the traditional machinelearning (10 records) (Del Vecchio et al., 2018; Muangon et al., 2018; Taecharungrojand Mathayomchan, 2019; van Weerdenburg et al., 2019), deep learning (8 records)(Sun et al., 2017; Mazloom et al., 2017; Gomez et al., 2019; Thakuriah et al., 2020),and hybrid (8 records) (Peng and Huang, 2017; Chaabani et al., 2018; Ramanathanand Meyyappan, 2019; Vassakis et al., 2019) methods have been growing. Similar toimage recognition, manual analysis (9 records) for the text qualitatively was still apopular approach for text understanding in heritage and tourism fields (Mariani et al.,2016; Korakakis et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2017; Campillo-Alhama andMartinez-Sala, 2019). As argued above, even though sentiment analysis is only onespecific application of Natural Language Understanding, it still took up the majority of
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the included records (23 records) (Barbagallo et al., 2012; Amato et al., 2016; Saluret al., 2019; Tao et al., 2019), together with two other popular concerns – context (oraspect) of the text showing the general categories such as food, price, service, etc.(21 records) (Chianese et al., 2016; Miah et al., 2017; Dai et al., 2019; Thakuriahet al., 2020), and the detailed topic of the speech (21 records) (Floris and Zoppi,2015; Mariani et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Varnajot, 2019). The aspect analysis wasoften combined with sentiment analysis, making up a specific approach called“aspect-based sentiment analysis” (12 records), distinguishing the differentsentiment orientations of users when they are discussing in different contexts(Abeysinghe et al., 2018; Afzaal et al., 2019; Ramanathan and Meyyappan, 2019; Taoet al., 2019). Other frequently researched topics included the association betweenword and word, words and context or topic, and/or words and place (17 records)(Monteiro et al., 2014; Miah et al., 2017; Ginzarly et al., 2019; Gomez et al., 2019),entity extraction retrieving the names of places, objects, and/or heritage properties(14 records) (Gabrielli et al., 2014; Monteiro et al., 2014; Nenko and Petrova, 2018;Park et al., 2019), and emotions of the text, which is one level more detailed thansentiment where only the direction and valence (positive, negative or neutral) isbeing considered (5 records) (Moreno et al., 2015; Dickinger and Lalicic, 2016;Abeysinghe et al., 2018; Nenko and Petrova, 2018; Pan et al., 2019).

2.3.6 Associations Between Contexts and Contents

The results of the MDS plotting of all binary variables mentioned in the Sections 2.3.2,2.3.3, and 2.3.4 are shown in Figure 2.7.
As a method to visualize the level of similarity of individual concepts, the two axes donot have an explicit meaning. Rather, it is the distance of each pair of points on themap that matters: the closer the points, the more similar or more related they are.Many pairs of concepts are consistent with common sense, for example “graphanalysis" and “graph theory", “spatial analysis" and “spatial planning",“computational", “technology", and “machine learning", etc. Besides those, someinteresting patterns can also be observed:

– Twitter, TripAdvisor, Facebook and Instagram are all closer to the activated scenariothan to the everyday/baseline scenario, while Flickr has a similar distance to both thescenarios, suggesting the common and popular choices of social media platforms fordifferent research aims and applicational scenarios.
– Natural Language Understanding is close to computational approach, while ImageRecognition is closer to qualitative approach, confirming that many included studiesused traditional methods rather than computational models to recognize the contentand topic shown on images.
– The higher-level research objectives (explain/ control) are closer to the focus groupof officials and government, and to the qualitative and spatial analytical approach.
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FIG. 2.7 Multi-Dimensional Scaling Plot of all the binary aspects with research content, the research scenario(everyday/activaed), and the key social media platforms based on the screened records. The color and shapeof the points show the categories the concepts relate to; the size of the points shows the frequency of theconcept appearing in the records.

This can be due to the nature of the direct application of those studies.
– The three dimensions of social media analysis, namely structure, content, and contextare broadly distributed in the MDS space. The “structure" dimension is closer tomathematical and graph theory aspects, the activated scenario, and the interactiondata from the social media; the “content" dimension is closer to computationalaspect, the textual data, and natural language understanding; while the “context"dimension is closer to spatiotemporal data and statistical approach. This confirmsthe necessity of adding the third dimension of context as argued in Section 2.3.2.
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2.3.7 Models, Methods, Algorithms

For all the records, the models, algorithms, and external databases other than thesocial media platform were also coded during the review process. 33 models,algorithms, and databases were applied more than once in the included records.There is no dominant model, algorithm, or database that appears in more than 10times or 15% of the records, due to the multi-disciplinary essence of this review. Theco-occurrence patterns of the 33 items are visualized in Figure 2.8 as an undirectedgraph. The size of the nodes and the labels show the number of mentions andapplications (degree), and the width of the links shows the times of co-occurrencebetween the two connected items. Furthermore, an overview of all 33 itemsconcerning algorithms, models, and datasets can be found in Table 2.2.

FIG. 2.8 A network (undirected graph) showing the popularity of models, algorithms, and external datasets,and their co-occurrence relationship within the included records. Explanations of the acronyms in the itemscan be found in Table 2.2. The colors of the nodes correspond to the main application fields of research, suchas Machine Learning, Computer Vision, Natural Language Processing, Statistics, Spatial Analysis, CulturalHeritage, and Tourism

The most applied method is DBSCAN, with a strong connection to its variationP-DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996; Kisilevich et al., 2010; Schubert et al., 2017), whichappears 10 times in total. It is a powerful and popular density-based clusteringalgorithm broadly used for spatial analysis using a very simple parameter selectionprocess. The included records used the geo-locations of social media posts as inputdata to clusters of Point of Interest (POI), AOIs (areas of interest), or top attractionsat the country level (Mendieta et al., 2016), the region level (Hasnat and Hasan,2018), the city level (Majid et al., 2013; Korakakis et al., 2017; Leung et al., 2017;
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Giglio et al., 2019), and the district or even street level (Miah et al., 2017; Peng andHuang, 2017).
TABLE 2.2 An overview of the algorithms, models, and external databases that were applied more than once inthe included studies. All the items can be found in Figure 2.8 and are ranked in alphabetic order. Somerecords excluded after the full-text review step are also counted in the table. The fields are respectively:CH(Cultural Heritage), CV(Computer Vision), ML([general] Machine Learning), NLP(Natural LanguageProcessing), SA(Spatial/Spatiotemporal Analysis), ST(Statistics), and TM(Tourism Management).

Name Full Name Type Referred
Paper

Referring Records Field

AdaBoost Algorithm Freund et al.(1996) Hasnat and Hasan (2018); van Weerden-burg et al. (2019) ML
BPS Brand PersonalityScale Database Aaker(1997) Dickinger and Lalicic (2016); Moreno et al.(2015) TM
CFSFDP Clustering by FastSearch and Find ofDensity Peaks

Algorithm Rodriguezand Laio(2014)
Peng and Huang (2017); Wu et al. (2018) SA

CHIS Cultural Heritage In-formation System Database Chianese et al. (2016); Castiglione et al.(2018) CH
DATABENC Distretto ad Alta Tecnolo-gia per i Beni Culturali* Database Bifulco et al.(2016) Chianese et al. (2016); Castiglione et al.(2018) CH
DBpedia Database createdwith Wikipedia Database Auer et al.(2007) Gabrielli et al. (2014); Chianese et al.(2016); De Angelis et al. (2017); Liu et al.(2017); Figueredo et al. (2018); Sansonettiet al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2019)

NLP

DBSCAN Density-based spa-tial clustering ofapplications withnoise

Algorithm Ester et al.(1996) Majid et al. (2013); Deeksha et al. (2015);Mendieta et al. (2016); Miah et al. (2017);Korakakis et al. (2017); Leung et al. (2017);Peng and Huang (2017); Hasnat and Hasan(2018); Al-Sultany and Abd Al-Ameer(2019); Giglio et al. (2019)

ML

DecisionTree Algorithm Safavian andLandgrebe(1990)
Hasnat and Hasan (2018); van Weerden-burg et al. (2019) ML

GeoNames Database Berman et al.(2012) De Angelis et al. (2017); Liu et al. (2017) NLP
GloVe Global Vectors WordRepresentation Model Penningtonet al. (2014) Abeysinghe et al. (2018); Feizollah et al.(2019) NLP
k Means Algorithm Kanungoet al. (2002) Williams et al. (2017); Hasnat and Hasan(2018); Schirpke et al. (2018); Taecharun-groj and Mathayomchan (2019); Thakuriahet al. (2020)

ML

KNN k Nearest Neigh-bours Algorithm Manning(2009) Hasnat and Hasan (2018); van Weerden-burg et al. (2019) ML
LDA Latent Dirichlet Allo-cation Algorithm Colace et al.(2014) Amato et al. (2016); Dickinger et al. (2017);Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan (2019);van Weerdenburg et al. (2019)

NLP

LocalMoran I Algorithm Anselin(1995) Floris and Zoppi (2015); Encalada et al.(2017) SA
LSA Latent Semantic As-sociation Algorithm Landaueret al. (1998) Ginzarly et al. (2019); Gosal et al. (2019) NLP
MaximumEntropy Algorithm Nigam et al.(1999) Chaabani et al. (2018); Alaei et al. (2019);Clemente et al. (2019) ML
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TABLE 2.2 Cont.
Name Full Name Type Referred

Paper
Referring Records Field

MDS Multi-dimensionalScaling Algorithm Borg andGroenen(2005)
Ginzarly et al. (2019); Miah et al. (2017) ST

MeanShift Algorithm Comaniciuand Meer(2002)
Peng and Huang (2017); Hasnat and Hasan(2018) ML

MongoDB MongoDB 2dsphereIndex Database Deeksha et al. (2015); Amato et al. (2016) ML
ML-KNN Multilabel k NearestNeighbours Algorithm (Zhang andZhou, 2007) Afzaal et al. (2019); van Weerdenburg et al.(2019) ML
NB Naïve Bayes Model Jindal andLiu (2006) Claster et al. (2010); Ramanathan andMeyyappan (2019); Salur et al. (2019);Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan (2019);van Weerdenburg et al. (2019)

NLP

PDBSCAN DBSCAN with Photos Algorithm Kisilevichet al. (2010) Majid et al. (2013); Leung et al. (2017);Miah et al. (2017) ML
Places365 Images from 365scene categories Database,Model Zhou et al.(2017) Battiato et al. (2016); Figueredo et al.(2018); Zhang et al. (2019) CV
PMI Point-wise Mutual In-formation Algorithm Churchand Hanks(1990)

Chen et al. (2017); Pan et al. (2019) ML

RandomForest Model Chan andPaelinckx(2008)
Hasnat and Hasan (2018); Salur et al.(2019); van Weerdenburg et al. (2019) ML

SemEval Semantic EvaluationWorkshops Database Wagner et al.(2014) Abeysinghe et al. (2018); Afzaal et al.(2019) NLP
SentiStrength Detection for Senti-ment Strength Algorithm Thelwall et al.(2010) Mazloom et al. (2017); Ramanathan andMeyyappan (2019) NLP
SentiWordNet Sentiment Lexiconbased on WordNet Model Sebastianiand Esuli(2006)

Chaabani et al. (2018); Afzaal et al. (2019);Miah et al. (2017); Ramanathan andMeyyappan (2019)
NLP

SOM Self Organizing Map Algorithm Honkela(1997) Claster et al. (2010); Gosal et al. (2019) ML
SVM Support Vector Ma-chine Algorithm Cristianiniet al. (2000) Dickinger et al. (2017); Chaabani et al.(2018); Del Vecchio et al. (2018); Hasnatand Hasan (2018); van Weerdenburg et al.(2019)

ML

tf-idf Term Frequency - In-verse Document Fre-quency
Algorithm Kennedyet al. (2007) Majid et al. (2013); Deeksha et al. (2015);Peng and Huang (2017); Muangon et al.(2018)

NLP

TPPI Tourist Positive Pref-erences Incidence Index Floris et al. (2014); Floris and Zoppi (2015) TM
Word2Vec Word to Vector Model Mikolov et al.(2013b) Mazloom et al. (2017); Sun et al. (2017);Hashida et al. (2018); Feizollah et al.(2019); Gomez et al. (2019)

NLP

*The High Technology District for Cultural Heritage management of the Campania Region.

DBpedia is the most used external database, mentioned by 4 records. It is a contentontology based on the community contribution of the Wikipedia links, which involvesas much as 1.95 million concepts (Auer et al., 2007). Seven major categories inDBpedia are related to culture: art, artwork, artist, sculptor, museum, monument, andhumanist, which are also closely related to the tangible and intangible aspects ofcultural heritage. DBpedia is used as a tool for the extraction of places and otherculture-related categories, in order to further contribute to context-awarerecommendation systems (Liu et al., 2017; Sansonetti et al., 2019); to distinguish
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the locals and tourists based on their registered home location (Gabrielli et al.,2014); and to match the UGC to the DBpedia categories to distinguish the postsrelated to cultural heritage (Chianese et al., 2016).
Word2Vec is a popular and effective pre-trained word embedding model to transfertextual data into a high-dimensional vector space, which can be further used formachine learning, especially during neural network training (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b).It has been revolutionary for NLP research in the early 2010s and was broadlyapplied to represent the similarity of words, even though gradually exceeded bycontext-aware Transformer-based models in the late 2010s (Vaswani et al., 2017;Devlin et al., 2019). However, due to the information gap between the research fields,Transformers have not been broadly applied in the included studies from heritagemanagement and tourism before 2020. Within the included records, the Word2Vec iscombined with other deep learning neural-network models such as CNN, RNN, andLSTM, for further sentiment analysis (Sun et al., 2017; Hashida et al., 2018; Feizollahet al., 2019), and for learning the association of verbal information with the visualcontent and spatial context (Mazloom et al., 2017; Gomez et al., 2019).
SVM, k-Means, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, and Maximum Entropy being popularmachine learning algorithms, tf-idf, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), andSentiWordNet being popular NLP algorithms or lexicons, they are also mentionedmore than 3 times within the included records and are repeatedly mentioned togetherwith each other and other ML and NLP algorithms.
The database of Places365 (Zhou et al., 2017) and its predecessor Places205 (Zhouet al., 2014) are also worth mentioning, as they were applied twice as datasets twice(Figueredo et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019) and once as a pre-trained model(Battiato et al., 2016) within the included records. Places365 is a dataset containingmore than 10 million images labeled with indoor and outdoor scenes structured insemantic categories, among which there is a specific category of “cultural orhistorical building/place”, strongly related to the domain of tourism and heritageplanning. Several pre-trained CNN models on the Places365 dataset are availableand have a considerable level of classification performance.
Moreover, it can also be observed from the edges of the graph in Figure 2.8, that thealgorithms, models, and datasets from the same category are more likely to appeartogether in the research, suggesting the existence of some disciplinary preferences.
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2.4 Discussion

As assumed in Section 1.3.2 and 2.2.1, the systematic literature review in thisChapter revealed a highly interdisciplinary research field of studying User-GeneratedContent from social media platforms for heritage management, combining theknowledge from disciplines including but not limited to computer science, socialscience, heritage studies, tourism, spatial planning, spatiotemporal analysis, andmanagement. The results from the sections concerning research context(Sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.3), research content (Sections 2.3.4 to 2.3.6), and researchmethodology (Section 2.3.7) all indicated a complex interplay of differentapproaches, which is especially clear in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. The finding inSection 2.3.1 showing that most included studies are conducted in cities with urbanareas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL is thrilling. In other words, the majority ofstudies do concern or have the potential to concern cultural heritage planning ormanagement issues without explicitly recognizing and/or declaring them. This couldbe further compared and embedded in a more general discussion about the role ofheritage management processes in the entire planning policy (Janssen et al., 2017).Methods from other relevant yet divergent disciplines could become a great pool ofinspiration and references for solving the intended problem of this dissertation asmentioned in Section 1.3.1.
The theoretical framework proposed in Chapter 1 and in Bai et al. (2021b), whichdistinguishes the social interaction of the global online public for heritage propertiesas “everyday/baseline" and “activated/event-triggered" scenarios, has beensupported with pieces of evidence from the systematic literature review in thischapter as contextualization and validation. According to the review results, somecritical gaps are identified for future studies. Studies are needed:

1 to develop heritage-specific tools to deal with large-scale data from social media,
2 to construct proper spatiotemporal and social networks for both scenarios to captureuseful information on the opinions and emotions of the online communities,
3 to apply a variety of case studies in a global context to validate the generalizability ofthe methods, and
4 to link back to real-world heritage management and planning actions to facilitatedecision-making processes.

This confirms the need of conducting this dissertation, as to fill in some of the gaps(mostly No.1-3, and partly No.4) and link the evidence-based spatial characteristicsin the urban environment to the heritage attributes and values, with the help ofmachine learning as an automation tool.
Many popular methods identified from the systematic review will constantly reappearin the following Chapters, embedding this dissertation in a broader State of the Art.
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For example, choosing Flickr (Chapters 4 and 5) and Twitter (Chapter 6) as socialmedia platforms; involving the content, context (both in Chapters 4 to 6), andstructure (Chapter 6) of social media data; discussing baseline (Chapters 4 and 5)and activated scenarios (Chapter 6); including text, images, timestamps,geolocations, and user-information as the data format (in all of Chapters 4 to 6); andapplying MDS (Chapter 2), GloVe, Naïve Bayes (both in Chapter 3), Places365(Chapter 4), Local Moran I (Chapter 5), as well as DBSCAN, LDA, and GeoNames (allin Chapter 6). This suggests that while reviewing the dissertation Chapters andcorresponding publications with the same coding scheme, they would hypotheticallyappear in a central position connecting different sub-fields in this study.
This systematic literature review was originally conducted in 2020, so it unavoidablyexcluded the highly-related studies published thereafter, such as Bigne et al. (2021);Kang et al. (2021); Ginzarly et al. (2022); Kim and Kang (2022); Tenzer (2022) abouteveryday baseline scenario, and Kumar et al. (2020); Kumar (2020);Garduño Freeman and Gonzalez Zarandona (2021); Lorini et al. (2022) about theactivated event-triggered scenario. Moreover, throughout the research journey, a fewother highly relevant studies published before 2020 in the fields of social sciences,digital humanity, geography, and urban studies emerged, which were also not initiallyincluded in this systematic literature review (Lee et al., 2011; Lansley and Longley,2016; Boy and Uitermark, 2017; Lai et al., 2017), probably because they did notinclude any keywords from the broadest search string restricting the scope (i.e.,Heritage OR UNESCO OR Touris* OR HUL OR ‘Historic Urban Landscape’). Dependingon the eventual purpose, future studies can also consider adding more terms to thesearch string, allowing for the inclusion of studies from an even broader scope.Another iteration of the same process of literature searching on WoS and SCOPUScould be conducted, together with snowballing methods to incorporate 1) thedevelopment of the field ever since, and 2) the neglected yet highly relevant studiesdue to searching and exclusion strategies. Nevertheless, since the coding scheme,the analytical framework, and the generation of visualizations in this Chapter are allhighly structured and modulated, facilitated with a Python-based program, noadditional changes are needed when adding new research records. If new dimensionsare discovered during later iterations of reviewing process, however, earlier recordswill also need to be revisited for the coding of specific topics.

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter presented a systematic literature review conducted to answer thequestions about how User-Generated Content on social media platforms is collected,processed, analysed, and discussed in the broad field of heritage planning andtourism management. A complex and multi-/inter-disciplinary pattern has been
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found within the research context, research content, and research methodology of allthe reviewed studies. While only a small percentage of reviewed articles explicitlyreferred to heritage in their writing, the majority of them actually took place in citieswith urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL. The methods, algorithms, models,and analytical approaches summarized in this literature review can be inspiring andbeneficial for systematically analyzing social media User-Generated Content relatedto heritage management at scale. Future studies, including the following chapters inthis dissertation, need to reflect on this complexity and incorporate inspiringmethods from different disciplines.
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PART B On Modelling
Modelling the Authoritative Viewas Machine Replica
This part of dissertation models the authoritative view on UNESCO World Heritage
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV). It trains a few Natural Language Processing
models to replicate the classification and justification of OUV selection criteria
based on the semantic information of a generic sentence. The associations
among the natural and cultural selection criteria are revealed. This part is based
on the knowledge acquired from PART A and prepares for social media analyses
in the following PART C and PART D, since a heritage-specific analytic tool that is
both reproducible and scalable is needed in response to the massive amount of
user-generated social media data.

One chapter is included in this part:

Chapter 3 Lexicon - Classifying Outstanding Universal Value with Natural
Language Processing.
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3 Lexicon
Classifying Outstanding UniversalValue with Natural LanguageProcessing
Parts of this chapter have been published in Bai et al. (2021a,b).
Bai N. Luo R, Nourian P, Pereira Roders, A. (2021a). WHOSe Heritage: Classification of UNESCO World
Heritage” Outstanding Universal Value” Documents with Soft Labels. In Findings of the Association for
Computational Linguistics: EMNLP 2021. p. 366-384. Association for Computational Linguistics.
Bai N, Nourian P, Luo R, Pereira Roders A. (2021b). “What is OUV” Revisited: A Computational Interpretation
on the Statements of Outstanding Universal Value. In ISPRS Annals of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing
and Spatial Information Sciences, VIII-M-1-2021. p. 25–32.

ABSTRACT Evaluating and justifying the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) is essential for eachsite inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List, and yet a complex task, even forexperts, since the selection criteria of OUV are not mutually exclusive. The 2008ICOMOS Report “What is OUV" has been a successful example of interpreting OUV asan integral concept by inspecting the associations of the selection criteria in allinscribed properties. Furthermore, manual annotation of heritage values andattributes from multi-source textual data, which is currently dominant in heritagestudies, is knowledge-demanding and time-consuming, impeding systematic analysisof such authoritative documents in terms of their implications on heritagemanagement. This chapter applies state-of-the-art Natural Language Processingmodels to build a classifier on Statements of OUV, seeking an explainable andscalable automation tool to facilitate the nomination, evaluation, research, andmonitoring processes of World Heritage sites. Label smoothing is innovativelyadapted to improve the model performance by adding prior inter-class relationshipknowledge to generate soft labels. The study shows that the best models can reach94.3% top-3 accuracy, that the lexicon derived from computational techniques cancapture the essential concepts of OUV, and that the selection criteria are consistentlyassociated with each other in different similarity metrics. A human study with anexpert evaluation of the model prediction shows that the models are sufficientlygeneralizable. This study provides a quantitative and qualitative interpretation of theStatements of OUV and the associations of selection criteria, which can be seen as an
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elaborated computational extension of the 2008 Report, useful for future inscriptionand evaluation process of World Heritage nominations. Code and data for this projectare available at https://github.com/zzbn12345/WHOSe_Heritage.

KEYWORDS UNESCO World Heritage, Outstanding Universal Value, Natural Language Processing,Label Smoothing, Text Classification

3.1 Introduction

Since the World Heritage Convention was adopted in 1972, 1121 sites have beeninscribed worldwide in the World Heritage List (WHL) of UNESCO up to 2019, aimingat the collective protection of the cultural and natural heritage of OutstandingUniversal Value (OUV) for mankind as a whole (UNESCO, 1972; von Droste, 2011;Pereira Roders and van Oers, 2011). First proposed in 1976, OUV, meaning the
“cultural and/or natural significance which is so exceptional as to transcendnational boundaries and to be of common importance for present and futuregenerations of all humanity”,

has been operationalized and formalized into an administrative requirement insteadof an independent qualification for new inscriptions on the WHL since the adoption ofthe Operational Guidelines in 2005 (Jokilehto, 2006, 2008; UNESCO, 2008). Tenselection criteria exist as the core of OUV, among which criteria (i) - (vi) generallyrefer to cultural values, and (vii) - (x) to natural ones. At least one of the ten criteriamust be fulfilled by any nomination. Further details are available in Appendix A.
Since 2007, complete Statements of OUV (SOUV) need to be submitted andapproved for new World Heritage (WH) nominations, which should include, amongothers, a section of “justification for criteria”, giving a short paragraph to explain whya site (also known as property) satisfies each of the criteria it is inscribed under.These statements are to be drafted by the State Parties after scientific research forany tentative nominations, further reviewed and revised by the Advisory Bodies fromICOMOS and/or IUCN and eventually approved and adopted by the World HeritageCommittee for inscription. Similarly, Retrospective Statements of OUV were alsoprepared during the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting (2008-2015) by 812properties1 inscribed before 2006, to revise or refill the section of justification forcriteria if it was incomplete or not agreed on at the time of inscription (IUCN et al.,
1this number is calculated based on the data provided in the Reports of each region available athttp://whc.unesco.org/en/pr-questionnaire/
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2010). However, the evaluation of SOUV can be ambiguous in the sense that: 1) theselection criteria are not mutually exclusive and contain common information abouthistorical and aesthetic/artistic values as an integral part (Jokilehto, 2008); 2) thekey stakeholders to evaluate the SOUV for a nomination occasionally disagree witheach other at early stages, leading to recursive reviews and revisions, though all areconsidered to be domain experts (Jokilehto, 2008; Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders,2010; von Droste, 2011). A tool to check the accuracy, objectivity, consistency, andcoherence of such statements can significantly benefit the inscription processinvolving thousands of experts worldwide each year.
Not only for new nominations, but the SOUV is also an essential reference point formonitoring and interpreting inscribed heritage sites (IUCN et al., 2010). Researchersand practitioners actively and regularly check if the justified criteria are still relevantfor the sites, so as to decide on further planning and managerial actions. Moreover,these same statements are also used in support of legal court cases, should WH sitesbe endangered by human development (Pereira Roders, 2010; von Droste, 2011).Under the support of the Recommendation of Historic Urban Landscape and therecent Our World Heritage campaign, multiple data sources (e.g., news articles,policy documents, social media posts) are encouraged in such analyses of identifyingand mapping OUV (UNESCO, 2011; Bandarin and Van Oers, 2012; Ginzarly et al.,2019). The traditional method of manually annotating heritage values and attributesby experts can be time-consuming and knowledge-demanding for analysing massivesocial media posts by people in cities with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHLto find OUV-related statements, albeit dominantly applied in practice (Tarrafa Silvaand Pereira Roders, 2010, 2012; Abdel Tawab, 2019).
Investigating OUV and comparing it to the selection criteria and justifications appliedto the listed WH properties is not uncommon. Most research, however, focuses on asingle case or a few cases for comparative study, thus mainly concerning a smallnumber of SOUV (Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2010; Shah, 2015; Abdel Tawab,2019; Ruffino et al., 2019). Whereas the 2007 International Conference on Valuesand Criteria in Heritage Conservation explicitly organized sessions to discover thedefinition and evolution of OUV as an integral concept, discussing the terms used inthe current (by then) WH justifications and proposing possible enhancement to clarifythe concepts (Fejérdy, 2007; Jokilehto, 2007; Petzet, 2007). The whole discussion ofthis conference resulted in the well-known ICOMOS report “What is OUV, Defining theOutstanding Universal Value of Cultural World Heritage Properties", published in2008. The report described the evolution of OUV since first proposed, summarizedthe essential focuses of each cultural selection criterion, and matched the criteria tothe main themes in existing WH properties (Jokilehto, 2008). In that report, theconcepts of OUV are illustrated from both a deductive perspective by interpreting thedefinitions in Operational Guidelines, and an inductive perspective by giving examplesfrom justification texts of WH properties. Keywords in the justifications arehighlighted to indicate why this piece of text reflects the selection criterion itdescribes. Furthermore, the report suggests that the criteria are strongly associatedwith each other, since the

“historical value is an integral part of the majority of... criteria (i)-(vii)",
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and that
“the aesthetic /artistic value also plays a role in several OUV criteria".

Such associations have been further investigated in the report by looking at how oftena specific criterion is used together with others. This line of interpreting OUV and theselection criteria is rather effective and contributes to a better understanding of theconcepts. However, such processes of keyword highlighting are heavily dependent onexpert knowledge, which may not be easily applicable and intelligible for the generalpublic, let alone being prone to inevitable personal and disciplinary biases.
To approximate both ultimate goals of this study: 1) aiding the inscription process bychecking the coherence and consistency of SOUV, and 2) identifying heritage valuesfrom multiple data sources (e.g., social media posts), a computational solution rootedin SOUV is desired. By training Natural Language Processing (NLP) models with theofficially written and approved SOUV, a machine replica of the collective authoritativeview could be obtained. This machine replica will not be employed at this stage tojustify OUV for new nominations from scratch. Rather, it will assess the written SOUVof WH sites (either existing or new) and classify OUV-related texts with the learnedcollective authoritative view. Furthermore, it can investigate the existing SOUV fromthe bottom up and capture the subtle intrinsic associations within the statements andamong the corresponding selection criteria (Bai et al., 2021b). This yields a newperspective on interpreting the WHL, which would give insights for furtheringamending the concept of OUV and selection criteria to be better discernible.
Therefore, this study aims at training an explainable and scalable classifier that canreveal the intrinsic associations of World Heritage OUV selection criteria, which canbe feasible to apply in real-world analyses by researchers and practitioners. Asoutcome, this chapter presents the classifier of UNESCO World Heritage Statementsof OUV with Soft Labels (WHOSe Heritage).
The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

1 A text classification dataset is presented, concerning a domain-specific task aboutOutstanding Universal Value for UNESCO World Heritage sites;
2 Innovative variants of label smoothing are applied to introduce the prior knowledgeof label association into training as soft labels, which turned out effective to improveperformance in most investigated popular models as baselines in this task;
3 Several classifiers are trained and compared on the Statements of OUV classificationtask as initial benchmarks, supplemented with explorations on their explainability andgeneralizability using expert evaluation;
4 An OUV-related lexicon is provided from the trained classifiers, which can be used tohighlight keywords in a generic text on relevant selection criteria;
5 Three types of matrix-based similarity metrics (i.e., co-occurrence matrix in the WHL,confusion matrix by the classifiers, and similarity matrix of the lexicon) are proposed
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from different sources to represent the pair-wise associations of selection criteria,which are analysed quantitatively and qualitatively, giving insights to more clearlydefining OUV in future practice.

3.2 Related Work

Text classificationIn the past decades, numerous models have been proposed from shallow to deeplearning models for text classification tasks. In shallow learning models, the rawinput text is pre-processed to extract features of the text, which are then fed intomachine learning classifiers, e.g., Naive Bayes (Maron, 1961) and Support VectorMachine (SVM) (Joachims, 1998) for prediction. In deep learning models, deepneural networks are leveraged to extract information from the input data, such asConvolutional Neural Network (CNN) (Kim, 2014; Johnson and Zhang, 2017),Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Cho et al., 2014; Tai et al., 2015), attentionnetworks (Yang et al., 2016) and Transformers (Devlin et al., 2019). Multi-class andmulti-label tasks are two extensions of the simplest binary classification, where everysample can belong to one or more classes within a class list (Aly, 2005; Tsoumakasand Katakis, 2007), where the labels may also be correlated (Pal et al., 2020). Thiswork explores the combined application of some popular shallow and deep learningmodels for a multi-class classification task.

Label SmoothingLabel Smoothing (LS) is originally proposed as a regularization technique to alleviateoverfitting in training deep neural networks (Szegedy et al., 2016; Müller et al.,2019). It assigns a noise distribution on all the labels to prevent the model frompredicting too confidently on ‘ground-truth’ labels. It is widely used in computervision (Szegedy et al., 2016), speech (Chorowski and Jaitly, 2017) and naturallanguage processing (Vaswani et al., 2017) tasks. Originally the distribution isuniform across the labels, which is data independent. Recently, other variants of LSare also proposed that are able to incorporate the interrelation information from thedata into the distribution (Zhong et al., 2016; Krothapalli and Abbott, 2020; Zhanget al., 2020). In this work, the technique is applied to generate soft labels with adistribution derived from domain knowledge since the classes in this task are clearlyinterrelated with each other.

Transfer Learning in NLPIn many real-world applications, labelled data are limited and expensive to collect.Training models with limited data from scratch affects the performance. Transfer
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learning (Pan and Yang, 2010) is widely used to solve this by using word embeddingsthat are pretrained on massive corpus and fine-tuning them on target tasks. Earlierworks (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014) provide static word embeddingsthat ignore the contextual information in the sentences. More recent works, e.g.,Universal Language Model Fine-tuning (ULMFiT) (Howard and Ruder, 2018) andBidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al.,2019), take the context into account and generate dynamic contextualized wordvectors, showing excellent performance, which also proves to be sufficientlygeneralizable across many tasks. This task, with a relatively small data size, employsthe idea of transfer learning and applies both embedding methods.

3.3 Data and Materials

3.3.1 Case Studies: UNESCO World Heritage List

Since this study aims to train a general model that is useful for heritage at a globallevel, the entire UNESCO World Heritage List is selected as the case study for thischapter. UNESCO World Heritage Centre openly releases a syndication dataset of thesites in XLS format2, which includes information of the inscribed World Heritage sitessuch as ID, name, short description, justification of criteria et al. Among them, thefield of justification provides a paragraph for each selection criterion the site fulfills3,contributing as the input data for this task. In total, 1052 out of 1121 WH sitescontain the justification data4, while the remaining 69 await the Retrospective SOUVto be approved as introduced in Section 3.1. As an example, in Venice and Its Lagoon,the paragraph on criterion (i) shows:
...The lagoon of Venice also has one of the highest concentrations of masterpiecesin the world: from Torcello’s Cathedral to the church of Santa Maria della Salute.The years of the Republic’s extraordinary Golden Age are represented bymonuments of incomparable beauty...5

2http://whc.unesco.org/en/syndication. Copyright © 1992 - 2021 UNESCO/World Heritage Centre. All rightsreserved.3This field is not complete in the original XLS dataset. The WH Centre website is walked through to fill in themissing values.4The statistics are up to the 44th session of the World Heritage Committee held in Fuzhou, China in July 2021,after which the total number of WH sites grew to 1154.5https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/394
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3.3.2 Data Collection and Pre-processing

For any inscribed WH site pi ∈ P , where P is the set of all the sites, it may fulfill oneor more of the ten selection criteria. By checking if each criterion is justified for thesite pi, a non-negative vector γi := [γi,k]κ×1, k ∈ [1, κ], κ = 10 can be formed as the“parental” label for the site:
γi,k =

{
1, if pi meets the kth criterion,
0, otherwise. (3.1)

Meanwhile, the paragraphs Xi in the justification field of pi, describing all criteriathat pi has, are split into sentences. For the jth sentence xi,j,k describing thecriterion k possessed by the site pi, a non-negative one-hot vector yi,j,k can beformed as the “ground-truth” label for this single sentence:
yi,j,k = ek ∈ {0, 1}κ×1. (3.2)

Each sentence xi,j,k ∈ Xi is treated as a sample, with two labels: a one-hot“ground-truth label” yi,j,k for the particular sentence, and a multi-class “parentallabel” γi for all sentences that belong to the site pi. The sentence-level setup isdesirable here since paragraphs may contain overwhelming information on multipleOUV criteria, as will be shown in Section 3.3.3. As such, a more specific indication ofOUV tendencies in each part of the texts could be differentiated. Complementarily,the fine-grained sentence-level prediction vectors could still be aggregated intoparagraph/text levels without losing lower-level details, which will be demonstratedin Figure 3.3. As the sentences were written, revised, and approved by variousdomain experts at local and global levels during the inscription process, the labelscan be considered as having a good “inter-annotator agreement” (Jokilehto, 2008;Nowak and Rüger, 2010).
The following data pre-processing techniques are applied to construct the finaldataset used for training: 1) all letters are turned into lower-case; 2) the umlauts andaccents are normalized; 3) numbers are replaced with a special <NUM> token; 4) onlysentences with a length between 8 and 64 words are kept, based on the datasetdistribution; 5) the sentences are randomly split into train/validation/test sets with aproportion of 8:1:1. Additionally, the official definition sentences of selection criteria6
as given in Table A.1 of Appendix A are respectively appended into the train split withthe same one-hot sentence and parental labels for each criterion. Stop-words are notremoved since BERT and ULMFiT to be applied generally prefer natural texts withcontext information. Furthermore, an additional 11th class “Others” is introduced byappending an arbitrary noise of γi,κ+1 = 0.2 to all parental labels γi, and a 0 to all“ground-truth” labels yi,j,k, so that the models are not forced to give predictions onlyto the ten criteria even when the relevance to all of them is weak. For each sentence,the 11th “Others” class and the complement sets of its parental labels could beregarded as the negative classes for classification since the site this sentence
6http://whc.unesco.org/en/criteria/
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describes is not justified with those values. An exemplary pre-processed data sampleis shown in Table 3.1. On average, 27.97± 11.04 words appear in each sentence. Asummary of the number of samples in sentence level in each split for each criterion ispresented in the first three rows of Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.1 An example of data sample concerning the WH property “Kalwaria Zebrzydowska: the ManneristArchitectural and Park Landscape Complex and Pilgrimage Park” in Poland, with the attributes of text data
xi,j,k , sentence label as discrete index k, sentence label as one-hot vector yi,j,k (appended with 0 in theend for the negative class “Others”), parental label as vector γi (appended with 0.2 in the end), samplelength |xi,j,k|, index of parental WH property i, and the data split.

Attribute Notation Data

data xi,j,k the counter reformation of the late < NUM > th century led to a flowering in the creation
of calvaries in europe

single label k Criterion (iv)
sentence label yi,j,k [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
parental label γi [0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.2]
length |xi,j,k| 18 (tokens)
property ID i 905
data split train

Similarly, the paragraphs Si in the field short description of WH site pi, giving ageneral introduction of the site, which are not originally written to describe anyspecific OUV selection criterion, are pre-processed into an additional independenttest dataset Short Description (SD) to evaluate the generalizability of the classifierson unseen data that comes from a slightly different distribution. For those sentences
si,o ∈ Si, both ground-truth and parental labels are the same as γi for the site theydescribe. The total number of samples that contain each criterion in ShortDescription (SD) dataset is shown in the fourth row of Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2 The number of samples in sentence level that contain each criterion as a label, annotated with C1to C6 for cultural values and N7 to N10 for natural values. The first three rows show the data split using thefield justification; the fourth row shows a new dataset only for testing using the field short description (SD);the last row shows the potential samples the models can see for each criterion after introducing labelsmoothing (LS).
Split C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 N7 N8 N9 N10 Sum

train 333 631 651 774 209 327 386 261 370 572 4514
valid 40 71 83 89 28 49 43 42 42 76 563
test 41 79 72 92 35 47 45 32 50 71 564
test in SD 815 1563 1647 2049 554 876 510 334 465 548 9361
seen w LS 1077 1747 1832 2131 609 1063 1130 630 1047 1251 12517
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3.3.3 Association between Classes

Jokilehto (2008) summarized the selection criteria with their main focuses byinspecting the official definitions and the justification texts of WH sites. Details aboutthe definitions of the criteria could be found in Appendix A. However, as stated inSection 3.1, the criteria are not mutually exclusive. The criterion (i) justification ofVenice in Section 3.3.2 will be again used as an example. Judging as a domain expert,it clearly describes criterion (i) as labelled, since it explicitly uses the terms“masterpieces” and “monuments of incomparable beauty”. However, traces can stillbe found on other values: 1) as it describes the “Cathedral”, “church”, and“monuments”, it also concerns the criterion (iv) about architectural typology; 2) as ittalks about the “Golden Age”, it also points to criterion (ii) about influence andcriterion (iii) about testimony. In fact, Venice is also justified with criteria (ii), (iii),and (iv). Pragmatically speaking, for sites fulfilling more than one OUV selectioncriteria, it is hard to avoid talking about the other criteria while isolating one criterionalone (Pereira Roders, 2010).
Furthermore, the association between each pair of criteria can be different. Thedistinction between criteria is generally larger when the pair comes from a differentcategory (cultural v.s. natural). For a pair of criteria from the same category, theassociation level can also vary. For example, Jokilehto (2008) pointed out that

“criteria (i) and (ii) can reinforce each other while (iv) is often used as analternative”.

This complex association pattern can also be seen in the co-occurrence matrix
A := [Ak,l]κ×κ, k, l ∈ [1, κ] of the criteria in all the inscribed sites P , where thediagonal entries record the number of cases when each criterion is used alone, andthe off-diagonal entries Ak,l, k ̸= l are the number of properties that satisfy bothcriteria k and l (shown in Figure 3.6a):

Ak,l =

{∑
i (γi,kγi,l) , if k ̸= l,∑
i⌊

γi,k∑
j∈[1,κ] γi,j

⌋, otherwise. (3.3)

TABLE 3.3 The distribution of the total number of selection criteria ∑κ
k=1 γi,k a property is justified with.

N Count Proportion Example

1 188 16.75% Sydney Opera House
2 468 41.71% Babylon
3 304 27,09% City of Bath
4 103 9.18% Yellowstone National Park
5 34 3.0% Acropolis, Athens
6 4 0.36% Venice and its Lagoon
7 2 0.18% Mount Taishan

Among all the 1121 properties inscribed in the World Heritage List up to 2019, only
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188 are justified with merely one criterion. The distribution of the total number ofcriteria justified for each property (i.e. ∑κ
k=1 γi,k) is shown in Table 3.3. This is anindication of the extent of how the problem characterizes a multi-label classificationnature. Note 85.5% of properties are justified with no more than 3 criteria. Thecriteria from the same category are co-justified more often, while criteria (ii-iv),(iii-iv), and (ii-iii) are the most frequently co-occurred pairs.

This intrinsic association implied by the co-occurrence pattern is to be used as theprior knowledge for the classification task.

3.4 Experiments

3.4.1 Soft Labels Generation

Section 3.3.3 argues that the selection criteria are not mutually exclusive, and thatco-justified criteria of a WH site that have a stronger association may be reflected inthe sentences describing a specific criterion. In other words, classifying suchsentences is not purely a single-label multi-class classification task. Rather, it alsohas a multi-label characteristic considering the “parental labels” of the sites.
To leverage the problem between the two sorts of tasks and to prevent the modelsfrom being over-confident at the only “ground-truth" labels, this paper proposes toapply the label smoothing (LS) technique with two novel variants to combine the“ground-truth” sentence label yi,j,k and the parental document label γi into a singlevector ỹi,j,k as soft labels for training process. This is similar to the hierarchical LSapproach proposed by Zhong et al. (2016) to reflect the prior label similaritydistribution. We propose three variants: vanilla that assigns identical “noises” to allclasses, which will be proved equivalent to the original LS in Appendix B fromEquations (B.1) to (B.7); uniform that treats all co-justified associated criteria in theparental label equally; and prior that weights the co-justified criteria based on thefrequency that the pair co-occurs in matrix A:

ỹi,j,k =


f(yi,j,k + α1), if vanilla,
f(yi,j,k + αγi), if uniform,
f(yi,j,k + αµk ⊙ γi), if prior.

(3.4)

Here f : Rd
+ → [0, 1]d is a variant of the original softmax function so that it maps a
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d−dimensional vector of non-negative numbers to a distribution that sums up to 1:
f(z)t =

ezt − 1∑d
l=0 e

zl − d
, or f(z) = ez − 1

ezT1− d
, (3.5)

for t ∈ [0, d),1 := [1]d×1 and z := [zt]d×1 ∈ Rd
+;

α is a scalar that leverages the effect of LS; µk := [µl,k](κ+1)×1 is a criterion-specificnon-negative vector showing the inter-criteria associations:
µl,k =

Al,k∑
i Ai,k

, l ∈ [1, κ+ 1], (3.6)
and ⊙ represents the element-wise Hadamard-Schur product of vectors. This variantof the softmax function introduced in Equation (3.5) is preferable since it transformsthe combined non-negative labels-vectors in Equation (3.4) to a “probability”distribution while keeping non-related labels still as 0. For example, a combinedvector [2, 0, 1, 0]T becomes [.62, .08, .22, .08]T with normal softmax, and [.79, 0, .21, 0]Twith this variant.
All three variants are considered as options during training, and tuned ashyperparameters together with the scalar α ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1}. For allvariants, the problem is purely multi-class when α = 0, and approaches multi-labelwhen α gets larger, giving parental labels larger weights.
The following benefits can be achieved with the use of proposed LS variants:

– The knowledge of the actual association of classes (selection criteria) are introducedinto the training in both uniform and prior variants, giving the model chances to learnthese intrinsic associations with soft labels;
– The freedom on the design decision of whether the problem should be multi-class ormulti-label is provided for the model training process;
– The models can potentially see more instances for each class during training with LSvariants, as shown in the last row of Table 3.2;
– The computed soft label vector ỹi,j,k is mathematically more similar to the predictionvector ŷi,j,k than one-hot vectors, both of which are discrete “probability”distributions, pushing the use of Cross-entropy Loss closer to its original definition(Rubinstein and Kroese, 2013).

3.4.2 Natural Language Processing Models

Five models M = {mm|m = [0, 5)} are selected as baselines: 1) N-gram (Cavnar andTrenkle, 1994) embedding followed by Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP); 2) Bag ofEmbeddings (BoE) using GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014); 3) Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) with Attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2016)
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(denoted as GRU+Attn); 4) Pretrained ULMFiT language model (Howard and Ruder,2018) further fine-tuned on the full WHL domain dataset; and 5) uncased base BERTmodel (Devlin et al., 2019). The former three models are trained mostly from scratch(where BoE and GRU+Attn used the GloVe-6B-300d vectors as initial embeddings),while the latter two are extensively pretrained and fine-tuned on this specificclassification task. The model implementation details and the hyperparameterconfigurations are shown in Appendix B.

3.4.3 Evaluation Metrics for Model Training

For the training process, Cross-Entropy is used as the loss-function for two soft labelvectors, while three metrics are used to evaluate the model performance as amulti-class classification task: 1) Top-1 Accuracy which counts the instances whenthe predicted class with the highest output value matches the ground-truth sentencelabel; 2) Top-k Accuracy which counts the instances when the ground-truthsentence label is among the top k predicted classes with the highest output values; 3)
Macro-averaged F1 which calculates the overall cross-label performance. Per-class
Metrics (i.e., top-1 precision, recall, and F1) for each selection criteria are alsocalculated for evaluation purposes.
For the independent Short Description (SD) test set, two metrics are defined here toevaluate the model performance as a multi-label classification task: 1) Top-1 Matchwhich counts the instances when at least one of the parental labels matches thepredicted class; 2) Top-k Match which counts the instances when at least oneparental label is among the top k predicted classes. Arguably, the top-1 and top-kmatches are more tolerant extensions of top-1 and top-k accuracy into multi-labelclassification scenarios.
For all evaluation metrics, k is chosen to be 3 following the rationale introduced inSection 3.3.3.
Moreover, for model mm, three confusion matrices C(m,s) = [C

(m,s)
k,l ]κ×κ, k, l ∈ [0, κ),

s ∈ {train, val, test} were computed, where the entries C
(m,s)
k,l represent the totalnumber of data samples with a true label of criterion k being classified as criterion lby model mm in the s set (train, validation, or test). An example of the confusionmatrix C(4,test) of m4’s (ULMFiT) performance on test dataset is shown in Figure 3.6b.

3.4.4 Experiment Setup for Model Training

The experiment consists of three successive steps for each baseline:
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1 Grid search within a small range is performed to tune the hyperparameters with asingle random seed, and the best configuration is selected according to the top-kaccuracy on the validation split;
2 LS with different α values under all three conditions (vanilla, uniform, and prior) istested using the configuration from step 1, repeated with 10 different random seeds,treated as another round of hyperparameter tuning, saving the best LS configurationaccording to the performance mean and variance over the seeds;
3 The best LS configuration in step 2 is applied to save a model with the same randomseed used in step 1 and evaluated together with the baseline model without LS, bothon validation/test splits and on Short Description (SD) test set;

Early-stopping is applied during all training processes based on the top-k accuracyon the validation split. The models are implemented in PyTorch (Rao and McMahan,2019) and experiments are performed on NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU and Intel Corei7-8850H CPU, respectively. The inference is performed entirely on a CPU to test themodels’ feasibility in more general application scenarios when GPU can beunavailable for end-users. More details of the model configuration, training resourceutilization, model size, and inference time are shown in Appendix B.

3.5 Ablation Studies

3.5.1 Expert Evaluation of Trained Models

Eight heritage researchers with rich experience in identifying heritage values andattributes were invited for a human study adapted from Nguyen (2018), Schuff(2020), and He et al. (2022), to test the models’ reliability and generalizability. Theywere presented with 56 sentences about Venice harvested from “Justification” (14)and “Brief Synthesis” (13) in SOUV and Social Media platforms (29). Each sentencewas given three positive classes as top-1 and top-3 criteria predictions from BERTand ULMFiT models, and one negative class as another random cultural criterion. Notknowing that the criteria are predictions by computer models, the experts were askedto rate the relevance of the sentences and each criterion on a 5-point Likert scale.

MaterialsThe materials about the WH property “Venice and Its Lagoon” for expert evaluationwere harvested from three data sources: 1) all 14 sentences from Justification forCriteria section of SOUV, where each sentence has one “ground-truth” sentence labeland a parental property label of Venice, which is also within the data Xi used during
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FIG. 3.1 The evaluation interface on Qualtrics.

model training and testing; 2) all 13 sentences from Brief Synthesis section of SOUV,where sentences only have a same multi-label parental label of Venice, which issimilar with the Short Description (SD) test data Si used for generalization test; 3)Social Media data sampled from a total of 1687 social media posts where a textualdescription is written, collected from Flickr in the region of Venice with a resolution of5km using Flickr API7. Among the 1687 social media posts, there are 820 uniquetextual descriptions in English. By splitting the unique posts into sentences, removinghtml symbols, and filtering out the texts about camera parameters, image formats,and advertisements, 1132 sentences were obtained. The 1132 sentences were fedinto the trained BERT and ULMFiT models. The sentences were further filtered basedon the predictions: 1) the total confidence scores of top-3 predictions need to belarger than .8 by both models; 2) the Intersection over Union (IoU) of top-3predictions by two models needs to be larger than .5 (i.e. maximum one differentpredicted class). 388 Social Media sentences that potentially convey OUV-relatedinformation were obtained. Furthermore, 29 sentences were randomly sampled fromthose 388 for the expert evaluation.

Survey DesignEach of the 56 sentences was fed into BERT and ULMFiT models to obtain thepredictions and confidence scores. The predicted selection criteria with the highestconfidence scores by both models were considered as the top-1 predictions. Twoother criteria within the top-3 classes predicted by the both models with relativelyhigh confidence scores were considered as the top-3 predictions for the survey.Another random cultural criterion that was not predicted by any model to be top-3classes was considered as the negative class for each sentence. Natural criteria werenot sampled as negative classes as they are not easily confused with positive ones.As a result, each sentence got four criteria to be evaluated. All four criteria werepresented in a random order for each sentence, asking for an evaluation of therelevance of the sentence conveying the criterion on a 5-point Likert scale (from “5:make much sense”, to “1: make no sense”). The “important” words with higherattention weights in the GRU model were highlighted in bold. An example of suchevaluation on the Qualtrics platform is shown in Figure 3.1. The sentences from thethree data sources were grouped in four separate sessions, while the social mediadata were split into two sessions. The session of “justification for criteria” was alwayspresented first during evaluation, also as a practice for the experts. The other threesessions were presented in a randomized order to prevent systematic errors causedby impatience or tiredness. Additional questions about the familiarity with heritagevalue identification, their familiarity with Venice, their confidence in evaluation, the
7https://pypi.org/project/flickrapi/
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usefulness of highlighted words, and overall enjoyment and difficulty of the exercisewere respectively raised before and after the evaluation, also with a 5-point Likertscale.
Since the expert evaluations are in ordinal scales, non-parametric statistical testsincluding Kruskal-Wallis H test, which is analogous to Analysis of Variance (ANOVA),and Mann-Whitney U test, which is analogous to t− test, are conducted. The statisticanalyses are performed with Scipy8 and Statsmodels9 libraries.

3.5.2 Computation of a Keyword Lexicon

A total of 2353 phrases composed of 1- to 5-Gram features (phrases with 1 to 5consequent words) that appeared more than 15 times and less than 600 times in theSOUV were fed to each model mm mentioned above, predicting the scores of eachphrase belonging to each criterion k, k ∈ [0, κ+ 1), where the 11th criterion referredto an additional negative class of "Others" related to none of the criteria. A series ofordered sets W(m)
k = {(phrase w, rank r)}, |W(m)

k | = 50, r ∈ [1, 50] of phrases wasobtained to contain the ranked top-50 keywords for criterion k predicted by themodel mm. The initial vocabulary can be composed of all the phrases as
V(0) =

⋃κ+1
k=0

⋃5
m=0{w|(w, ∗) ∈ W(m)

k }, |V(0)| = 1782. A three-dimensional array
Υ = [υn,k,m]|V(0)|×(κ+1)×5 can be constructed for the jth phrase wn in the vocabulary
V(0) pertaining to its rank r in the criterion k predicted by model mm, such that:

υn,k,m =

{
r, if (wn, r) ∈ W(m)

k ,

0, otherwise. (3.7)

Lexicon, literally defined as
“all the words and phrases used in a particular language or subject"10

was originally a linguistic concept, which requires some “morpholexical rules" tospecify whether words should be members of some classes (Lieber, 1980). However,in modern NLP literature, the term “lexicon" is frequently referred to as a list of wordsthat “carry particularly strong cues" of certain word senses, usually sentiment(Faruqui et al., 2015; Jurafsky and Martin, 2020). One of the most popularly usedlexicons is the SentiWordNet, where each word is given scores for its tendency ofbeing positive, negative, and objective (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006). Such lexiconscan be constructed by manual annotation, semi-supervised induction, and/orsupervised learning. The initial entire vocabulary V(0) has the following problems to
8https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/stats.html9https://github.com/statsmodels/statsmodels10Oxford Learner’s Dictionary
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be considered as a lexicon, which needs to be revised and filtered: 1) some termsonly appear in a limited number of models (especially in the worse performing modelssuch as m1 N-Gram model), which may be caused by the randomness of the models(e.g., “foot" was predicted with a high rank by m1); 2) some terms always have lowerconfidence scores (lower ranks) in all models, which may suggest that they are notstrongly relevant to the topic; 3) some terms are redundant since the longer N-Gramfeatures may be accompanied by their subsets, for example “directly and tangiblyassociated" appears together with “directly and tangibly", “and tangibly associated",etc.; 4) stop-words such as prepositions and articles differentiate the word senses intheir contexts (Devlin et al., 2019), but may not introduce additional semanticmeanings when considered as keywords (e.g., “art of", “art in", and “art and" are allabout the concept “art").
To improve these aspects, keywords are aggregated by taking advantage of theensemble of models. Since the performance of the model may suggest the generalreliability of predicted keywords, a model-related weight vector ω := [ωm]5×1 =
[1, 1, 1, λ0, λ0]

T, λ0 ≥ 1 ∈ R+ is arbitrarily formed to give the predictions by the lattertwo models a higher weight. Similarly, keywords predicted with higher confidencescores (higher ranks) may suggest that they are more related to the topic. Therefore,a rank-related weight vector ζ := [ζr]51×1 = [0, λ2
1, ..., λ

2
1, λ1, ..., λ1, 1, ..., 1]

T,
λ1 ≥ 1 ∈ R+ is also arbitrarily constructed to give higher-ranked keywords moreimportance, where the top-10 are amplified by the scalar λ2

1, the 11th − 25th rankedphrases are amplified by λ1, the 26th − 50th are kept the same, and those not rankedare omitted. The three-dimensional array Υ in equation 3.7 can be thereforeflattened on the model axis m to a matrix Υ′ := [υ′
n,k]|V0|×(κ+1), such that:

υ′
n,k =

4∑
m=0

ζ[υn,k,m]ω[m]. (3.8)
With a threshold λ2 ∈ R+ to filter the computed weights in the matrix Υ′, a group ofaggregated keyword sets W ′

k can be obtained for each criterion k, such that:
W ′

k = {(wn, v
′
n,k)|v′n,k ≥ λ2}. (3.9)

Finding a properly filtered group of sets W ′
k can be formulated as the followingoptimization problem, where W ′

k is effectively a function of the three variables
λ0, λ1, λ2:

max
λ0,λ1,λ2

|
κ+1⋃
k,l=0
k ̸=l

({w|(w, ∗) ∈ W ′
k} ∩ {w|(w, ∗) ∈ W ′

l})|

|
κ+1⋃
k=0

{w|(w, ∗) ∈ W ′
k}| × σ|W′

k
| + ϵ

, (3.10a)

subject to |
κ+1⋃
k=0

{w|(w, ∗) ∈ W ′
k}| ≤ N0 = 800 (3.10b)

λ0, λ1, λ2 ∈ {1.0, 1.1, 1.2, . . . , 4.9}. (3.10c)
Where σ|W′

k
| denotes the standard deviation of the sizes of sets W ′

k, and ϵ is a smallnumber to avoid zero division. This optimization ensures that: 1) there are enough
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phrases that fulfill more than one criterion (ensured by the nominator ofequation (3.10a)); 2) the total size of the vocabulary is concise (ensured by N0 inequation (3.10b)); 3) the sizes of keyword sets are evenly distributed across thecriteria (ensured by σ|W′
k
| in the denominator of equation (3.10a)); and 4) the

weights are in reasonable ranges for the filtering computation (ensured byequation (3.10c)).
Using a brute-force search for solving this optimization from a total of |λ0||λ1||λ2| =
64000 configuration possibilities of discretized λ0, λ1, λ2, a configuration of
λ0 = 2.2, λ1 = 1.2, λ2 = 2.6 yields the best filtering with a total vocabulary size of
|V(1)| = |

⋃κ+1
k=0{w|(w, ∗) ∈ W ′

k}| = 552, among which 78 occur in more than oneselection criteria. For the new vocabulary V(1), Stop-words and WordNet

Lemmatizer tools in the NLTK package (Miller, 1995; Loper and Bird, 2002) are usedto further normalize and merge the keywords (as with the example of “art").Furthermore, phrases composed of more than 2 words are merged to their longestN-Gram features (as with the example of “directly and tangibly associated").
After merging, a final lexicon as sets Wk is obtained, yielding a vocabulary size of
|V| = |

⋃κ+1
k=0{w|(w, ∗) ∈ Wk}| = 354, among which 77 occur in more than oneselection criteria.

3.5.3 Construction of Similarity Matrices

Co-occurrence matrix A of the selection criteria, as introduced in Section 3.3.3,shows how often two criteria are justified together, i.e. marked as relevant, for a WHproperty. The more often two criteria are fulfilled simultaneously, the more similarand associated they arguably are with one another. The term “similarity" here is froma structural viewpoint on the dataset. By normalizing matrix A, the upper triangularentries can be “unrolled" and form a long vector α = [αt]κ(κ−1)
2

×1
, t ∈ [0, κ(κ−1)

2
),

indexed with the ordered pair (k, l), k < l, representing the pair-wise similarity of thecriteria, such that:
{αt} =

{
κAk,l∑

k0

∑
l0
Ak0,l0

|k, l ∈ [0, κ), k < l

}
. (3.11)

On the other hand, the confusion matrices C(m,s) of the models during training andtesting processes mentioned in Section 3.4.3 reveal how easily different selectioncriteria are to be misclassified as each other. Suppose the models are properlytrained and represent certain degrees of truth, two criteria shall be more similar toone another as the models literally “confuse" them more often (Zhang et al., 2019).The term “similarity" here is an experimental viewpoint on the data concerning theNLP models’ performances. However, before arguing that the confusion matricesreflect some intrinsic similarity, one must first prove that the models behave in a
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consistent manner, i.e., different models have difficulties at the same criteria pairs byeasily confusing them. For each combination of the performance of model mm oneither validation or test set s (training set performances are disregarded since theother two are supposed to better represent the prediction power of models), a similarconstruction as equation (3.11) can be applied to obtain long vectors
β(m,s) = [β

(m,s)
t ]κ(κ−1)

2
×1

, t ∈ [0, κ(κ−1)
2

) from the confusion matrices C(m,s)

following (Zhang et al., 2019), such that:
{β(m,s)

t } =

{
C

(m,s)
k,l∑

k0
C

(m,s)
k0,l

+
C

(m,s)
l,k∑

l0
C

(m,s)
l0,k

|k, l ∈ [0, κ), k < l

}
. (3.12)

Since the co-occurrence matrix A is symmetrical, the summation in Equation (3.12)is desirable as it transforms the generally asymmetrical confusion matrices intosymmetric ones. The long vectors β(m,s) are first compared to each other usingSpearman’s Rank Correlation to check the consistency of the models’ performances.However, the null hypotheses in normal correlation analyses on such vectors can beeasily refuted falsely because of the auto-correlated structures in matrices, makingthe normal significance tests invalid. A method called Quadratic AssignmentProcedure (QAP) has been proposed to solve this problem (Krackhardt, 1988; Liu,2007). By repeating the process of simultaneously permuting the rows and columnsof one of the matrices before unrolling it to a vector for correlation computation, atheoretical distribution of the correlation coefficients can be obtained as a simulationoutcome. The percentile of the original correlation coefficient (the one calculatedwithout permutation) in this theoretical distribution can instead estimate thesignificance level of the correlation analyses effectively. The vectors are then fed toPrincipal Component Analysis (PCA) and Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)algorithms in Scikit-learn to perform dimensionality reduction and obtain theaggregated vector β = [βt]κ(κ−1)
2

×1
, t ∈ [0, κ(κ−1)

2
), representing the pair-wise

confusion of the selection criteria (Févotte and Idier, 2011).
Furthermore, the final lexicon V =

⋃κ+1
k=0{w|(w, ∗) ∈ Wk} discussed in section 3.5.2can provide another level of interpretation on the criteria similarity. As suggested bythe NLP literature (Wallach, 2006; Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014), thepre-computed word embedding vectors provide good semantic meanings of thephrases, which can be further aggregated to represent the document topicscomposed of the ensemble of words. Therefore, another matrix H = [Hk,l]κ×κ,

k, l ∈ [0, κ) showing the semantic similarity of the criteria can be constructed bycomputing the pair-wise cosine similarities of the averaged embedding vectors fk ofphrases in Wk for each criterion k, such that:
fk =

∑|V |
j=0 g(wn)

|Wk|
|(wn, v

′
n,k) ∈ Wk. (3.13)

Where g(wn) is a function to look up the 300-dimensional GloVe embedding vectorsof all the words in the phrase wn and take the sum of the vectors. Similar toequation (3.11), another long vector γ = [γt]κ(κ−1)
2

×1
, t ∈ [0, κ(κ−1)

2
) can be

obtained to represent the pair-wise semantic similarities of the criteria.
{γt} =

{
Hk,l =

fT
kf l

||fk||2||f l||2
|k, l ∈ [0, κ), k < l

}
. (3.14)
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The three vectors α,β,γ are further compared to each other using Spearman’s RankCorrelation (as they have different value distributions) to check the relationship andconsistency of different similarity definitions based on QAP significance level.

3.5.4 Visualization

The vectors α,β,γ representing the pair-wise similarity of the selection criteria canbe also interpreted as the edge weights of three undirected weighted unipartitegraphs Gα,Gβ ,Gγ , where each node represents a specific criterion k. The graphs arevisualized in Gephi using the Force Atlas algorithm based on the edge weights(Bastian et al., 2009; Jacomy et al., 2014). Since those graphs are (almost) completewith significantly divergent edge weights, different thresholds ξα, ξβ , ξγ are applied toshow only the edges whose weights are larger than the threshold based on theweight distributions, in order to give clearer structural information of theassociations between the criteria.
Furthermore, the lexicon, i.e., the ensemble of sets ⋃κ+1

k=0 Wk = {(wn, υ
′
n,k)} can alsobe interpreted as the edge table of an undirected weighted bipartite graph Bw, wherethe two sets of nodes are respectively the vocabulary V and all the selection criteria.Moreover, as introduced in section 3.5.2, some phrases may belong to more than onecriteria, and edge weights of such phrases can also vary across criteria. For example,the term “architectural" belongs to both Criterion (iv) with a weight of 5.70 andCriterion (i) with a weight of 4.75. In such cases, the degree of nodes representingthe phrases will be the sum of weights from all edges connected to them. The lexiconas a bipartite graph is also visualized in Gephi using the Force Atlas algorithm basedon the edge weights (Bastian et al., 2009; Jacomy et al., 2014).

3.6 Results

3.6.1 Experiment Results for Model Training

The averaged top-k accuracies of experiments conducted with 10 random seeds areshown in Figure 3.2. In most cases (except for BoE), the models with proposed LSvariants (uniform or prior) either strictly or weakly outperform the baselines (withoutLS or with vanilla LS) based on multiple experiments. Furthermore, the proposed LSvariants seem to make the models more robust to over-fitting and catastrophic
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forgetting problems, especially with the cases of BERT and ULMFiT. The uniformvariant of LS with different α values appears in most models. A possible explanationis that uniform LS introduces the prior knowledge from the parental labels as “noise”in a simple way during the training, balancing yet not challenging the “ground-truth”sentence labels (Müller et al., 2019). Yet, the complex effect of LS on differentbaselines invites further investigation.
Table 3.4 shows the performance of the models with and without LS on the validationsplit, test split, and Short Description (SD) test set. Except for BoE, introducing LSincreased the performance of most baselines in most metrics. Generally speaking,the pretrained models dominate the performance, and the highest score for all themetrics occurs in either ULMFiT or BERT, mostly with LS. Still, top-1 accuracy onlyreaches 71% in the best models, while top-k accuracy manages to reach 94%,suggesting that it would be more reliable to look at the top 3 predictions duringapplication in this task. The models perform remarkably well in the SD test set,though given a relatively simpler task than in training, indicating the generalizabilityof the classifiers.
TABLE 3.4 The performance of models with and without LS on validation split, test split (top-1 accuracy,top-k accuracy, and averaged macro F1), and independent SD test set (top-1 match and top-k match), wherek=3. The best score for each metric is highlighted in bold, and underlined if the best score occurs in modelswith LS in either variant of uniform (uni) or prior (pri). The effect of adding LS to each baseline is marked withbackground colors: blue indicates a rise in performance, red indicates a drop, while grey indicates a tie. Thedarker background color indicates a larger variation in performance.

Model Config val 1 val k val F1 test 1 test k test F1 SD 1 SD k

N-gram w/o LS 67.38 90.82 63.11 59.96 88.87 58.87 70.49 95.13
uni 0.1 67.19 91.21 62.11 59.57 89.65 58.24 71.12 95.26

BoE w/o LS 64.84 91.99 63.11 62.11 91.60 61.93 68.80 94.53
pri 0.01 64.26 91.60 62.48 62.70 91.41 62.14 66.15 94.14

GRU w/o LS 64.26 91.60 60.83 60.55 91.41 59.28 64.27 92.71
+Attn uni 0.2 64.26 91.80 61.36 61.52 90.23 61.06 66.35 94.06
ULMFiT w/o LS 69.34 93.95 68.40 66.41 92.38 66.09 70.21 96.15

pri 0.1 70.12 94.34 68.83 67.19 93.16 66.97 70.65 96.22

BERT w/o LS 70.31 94.34 69.60 67.58 93.55 67.15 71.56 95.96
uni 0.2 71.68 93.95 70.42 66.99 94.53 67.34 71.51 96.15

TABLE 3.5 The average per-class metrics over all models on validation and test splits with LS, and the mainfocus of each criterion adapted from Jokilehto (2008).
OUV Focus Prec Recall F1 OUV Focus Prec Recall F1

C1 Masterpiece 46.68 71.52 56.18 C6 Associations 58.28 67.89 61.27
C2 Values/Influences 69.19 66.34 67.56 N7 Natural Beauty 78.94 70.89 74.35
C3 Testimony 63.96 58.60 61.01 N8 Geological Process 66.92 80.42 72.39
C4 Typology 61.10 54.23 57.24 N9 Ecological Process 60.16 67.23 63.45
C5 Land-Use 40.98 52.30 45.01 N10 Bio-diversity 86.89 78.54 82.48

The per-class top-1 metrics of the best models in each baseline on the validation and
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FIG. 3.2 The average training curve of best-performing models in experiments under 10 random seeds foreach baseline on validation split. The x-axes show several epochs before the early-stopping happened. Thenumbers of epochs are different for each baseline as described in Appendix B. Orange curves with trianglesshow the top-k (k=3) accuracy with uniform LS, red curves with crosses the performance of prior LS, greencurves with circles for vanilla LS, and blue curves with stars show the performance without LS. 95 %confidence intervals of the performance based on the 10 random seeds are shown in shades.
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FIG. 3.3 The overall and fine-grained top-3 predictions of models, and attention weights of GRU+Attn andBERT models on the exemplary sub-sentences concerning criterion (i) in Venice. The left part of the imagereports the top-3 predictions of all 5 models when the models take the aggregated paragraph as input. Thetop part reports the fine-grained top-3 predictions of two models on each sub-sentence. The rest of theimage visualizes the attention weights. Attention weights of GRU+Attn is visualized in grey-scale, and that ofBERT is illustrated using BertViz as coloured bars.

test split (Table 3.5) make it evident that the difficulty of classifying each selectioncriterion varies. T -test shows that the F1 score is significantly different between thecultural and natural criteria (T = 8.20, p < .001), suggesting that natural criteria areprobably more clearly defined, while cultural ones might be closely intertwined. Thepoor performance on criterion (v) is consistent with its smallest sample size (asshown in Table 3.2); meanwhile, the models perform reasonably well for criterion(viii) with the second smallest sample size. This suggests that except for sample size,the strong associations between the classes can also influence the difficulty for NLPmodels (and probably also for human experts) to distinguish the nuance of criteria.Criterion (i) has a far poorer precision than recall, suggesting that samples fromother criteria, especially from criterion (iv) based on the confusion matrices shown inFigure 3.6c, are easily mistaken as this one. This is also comprehensible sincecriterion (i), emphasizing that a site is a masterpiece, can be easily mentioned“unintentionally” in the description of criterion (iv) that regards the value of somespecific architectural typology.
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3.6.2 Error Analysis and Explainability

Although sometimes challenged (Serrano and Smith, 2020), attention mechanismsare believed to be effective for visualizing NLP model performance in an explainablemanner (Yang et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2019; Sun and Lu,2020). The same example on OUV selection criterion (i) in Venice as in Section 3.3.2and 3.3.3 will be demonstrated here using the trained models from the attention-enabled GRU+Attn and BERT, as shown in Figure 3.3, with the help of BertViz library(Vaswani et al., 2018; Vig, 2019). GRU+Attn employs a single universal attentionmechanism to all inputs, while BERT has 12 attention heads for the [CLS] token on itslast layer, both of which manage to capture the meaningful keywords and phrasessuch as masterpiece, church, golden age, monuments, and incomparable beauty inthe sentences. As a note, Clark et al. (2019) used probing to find out that some BERTattention heads correspond to certain linguistic phenomena. In this study, theattention heads from the last layer also seem to focus on different semanticinformation of OUV. This observation invites further studies.
Figure 3.3 also shows the top-3 predictions of the models on the exemplarysentences. In the overall predictions taking the sentences as a paragraph for input,all models manage to give the ground-truth label criterion (i) the highest predictedvalue (from 0.32 in N-gram to 0.85 in BERT). Remarkably, all models also includecriterion (iv) in the top-3 predictions (from 0.05 in GRU+Attn to 0.17 in N-gram),suggesting that the sentences might also be related to criterion (iv). The fine-grainedpredictions taking each sub-sentence as input, however, show a different pattern.Although criterion (i) is almost always present in the top-3 predictions, criterion (iv)shows to take a higher place in the second sentence by GRU+Attn, and in the thirdsentence by BERT. This behaviour is not necessarily an error per se in prediction.Rather, considering the arguments in Section 3.3.3, those sub-sentences could beindeed relevant to other criteria (in this case, criterion iv) based on the associationpattern, indicating why criterion (iv) is always included in the overall predictions.

3.6.3 Expert Evaluation Results

The expert evaluation mentioned in Section 3.5.1 took 55.10± 20.74 minutes to finish.The eight experts are all very familiar with the concept of OUV (4.38± 0.70) and theheritage values and attributes identification (4.75± 0.43), while not all are familiarwith OUV justification (3.00± 1.50), nor with the cultural heritage in Venice(3.00± 1.41). The experts agree that the exercise in the evaluation was very hard(4.13± 0.93) and not so enjoyable (2.63± 1.32). They are more confident withidentifying irrelevant sentence-criterion pairs (3.88± 0.78) than evaluating therelevant ones (3.00± 1.12). These show that the results of the expert evaluation aresufficiently reliable, that the heritage experts are cautious and critical of the process,that OUV justification is a difficult task even for experts as it is time-consuming and
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knowledge-demanding, and that a computational model is urgently needed toautomate the classification if to be applied with massive social media data. Theexperts are not fully convinced that the highlighted words helped them with thejustification process (2.88± 1.05), since the words provide both relevant information(3.13± 1.27) and irrelevant information (4.38± 0.70). This suggests that theexplainability using the GRU attention mechanism needs further development.

FIG. 3.4 The distribution as violin plots of expert evaluations given to the relevance of selection criteria andsample sentences about Venice from three sources. The scores for top-1 and top-3 classes and the negativeclass predicted by the models are plotted separately. The 25%, 75% percentiles and the medians are shown.
The distributions of all the ratings are shown in Figure 3.4. Kruskal-Wallis H testsshow significant differences among the three types of criteria labels for all datasources, including for “justification of criteria” [H(2) = 68.412, p < .001], for “briefsynthesis” [H(2) = 40.351, p < .001], and for “social media” [H(2) = 102.321,
p < .001]. Post-hoc Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare all pairs of groups, asis shown in Table 3.6. The all-significant results of U tests show that the humanexperts gave significantly higher ratings to top-1 predictions than top-3 predictions,and to top-3 predictions than negative classes. The average ratings of experts foreach sentence-criterion pair show a strong correlation with the average confidencescores of models (rp = .618, p < .001). In other words, the human experts andcomputer models are consistently similar in differentiating the positive and negativecriteria for the sentences concerning their relevance.
TABLE 3.6 The results of post-hoc Mann-Whitney U tests for the three types of labels within each datasource. The medians (M) and counts (n) of each type are given together with the statistics from U tests.

Data Source Type-1 Type-2 M1 M2 n1 n2 U value p value

Justification top-1 prediction top-3 prediction 5 2 120 240 8157.0*** <.001
of Criteria top-1 prediction negative class 5 2 120 120 3161.0*** <.001

top-3 prediction negative class 2 2 240 120 12638.0* .026
Brief top-1 prediction top-3 prediction 4 2 96 192 6256.0*** <.001

Synthesis top-1 prediction negative class 4 2 96 96 2401.5*** <.001
top-3 prediction negative class 2 2 192 96 7603.5** .006

Social top-1 prediction top-3 prediction 3 2 232 464 40629.0*** <.001
Media top-1 prediction negative class 2 1 232 232 13784.5*** <.001

top-3 prediction negative class 2 1 464 232 39284.5*** <.001
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Some exemplary ratings of the experts and model predictions are given in Table 3.7.Some heritage experts seem to be rather cautious and reserved to assess informal
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texts as “culturally significant” without further historical contexts and comparativestudies. For example, the third sentence in Table 3.7 from social media,
“In 1952, the station was finalized on a design by the architect Paul Perilli”

with a predicted label of criterion (i) got extremely divergent expert scores. For someexperts, it is clearly related to criterion (i) about masterpiece based on the semanticcontent. However, for the experts who rated a low score, merely declaring that somebuilding is designed by a certain architect does not automatically entail that it is amasterpiece. Further investigations have to be made to fully convince them. Althoughsuch an example shows disagreement amongst the experts and between the expertsand the computer models, it does not limit the machine’s ability to differentiatebetween positive and negative classes. The expert evaluation proves that the modelsare sufficiently reliable and capable of identifying OUV-related statements even fromthe less formal social media data, useful for the ultimate motivations of this studydiscussed in Section 3.1.

TABLE 3.7 Some example ratings on sentence-criterion relevance by human experts. The confidence scoresby the computer models BERT and ULMFiT are also given.
Text Criteria Source Type BERT ULMFiT Ratings

With the unusualness of an archaeological site 5,5,5,3
which still breathes life, Venice bears testimony iii justification top-1 0.744 0.825 5,5,4,5
unto itself.
Human interventions show high technical and 4,5,5,1
creative skills in the realization of the hydraulic i synthesis top-1 0.607 0.590 4,4,2,5
and architectural works in the lagoon area.
In 1952, the station was finalized on a design by 5,4,1,1
the architect Paul Perilli. i social media top-1 0.757 0.529 1,3,1,1

3.6.4 OUV-related Lexicon of Selection Criteria

The visualized lexicon as bipartite graph Bw containing all phrases in V and theirrelationship with the selection criteria (including the negative class “Others") areshown in Figure 3.5. Generally, the essential topics of the criteria also appear to havethe largest weights as the prediction from computational models. This is obvious inthe cases of Criterion (i) with the phrase “masterpiece" and “human creative genius",(ii) with “influence" and “development", (iii) with “bear exceptional testimony", (iv)with “outstanding example" and “building", (v) with “traditional human settlement",(vi) with “directly and tangibly associated", (vii) with “exceptional natural beauty",(viii) with “geological process", (ix) with “ecological", and (x) with “species".
For each criterion, not only adjectives and verb phrases describing the values, but
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FIG. 3.5 The lexicon of selection criteria, i.e., the bipartite graph Bw , visualized as a word network based onthe Force Atlas algorithm in Gephi. Thicker edges indicate higher weights of the phrases in vocabulary Vregarding a specific criterion. Nodes with higher edge weights are placed closer to each other in thevisualization. Larger nodes and font sizes indicate larger total weighted degrees of the phrases. The colors ofthe phrase nodes are rendered the same as the criterion they belong to. The nodes of phrases belonging totwo or more criteria are placed between the criteria clusters, and the colors of the nodes are also the mixtureof the criteria colors. The general topics of criteria according to the ICOMOS report (Jokilehto, 2008) and thetotal number of keywords belonging to each criterion, i.e., |Wk| are demonstrated in the legend. This graph(lexicon) could be used to locate specific words regarding their relations with different selection criteria, andto observe and select the most relevant words while drafting and/or evaluating the Statements of OUV.Detailed interpretations of the lexicon are presented in Section 3.6.4.
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FIG. 3.6 The matrices representing the pairwise similarity and associations between selection criteria. a) theoriginal (unnormalized) co-occurrence matrix A; b) the original (unnormalized) confusion matrix C(4,test) by
m4 ULMFiT; c) the aggregated normalized confusion constructed from the NMF vector β; d) the semanticsimilarity matrix H of the pairwise cosine similarity of GloVe embeddings for each criterion.

also nouns and noun phrases showing the critical attributes can be found. TakeCriterion (i) as an example, phrases such as “unique artistic achievement, creative,genius, artistic, monumental" highlight the main artistic, aesthetic, and historicvalues associated with this criterion. Meanwhile representative attributes such as“fresco, sculpture, interior, decoration, art and architecture" demonstrate wherethose values are applied to.
Inspecting the phrases associated with more criteria can provide some insights intointerpreting the common justifications of OUV. The terms “art" and “design" connectCriteria (i)(ii)(iv), while “landscape" connects Criteria (i)(ii)(v), and “culturallandscape" connects Criteria (iv)(v), showing the common stand-points and nuancesin the focuses of those criteria. Moreover, the groups of phrases related to religionsconnecting Criteria (iii) and (vi), phrases about architectural art connecting (i) and(iv), about urban form connecting (iv) and (v), about natural phenomena between(vii) and (viii), as well as phrases about bio-creatures between Criteria (ix) and (x),etc., all imply some common characteristics within the OUV concept.
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3.6.5 Associations and Similarities of Selection Criteria

All vector pairs from β(m,s) have a high Spearman’s Rank Correlation coefficient from
.713 to .933, while all correlations are significant with p < .001 based on QAPsimulation. This suggests that all the investigated confusion matrices performconsistently across models and datasets. Though models such as BERT and ULMFiTgenerally have better prediction accuracy, they are similarly confused at the samecriteria pairs as the worse-performing models. Therefore, it is appropriate toaggregate the vectors β(m,s) into β to represent the overall confusion patterns of themodels. The first PCA component of the vectors manages to explain 89.7% of thevariance in β(m,s). However, due to the nature of PCA, some elements in itscomponent are unavoidably negative, which can be hard to interpret as a similaritymetric. Alternatively, the first component computed from NMF is non-negative, andhas a Pearson Correlation of rp = 1.0, p < .001 with the first PCA component.Therefore, the first NMF component from β(m,s) is used as β for later analysis. Thisvector effectively makes a single matrix representative of the 10 possible variants ofthe Gβ , thus making this graph comparable to the other two graphs.
The values of the vectors α,β,γ are reflected in Figure 3.6 (a), (c), and (d),respectively. The matrix heatmaps generally illustrate a consistent visual pattern: 1)the top left corner indicating the cultural criteria associations and the bottom rightcorner indicating the natural criteria associations are stronger and create tworelatively dense sub-matrices; 2) the off-diagonal entries highlight similar places,such as the entries representing the relation between Criteria (ii)(iv) and betweenCriteria (ix)(x). These patterns are further proved with correlation analysis. TheSpearman’s Rank Correlation of the vectors representing the similarities betweenselection criteria is shown in Table 3.8. All three pairs are significantly correlated witha high coefficient between .615 and .838, proving that the three proposed similaritymatrices representing the structural (as co-occurrence matrix), experimental (asaggregated confusion matrix), and semantic (as cosine similarity matrix of GloVeembedding) information of the criteria are consistent with each other, though eachone of the three may capture different aspects of the pair-wise associations. Theseaspects will be discussed extensively in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.7. The p values fromQAP simulations out of 1000 random permutations indicate that such highcorrelations are significant, i.e. not caused by randomness.

TABLE 3.8 The Spearman’s Rank Correlation ρ of three long vectors from the three matrices. The significancelevel p is computed based on QAP simulation.
Vector 1 Vector 2 ρ value p value

α (Structural from co-occurrence matrix A) β (Experimental from confusion matrix C) 0.838* <.001
α (Structural from co-occurrence matrix A γ (Semantic from similarity matrix H) 0.615* <.001
β (Experimental from confusion matrix C) γ (Semantic from similarity matrix H) 0.793* <.001

*p < .001 with QAP simulation of 1000 permutations.

The similarity matrices showing the associations of selection criteria are further
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visualized in 2D as weighted graphs Gα,Gβ ,Gγ in Figure 3.7, where the nodesrepresenting more similar criteria are placed closer to each other. The graphs on thetop are complete graphs showing all edge weights, while the graphs on the bottomare filtered graphs only showing the edges whose weights are equal or higher thanthe first two cross-domain edges linking cultural (i-vi) and natural (vii-x) criteria. Thethresholds ξα, ξβ , ξγ for conducting the filtering are also plotted on the histograms ofthe edge weights. It can be observed from the histograms that the edge weights in Gαand Gβ are more divergent, while in Gγ , the edge weights are more homogeneous. Asa consequence, Gγ is also visually more different from the other two similarity graphs.
By inspecting the visualization in Figure 3.7, consistent association and similaritypatterns of the criteria can be observed from the graphs: 1) the in-domain edgesgenerally have a larger weight than cross-domain edges, thus creating twosub-graph clusters for cultural and natural criteria in all graphs, suggesting thatcultural and natural criteria are relatively independent of each other; 2) the firstseveral cross-domain edges connecting cultural and natural criteria always involveeither Criterion (v) about Land-Use or Criterion (iii) about Testimony, suggesting thatthese two cultural criteria also have a natural aspect; 3) the cultural criteria aregenerally more connected and interrelated than the natural ones, suggesting that thecultural criteria are probably more similarly defined and associated with each otherthan the natural criteria; 4) the edges between Criteria (ii) and (iv), and betweenCriteria (i) and (iv) are always among the top-5 weights in all three graphs (see thelists of Top 5 edges in Figure 3.7b/e/h), proving the strong association ofArchitectural Typology with both Masterpiece and cultural Influences; 5) the edgebetween Criteria (iv) and (v) appears to be the top-1 weight of both Gβ and Gγ , but isonly the 13th in Gα, showing that the association of Architectural heritage and Urbanheritage might be stronger than indicated by the actual co-justification in WHL; 6)Contrarily, the edges between Criteria (iii) and (iv), and between Criteria (ii) and (iii)are ranked top-3 in graph Gα, yet respectively rank as 11th in Gγ and Gβ , showing thatalthough these criteria are usually co-justified in WH properties, they may not be thatsemantically similar or empirically confusing.
Remarkably, the strong associations indicated by the graphs in Figure 3.7 are alsoclearly illustrated with many common phrases (lexicon) in Figure 3.5, though the twofigures are derived from different data sources and resolutions. The bipartite lexicongraph Bw in Figure 3.5 can be interpreted more as a zoomed-in view on the selectioncriteria composed of phrases, while the graphs Gα,Gβ ,Gγ in Figure 3.7 arguablyreflect a zoomed-out view on the characteristics of criteria themselves.
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FIG. 3.7 The graph visualizations of the similarity matrices represented by α,β,γ as edge weights using theForce Atlas algorithm in Gephi. a-c) Co-occurrence graph Gα; d-f) Confusion graph Gβ ; g-i) Semanticsimilarity Gγ ; a/d/g) Complete graphs with all edge weights visualized; c/f/i) Filtered graphs that only showedges whose weights are higher than the first two cross-domain cultural-natural criteria pair; b/e/h)Histogram of edge weights and the threshold ξα, ξβ , ξγ during filtering, the top-5 edges being listed withtheir weights. Node size represents the total World Heritage properties justified with this selection criterion.
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3.7 Discussion

3.7.1 Application Scenarios and Broader Impact

This research of training a machine replica of the authoritative view with NLP modelscould help the identification and justification of heritage values across the world forvarious stakeholders, including both heritage experts and lay-persons, through textclassification, as is pointed out in Section 3.1 and 3.7. It can lead to a betterunderstanding of the OUV criteria and the association among them. This work isintended to aid, but not replace the workload of human stakeholders: for StateParties to identify OUV-related statements through documentation, for AdvisoryBodies and WH Committee to review and revise the yearly nomination proposals, forresearchers to investigate massive official discourse and user-generated content,and for the public to visually understand the values of their World Heritage aroundthem. Therefore, this work WHOSe Heritage can be another milestone for the digitaltransformation of World Heritage Studies, aiming at a more socially inclusive futurepractice. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the classification result needs to becarefully conducted by researchers and practitioners, especially during policydecision-making on World Heritage for the social benefit of the entire human species.WH inscription and OUV justification are far more complicated than only readingwritten texts and identifying the described values. Rather, it is a systematic thematicstudy based on scientific research and always rooted in a comparative study acrossthe globe (Jokilehto, 2008). The actual decisions of including new nominations intothe WHL have to be made by humans with heritage investigations. This is also evidentin the results of expert evaluation and during the open discussion about the exercisewith invited experts. As stated in the example shown in Section 3.6.2, thoroughheritage investigations are always needed to determine if a site truly justifies certainOUV selection criteria. Such investigations, however, would be out of the scope of anNLP study investigating the semantic and syntactic content of written officialdocuments. Therefore, a human has to be involved in the loop during application.
The dataset used in this work is collected by the author(s) from the public website ofUNESCO World Heritage Centre via XLS syndication respecting the terms of use andcopyrights. The description of the dataset is sufficiently revealed in section 3.3.2. Alllabels used are based on the official OUV justification given by local and globalheritage experts and involve no crowd workers or other new annotators. The datasetand the methods used in the chapter do not contain demographic/identitycharacteristics. Once deployed, the model does not learn from user inputs, and itgenerates no harmful output to users. The expert evaluation involving human studywas totally voluntary, did not collect any personal information, and the privacy of theexperts was fully protected. Though initially unaware of the true purpose of theevaluation to reduce bias, the experts were explained with the study afterwards. BERTand ULMFiT with LS proved to perform best in all investigated metrics. However,there is a trade-off to consider for real-world applications. As claimed in Appendix B
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and Section 3.6.2, ULMFiT has a relatively shorter inference time compared to BERT,while BERT is potentially more explainable due to the attention mechanism. Bothmodels might work optimally for different application scenarios.
The lexicon presented in Figure 3.5 could become a tool for researchers andpractitioners to automatically highlight the keywords in a sentence about WorldHeritage properties and indicate the best matching selection criteria, which also hasthe potential to facilitate the drafting and revising of SOUV, useful to support new WHnominations and their evaluation by the Advisory Body Evaluation parties, ICOMOSand IUCN. Since the computational models were trained with the authoritativecontext of WH properties, the lexicon derived from this study provides a chance toempirically investigate the patterns frequently appeared in SOUV which are capturedand learned by the NLP models, while they can be easily neglected or undervaluedwith traditional methods. For example, Criterion (i) is officially defined as “torepresent a masterpiece of human creative genius" in the Operational Guidelines andsummarized as “masterpiece" by the 2008 report (Jokilehto, 2008; UNESCO, 2008).However, the term “unique artistic achievement" is boldly stressed by thecomputational models and the lexicon shown in Figure 3.5, suggesting that artisticvalue is also expected to be of high importance for the WH properties justified withCriterion (i). Similarly, though Jokilehto stressed more on the “value/influence"dimension of Criterion (ii), the terms related to “development" and “interchange" inits definition also seem to have alike importance. As the next step, the lexicon couldbe further updated with additional human engineering such as expert-based rating,as the current version is the outcome of a semi-automated procedure.
Some visual similarities can already be observed in Figure 3.6, as the heatmaps seemto highlight matrix entries in a similar pattern. This was also probably the assumptionin ICOMOS 2008 report about the OUV associations, as argued in Section 3.1. Yetthese similarities would be hard to prove and falsify without a quantitativemethodology, such as the one presented in this paper. The correlation coefficientsshown in Section 3.6.5 and the graphs Gα,Gβ ,Gγ in Figure 3.7 confirm this intuitiveassumption based on observations. Furthermore, while graph Gα based on theco-occurrence pattern of the OUV criteria may vary radically due to the change ofinterest or focus of the WH Committee during the nomination procedure, the othertwo graphs might be more static along the time. The 2008 report argued that

“[Criteria] (i) and (ii) can reinforce each other, while (iv) is often used as analternative"

based on the co-occurrence pattern at that time, when cases co-justifying Criteria (i)and (ii) were almost twice as many as the cases with Criteria (i) and (iv) (Jokilehto,2008). This observation is no longer true for the situation in 2019, when the latter,i.e. cases with Criteria (i) and (iv), appears even more frequently than the former.However, both associations are observed in the 4th finding presented in Section 3.3.3.As graph Gβ and Gγ are both based on the written texts and terms collectively used inthe entire Statements of OUV, they may be more robust to new nominations unlessvery unusual terms are to be systematically introduced. It can also be informative in
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future studies to investigate the changing dynamic of presented graphs over time.
The qualitative and quantitative analyses show that the selection criteria pairs havedifferent association strengths. For a thoroughly trained expert (either human orcomputer), nuances between pairs such as Criteria (i) and (iv) can already be ratherhard to distinguish, let alone someone from the general public. To make the WorldHeritage management more socially inclusive, the concept of OUV more intelligible,and the future inscription process more effective, extra efforts may need to be madeto further sharpen and clarify the definitions of criteria, and to make sure the OUVstatements written by future practitioners and researchers are sufficiently consistentand coherent.

3.7.2 Limitations

Label Smoothing parameters proposed in this chapter were not tuned together withother hyperparameters during the training. Yet, it still showed an improvement inmost baselines. However, the complex effect of LS on different baselines needs moreinvestigation. The top-1 accuracy is limited even on the best models, which is notuncommon in the literature for non-binary multi-class classification when the labelsare not sufficiently distinct (Sun et al., 2019). Applying data augmentation andtraining supplemental binary classifiers may improve the performance on difficultclasses. The choice of replacing all numbers into <NUM> tokens might introduce bothadvantages and drawbacks in terms of semantic context and generalizability whenhistorical dates might be crucial information, which invites more investigations.Moreover, more studies on the generalizability and reliability of the models on datafrom different distributions (e.g., from policy documents or news articles) are neededbefore further application. This work would support a series of follow-up studiesrespectively exploring the intrinsic associations of OUV based on the models’behaviour (Bai et al., 2021b), application of the proposed methods in social mediamining in Venice (Bai et al., 2021c), and generalizability in case studies worldwide.
This study and the obtained NLP models are inherently less biased than manualannotation by a single expert in the sense that they avoid adding too much implicitpersonal experience into the written texts, and that the trained models represent thecollective views of many human experts in the past. This can also be seen in somedivergent evaluation outcomes by the eight invited experts, as demonstrated inSection 3.5.1: though one specific expert may be more cautious and critical at acertain sample, the overall trend of all experts can consistently differentiate thepositive and negative classes. However, the computational models trained on SOUVcan also be a double-edged sword in the sense that they are highly dependent on theexisting descriptions, which may contain historical unfairness.
Researchers and practitioners, especially those outside of the Computer Sciencefield, need to be explicitly informed and even warned before usage on the limitations
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of such models, to avoid automation bias, which shows that people favour the resultsautomatically generated from systems for decision-making (Parasuraman andManzey, 2010). Wrongly under-judging the value of a WH nomination merely basedon text classification results and consequently deferring or even refusing theinscription can cause a great loss to human culture in the worst scenario, as it canhamper its access to the available heritage management and conservation programs.Therefore, this work functions as a supplemental tool and reference for theunderstanding/evaluating of World Heritage OUV implied in text descriptions, whichwill and shall not replace the human effort and/or deviate the expert knowledge inWH decision-making process. Instead, it has two ultimate goals as use-cases: 1)aiding inscription processes by checking the coherence and/or consistency of OUVstatements; 2) mining heritage-values-related texts from multiple data sources (e.g.,social media).
Although filtering as described in Section 3.5.2 has been applied, not every phrase inthe lexicon makes sense. Some failure examples include the term “one" and “back"within Criterion (ix), “total" within Criterion (x), and “overall" within Criterion (i).Those terms should have been rather neutral, but probably the consistent writingstyle and word usage preference in Statements of OUV give some phrases amisleading score. Furthermore, the lexicon can be used as initial “seed words" infuture studies to construct a more comprehensive and concrete World HeritageOUV-related lexicon by incorporating other larger and maturer semantic lexiconssuch as WordNet (Miller, 1995; Jurafsky and Martin, 2020).

3.8 Conclusions

This chapter presents a new text classification benchmark from a real-world problemabout UNESCO World Heritage Statements of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV).The problem is essentially a multi-class single-label classification task, while theclasses are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The prior knowledge of the classassociation is added to the training process as soft labels through novel variants oflabel smoothing (LS). The study shows that introducing LS improved the performanceon most baselines, reaching a top-3 accuracy of 94.3%. The models also performedreasonably well in an independent test dataset and received positive outcomes in ahuman study with domain experts, suggesting that the classifiers have the potentialto be further developed and applied in the World Heritage research and practice.
This chapter also presents the computational interpretation of the associations ofOUV selection criteria conveyed by the properties, as an evolution of the ICOMOSreport “What is OUV" published in 2008, applying a novel methodology integratingstate-of-the-art technology. It provides an OUV-related lexicon showing relevant
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phrases of each selection criterion, proposes three similarity graphs using differentdata sources to show various aspects of the criteria associations, and conductsquantitative and qualitative analyses on the lexicon and similarity graphs to makesense of the observations. This study may give some insights into further evolutionsand improvements of the concept of both World Heritage and OUV, as is alsoregularly revised by the World Heritage Committee11.
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PART C On Context
The Collective Opinions inEveryday Contexts
This part of dissertation focuses on the everyday baseline scenario when the
collective opinions are shared on social media about the cities people visit or live
in. A methodological framework is proposed to map the cultural significance
conveyed to people by the collection, process, analysis, and summary of
user-generated multi-modal social media data. The unstructured images and
texts are converted to structured vectors understandable by computers with the
aid of pre-trained deep learning models including the machine replica developed
in PART B. Following the knowledge base of PART A, this part treats the
spatiotemporal and social contexts of social media data as a crucial component
of information in addition to the content, connecting them in network structures.
The information extracted from social media posts are projected to a series of
spatial maps, supposedly comprehensible by designers, planners, and
decision-makers.

Two chapters are included in this part:

Chapter 4 Datasets - Collecting Multi-modal Graph-based User-Generated Data of
Cultural Significance.

Chapter 5 Mapping - Semi-supervised Classification of Perceived Cultural
Significance on Graphs.
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4 Datasets
Collecting Multi-modalGraph-based User-Generated Dataof Cultural Significance
Parts of this chapter have been published in Bai et al. (2022) and Bai et al. (2023).
Bai N, Nourian P, Luo R, Pereira Roders A. (2022). Heri-Graphs: A Dataset Creation Framework for
Multi-Modal Machine Learning on Graphs of Heritage Values and Attributes with Social Media. ISPRS
International Journal of Geo-Information. 11(9): 469.
Bai N, Ducci M, Mirzikashvili R, Nourian P, Pereira Roders, A. (2023). Mapping Urban Heritage Images with
Social Media Data and Artificial Intelligence, A Case Study in Testaccio, Rome. In The International Archives of
the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, XLVIII-M-2-2023. p. 139–146.

ABSTRACT Values (why to conserve) and Attributes (what to conserve) are essential concepts ofcultural heritage. Recent studies have been using social media to map values andattributes conveyed by public to cultural heritage. However, it is rare to connectheterogeneous modalities of images, texts, geo-locations, timestamps, and socialnetwork structures to mine the semantic and structural characteristics therein. Thisstudy presents a methodological framework for constructing such multi-modaldatasets using posts and images on Flickr for graph-based machine learning (ML)tasks concerning heritage values and attributes. After data pre-processing usingpre-trained ML models, the multi-modal information of visual contents and textualsemantics are modelled as node features and labels, while their social relationshipsand spatiotemporal contexts are modelled as links in Multi-Graphs. The framework istested in three cities with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL - Amsterdam,Suzhou, and Venice, which yielded datasets with high consistency forsemi-supervised learning tasks. The entire process is formally described withmathematical notations, ready to be applied in provisional tasks both as ML problemswith technical relevance and as urban/heritage study questions with societalinterests. This study could also benefit the understanding and mapping of heritagevalues and attributes for future research in global cases, aiming at inclusive heritagemanagement practices. Moreover, the proposed framework could be summarized ascreating attributed graphs from unstructured social media data sources, ready to beapplied in a wide range of use cases.
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4.1 Introduction

In the context of UNESCO World Heritage (WH) Convention, "values" (why toconserve) and "attributes" (what to conserve) have been used extensively to detailthe cultural significance of heritage (UNESCO, 1972, 2008). Meanwhile, researchershave provided categories and taxonomies for heritage values and attributes,respectively (Pereira Roders, 2007; Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2010; Veldpaus,2015). Both concepts are essential for understanding the significance and meaningof cultural and natural heritage, and for making more comprehensive managementplans (Veldpaus, 2015). However, the heritage values and attributes are not only todefine the significance of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) in the particular contextof World Heritage List (WHL), but all kinds of significance, ranging from listed tounlisted, natural to cultural, tangible to intangible, and from global to national,regional and local (Rakic and Chambers, 2008; Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders,2010; Bonci et al., 2018; Pereira Roders, 2019; Bai et al., 2021c). Moreover, the2011 UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) stressedthat heritage should also be recognized through the lens of local citizens, touristsand experts, calling for tools for civic engagement and knowledge documentation(UNESCO, 2011; Pereira Roders, 2019; Bai et al., 2021c).
Thereafter, in the past decade, analyses have been performed on User-GeneratedContent (UGC) from social media platforms to actively collect opinions of the [online]public, and to map heritage values and attributes conveyed by various stakeholdersin urban environments (Lu and Stepchenkova, 2015; Pickering et al., 2018). InMachine Learning (ML) literature, a modality is defined as

"the way in which something happens or is experienced",

which can include natural language, visual contents, vocal signals, etc. (Baltrusaitiset al., 2019). Most of studies mapping heritage values and attributes from UGCfocused only on a few isolated modalities, such as textual topics of comments and/ortags (Marine-Roig and Anton Clavé, 2015; Amato et al., 2016; Lee and Kang, 2021),visual contents of depicted scenes (Giglio et al., 2019b; Zhang et al., 2019), socialinteractions (Liew, 2014; Williams et al., 2017; Campillo-Alhama and Martinez-Sala,2019), and geographical distribution of the posts (Gabrielli et al., 2014; Giglio et al.,2019a).
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However, the heterogeneous multi-modal information from social media can enrichthe understanding of posts, as textual and visual contents, temporal andgeographical contexts, and underlined social network structures could show bothcomplementary and contradictory messages (Aggarwal, 2011; Bai et al., 2021c). Afew studies have analysed different modalities to reveal the discussed topics anddepicted scenes about cultural heritage (Monteiro et al., 2014; Ginzarly et al., 2019).However, since they (mostly) adapted analogue approaches during analyses and themulti-modal information was not explicitly paired, linked, and analysed together,these studies could not yet be classified as Multi-modal Machine Learning (MML),aiming to
"build models that can process and relate information from multiple modalities"

to enrich the conclusions that could not be easily achieved with isolated modalities(Baltrusaitis et al., 2019). On the other hand, Crandall et al. (2009) proposed aglobal dataset collected from Flickr with visual and textual features, as well asgeographical locations. Graphs were constructed with multi-modal information tomap, cluster, and retrieve the most representative landmark images for major globalcities. Gomez et al. (2019) trained multi-modal representation models of images,captions, and neighbourhoods with Instagram data within Barcelona, able to retrievethe most relevant photos and topics for each municipal district, being used tointerpret the urban characteristics of different neighbourhoods. More recently, thecontinuous research line demonstrated in Kang et al. (2021) and Cho et al. (2022)applied transfer learning (Pan and Yang, 2010) techniques to classify geo-taggedimages into hierarchical scene categories and connected the depicted touristactivities to the urban environments that these cultural activities took place.Although not all of them explicitly referred to heritage, these studies could provideuseful information for scholars and practitioners to gather knowledge from the publicabout their perceived heritage values and attributes in urban settings, as suggestedby HUL (UNESCO, 2011; Bai et al., 2021c). Among the five main MML challengessummarized by Baltrusaitis et al. (2019), representation (to present and summarizemulti-modal data in a joint or coordinated space) and fusion (to join information forprediction) can be the most relevant for heritage and urban studies, as to 1)retrieving visual and/or textual information related to certain heritage values andattributes, and 2) aggregating individual posts in different geographic andadministrative levels as the collective summarized knowledge of a place.
Furthermore, according to the First Law of Geography (Tobler, 1970),

"everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related thandistant things".

This argument can also be assumed to be valid in other distance measures other thangeographical ones where a random walk could be performed (Pearson, 1905), suchas in a topological space abstracted from spatial structure (Batty, 2013; Nourian,2016; Ren et al., 2019; Zhang and Cheng, 2020) or a social network constructed
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based on common interests (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Lazer et al., 2009;Barabási, 2013; Pentland, 2015). In this light, it would be beneficial to constructgraphs of UGC posts where Social Network Analysis (SNA) could be performed,showing the socio-economic and spatio-temporal context among them, reflecting theinter-related dependent nature of the posts (Cheng and Wicks, 2014). Such aproblem definition could help with both the classification and the aggregation tasksmentioned above, as has been demonstrated as effective and powerful byapplications in the emerging field of Machine and Deep Learning on Graphs (Zhanget al., 2020; Ma and Tang, 2021).
This paper describes the methodological framework of creating multi-modalgraph-based datasets about heritage values and attributes using unstructured socialmedia data. The core question from generating such datasets could be formulated as:while heritage values and attributes have been historically inspected from site visitingand document reviewing by experts, can computational methods and/or artificialintelligence aid the process of knowledge documentation and comparative studies bymapping and mining multi-modal social media data? Even if the acceleration of theprocesses is not a priority, the provision of such a framework is aimed to encourageconsistency and inclusion of communities in the discourse of cherishing, protecting,and preserving cultural heritage. In other words, the machine can eventuallyrepresent the voice of the community (Bai et al., 2021c). The main contributions ofthis manuscript could be summarized as:

1 Domain-specific multi-modal attributed graph datasets about heritage values andattributes (or more precisely, the values and attributes conveyed by public to urbancultural heritage) are collected and structured with the User-Generated Content fromthe social media platform Flickr in three cities (Amsterdam, Suzhou, and Venice) withurban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL, which could benefit the knowledgedocumentation and mapping for heritage and urban studies, aiming at a moreinclusive heritage management process;
2 Several pre-trained machine learning and deep learning models have been extensivelyapplied and tested for generating multi-modal features and [pseudo-]labels with fullmathematical formulations as its problem definition, providing a reproduciblemethodological framework that could also be tested in other cases worldwide;
3 Multi-graphs have been constructed to reflect the temporal, spatial, and socialrelationships among the data samples of collected User-Generated Content, ready tobe further tested on several provisional tasks with both scientific relevances forGraph-based Multi-modal Machine Learning and Social Network research, andsocietal interests for Urban Studies, Urban Data Science, and Heritage Studies.
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4.2 General Framework

Before zooming into the domain-specific case studies with technological details, thissection first describes the general process of creating multi-modal datasets asattributed graphs from unstructured volunteered information contents harvestedfrom social media. These graphs would encode connections between posts of contentpublishers on social media; connections that can be established by virtue ofsimilarities or proximities in spatial, temporal, or social domains. The whole processconsists of five core components - data acquisition and cleaning (Section 4.3.2),multi-modal feature representation (Section 4.4), [pseudo-] label generation(Section 4.5), contextual graph construction (Section 4.6), and qualitative inspectionand validation (Section 4.7), as visualized in Figure 4.1.

FIG. 4.1 The framework to create multi-modal machine learning datasets as attributed graphs fromunstructured data sources.
As argued in Aggarwal (2011) and Bai et al. (2021c), the analyses on social media(or social network data) could be categorized as studying its content (traditionallytexts and images, possibly also audio and video), structure (social linkages amongusers entailing interactions), and context (spatiotemporal and socio-economicmanifolds). While the former is mainly about constituent data points themselves, thelatter two (both are contextual information under different scenarios) provide explicitdata about the potential linkage between the data points. For any data source (socialmedia platform) of interest, the proposed framework suggests acquiring both contentand contextual information for a rigid understanding of the social network. After dataacquisition and cleaning, the input data would be highly unstructured andnon-standard and thus challenging to feed into data science workflows, which needto be transformed as machine-readable formats - presumably vectors - using certainfeature representation techniques. For different modalities, various techniques couldbe employed: from hand-engineered features, to pre-trained embeddings, and toother end-to-end techniques such as auto-encoders. Moreover, the fusion of different
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modalities could happen in various forms, from the most simple concatenation, tomore complex techniques using neural networks (Baltrusaitis et al., 2019). Eventhough unsupervised learning applications of spatial clustering and auto-correlationare not uncommon, it is still preferable to have semantic labels concerning variousissues of interest to make more sense out of the data points. In situations wherehuman annotation can be expensive and challenging, semi-automatic labeling withtransfer learning, pseudo-label generation and/or active learning using either theraw data or the generated multi-modal features could be applied to efficientlycircumvent this bottle-neck process (Prince, 2004; Pan and Yang, 2010; Nowak andRüger, 2010; Zhou and Li, 2010; Settles, 2011; Lee et al., 2013). Furthermore, thegraph construction process makes use of the proximity or similarity of the contextualinformation to link the data points as [multi-] graphs. Contextualization of the datapoints and creating a coherent picture of the datasets are necessary tasks, withoutwhich the task of data analysis would remain at the level of dealing with a bagcontaining powder-like data points. Graph datasets can be of essential value ininterpolation and extrapolation tasks, simply put for diffusing or transferringinformation from the neighbours of a data point to it. In cases where some graphattribute is missing on a data point, a graph representation can help in creatingconsistency and coherence. This is especially important for semi-supervised learningscenarios on social media data, where missing features could be very common (Kipfand Welling, 2016). Before storing the results as valid attributed graph datasets withgraph structures (G,A) and node features (X,Y ), a bundle of processes forqualitatively and quantitatively inspecting the quality, consistency, and validity of thegenerated results is necessary. This could also possibly include humans in the loop.
The rest of this manuscript will explain each component in detail with specificinstances tailored for the use case of mapping heritage values and attributes asdemonstration (such as the selection of the three cities in Section 4.3.1, the choice ofFlickr as data source in Section 4.3.2, and the decisions of pre-trained ML models inSections 4.4 and 4.5). However, in principle, the case study to be instantiated andtechnology to be employed could be specified, enhanced, and updated based on theactual use cases within a wide range of scenarios, taking advantage of the mostsuitable tools and the most current technological developments. This will be furtherdiscussed in Section 4.8.2.
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4.3 Data and Materials

4.3.1 Case Studies: Venice, Amsterdam, and Suzhou

Without loss of generality, this research selected three cities in Europe and China thatare related to UNESCO WH and HUL as case studies: Amsterdam (AMS), theNetherlands; Suzhou (SUZ), China; and Venice (VEN), Italy. All three cities are withurban areas entirely or partially inscribed in the UNESCO WHL, such as Venice and itsLagoon1 and Seventeenth-Century Canal Ring Area of Amsterdam inside theSingelgracht2, or contain WHL in multiple spots of the city, such as Classical Gardensof Suzhou3, showcasing different spatial typologies of cultural heritage in relation toits urban context (Pereira Roders, 2010; Valese et al., 2020).

TABLE 4.1 The case studies and their World Heritage status.
City Geo-location WHL Name OUV Criteria Property Area Inscription

Date

Amsterdam(AMS) 52.365000N4.887778E Seventeenth-CenturyCanal Ring Area of Ams-terdam inside the Singel-gracht

(i)(ii)(iv) 198.2 ha 2010

Suzhou(SUZ) 31.302300N120.631300E Classical Gardens ofSuzhou (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v) 11.9 ha 2000
Venice (VEN) 45.438759N12.327145E Venice and its Lagoon (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v)(vi) 70,176.2 ha 1987

As shown in Table 4.1, the three cases have very different scales, yet all stronglydemonstrate the relationship between urban fabric and the water system.Interestingly, Amsterdam and Suzhou have been, respectively, referred to as “theVenice of the North” and “the Venice of the East” by the media and public. Moreover,the concept of OUV introduced in Section 4.1 reveals the core cultural significance ofWH properties. The OUV of a property would be justified with ten selection criteria,where criteria (i)–(vi) reflect various cultural values, and criteria (vii)–(x) natural ones(Jokilehto, 2007, 2008; UNESCO, 2008; Bai et al., 2021b), as explained in AppendixTable A.1. The three selected cases include a broad variety of all cultural heritageOUV selection criteria, implying the representativeness of the datasets constructed inthis study. Full documents of SOUV for the three cases can be found in Appendix A.
1https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/3942https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/13493http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/813
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4.3.2 Data Collection and Pre-processing

Numerous studies have collected, annotated, and distributed open-source datasetsfrom the image-sharing social media platform Flickr owing to its high-quality imagedata, searchable metadata, and convenient Application Programming Interface (API),although its possible drawbacks include relatively low popularity, limited social andgeographical coverage of users, and unbalanced information quantities of imagesand texts (van Dijck, 2011; Lin et al., 2014; Tenkanen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). Acollection of Flickr-based datasets could include MirFlickr-1M (Huiskes and Lew,2008), NUS-WIDE (Chua et al., 2009), Flickr (Tang and Liu, 2009), ImageNet (Denget al., 2009; Krizhevsky et al., 2012), Microsoft Common Object in COntext (MSCOCO) (Lin et al., 2014), Flickr30k (Plummer et al., 2015), SinoGrids (Zhou andLong, 2016), and GRAPH Saint (Zeng et al., 2019), etc. These datasets containingone or more of the visual, semantic, social, and/or geographical information of UGCare widely used, tested, but also sometimes challenged by different ML communitiesincluding Computer Vision, Multi-modal Machine Learning, and Machine Learning onGraphs. However, they are more or less suitable for bench-marking general ML tasksand testing computational algorithms, which are not necessarily tailor-made forheritage and urban studies. On the other hand, the motivation of data collection inthis research is to provide datasets that could be both directly applicable for MLcommunities as a test-bed, and theoretically informative for heritage and urbanscholars to draw conclusions on for informing the decision-making process.Therefore, instead of adapting the existing datasets that can be weakly related to theproblems of interest in this study, new data are directly collected and processed fromFlickr as an instance of the proposed framework in Section 4.2. Further possibilitiesof merging other existing datasets and data from other sources in response to thelimitations of Flickr will be briefly addressed in Section 4.8.2.
FlickrAPI python library4 was used to access the photo.search API method providedby Flickr5, using the Geo-locations in Table 4.1 as the centroids to search a maximumof 5000 IDs of geo-tagged images within a fixed radius covering the major urbanarea (5km for Venice and Suzhou, and 2km for Amsterdam), to form comparable andcompatible datasets from the three cities, since only 4229 IDs were found in Suzhouduring the time of data collection, reflecting the relatively scarse use of Flickr inChina. Only images with a candownload flag indicated by the owner were furtherqueried, respecting the privacy and copyrights of Flickr users. Those images arefurther queried through photo.getInfo and photo.getSizes API methods toretrieve the following information: owner’s ID; owner’s registered location on Flickr;the title, description, and tags provided by user; geo-tag of the image; timestampmarking when the image was taken, and URLs to download the Large Square (150 ×150 px) and Small 320 (320 × 240 px) versions of the original image. The imagesthat have the user tag of "erotic" were excluded from the query. Then all the imagesof both sizes were saved and transformed into RGB format as raw visual data.
The retrieved raw textual fields of description, title, and tags could all provide
4https://stuvel.eu/software/flickrapi/5https://www.flickr.com/services/api/
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useful information, yet not all posts have these fields, and not all posts arenecessarily written to express thoughts and share knowledge about the place(considered as valid in the context of this study). A stop-word list has been used toremove the HTML (HyperText Markup Language) symbols and other formattingelements from the texts and to filter out textual data that were mainly 1) adescription of the camera used, 2) a default image name generated by the camera, 3)an advertisement or a promotion. The textual fields of the posts were cleaned,translated, and merged into a Revised Text field as raw English textual data, afterrecording the detected original language of posts on sentence level using GoogleTranslator API from the Deep Translator python library6. Moreover, many postsshared by the same user were uploaded at once, thus having the same duplicatedtextual fields for all of them. To handle such redundancy, a separate dataset of all theunique processed textual data on sentence level was saved for each city, while theoriginal post ID of each sentence was marked and could easily be traced back.
Furthermore, the public friend and subscription lists of all the retrieved owners werequeried through the people.getPublicGroups and the contacts.getPublicListAPI methods, while all personal information was only considered as a [semi-]anonymous ID with respect to the privacy policy.
To test the scalability of the methodological workflow, another larger dataset withoutthe limit of maximum 5000 IDs has also been collected in Venice (VEN-XL). The APIof Flickr has a limitation at the scale of queries, which would return occasional errorswhile the server gets in burden. This requires a different strategy during datacollection of the larger dataset. In this study, a 20× 20 grid was tiled in the area ofVenice (from 45.420855N 12.291054E to 45.448286N 12.369234E) to collect thepost IDs from the centroid of each tile with a radius of 0.3km, which were lateraggregated by removing the duplicated IDs collected by multiple tiles to form theentire large dataset, similar to Bekker (2020). The further steps of data cleaning andpre-processing remained the same with the smaller datasets.
The data collection procedure took place from 28 December 2020–10 January 2021and 10 February 2022–25 February 2022, respectively. The earliest captured photoscollected date back to 1946 in Data of Amsterdam, the Netherlands (AMS), 2007 inData of Suzhou, China (SUZ), 1954 in Data of Venice, Italy (VEN), and 1875 in Theextra-large version of Venice data (VEN-XL), and for all cities, the most recent photoswere taken in 2021–2022.
Table 4.2 shows the number of data samples (posts) and owners (users) for the threecase study cities at each stage. Note the numbers of posting owners are relativelyunbalanced in different cities. Intuitionally, a larger number of owners could suggesta better coverage of social groups and provide better representativeness for thedatasets. However, since the unit of data points in this study is a single post, not aunique social media user (content publisher), it could be assumed that the latter onlyprovides sufficient [social] contextual information for the former.
6https://deep-translator.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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TABLE 4.2 The number of data samples collected at each stage, the bold numbers mark the sample size of thefinal datasets.
City AMS SUZ VEN VEN-XL

IDs Collected 5000 4229 5000 116,675
Is Downloadable 3727 3137 2952 80,964
Downloaded Posts 3727 3137 2951 80,963

Has Textual Data * 3404 2692 2801 77,644
Has Unique Texts ** 3130 1963 1952 59,396
Unique Sentences 2247 361 3249 61,253
Original Posts ** 2904 754 1761 49,823
Posting Owners 195 95 330 6077

* At least one of Description, Title and Tag fields is not empty.** The two rows of numbers are different because of posts without any valid sentences.

4.3.3 Formal Description of the Dataset

To formally describe the data, define the problem, and propose a generalizableworkflow as a methodological framework, mathematical notations are used in the restof this manuscript. Since the same process is valid for all three cities (and probablyalso for other unselected cases worldwide) and has been repeated exactly threetimes, no distinctions would be made among the cities, except for the cardinality ofsets reflecting sample sizes.
Let i be the index of a generic sample of the dataset for one city, then its raw datacould be denoted as a tuple di = (Ii,Si, ui, ti, li), di ∈ D = {d1,d2, ...,dK}, where Kis the sample size of the dataset in a city (as shown in Table 4.2), Ii is athree-dimensional tensor of the image size with three RGB channels,
Si = {s(1)i , s

(2)
i , ..., s

(|Si|)
i } or Si = ∅ is a set of revised English sentences that canalso be an empty set for samples without any valid textual data, ui ∈ U is a user IDthat is one instance from the user set U = {µ1, µ2, ..., µ|U|}, ti ∈ T is a timestampthat is one instance from the ordered set of all the unique timestamps

T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τ|T |} from the dataset at the level of weeks, and li = (xi, yi) is ageographical coordinate of latitude (yi) and longitude (xi) marking the geo-locationof the post. A complete nomenclature of all notations used in this chapter can befound in the Appendix Tables B.3 and B.4.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the data flow of one sample post in Venice, which will beformally explained in the following sections.
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FIG. 4.2 Data flow of the multi-modal feature generation process of one sample post in Venice, while graphconstruction requires all data points of the dataset. The original post owned by user 17726320@N03 isunder CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 license.
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4.4 Multi-Modal Feature Generation

4.4.1 Visual Features

Places365 is a dataset containing 1.8 million images from 365 scene categories,which includes a relatively comprehensive collection of indoor and outdoor places(Zhou et al., 2014, 2017). The categories can be informative for urban and heritagestudies to identify depicted scenes of images and to further infer heritage attributes(Veldpaus, 2015; Ginzarly et al., 2019). A few Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)models were pre-trained by Zhou et al. (2017) using state-of-the-art backbones topredict the depicted scenes in images, reaching a top-1 accuracy of around 55% andtop-5 accuracy of around 85%. Furthermore, the same set of pre-trained modelshave been used to predict 102 discriminative scene attributes based on SUNAttribute dataset (Patterson and Hays, 2012; Patterson et al., 2014), reaching top-1accuracy of around 92% (Zhou et al., 2017). These scene attributes are conceptuallydifferent from heritage attributes, as the former are mostly adjectives and presentparticiples describing the scene and activities taking place. Therefore, both heritagevalues and attributes could be effectively inferred therefrom.
This study used the open ResNet-18 model (He et al., 2016) pre-trained on Places365with PyTorch7. This model was adjusted to effectively yield three output vectors: 1)the last softmax layer of the model ls

365×1 as logits over all scene categories; 2) thelast hidden layer hv
512×1 of the model; 3) a vector la

102×1 as logits over all sceneattributes. Such a process for any image input Ii could be described as:
ls
i, l

a
i ,h

v
i = fResNet-18(Ii|ΘResNet-18), (4.1)

or preferably in a vectorized format:
Ls,La,Hv = fResNet-18([I1,I2, ...,IK ]|ΘResNet-18), (4.2)

where
Ls := [ls

i]365×K ,La := [la
i ]102×K ,Hv := [hv

i]512×K . (4.3)
Considering that the models demonstrate reasonable performance in top-n accuracy,to keep the visual features explainable, a n-hot soft activation filter σ(n) is performedon both logit outputs, to keep the top-n prediction entries active, while smoothing allthe others based on the confidence of top-n predictions (n = 5 for scene categories
Ls and n = 10 for scene attributes La). Let max(l, n) denote the nth maximumelement of a d-dimensional logit vector l (the sum of all d entries of l equals 1), thenthe activation filter σ(n) could be described as:

σ(n)(ld×1) = l⊙m+
1− lTm

d− n
(1d×1 −m), (4.4)

m := [mι]d×1,mι =

{
1 if lι ≥ max(l, n)
0 otherwise , (4.5)

7https://github.com/CSAILVision/places365
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where m is a mask vector indicating the positions of top-n entries, and lTm iseffectively the total confidence of the model for top-n predictions. Note that thisfunction could also take a matrix as input and process it as several column vectors tobe concatenated back.
Furthermore, as the Places365 dataset is tailor-made for scene detection tasksrather than facial recognition (Zhou et al., 2017), the models pre-trained on it maybecome confused when a new image is mainly composed of faces as “typical tourismpictures” and self-taken photos, which is not uncommon in the case studies aspopular tourism destinations. As the ultimate aim of constructing such datasets isnot to precisely predict the scene each image depicts, but to help infer heritagevalues and attributes, it would be unfair to simply exclude those images containing asignificant proportion of faces. Rather, the existence of humans in images showingtheir activities would be a strong cue of intangible dimension of heritage properties.Under such consideration, an Inception ResNet-V1 model8 pre-trained on theVGGFace2 Dataset (Schroff et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2018) has been used to generatefeatures about depicted faces in the images. A three-dimensional vector fi wasobtained for any image input Ii, where the non-negative first entry f1,i ∈ N countsthe number of faces detected in the image, the second entry f2,i ∈ [0, 1] records theconfidence of the model for face detection, and the third entry f3,i ∈ [0, 1] calculatesthe proportion of area of all the bounding boxes of detected faces to the total area ofthe image. Similarly, the vectorized format could be written as F := [fi]3×K over theentire dataset.
Finally, all obtained visual features were concatenated vertically to generate the finalvisual feature Xvis

982×K :
Xvis

982×K =
[
HvT,F T,σ(5)(Ls)T,σ(10)(La)T

]T
, (4.6)

where [·, ·] denotes the horizontal concatenation of matrices.
This final matrix is to be used in future MML tasks as the vectorized descriptor of theuni-modal visual contents of the posts, with both more abstract hidden features onlyto be understood by machines, and more specific information about predictedcategories interpretable by humans, which is common practice in MML literature(Baltrusaitis et al., 2019). All models are tested on both 150× 150 and 320× 240 pximages to compare the consistency of generated features. The workflow ofgenerating visual features is illustrated in the top part of Figure 4.2.

4.4.2 Textual Features

In the last decade, attention- and Transformer-based pre-trained models have takenover the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), increasing the performance of
8https://github.com/timesler/facenet-pytorch
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models in both general machine learning tasks, and domain-specific transfer learningscenarios (Vaswani et al., 2017). As an early version, the pre-trained BidirectionalEncoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) is stillregarded as a powerful base model to be fine-tuned on specific downstream datasetsand for various NLP tasks. Specifically, the output on the [CLS] token of BERTmodels is regarded as an effective representation of the entire input sentence, beingused extensively for classification tasks (Clark et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019). In theheritage studies domain, Bai et al. (2021a) fine-tuned BERT on the dataset WHOSeHeritage that they constructed from the UNESCO World Heritage inscriptiondocument, followed by a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier to predict the OUVselection criteria that a sentence is concerned with, showing top-1 accuracy ofaround 71% and top-3 accuracy of around 94%, which has been shown in Chapter 3.
This study used the openly-released BERT model fine-tuned on WHOSe Heritage withPyTorch9. The BERT model took both the entire sentence sets Si and individualsentences of the sets {s(1)i , s

(2)
i , ..., s

(|Si|)
i } as paragraph- and sentence-level inputs,respectively, for the comparison of consistency on predicted outputs of this newdataset. Furthermore, taking the entire sentence sets Si as input, the768-dimensional output vector hBERT

768×1 of the [CLS] token was retrieved on samplesthat have valid textual data:
hBERT

i = fBERT(Si|ΘBERT), where fBERT(∅|ΘBERT) = 0768×1 (4.7)
or preferably in a vectorized format:

HB = fBERT([S1,S2, ...,SK ]|ΘBERT),where HB := [hBERT
i ]768×K . (4.8)

Moreover, the original language of each sentence may provide additional informationto the verbal context of posts, informative to effectively identify and compare localsand tourists. A three-dimensional vector oi ∈ {0, 1}3 was obtained with GoogleTranslator API. The three entries, respectively, marked whether there were sentencesin English, local languages (Dutch, Chinese, or Italian, respectively), and otherlanguages in the set Si. The elements of vector oi or the matrix form O := [oi]3×Kcould be in a range from all zeros (when there were no textual data at all) to all ones(where the post comprised different languages in separate sentences).
Similar to visual features, final textual features X tex

771×K could be obtained as:

X tex
771×K =

[
HBT

,OT
]T

. (4.9)

The workflow of generating textual features is illustrated in the bottom part ofFigure 4.2.
9https://github.com/zzbn12345/WHOSe_Heritage
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4.4.3 Contextual Features

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, the user ID ui and timestamp ti of a post are bothinstances from their respective set U and T , since multiple posts could be posted bythe same user, and multiple images could be taken during the same week. To helpformulate and generalize the problem under the practice of relational database(Reiter, 1989), the information from both can be transformed as one-hot embeddings
U := [uj,i]|U|×K ∈ {0, 1}|U|×K and T := [tk,i]|T |×K ∈ {0, 1}|T |×K , such that:

uj,i =

{
1 if ui = µj ∈ U
0 otherwise , (4.10)

and tk,i =

{
1 if ti = τk ∈ T
0 otherwise . (4.11)

Furthermore, Section 4.3.2 also mentioned the collection of the public contacts andgroups of all the users µj from the set U . To keep the problem simple, only directcontact pairs were considered to model the back-end social structure of the users,effectively filtering out the other contacts a user µj had that were not in the set ofinterest U , resulting in an adjacency matrix among the users
AU := [aU

j,j′ ]|U|×|U| ∈ {0, 1}|U|×|U|, j, j′ ∈ [1, |U|] marking their direct friendship:
aU
j,j′ =

{
1 if µj and µj′ are contacts or j = j′

0 otherwise . (4.12)

Let I(µj) denote the set of public groups a user µj follows (can be an empty set if µjfollows no group), and let IoU(A,B) denote the Jaccard Index (size of Intersectionover size of Union) of two generic sets A,B:
IoU(A,B) = |A ∩ B|

|A ∪ B|+ ε
, (4.13)

where ε is a small number to avoid zero-division. Then another weighted adjacencymatrix among the users could be constructed: AU′
:= [aU′

j,j′ ]|U|×|U| ∈ [0, 1]|U|×|U|,
j, j′ ∈ [1, |U|], marking the mutual interests among the users as group subscriptionon Flickr:

aU′

j,j′ = IoU(I(µj), I(µj′)). (4.14)
To further simplify the problem, although the geo-location li = (xi, yi) of each postwas typically distributed in a continuous 2D geographical space, it would bebeneficial to further aggregate and discretize the distribution in a topologicalabstraction of spatial network (Batty, 2013; Nourian, 2016; Nourian et al., 2016),which has also been proven to be effective in urban spatial analysis, including but notlimited to Space Syntax (Hillier and Hanson, 1989; Penn, 2003; Ratti, 2004;Blanchard and Volchenkov, 2008). The OSMnx python library10 was used to inquire
10https://osmnx.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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the simplified spatial network data on OpenStreetMap including all means oftransportation (Boeing, 2017) in each city with the same centroid location and radiusdescribed in Section 4.3.2. This operation effectively saved a spatial network as anundirected weighted graph G0 = (V0, E0,w0), where V0 = {υ1, υ2, ..., υ|V0|} is the setof all street intersection nodes, E0 ⊆ V0 × V0 is the set of all links possiblyconnecting two spatial nodes (by different sorts of transportation such as walking,biking, and driving), and w0 ∈ R|E0|
+ is a vector with the same dimension as thecardinality of the edge set, marking the average travel time needed between nodepairs (dissimilarity weights). The distance.nearest_nodes method of OSMnx librarywas used to retrieve the nearest spatial nodes to any post location li = (xi, yi). Byonly retaining the spatial nodes that bear at least one data sample posted nearby,and restricting the link weights between nodes so that the travel time on any link isno more than 20 min, which ensures a comfortable temporal distance formingneighbourhoods and communities (Howley et al., 2009), a subgraph G = (V,E,w) of

G0 could be constructed, so that V ⊆ V0, E ⊆ E0, and w ∈ [0, 20.0]|E|. As a result,another one-hot embedding matrix S := [sl,i]|V |×K ∈ {0, 1}|V |×K could be obtained:
sl,i =

{
1 if the closest node to point li is υl ∈ V

0 otherwise . (4.15)

The contextual features constructed as matrices/graphs would be further used inSection 4.6 to link the posts together.

4.5 Pseudo-Label Generation

4.5.1 Heritage Values as OUV Selection Criteria

Various categories on Heritage Values (HV) have been provided by scholars (PereiraRoders, 2007; Jokilehto, 2007, 2008; Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2010). Tokeep the initial step simple, this study arbitrarily applied the value definition inUNESCO WHL with regard to ten OUV selection criteria, as listed in AppendixTable A.1 with an additional class Others representing scenarios where no OUVselection criteria suit the scope of a sentence (resulting in an 11-class category). Itmust be noted that the OUV selection criteria and the corresponding Statements ofOUV include elements that could be identified and categorized as either heritagevalues or heritage attributes. Therefore, they are not necessarily heritage value perse, a detailed discussion on which falls out of the scope of this paper. However, forpragmatic purposes of demonstrating a framework, this study omits this distinctionand considers the OUV selection criteria as a proxy of HV during label generation. A
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group of ML models were trained and fine-tuned to make such predictions by Bai et al.(2021a) as introduced in Section 4.4.2. Except for BERT already used to generatetextual features as mentioned above, a Universal Language Model Fine-tuning(UMLFiT) (Howard and Ruder, 2018) has also been trained and fine-tuned, reaching asimilar performance in accuracy. Furthermore, it has been found that the averageconfidence by both BERT and ULMFiT models on the prediction task showedsignificant correlation with expert evaluation, even on social media data (Bai et al.,2021a). This suggests that it may be possible to use both trained models to generatelabels about heritage values in a semi-supervised active learning setting (Prince,2004; Zhu and Goldberg, 2009), since this task is overly knowledge-demanding forcrowd-workers, yet too time-consuming for experts (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012).
The pseudo-label generation step could be formulated as:

yBERT
i =

{
gBERT(Si|ΘBERT) if Si ̸= ∅
011×1 otherwise , (4.16)

yULMFiT
i =

{
gULMFiT(Si|ΘULMFiT) if Si ̸= ∅
011×1 otherwise , (4.17)

Y HV := [yHV
i ]11×K ,yHV

i =
yBERT
i + yULMFiT

i

2
. (4.18)

where g(∗) is an end-to-end function including both pre-trained models and MLP
classifiers; and y

(∗)
i is an 11-dimensional logit vector as soft-label predictions. Letargmx(l, n) denote the function returning the index set of the largest n elements of avector l, together with the previously defined max(l, n), the confidence and[dis-]agreement of models for top-n predictions could be computed as:

KHV := [κHV
i ]2×K ,κHV

i := [κ
HV(0)
i , κ

HV(1)
i ]T, (4.19)

κ
HV(0)
i =

n∑
n0=1

max(yBERT
i , n0) + max(yULMFiT

i , n0)

2
, (4.20)

κ
HV(1)
i = IoU(argmx(yBERT

i , n), argmx(yULMFiT
i , n)). (4.21)

This confidence indicator matrix KHV could be presumably regarded as a filter for thelabels on heritage values Y HV, to only keep the samples with high inter-annotator(model) agreement (Nowak and Rüger, 2010) as the “ground-truth” [pseudo-] labels,while treating the others as unlabeled (Lee et al., 2013; Sohn et al., 2020).

4.5.2 Heritage Attributes as Depicted Scenery

Heritage Attributes (HA) also have multiple categorization systems (Veldpaus andRoders, 2014; Veldpaus, 2015; Gustcoven, 2016; Ginzarly et al., 2019; UNESCO,2020), and are arguably more vaguely defined than HV. For simplicity, this study
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arbitrarily combined the attribute definitions of Veldpaus (2015) and Ginzarly et al.(2019), and kept a 9-class category of tangible and/or intangible attributes visiblefrom an image. More precisely, this category should be framed as “depicted scenery”of an image (Ginzarly et al., 2019) that heritage attributes could possibly be inducedfrom. The depicted scenes themselves are not yet valid heritage attributes. Thissemantic/philosophical discussion, however, is out of the scope of this paper. Thedefinitions of the nine categories are listed in Appendix Table A.3.
An image dataset collected in Tripoli, Lebanon and classified with expert-basedannotations presented by Ginzarly et al. (2019) was used to train a few ML models toreplicate the experts’ behaviour on classifying depicted scenery with Scikit-learnpython library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For each image, a unique class label wasprovided, effectively forming a multi-class classification task. The same512-dimensional visual representation HV introduced in Section 4.4.1 wasgenerated from the images as the inputs. Classifiers including Multi-layer Perceptron(MLP) (shallow neural network) (Hinton, 1990), K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) (Altman,1992), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) (Rish et al., 2001), Support Vector Machine(SVM) (Platt et al., 1999), Random Forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001), and BaggingClassifier (Breiman, 1996a) with SVM core (BC-SVM) were first trained and tuned foroptimal hyperparameters using 10-fold cross validation (CrVd) with grid search(Arlot and Celisse, 2010). Then, the individually-trained models were put intoensemble-learning settings as both a voting (Zhou, 2012) and a stacking classifier(Breiman, 1996b). All trained models were tested on validation and test datasets toevaluate their performance. Details of the machine learning models are given inAppendix B. Both ensemble models were further applied to images collected in thisstudy. Similar to the HV labels described in Section 4.5.1, the label generation step ofHA could be formulated as:

yVOTE
i = hVOTE(hV

i |ΘVOTE,M,ΘM), (4.22)
ySTACK
i = hSTACK(hV

i |ΘSTACK,M,ΘM), (4.23)
Y HA := [yHA

i ]9×K ,yHA
i =

yVOTE
i + ySTACK

i

2
. (4.24)

where h(∗) is an ensemble model taking all parameters ΘM from each ML model in
set M; and y

(∗)
i is a 9-dimensional logit vector as soft-label predictions. Similarly,the confidence of models for top-n prediction is:

KHA = [κHA
i ]2×K ,κHA

i = [κ
HA(0)
i , κ

HA(1)
i ]T , (4.25)

κ
HA(0)
i =

n∑
n0=1

max(yVOTE
i , n0) + max(ySTACK

i , n0)

2
, (4.26)

κ
HA(1)
i = IoU(argmx(yVOTE

i , n), argmx(ySTACK
i , n)). (4.27)

This matrix KHA could also be regarded the filter for heritage attributes labels Y HA.
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4.6 Multi-Graph Construction

Three types of similarities/ relations among posts were considered to compose thelinks connecting the post nodes: temporal similarity (posts with images taken duringthe same time period), social similarity (posts owned by the same people, by friends,and by people who share mutual interests), and spatial similarity (posts with imagestaken at the same or nearby locations). All three could be deduced from thecontextual information in Section 4.4.3.
As a result, an undirected weighted multi-graph (also known as Multi-dimensionalGraph) with the same node set and three different link sets could be constructed as
G = (V, {ETEM, ESOC, ESPA}, {wTEM,wSOC,wSPA}), where V = {v1, v2, ..., vK} is thenode set of all the posts, E(∗) ⊆ V × V is the set of all links connecting two posts of
one similarity type, and the weight vector w(∗) := [w

(∗)
e ]|E(∗)|×1 ∈ R|E(∗)|

+ marks thestrength of connections. The multi-graph G could also be easily split into three simpleundirected weighted graphs GTEM = (V, ETEM,wTEM), GSOC = (V, ESOC,wSOC), and
GSPA = (V, ESPA,wSPA) concerning each type of similarities. Each G(∗) corresponds to
a weighted adjacency matrix A(∗) := [a

(∗)
i,i′ ]K×K ∈ RK×K

+ , i, i′ ∈ [1,K], such that:
a
(∗)
i,i′ =

{
w

(∗)
e if the eth element of E is (vi, vi′),

0 otherwise. (4.28)

The three weighted adjacency matrices could be, respectively, obtained as describedin the following sections.
All graphs were constructed with NetworkX python library (Hagberg et al., 2008).The rationale under constructing various graphs was briefly described in Section 4.1:the posts close to each other (in temporal, social, or spatial contexts) could bearguably similar in their contents, and therefore, also similar in the heritage valuesand attributes they might convey. Instead of regarding these similarities asredundant and, e.g., removing duplicated posts by the same user to avoid biasing theanalysis, such as in Ginzarly et al. (2019), this study intends to take advantage of asmuch available data as possible, since similar posts may enhance and strengthen theinformation, compensating the redundancies and/or nuances using back-end graphstructures. At later stages of the analysis, the graph of posts could be evencoarsened with clustering and graph partitioning methods (Karypis and Kumar, 1995;Lafon and Lee, 2006; Gao and Ji, 2019; Ma and Tang, 2021), to give an effectivesummary of possibly similar posts.
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4.6.1 Temporal Links

Let T|T |×|T | denote a symmetric tridiagonal matrix where diagonal entries are all 1and off-diagonal non-zero entries are all αT , where αT ∈ [0, 1) is a parametric scalar:

T|T |×|T | :=



1 αT 0 · · · 0 0

αT 1 αT · · · 0 0

0 αT 1 · · · 0 0... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 · · · 1 αT

0 0 0 · · · αT 1


, (4.29)

then the weighted adjacency matrix ATEM
K×K for temporal links could be formulated as:

ATEM = T TTT ,ATEM ∈ {0, αT , 1}K×K , (4.30)
where T |T |×K is the one-hot embedding of timestamp for posts mentioned inEquation (4.11). For simplicity, αT is set to 0.5. With such a construction, all postsfrom which the images were originally taken in the same week would have a weight of
wTEM

e = 1 connecting them in GTEM, and posts with images taken in nearby weeks in achronological order would have a weight of wTEM
e′ = 0.5. Note, however, that thenotion of “nearby” may not necessarily correspond to temporally adjacent weeks, asthe interval of timestamps marking the date when a photo was taken could be monthsand even years in earlier time periods. In use cases sensitive to the time intervals, thevalue of αT could also be weighted: i.e., the longer the time interval actually is, thesmaller αT becomes.

4.6.2 Social Links

Let U|U|×|U| denote a symmetric matrix as a linear combination of three matricesmarking the social relations among the users:
U|U|×|U| =

α
(1)
U I + α

(2)
U AU + α

(3)
U (AU′

> βU )

α
(1)
U + α

(2)
U + α

(3)
U

, (4.31)
where I ∈ {0, 1}|U|×|U| is a diagonal matrix of 1s for the self relation,
AU ∈ {0, 1}|U|×|U| is the matrix mentioned in Equation (4.12) for the friendship
relation, (AU′

> βU ) ∈ {0, 1}|U|×|U| is a mask on the matrix AU′ introduced inEquation (4.14) for the common-interest relation above a certain threshold
βU ∈ (0, 1), and α

(1)
U , α

(2)
U , α

(3)
U ∈ R+ are parametric scalars to balance the weights of
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different social relations. The weighted adjacency matrix ASOC
K×K for social links couldbe formulated as:

ASOC = UTUU ,ASOC ∈ [0, 1]K×K , (4.32)
where U |U|×K is the one-hot embedding of owner/user for posts mentioned inEquation (4.10). For simplicity, the threshold βU is set to 0.05 and the scalars
α
(1)
U , α

(2)
U , α

(3)
U are all set to 1. With such a construction, all posts uploaded by thesame user would have a weight of wSOC

e = 1 connecting them in GSOC, posts by friendswith common interests (of more than 5% common groups subscriptions) would havea weight of wSOC
e′ = 2

3
, and posts by either friends with little common interests orstrangers with common interests would have a weight of wSOC

e′′ = 1
3

.

4.6.3 Spatial Links

Let S := [sl,l′ ] ∈ [0, 1]|V |×|V |, l, l′ ∈ [1, |V |] denote a symmetric matrix computed withsimple rules showing the spatial closeness (conductance) of nodes from the spatialgraph G = (V,E,w) mentioned in Section 4.4.3, whose weights
w := [we]|E|×1 ∈ [0, 20.0]|E| originally showed the distance of nodes (resistance):

sl,l′ =

{
20−we

20
if the eth element of E is (υl, υl′),

0 otherwise. (4.33)

The weighted adjacency matrix ASPA
K×K for spatial links could be formulated as:

ASPA = STSS,ASPA ∈ [0, 1]K×K , (4.34)
where S|V |×K is the one-hot embedding of spatial location for posts mentioned inEquation (4.15). With such a construction, posts located at the same spatial nodewould have a weight of wSPA

e = 1 in GSPA, and posts from nearby spatial nodes wouldhave a weight linearly decayed based on distance within a maximum transport time of20 min.
Additionally, the multi-graph G could be simplified as a simple composed graph
G′ = (V, E ′) with a binary adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}K×K , such that:

A := (ATEM > 0) ∨ (ASOC > 0) ∨ (ASPA > 0), (4.35)
which connects two nodes of posts if they are connected and similar in at least onecontextual relationship.
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4.7 Analyses as Qualitative Inspection

4.7.1 Generated Visual and Textual Features

Table 4.3 shows the consistency of generated visual and textual features. The visualfeatures compared the scene and attribute predictions on images of different sizes(150 × 150 and 320 × 240 px); and the textual features compared the OUV selectioncriteria with aggregated (averaged) sentence-level predictions on each sentencefrom set {s(1)i , s
(2)
i , ..., s

(|Si|)
i } and paragraph-/post-level predictions on set Si.

TABLE 4.3 The consistency (the mean and standard deviation of top-n IoU Jaccard Index on predicted sets)of generated features. For visual features, predictions with different input image sizes (150 × 150 px and 320
× 240 px) are compared; for textual features, average sentence-level predictions and paragraph-/post-levelpredictions are compared. The best scores for each feature are in bold, and the selected ones for future tasksare underlined. “#” means “the number of” in the table.

Sets to Calculate IoU Jaccard Index AMS SUZ VEN

# Compared Posts w. Visual Features 3727 3137 2951
Top-1 scene predictions 0.656 0.676 0.704

—argmx (ls, 1) (0.475) (0.468) (0.456)
Top-5 scene predictions 0.615 0.636 0.635
—argmx (ls, 5) (0.179) (0.238) (0.229)
Top-1 attribute predictions 0.867 0.853 0.838

—argmx (la, 1) (0.339) (0.354) (0.368)
Top-10 attribute predictions 0.820 0.802 0.819
—argmx (la, 10) (0.140) (0.144) (0.139)
# Compared Posts w. Textual Features 2904 754 1761
Top-1 OUV predictions 0.775 0.923 0.714
— argmx (yBERT, 1) (0.418) (0.267) (0.452)
Top-3 OUV predictions 0.840 0.938 0.791

—argmx (yBERT, 3) (0.246) (0.182) (0.266)

For both scene and attribute predictions, the means of top-1 Jaccard Index werealways higher than that of top-n, however, the smaller variance proved the necessityof using top-n prediction as features. Note the attribute prediction was more stablethan the scene prediction when the image shape changed, this is probably becausethe attributes usually describe low-level features which could appear in multiple partsin the image, while some critical information to judge the image scene may be lostduring cropping and resizing in the original ResNet-18 model. Considering therelatively high consistency of model performance and the storage cost of imageswhen the dataset would ultimately scale up (e.g., VEN-XL), the following analyseswould only be performed on smaller square images of 150 × 150 px.
The high Jaccard Index of OUV predictions showed that averaging the textual
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features derived from sub-sentences of a paragraph would yield a similarperformance of directly feeding the whole paragraph into models, especially whenthe top-3 predictions are of main interest. Note that the higher consistency in Suzhouwas mainly a result of the higher proportion of posts only consisting of one sentence.
Table 4.4 gives descriptive statistics of results that were not compared againstdifferent scenarios as in Table 4.3. Only a small portion of posts had detected faces inthem. While Amsterdam has the highest proportion of face pictures (17.9%), Venicehas larger average area of faces on the picture (i.e., more self-taken photos andtourist pictures). These numbers are also assumed to help associate a post tohuman-activity-related heritage values and attributes. Considering the languages ofthe posts, Amsterdam showed a balance between Dutch-speaking locals andEnglish-speaking tourists, Venice showed a balance between Italian-speaking peopleand non-Italian-speaking tourists, while Suzhou showed a lack of Chinese posts. Thisis consistent with the popularity of Flickr as social media in different countries, whichalso implies that data from other social media could compensate this unbalance if theprovisional research questions would be sensitive to the nuance between local andtourist narratives.

TABLE 4.4 Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation or counts, respectively) of the facialrecognition results F as visual features and original language O as textual features. “#” means “the numberof” in the table.
Features AMS SUZ VEN VEN-XL

# Posts w. Faces 667 303 166 9287
# Faces detected 1.547 1.403 1.349 1.298
—f1 (0.830) (0.707) (0.785) (0.651)
Model Confidence 0.955 0.956 0.930 0.948
—f2 (0.079) (0.081) (0.099) (0.081)
Area proportion of faces 0.049 0.057 0.077 0.076
—f3 (0.112) (0.073) (0.185) (0.112)
# Posts w. Texts * 2904 754 1761 49,823
# Posts in English o1 1488 368 640 20,271
# Posts in Native Lang o2 1773 27 1215 28,633
# Posts in Other Lang o3 536 413 657 21,916

* Note this is smaller than the sum of the three below, since each post can be written in multiple languages.

4.7.2 Pseudo-Labels for Heritage Values and Attributes

As argued in Section 4.5.1, the label generation process of this paper did not involvehuman annotators. Instead, it used thoroughly trained ML models as machinereplicas of annotators and considered their confidences and agreements as a filter tomaintain the “high-quality” labels as pseudo-labels. Similar operations can be foundin semi-supervised learning (Zhou and Li, 2010; Lee et al., 2013; Sohn et al., 2020).
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For heritage values, an average top-3 confidence of κHV(0) > 0.75 and top-3agreement (Jaccard Index) of κHV(1) > 0.50 was used as the filter for Y HV. Thisresulted in around 40–50% of the samples with textual data in each city as “labelled”,and the rest as “unlabelled”. Figure 4.3 demonstrates the distribution of “labelled”data about heritage values in each city. For all cities, cultural values are far morefrequent than natural values, consistent with their status of cultural WH. However,elements related to natural values could still be found and were mostly relevant. Theactual OUV inscribed in WHL mentioned in Table 4.1 could all be observed assignificantly present (e.g., criteria (i),(ii),(iv) for Amsterdam) except for criterion (v)in Venice and Suzhou, which might be caused by the relatively fewer examples andpoorer class-level performance of criterion (v) in the original paper (Bai et al.,2021a). Remarkably, criterion (iii) in Amsterdam and criterion (vi) in Amsterdam andSuzhou were not officially inscribed, but appeared to be relevant inducing from socialmedia, inviting further heritage-specific investigations. The distributions of Veniceand Venice-large were more similar in sentence-level predictions (Kullback–LeiblerDivergence DKL = 0.002, Chi-square χ2 = 39.515) than post-level (DKL = 0.051,
χ2 = 518.895), which might be caused by the specific set of posts sub-sampled in thesmaller dataset.

FIG. 4.3 The proportion of posts and sentences that are predicted and labeled as each heritage value (OUVselection criterion) as top-3 predictions by both BERT and ULMFiT. One typical sentence from each categoryis also given in the right part of the figure.

For heritage attributes, Table 4.5 shows the performance of ML models mentioned inSection 4.5.2. The two ensemble models with voting and stacking settings performedequally well and significantly better than other models (except for CrVd accuracy ofSVM), proving the rationale of using both classifiers for heritage attribute labelprediction. An average top-1 confidence of κHA(0) > 0.7 and top-1 agreement of
κHA(1) = 1 was used as the filter for Y HA. This filter resulted in around 35–50% of theimages in each city as “labelled”, and the rest as “unlabelled”. Figure 4.4demonstrates the distribution of “labelled” data about heritage attributes in each city.It is remarkable that although the models were only trained on data from Tripoli, theyperformed reasonably well in unseen cases of Amsterdam, Suzhou, and Venice,
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capturing typical scenes of monumental buildings, architectural elements, andgastronomy, etc., respectively. Although half of the collected images were treated as“unlabelled” due to low confidence, the negative examples are not necessarilyincorrect (e.g., with Monuments and Buildings). For all cities, Urban Form Elementsand People’s Activity and Association are the most dominant classes, consistent withthe fact that most Flickr images are taken on the streets. Seen from the bar plots inFigure 4.4, the classes were relatively unbalanced, suggesting that more images fromsmall classes might be needed or at least augmented in future applications.Furthermore, the distributions of Venice and Venice-large are similar to each other(DKL = 0.076, χ2 = 188.241), suggesting a good representativeness of the sampledsmall dataset.

FIG. 4.4 Typical image examples in each city labelled as each heritage attribute category (depicted scene)and bar plots of their proportions in the datasets (length of bright blue background bars represent 50%).Three examples with high confidence and one negative example with low confidence (in red frame) are given.All images are 150 × 150 px “thumbnails” flagged as “downloadable”.
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TABLE 4.5 The performance of models during the cross validation (CrVd) parameter selection, on thevalidation set, and on the test set of data from Tripoli. The best two models for each performance are in boldtypeface, and the best underlined.
ML Model CrVd Acc Val Acc Val F1 Test Acc Test F1

MLP 0.767 0.749 0.70 0.789 0.72
KNN 0.756 0.724 0.67 0.767 0.71
GNB 0.738 0.749 0.71 0.800 0.77
SVM 0.797 0.754 0.71 0.822 0.78
RF 0.766 0.734 0.68 0.789 0.72
BC-SVM 0.780 0.759 0.71 0.811 0.74
VOTE 0.788 0.764 0.72 0.855 0.82

STACK 0.794 0.768 0.72 0.844 0.81

4.7.3 Back-End Geographical Network

The back-end spatial structures of post locations as graphs G = (V,E,w) werevisualized in Figure 4.5. Further graph statistics in all cities were given in Table 4.6.The urban fabric is more visible in Venice than the other two cities, as there is alwaysa dominant large component connecting most nodes in the graph, leaving fewerunconnected isolated nodes alone. While in Amsterdam, more smaller connectedcomponents exist together with a large one; and in Suzhou, the graph is even morefragmented with smaller components. This is possibly related to the distribution oftourism destinations, collectively forming bottom-up tourism districts or “tourist city”as proposed in Encalada-Abarca et al. (2022), which is also consistent with thezoning typology of WH property concerning urban morphology (Pereira Roders,2010; Valese et al., 2020): for Venice, the Venetian islands are included together witha larger surrounding lagoon in the WH property (formerly referred to as core zone),and are generally regarded as a tourism destination as a whole; for Amsterdam, theWH property is only a part of the old city being mapped where tourists can freelywander and take photos in areas not listed yet as interesting tourism destinations;while for Suzhou, the WH properties are themselves fragmented gardens distributedin the old city, also representing the main destinations visited by (foreign) tourists.

TABLE 4.6 The statistics for the back-end Geographical Network G = (V,E,w). “#” means “the number of”in the table.
Graph Features AMS SUZ VEN VEN-XL

# Nodes in V 788 230 915 3549
# Edges in E 3331 680 10,385 120,033
# Connected Components 72 38 6 13
# Nodes Largest CC * 355 50 897 3498
Graph Density 0.011 0.026 0.025 0.019
# Isolated Nodes in V0\V 157 88 20 22

* Connected Components.
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FIG. 4.5 The back-end geographical networks for three case studies, respectively, showing the graphstructure, degree ranking distribution, and the ranking distribution of posts per geo-spatial node (on alogarithm scale) in Amsterdam, Suzhou, Venice, and Venice-XL. The sizes of nodes denote the number ofnearby posts allocated to the nodes, and the colors of nodes illustrate the degree of the node on the graph.Each link connects two nodes reachable to each other within 20 min.

Furthermore, the two types of rank-size plots showing, respectively, the degreedistribution and the posts-per-node distribution revealed similar patterns, the latterbeing more heavy-tailed, a typical characteristic of large-scale complex networks(Barabási, 2013; Eom and Jo, 2015), while the back-end spatial networks arerelatively more regular.
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4.7.4 Multi-Graphs and Sub-Graphs of Contextual Information

Table 4.7 shows graph statistics of three constructed sub-graphs GTEM,GSOC,GSPA
with different link types within the multi-graph G, and the simple composed graph G′

for each city, while Figure 4.6 plots their [weighted] degree distributions,respectively. The multi-graphs are further visualized in Figure 4.7.

TABLE 4.7 The statistics for the multi-graphs. “#” means “the number of” in the table.
Graph Features AMS SUZ VEN

Temporal Graph GTEM = (V, ETEM,wTEM)

# Nodes * 3727 3137 2951
# Edges 692,839 293,328 249,120
Diameter 145 116 270
Graph Density 0.100 0.060 0.057
Social Graph GSOC = (V, ESOC,wSOC)
# Nodes ** 3696 3120 2916
# Edges 877,584 602,821 242,576
# Connected Components 47 56 60
# Nodes Largest CC 2694 942 2309
Diameter Largest CC 7 6 10
Graph Density 0.129 0.124 0.057
Spatial Graph GSPA = (V, ESPA,wSPA)
# Nodes ** 3632 3102 2938
# Edges 135,079 415,049 221,414
# Connected Components 134 91 13
# Nodes Largest CC 1485 829 2309
Diameter Largest CC 22 1 22
Graph Density 0.020 0.086 0.051
Simple Composed Graph G′ = (V, E′)

# Nodes * 3727 3137 2951
# Edges 1,271,171 916,496 534,513
Diameter 4 5 4
Graph Density 0.183 0.186 0.123

* By definition a connected graph (only one connected component).** The isolated nodes with no links are not counted here, therefore the numbers of nodes are smaller than the actual size of thenode set V .

The three link types provided heterogeneous characteristics:
– the temporal graph is by definition connected, where the highest density inAmsterdam suggested the largest number of photos taken in consecutive timeperiods, while the largest diameter in Venice suggested the broadest span of time;
– the social graph is structured by the relationship of users, where the largestconnected components showed clusters of posts shared either by the same user, orby users who are friends or with mutual interests, the size of which in Suzhou is smallbecause of the fewest users shown in Table 4.1;
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FIG. 4.6 The rank-size plots of the degree distributions in the three cases of Amsterdam, Suzhou, and Venice,with regard to the temporal links, social links, spatial links, as well as the entire multi-graph.

FIG. 4.7 The subgraphs of the multi-graphs in each case study city visualized using spring layout in NetworkX.The node size and colour reflect the degrees, and link thickness the edge weights.

– the spatial graph shows a similar connectivity pattern with the back-end spatialnetworks/graphs, where the extremely small diameter and the largest density inSuzhou reassured the fragmented positions of posts;
– although the degree distribution of three sub-graphs fluctuated due to the differentsocio-economic and spatiotemporal characteristics of different cities, that of thesimple composed graph showed similar elbow-shaped patterns, with similar densityand diameter.

Moreover, the heterogeneous graph structures suggest that different parametersand/or backbone models need to be fit and fine-tuned with each link type, a commonpractice for deep learning on multi-graphs.
The connected components of each type of temporal, social, and spatial links in eachcase study city are visualized in Figure 4.7, respectively. The spring_layoutalgorithm of NetworkX python library with the optimal distance between nodes k of0.1 and random seed of 10396953 are used to output the graphs.
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As the heterogeneous characteristics of constructed multi-graphs in the three citiesare shown to be logically correspondent to reality, substantiating the generality ofthe methodological framework, they could be used as contextual information to aidfuture semi-supervised classification tasks concerning heritage values and attributes.

4.8 Discussion

4.8.1 Provisional Tasks for Urban Data Science

The datasets introduced could be used to answer questions from the perspectives ofmachine learning and social network analysis as well as heritage and urban studies.Table 4.8 gives a few provisional tasks that could be realised using the collecteddatasets of this paper, and further datasets to be collected using the sameintroduced framework.
These problems would use some or all of extracted features (visual, textual,contextual), generated labels (heritage values and attributes), constructed graphstructures, and even raw data as input and output components to find therelationship function among them. Some problems are more interesting as ML/SNAproblems (such as 4, 7 and 8), some are more fundamental for heritage studies andurban data science (such as 0, 1 and 6). While the former tends towards thetechnical and theoretical end of the whole potential range of the datasets, the lattertends towards the application end. However, to reach a reasonable performanceduring applications and discoveries, as is the main concern and interest for urbandata science, further technical investigations and validations would be indispensable.
Even before performing such provisional tasks with the datasets created using theproposed framework in this study, the dataset creation and qualitative inspectionprocess can already reveal interesting facts related to heritage studies, though theyare performed primarily to check the quality of the created datasets in terms of theircoherence and consistency. The analyses shown in Section 4.7.2 about the pseudolabels generated for the topics of heritage values and attributes provide the mosttrivial contribution to cultural heritage studies. On the one hand, it demonstrates thatthe proposed framework could transfer knowledge from pre-trained models andprovide meaningful predictions as a replica of authoritative views to justify heritagevalues and attributes. On the other hand, the distribution of generated labels bothgive an expected (as examples visualized in Figures 4.3 and 4.4) and unexpected (forexample the significant appearance of OUV selection criteria originally not inscribedin WHL) outcomes that could invite further heritage investigations.
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TABLE 4.8 A few provisional tasks with formal problem definitions that could be performed. Potential scientificand social relevance for the Machine Learning community, and urban and/or heritage researchers,respectively, are given. The gray texts in the third column give a high-level categorization for each specifictype of task in the context of machine learning.
ID Problem Definition Type of Task

As a Machine Learning
/Social Network Analysis
Problem

As an Urban/Heritage
Study Question

0 Xvis 7→ Y HV|KHV
Image Clas-sification(semi-supervised)

Using visual features to infercategories originally inducedfrom (possibly missing) textswith co-training (Blum andMitchell, 1998) in few-shotlearning settings (Wanget al., 2020).

As the latest advances inheritage value assessmenthave been discovering theadded value of inspectingtexts (Tarrafa Silva andPereira Roders, 2010), canvalues also be seen andretrieved from scenes ofimages?

1 Xtex 7→ Y HA|KHA
Text Classifi-cation(semi-supervised)

Using textual features toinfer categories originallyinduced from imagespossibly with attentionmechanisms (Vaswani et al.,2017).

How to relate the textualdescriptions to certainheritage attributes (Gomezet al., 2019)? Are therecrucial hints other thanappeared nouns?

2 X :=
{
Xvis,Xtex} 7→ Y :={

Y HV|KHV,Y HA|KHA}
Multi-modalClassifica-tion(semi-supervised)

Using multi-modal(multi-view) features tomake inference, either withtraining joint representationsor by making early and/orlate fusions (Blum andMitchell, 1998; Baltrusaitiset al., 2019).

How can heritage values andattributes be jointly inferredfrom the combinedinformation of both visualscenes and textualexpressions (Ginzarly et al.,2019)? How can theycomplement each other?

3 X,A 7→ Y

Node Classi-fication(semi-supervised)

Test-beds for different graphfilters such as GraphConvolution Networks (Kipfand Welling, 2016) andGraph AttentionNetworks (Veličković et al.,2017).

How can the contextualinformation of a postcontribute to the inferenceof its heritage values andattributes? What is thecontribution of time, space,and social relations (Miahet al., 2017)?

4 X,Y ,A 7→ A + Anew

LinkPredictionand Recom-mendationSystem(semi-supervised)

Test-beds for link predictionalgorithms (Adamic andAdar, 2003) consideringcurrent graph structure andnode features. What is theprobability that other linksalso should exist?

Considering the similarity ofposts, would there beheritage values andattributes that also suit theinterest of another user, fitanother location, and/orreflect another period oftime (Majid et al., 2013)?

5 X,Y ,A 7→ X̂, Ŷ , Â

GraphCoarsening(unsuper-vised)

Test-beds for graph pooling(Ma and Tang, 2021) andgraph partitioning (Karypisand Kumar, 1995)algorithms to generatecoarsened graphs (Panget al., 2021) indifferent resolutions.

How can we summarize,aggregate, and eventuallyvisualize the large-scaleinformation from the socialmedia platforms based ontheir contents andcontextual similarities (Choet al., 2022)?

6 X,Y ,A 7→
yHV
G |Y HV,yHA

G |Y HA
Graph Clas-sification(supervised)

Test-beds for graphclassification algorithms(Zhang et al., 2018) whenmore similar datasets havebeen collected andconstructed in more casestudy cities.

Can we summarize the socialmedia information of any citywith World Heritage propertyso that the critical heritagevalues and attributes couldbe directly inferred(Monteiro et al., 2014)?
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TABLE 4.8 Cont.
ID Problem Definition Type of Task As an ML/SNA Problem As an Urban/Heritage

Study Question

7 X,Y ,A 7→ I,S
Image/TextGeneration(supervised)

Using multi-modal featuresto generate the missingand/or unfit images and/ortextual descriptions,probably with GenerativeAdversarial Network(Goodfellow et al., 2014).

How can a typical imageand/or textual description ofcertain heritage values andattributes at a certainlocation in a certain time bya certain type of user in aspecific case study city bequeried or even generated(Gomez et al., 2019)?

8 X,Y ,ATEM,ASOC,ASPA 7→
R + RTEM + RSOC + RSPA

AttributedMulti-GraphEmbedding(self-supervised)

Respectively generating auniversal embedding and acontext-specific embeddingfor each type of links in themulti-dimensional network(Ma et al., 2018), probablywith random walks ongraphs.

How are heritage values andattributes distributed anddiffused in differentcontexts? Is the First Law ofGeography (Tobler, 1970)still valid in the specificsocial, temporaland spatial graphs?

9 X(k),Y (k),A(k),T 7→
X(k+1),Y (k+1),A(k+1)

DynamicPrediction(self-supervised)

Given the current graphstructure and its featuresstamped with time steps,how shall it further evolve inthe next time steps (Nguyenet al., 2018; Ren et al.,2019)?

How are the currentexpressions of heritagevalues and attributes in acity influencing the emergingpost contents, the touristbehaviours, and the planningdecision making (Zhang andCheng, 2020; Bai et al.,2021c)?

The analyses of generated features shown in Section 4.7.1, however, could alsoprovide strong clues informative to heritage studies. As argued in Section 4.4, bothmachine-readable abstract features such as hidden-layer vectors andhuman-interpretable prediction categories are stored as multi-modal features. Whileconducting future machine learning training, sensitivity checks on such interpretablefeatures could give insights on how and what the models learn. For example, onewould expect a model predicting the heritage value of “criterion (vi)—association”and heritage attributes of “People’s Activity and Association” to pay much attentionto the number and proportion of human faces in the image, and vice versa, hence theextraordinary appearance of both categories in the city of Amsterdam. As for thegraph analyses in Section 4.7.4, while providing a basis for further graph-basedsemi-supervised learning of similar posts in nearby places, from the same time period,and by alike social groups, the spatiotemporal and socio-economic distribution ofposts (as a proxy to social behaviour) already tells a story. For instance, as has beenextensively argued by researchers such as Bill Hillier et al., one can often find a clearcorrespondence between the “buzz” or vitality of human activities in cities with theinherent centrality distributions on the network representation of the underlyingspace (Hillier and Hanson, 1989; Penn, 2003; Ratti, 2004). The co-appearance oflarge circles (large number of posts, thus high vitality) and warm colours (highcentrality), and the visible clustering of warm colours (around places with goodconnectivity, such as the Rialto bridge and San Marco in Venice, confirming theconclusions drawn by Psarra (Psarra, 2018)) shown in Figure 4.5 could furtherdemonstrate such findings. Culturally significant locations are often important notonly due to their individual attributes but also due to the embedding in their contexts,which inevitably renders cultural heritage studies contextual.
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Further advanced analyses for directly answering domain-specific questions incultural heritage studies (such as Questions 3 and 8 about the mechanism ofcontextual influence of posts to the mapping, extraction, and inference of heritagevalues and attributes) have been categorized in Table 4.8. Note that a furtherdistinction needs to be made within the extracted heritage values and attributes, asthey may essentially be clustered into three categories:
– core heritage values and attributes officially listed and recognized that thoroughlydefine the heritage status;
– values and attributes relevant to conservation and preservation practice;
– other values and attributes not specifically heritage-related yet are conveyed to thesame heritage property by ordinary people.

This distinction should be made clear for practitioners intending to make planningdecisions based on the conclusions drawn from studying such datasets.
One advantage of the proposed framework is that it allows for the creation ofmulti-graphs from multiple senses of proximity or similarity in geographical,temporal, and/or the social space. In cases where one cannot easily find a groundtruth, i.e., in exploratory analyses, having the possibility to treat the dataset as a setof connected data points instead of a powder-like set will be advantageous. Thesense of similarity between data points by virtue of geographical/spatial proximity isarguably the oldest type of connection between them. However, when there is noexact physical sense of proximity in a geographical space, or when other forms ofconnection, e.g., through social media, are of influence, data scientists can benefitfrom other clues such as temporal connections related to the events or the socialconnections related to community structures. These can all inform potentialquestions to be answered in future studies.
Moreover, after retrieving knowledge of heritage values and attributes in case studycities from multi-modal UGC, for the sake of visualization, assessment andcomparison during decision-making processes, further bundling and aggregation ofindividual data points would be desirable, as was briefly mentioned in Section 4.1 andalso formulated in Table 4.8 as Question 5. This could be performed with all threeproposed contextual information types denoting the proximity of data points. Databundling and aggregation in the spatial domain would be the first action for creatinga map. Depending on different use cases, this could be performed either onscale-dependent representations of geographical/administrative units, such as thenatural islands divided by canals, or the so-called parish islands/communities inVenice (Psarra, 2018), or on identified clusters based on regular grids at differentscales, such as the “tourism districts” Encalada-Abarca et al. (2022). While the useof the former (i.e., top-down boundaries) is trivial for administrative purposes, thelatter (i.e., bottom-up clusters) could be arguably more generalizable in other cases,reflecting a universal collective sense of place (Encalada-Abarca et al., 2022). Databundling and aggregation in the temporal domain would map the generated featuresand labels on a discrete timeline at different scales (e.g., months, years, decades,
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etc.), presumably of sufficiently high resolution to capture the temporal dynamicsand variations of data. For example, one may find that some topics are extensivelymentioned in only a short period of time, while others pertain for longer spans,suggesting different patterns of public perception and communal attention, whichmay also help with heritage-related event detection and contribute to furtherplanning and management strategies (Cheng and Wicks, 2014; Bai et al., 2021c).Data bundling and aggregation in the social domain, on the other hand, could help toprofile the interests of user communities or user groups (e.g., local residents andtourists), which is beneficial for instance in devising recommendation systems. Asargued in Section 4.6, multiple posts by the same user were not necessarilyconsidered redundant in this study. Instead, the consistency and/or variationsrevealed in posted content by the same user [community/group] profile could furthercategorize their preference and opinions related to the cultural significance ofheritage (Majid et al., 2013).

4.8.2 Limitations and Future Steps

No thorough human evaluations and annotations were performed during theconstruction of the datasets presented in this paper. This manuscript provides a wayto circumvent this step by using only the confidence and [dis-]agreement ofpresumably well-trained models as a proxy for the more conventional“inter-annotator” agreement to show the quality of datasets and generate[pseudo-]labels (Nowak and Rüger, 2010). This resembles the idea of usingconsistency, confidence, and disagreement to improve the model performance insemi-supervised learning (Zhou and Li, 2010; Lee et al., 2013; Sohn et al., 2020).For the purpose of introducing a general framework that could generate more graphdatasets, it is preferable to exclude humans from the loop as this would function as abottleneck limiting the process, both in time and monetary resources, and indemanded domain knowledge. However, for applications where more accurateconclusions are needed, human evaluations on the validity, reliability, and coherenceof the models are still needed. In order to gain a clear sense of the performancebefore implementation, the inspection of some predicted results is a prudentsuggestion. As the step of [pseudo-]label generation was relatively independent fromthe other steps introduced in this paper, higher-quality labels annotated andevaluated by experts and/or crowd-workers could still be added at a later stage asaugmentation or even replacement, as an active learning process (Prince, 2004; Zhuand Goldberg, 2009; Settles, 2011). For example, future studies are invited tointegrate the more recognized classification frameworks for heritage values andheritage attributes (Pereira Roders, 2007; Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2010;Veldpaus, 2015), in response to the possible imprecision of concepts as pointed outin Section 4.5. Moreover, generating labels of heritage values and attributes was onlya choice motivated by the use-case at hand which suffices to show the utility of theframework for exploratory analyses on attributed graphs in cases where the sourcesof data are inherently unstructured and the connections between data points areinherently multi-faceted. Yet, it is also possible to apply the same framework as well
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as parts of the implemented workflow while only replacing the classifiers mentionedin Section 4.5 with domain-specific modules appropriated to the use-cases, toanswer other exploratory questions in urban data science and computational socialsciences, as suggested in Section 4.2.
While scaling up the dataset construction process, such as from VEN to VEN-XL, a fewchanges need to be adopted. For data collection, an updated strategy is alreadydescribed in Section 4.3.2. For feature and label generation, mini-batches and GPUcomputing significantly accelerated the process. However, the small graphs fromcase study cities containing around 3000 nodes already contained edges at the scaleof millions, making it challenging to scale up in cases such as VEN-XL, the adjacencylist of which would be at the scale of billions, easily exceeding the limits of computermemory. As a result, VEN-XL has not yet been constructed as a multi-graph. Furtherstrategies such as using sparse matrices (Yuster and Zwick, 2005) and parallelcomputing should be considered. Moreover, the issue of scalability should also beconsidered for later graph neural network training, since the multi-graphsconstructed in this study can become quite dense locally. Sub-graph samplingmethods should be applied to avoid “neighbourhood explosion” (Ma and Tang, 2021).
Although the motivation of constructing datasets regarding heritage values andattributes from social media was to promote inclusive planning processes, theselection of social media platforms already automatically excluded those not using,or not even aware of, the platform, let alone those not using internet. The scarceusage of Flickr in China, as an example of its limitation, also suggested thatconclusions drawn from such datasets may reflect perspectives from the “touristgaze” (Urry and Larsen, 2011) rather than local communities, and therefore losingsome representativeness and generality. However, the main purpose of this paper isto provide a reproducible methodological framework with mathematical definitions,not limited to Flickr as a specific instance. Images, texts, and even audio files andvideos from other platforms such as Weibo, Dianping, RED, and TikTok that are morepopular in China could also add complementary local perspectives. With carefuladaptions, archives, official documents, news articles, academic publications, andinterview transcripts could also be constructed in similar formats for fairercomparisons, which again would fit in the general framework proposed in Section 4.2as specified instances.

4.8.3 An Additional Application in Rome Testaccio

Furthermore, the Testaccio area in Rome, Italy is chosen as an additional case studyto test the methodological framework in a finer-grained smaller-scale urban areawith higher resolutions, instead of the three main case studies in this chapter that areall at urban scales (Bai et al., 2023). Being at the border within the UNESCO WorldHeritage property “the Historic Centre of Rome”, its historic and cultural values areofficially justified with Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), as shown in Appendix A.
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The archaeological excavations and built heritage of great chronological andtypological diversity make up the specific urban character of the area, including andnot limited to the Pyramid of Cestius, Monte Testaccio, Aurelian Wall, Non-CatholicCemetery, and the Mattatoio Slaughterhouse (De Kleijn et al., 2013). An overview ofthe major attractions of the area including the boundary of UNESCO World Heritageproperty is shown in Figure 4.8 left.

FIG. 4.8 The major tourist attractions and the distribution of social media images collected in the area ofTestaccio. Left: The main tourist destinations, where the UNESCO World Heritage boundary is marked as a redline, the northeastern side of which is within the World Heritage property. Right: the posts from locals andtourists overlayed with a heatmap of all posts.

A fraction of the data collection process from this chapter is followed to extract 2000posts in the area from Flickr (Bai et al., 2022), containing both locals and visitors, asshown in Figure 4.8 right. The images are processed with VGG-16 networkpre-trained on the ImageNet dataset using Keras python library to obtain the last4096-dimensional hidden layer vector output as their structured datarepresentations (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015), which is further reduced to 300Dvectors with Principle Component Analysis (PCA). The PCA features are then fed intoa t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) algorithm using Scikit-Learnto compute the first two components (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). The imagesare then visualized by transforming the t-SNE coordinates of the data points into aregular 2D grid using RasterFairy library, which is eventually clustered manually withtheir main depicted topics as proxies to the perceived urban heritage attributes.Moreover, the textual comments of the posts are processed with pre-trained naturallanguage processing (NLP) models with the classification framework of OUV selectioncriteria (Bai et al., 2021a). Word Clouds are generated with the most significant andrelevant OUV categories in the Testaccio area.
Analyses show a consistent representation of urban heritage images revealed onsocial media with official heritage values and attributes. Figure 4.9 demonstrates thevisualized topic clusters of heritage attributes perceived as significant. It shows thatmost places mentioned above are present in the online gallery, and the mostdominant contents of the area are Pyramid, Cemetery, and nightlife culture around
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Monte Testaccio. An issue of interest revealed with the visualization is that the visualrepresentation of Monte Testaccio, the Aurelian Wall, and the Tiber River are notsignificant on Flickr, suggesting that these formal heritage sites are not given enoughattention, probably because of accessibility and visibility problems.

FIG. 4.9 Clustered social media images based on the image content using the t-SNE algorithm with theirrespective proportions.

Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of posts owned by different groups of peopleconcerning various OUV selection criteria. The OUV-related posts are mostlyconcentrated in the area of the Pyramid, the Non-Catholic Cemetery, and along theVia Ostience, the Tiber River, and the Aurelian Wall. It proves that from a bottom-up
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perspective, both local Roman people and tourists from all over the world are activelypresent and eager to share their observations and experiences they have in this area.All five OUV criteria of the Roman UNESCO World Heritage property could beobserved as perceived by the online community in the area, while criterion (vi) aboutassociation, criterion (iii) about testimony, and criterion (i) about masterpiece are themost representative characteristics based on classification analysis of the NLPmodels, as shown in the word-cloud of Figure 4.11.

FIG. 4.10 The distribution of the sentences classified to be relevant to the OUV selection criteria.

This additional case study showcases the generalizability and application potentialsof the methodological framework proposed in this chapter. Such a methodologyprovides an alternative perspective of viewing the urban heritage as a collection ofdepicted contents, to be augmented with the conventional Authorised HeritageDiscourse. It can contribute as a documentation tool of collective knowledge forinclusive heritage management and local development planning.
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FIG. 4.11 Word clouds generated with posts classified as relevant to three significant OUV selection criteria.

4.9 Conclusions

This chapter introduced a novel methodological framework to construct graph-basedmulti-modal datasets Heri-Graphs concerning heritage values and attributes usingdata from the social media platform Flickr. Pre-trained machine learning models wereapplied to generate multi-modal features and domain-specific pseudo-labels. A fullmathematical formulation is provided for the feature extraction, label generation, andgraph construction processes. Temporal, spatial, and social relationships among theposts are used to construct multi-graphs, ready to be utilised as contextualinformation for further semi-supervised machine learning tasks. Three case studycities with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL, namely Amsterdam, Suzhou,and Venice, are tested with the framework to construct sample datasets, beingevaluated and filtered with the consistency of models and qualitative inspections. Thedatasets in the three sample cities are shown to provide meaningful informationconcerning the spatiotemporal and socio-economic distributions of heritage valuesand attributes conveyed by social media users, useful for knowledge documentationand mapping for heritage and urban studies. Such understanding is strongly alignedwith the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 11, with its ultimate objective ofmaking the urban heritage management processes more inclusive. The datasetscreated through the proposed framework provide a basis for revisiting or generalizingthe First Law of Geography as formulated by Tobler to include the new senses ofproximity or similarity caused by crowd behaviour and other social connectionsthrough electronic media that are arguably not directly related to geographicalmatters. This is especially important since heritage studies in particular, urbanstudies, and computational social sciences, in general, are almost always concernedwith contextual information, which is arguably not limited to the geographical contextbut also to the social and temporal contexts. Moreover, the additional case study inthe Testaccio area in Rome confirms the generalizability of the dataset creationworkflow proposed in this study, showing that it can also be applied in fractions ofurban areas to collect smaller-scale datasets, thus not only at the scale of cities.Such datasets have the potential to be applied by both the machine learningcommunity and urban data scientists to help answer interesting questions of
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scientific/technical and social relevance, which could also be applied globally with abroad range of use cases.
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5 Mapping
Semi-supervised Classification ofPerceived Cultural Significance onGraphs
Parts of this chapter have been published in Bai et al. (2023)
Bai, N, Nourian P, Luo R, Cheng T, Pereira Roders, A. (2023). Screening the Stones of Venice: Mapping Social
Perceptions of Cultural Significance through Graph-based Semi-supervised Classification. ISPRS Journal of
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. 203, 135-164.

ABSTRACT Mapping cultural significance of heritage properties in urban environment from theperspective of the public has become an increasingly relevant process, as highlightedby the 2011 UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL). Withthe ubiquitous use of social media and the prosperous developments in machine anddeep learning, it has become feasible to collect and process massive amounts ofinformation produced by online communities about their perceptions of heritage associal constructs. Moreover, such information is usually inter-connected andembedded within specific socioeconomic and spatiotemporal contexts. This paperpresents a methodological workflow for using semi-supervised learning with graphneural networks (GNN) to classify, summarize, and map cultural significancecategories based on user-generated content on social media. Several GNN modelswere trained as an ensemble to incorporate the multi-modal (visual and textual)features and the contextual (temporal, spatial, and social) connections of socialmedia data in an attributed multi-graph structure. The classification results withdifferent models were aligned and evaluated with the prediction confidence andagreement. Furthermore, message diffusion methods on graphs were proposed toaggregate the post labels onto their adjacent spatial nodes, which helps to map thecultural significance categories in their geographical contexts. The workflow is testedon data gathered from Venice as a case study, demonstrating the generation of socialperception maps for this UNESCO World Heritage property. This research frameworkcould also be applied in other cities worldwide, contributing to more socially inclusiveheritage management processes. Furthermore, the proposed methodology holds thepotential of diffusing any human-generated location-based information onto spatialnetworks and temporal timelines, which could be beneficial for measuring the safety,
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vitality, and/or popularity of urban spaces.

KEYWORDS Social Media Data, Multi-modal Machine Learning, Graph Neural Networks, SpectralCentrality, Heritage Values and Attributes, Label Diffusion

5.1 Introduction

Documenting and mapping the values (cultural significance) of cities have alwaysbeen an important task in the practice of urban conservation (Zancheti and Jokilehto,1997; ICOMOS, 2013). As an art critic, historian, writer, polymath, and a pioneer inheritage conservation, John Ruskin openly expressed and actively promoted thecultural significance of the grandiose architecture on the Venetian island in histhree-volume masterpiece The Stones of Venice (Ruskin, 1879; Ruskin and Quill,2015). Through several visits to Venice, Ruskin was attracted by the buildings,monuments, sculptures, and building elements, especially those dating from the eraof Byzantine and Gothic. In fear of losing its cultural significance by industrialmodernization and destructive restorations, Ruskin tirelessly documented everystone of Venice with his detailed drawings and enthusiastic guide for the readers onwhat to appreciate and value in future visits. However, the expressions Ruskin usedcan be subjective and reflect his personal tastes, which is evident in his objectionagainst the “colourless” Renaissance buildings. Like all other visitors, the words ofRuskin describing Venice were regarded as a myth, a fiction, and a symboliclandscape, reflecting his own imagination of this idealized city (Cosgrove, 1982;Psarra, 2018). Turning the argument around, like Ruskin, all the other visitors andresidents in Venice are also qualified to express the values the city conveys to them.Psarra (2018) argues that
“[a]ny effort to describe Venice runs the risk of confusing the city with the wordsand the images that describe it”,

bringing up another question about what these “words and images” really are about.
The modern era of Social Media has given more opportunities and challenges to theprocess of collecting and mapping cultural significance from the perspective ofgeneral public. This is because social media has made possible the open publicationof ideas, opinions, and emotions by everyone among the online communities withtheir own “words and images” (Cartwright, 2010). Like the pieces of stones observedby Ruskin, those posts on social media could be understood as “digital notes ofstones” to be screened and inspected to dig valuable messages. Analysing such
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massive data can help collect information on the cultural significance (i.e., the valuesof cultural heritage embodied in the places for all generations) conveyed to thegeneral public, map knowledge from alternative perspectives other than theexpert-based authorized heritage discourse, and construct an inclusive heritagemanagement plan respecting the collective opinions (Aggarwal, 2011; ICOMOS,2013; Amato et al., 2016; Bai et al., 2021b; Bigne et al., 2021). This aligns well withthe goals and objectives set by the 2011 UNESCO Recommendation on the HistoricUrban Landscape (HUL) (UNESCO, 2011; Bandarin and Van Oers, 2012; PereiraRoders, 2019). Among all the information and knowledge to be extracted andmapped, heritage values (why to conserve) and heritage attributes (what to conserve)are arguably the most informative ones to fully understand the cultural significanceof a heritage property, being listed or not, e.g., see Pereira Roders (2007); TarrafaSilva and Pereira Roders (2010); Veldpaus (2015). Ginzarly et al. (2019)demonstrates an example in this line to map the HUL values revealed on Flickr bymanually checking the post contents. In the past decades, the advances in MachineLearning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL), especially Multi-modal Machine Learningfocusing on fusing information from different modalities (such as texts and images),have enabled similar analyses at larger scales (LeCun et al., 2015; Baltrusaitis et al.,2019; Cao et al., 2020). In order to extract and map the most representativecategories of descriptions and/or images of a place, earlier studies constructedtextual and visual information from social media posts with hand-crafted or learnedfeatures (Crandall et al., 2009; Monteiro et al., 2014; Huang and Li, 2016; Lai et al.,2017; Boy and Uitermark, 2017), while recent studies have been updating theprocess with neural network models pre-trained on generic tasks for generalizableresults (Gomez et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019b; Kang et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2022;Cho et al., 2022; He et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022a; Zhang et al., 2022b).
However, two challenges remain for the approach of mapping cultural significance tobe broadly applied in heritage and urban studies:

– the raw user-generated data collected from social media are usually hard to annotateespecially when the labels need complex expert knowledge;
– the time-stamped and geo-tagged posts are usually scattered in space, which needto be further aggregated and summarized into higher-level spatial units, resulting inmaps that are comprehensible by planners and decision-makers.

Since social media posts are embedded in socioeconomic and spatiotemporalcontexts (i.e., in explicit or intrinsic graph structures denoting the connections ofposts such as located in nearby places, posted in consecutive time periods, andowned by similar social groups), both challenges can be handled with the emergingfields of Semi-supervised Machine Learning on Graphs with Graph Neural Network(GNN) (Zhang and Cheng, 2020; Ma and Tang, 2021; Wu et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022).Different from conventional supervised learning, semi-supervised learning modelsalso have access to features from unlabelled data during training process withoutknowing their “true” labels (Zhou and Li, 2010). This is proved to be effectiveespecially on graphs since neighbours on graphs are assumed to be similar both inthe feature space and the label space (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002; Kipf and Welling,
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2016; Xu et al., 2022). With spatial data in physical space, such similarity isexpressed as the rule of the First Law of Geography (Tobler, 1970), that nearbythings are generally similar to, and therefore, more likely to influence each other.
This paper aims to explore the use of graph-based semi-supervised classification tospatially map the cultural significance categories of cities with multi-modal socialmedia data embedded in a graph structure. To reach the aim, three researchquestions are explored, becoming the three main components of the workflowproposed in this paper:

1 How can graph-based semi-supervised classification help to classify a partiallylabelled multi-modal social media dataset concerning location-based categoricalinformation in a city?
2 How can an ensemble of trained models help to further improve classificationperformance and reliability?
3 How can the labels assigned for the posts be aggregated onto the spatial network of acity in order to map the categorical information (the perceived cultural significance)?

The scope and the approach of this study are highly related to Liu and De Sabbata(2021), where the authors presented a framework for using GNN to classifymulti-modal features into user-defined label sets. Whereas Liu and De Sabbata(2021) focused on exploring the effects of different graph construction methods foronly one specific type of GNN model (i.e., Graph Convolutional Network) and themapping procedure was only a showcase of randomly sampled scatter points withoutfurther spatial aggregation and application analyses, this study has the followingfurther contributions:
– A few Deep Learning models are trained on a semi-supervised classification taskabout cultural significance with partially labelled multi-modal graph-based datasets,and the soft-label predictions of individual models were aggregated into ensembleresults, keeping track of the confidence and agreement of the models, as a measureof reliability;
– The obtained post labels are further aggregated into spatial nodes and diffused on aspatial network based on the geographical/topological proximity, effectivelysummarizing the information into a set of spatial maps for cultural significancecategories;
– Detailed analyses on the spatial and aspatial distributions of the cultural significancecategories, as well as the association of input features and output categories areprovided, informative for future inclusive heritage management processes.

The workflow demonstrated in this paper with the special case of heritage culturalsignificance can be easily generalized in other use cases for spatially diffusing andmapping any human-generated features and labels, which can be extended to theevaluation of spatial safety, vitality, and/or architectural style in urban spaces(Cheng and Wicks, 2014; Sun et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022a).
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5.2 Data and Materials

5.2.1 Case Study: Venice

To relate to the metaphor of the title and its relationship with Ruskin’s controversialmasterpiece The Stones of Venice (Ruskin, 1879; Ruskin and Quill, 2015), this studyselects Venice as a case study to test the methodological framework. Venice and itsLagoon was inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1987 fulfilling all first sixselection criteria of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) related to cultural heritage(UNESCO, 1972, 2008; Jokilehto, 2007). Despite its status as a cultural heritageproperty, its special urban typology and intimate relationship with the water give thecity strong clues of natural values (Bai et al., 2022), making it a popular tourismdestination of diverse interests, which also means that it may suffer from themass-tourism (Urry and Larsen, 2011; Bertocchi and Visentin, 2019). Meanwhile,Venice can be found in various academic publications and non-academic fictions, aswell as voluntary comments on social media platforms, providing abundantinformation from all sorts of perspectives (Calvino, 1978; Cosgrove, 1982; Bigneet al., 2021). The city itself is also a product of top-down conscious city planning(state-craft) and bottom-up collective community building (city-craft) (Psarra,2018), both firmly embedded in a spatiotemporal and socioeconomic context. Allthese characteristics make Venice a representative case study to demonstrate theutility of the proposed framework. Yet, it is also important to notice that the selectionof Venice as the case study is only a pragmatic choice, and hypothetically theframework should be generalizable in other cities with urban areas inscribed in theUNESCO WHL, similar to Psarra’s argument, that Venice could be considered as aprototype of other global cities (Psarra, 2018).

5.2.2 Data Usage

This study uses the open datasets Heri-Graphs-Venice (VEN) and Venice-Large(VEN-XL) introduced by Bai et al. (2022), where multi-modal information from thesocial media platform Flickr is collected, containing visual and textual features,temporal, social, and spatial contexts (as a multi-graph), as well as partially-labelledpseudo-labels for cultural significance categories based on model confidence. Intheir definition, cultural significance was specified with two concepts as soft labels,effectively providing two probability distribution vectors: an 11-class OUV selectioncriteria (referred to from here on as OUV for simplicity) category (UNESCO, 1972,2008; Jokilehto, 2008; Bai et al., 2021a), and a 9-class heritage attributes (HA)category (Veldpaus, 2015; Gustcoven, 2016; Ginzarly et al., 2019), both listed inTable 5.2. Since Flickr is an image-sharing platform and textual information is not
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mandatory during posting, both datasets collected therefrom were better equippedwith visual features as 982-dimensional stacked vectors of a few pre-trained modeloutputs, and only about half of data samples contained valid BERT-based textualfeatures as 771-dimensional vectors.
Within the two datasets, the lite version VEN was already formatted as a multi-graphwith three types of undirected weighted links (temporal, social, and spatial) showingthe contextual connections among the nodes representing posts on Flickr. However,the larger version VEN-XL was only provided with the nodal features because of thelarge memory requirement to construct adjacency matrices with a huge number ofnodes. Following the guidelines given by Bai et al. (2022), this paper alsoconstructed multi-graph mini-batches for VEN-XL in Pytorch-Geometric library (Feyand Lenssen, 2019) using sparse matrices as graph structure (Yuster and Zwick,2005). An overview of both datasets is given in Table 5.1. The label rates (.122/.143)of the datasets are comparable with common semi-supervised learning datasets ingraph neural networks such as Citeer (.036) and Cora (.052) (Kipf and Welling, 2016;Yang et al., 2016). Note VEN-XL has a larger average degree for nodes with all typesof links, yet the multi-graphs are less dense than the lite VEN dataset.

TABLE 5.1 Descriptive overview of the data used for this study previously collected by Bai et al. (2022)
Dataset VEN VEN-XL

Count Rate/Proportion Count Rate/Proportion

Nodes 2951 - 80,963 -
Nodes withVisual Features 2951 100% 80,963 100%
Nodes withTextual Features 1761 59.7% 49,823 61.5%
Nodes with OUVSelection CriteriaLabels

756 25.6% 25,771 31.8%

Nodes withHeritage AttributeLabels
1356 45.9% 37,289 46.1%

Nodes with BothTypes of Labels 361 12.2% 11,569 14.3%

Count Average Degree Density Count Average Degree Density

Temporal Links 249,120 84.4 .057 35,527,354 438.8 .011
Social Links 242,576 82.2 .056 38,170,651 471.5 .012
Spatial Links 221,414 75.0 .051 101,046,098 1248.1 .031
Simple ComposedLinks* 534,513 181.1 .123 145,005,270 1791.0 .044

*Multiple links among two nodes leads to only one link in the simple composed graph.

As a summary, the datasets in this study have three challenges for the semi-supervised classification task: 1) only partial labels are available for the categories ofinterest, requiring the unlabelled nodes to be tagged; 2) only partial features areavailable for some nodes, requiring the models to learn as much as possible fromtheir neighbours on graphs; 3) the VEN-XL dataset is too large to conduct trainingand inference directly, requiring sampling of subgraphs. All these characteristics of
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the datasets entail that both transductive (training and inference on the same graph)and inductive (inference on unseen [sub-] graphs) semi-supervised learning ongraphs (Yang et al., 2016; Liu and De Sabbata, 2021) are indispensable, reflectingthe scope and necessity of this study. For both datasets, the nodes with both types oflabels (OUV and HA) are treated as the training sets (361 for VEN; 11,569 forVEN-XL), and the nodes with only one type of labels are randomly and evenlyseparated as validation sets (695; 19,961) and test sets (695; 19,961), while theremainder of the nodes is considered as unlabelled data (1200; 29,472). In thetraining sets, all essential categories are present, though the distribution isunbalanced, as presented in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2 The distribution of cultural significance categories as OUV selection criteria and heritage attributesin the training sets.
Dataset VEN VEN-XL

Categories of OUV Selection Criteria (361) (11,569)

(within top-3 entries)
Criterion (i) - Masterpiece 172 (15.9%) 2463 (7.1%)
Criterion (ii) - Influence 188 (17.4%) 4704 (13.6%)
Criterion (iii) - Testimony 247 (22.8%) 9864 (28.4%)
Criterion (iv) - Typology 261 (24.1%) 8578 (24.7%)
Criterion (v) - Land-use 7 (0.6%) 54 (0.2%)
Criterion (vi) - Association 205 (18.9%) 8921 (25.7%)
Criterion (vii) - Natural Beauty 1 (0.1%) 58 (0.2%)
Criterion (viii) - Geological Process 0 (0.0%) 18 (0.1%)
Criterion (ix) - Ecological Process 1 (0.1%) 19 (0.1%)
Criterion (x) - Bio-diversity 1 (0.1%) 28 (0.1%)
Others - Not related 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
Categories of Heritage Attributes (361) (11,569)

(within top-1 entries)
Monument and Buildings 69 (19.1%) 1507 (13.0%)
Building Elements 71 (19.7%) 1501 (13.0%)
Urban Form Elements 101 (28.0%) 2636 (22.8%)
Urban Scenery 6 (1.7%) 113 (1.0%)
Natural Features and Landscape Scenery 30 (8.3%) 2051 (17.7%)
Interior Scenery 25 (6.9%) 480 (4.1%)
People’s Activity and Association 49 (13.6%) 2457 (21.2%)
Gastronomy 9 (2.5%) 139 (1.2%)
Artifact Products 1 (0.3%) 685 (5.9%)

5.2.3 General Notations

Most of the notations in this chapter are consistent with that in Chapter 4, with acertain level of simplification. Since the data structure is exactly the same for VEN
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and VEN-XL except for the sample size, this section will describe the general notationsystem eligible for both datasets. For each dataset, an undirected multi-graph
G = (V, {ETEM, ESPA, ESOC}) with three types of links (temporal, spatial, and social, asmentioned in Section 5.2.2) represents its contextual structure, where V = {vi},
i ∈ [0,K) is the node set of all the posts collected and K is the total number of posts,and (vi, vi′) ∈ E(∗) ⊆ V × V, E(∗) ∈ {ETEM, ESPA, ESOC} is a link marking one type ofcontextual relations among the posts. For simplicity, the link weights in Bai et al.(2022) are omitted, resulting in binary adjacency matrices
A(*) := [A

(∗)
i,i′ ] ∈ {0, 1}K×K , A(*) ∈ {ATEM,ASPA,ASOC}, where all the links (vi, vi′)

with an original weight larger than 0 will lead to A
(∗)
i,i′ = 1, otherwise A

(∗)
i,i′ = 0.

Moreover, a simple composed graph G′ = (V, E) could be obtained by merging theadjacency matrices into A, so that
A =

(
ATEM > 0

)∨ (
ASPA > 0

)∨ (
ASOC > 0

)
∈ {0, 1}K×K . In this simple composedgraph G′, a link would exist if at least one contextual type of links exists between twonodes in the multi-graph G.

For all the nodes in the graph G, a 2D feature array X := [xi]i∈[0,K) =

Xvis

X tex


∈ R1753×K would exist, where xi ∈ R1753×1 is a vector representing the features ofnode vi, Xvis ∈ R982×K ,X tex ∈ R771×K are respectively the visual and textual
features, and

·
·

 is the vertical concatenation operation of arrays. In cases where no
textual data was available for a post node, the corresponding entries in vector xiwould be all zeros, dividing the nodes V into two sub-clusters Vtex+,Vtex- ⊂ V , with orwithout textual data.
Since pseudo-labels for posts were respectively provided for a different subset of Vconcerning OUV and HA, four sub-clusters VV+,A+,VV+,A-,VV-,A+,VV-,A- ⊂ V could becategorized, as they have different label arrays:

– For nodes with both labels in VV+,A+, the label array would be
Y V+,A+ =


yOUV
i

yHA
i


vi∈VV+,A+

, where yOUV
i ∈ [0, 1]11×1,yHA

i ∈ [0, 1]9×1 are respectively a

column-stochastic vector denoting the soft labels of node vi for OUV and HAcategories;
– For nodes with only OUV labels in VV+,A-, the label array would be

Y V+,A- =
[
yOUV
i

]
vi∈VV+,A- ;

– For nodes with only HA labels in VV-,A+, the label array would be
Y V-,A+ =

[
yHA
i

]
vi∈VV-,A+ ;

– For nodes with in VV-,A-, there is no label array.
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Note the following relationship holds for the sub-clusters:
(VV+,A+ ∪ VV+,A-) ⊂ Vtex+,

(VV-,A+ ∪ VV-,A-) ∩ Vtex+ ̸= ∅,
(VV-,A+ ∪ VV-,A-) ∩ Vtex- ̸= ∅, (5.1)

meaning that having textual features as input is a necessary but not sufficientcondition of having the OUV label.

5.3 Problem Definition

The workflow proposed in this paper is visualized in Figure 5.1. The input data fromtwo databases VEN and VEN-XL are:
– a partially-labelled attributed multi-graph about the inter-related social media posts;
– an assignment bipartite graph with relations mapping the posts to their closest streetintersections (spatial nodes);
– a topological representation of the spatial network as a weighted undirected graphmarking the proximity of the street intersections.

After three main components, i.e.,
1 semi-supervised learning of multiple models co-trained in a classification task(Section 5.3.1),
2 aggregating the prediction outputs as soft labels of those models (Section 5.3.2),
3 aggregating and diffusing the post-level labels on the spatial graph (Section 5.3.3),

two outputs are obtained
– a graph fully-labelled on all post-level nodes together with confidence and agreementscores based on model performance;
– a graph fully-labelled on spatial-level nodes summarizing the information of nearbyposts and proximate spatial neighbours.
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FIG. 5.1 The general methodological workflow proposed in this paper, both as zoomed-out high-levelmodulated framework in the upper part, and as a detailed workflow with mathematical notations in the lowerpart to be instantiated in the texts. Only the lite dataset VEN is used to train the models in the first step ofsemi-supervised learning, while the large dataset VEN-XL is directly used for inference and later steps. Theindices i, j, k are respectively a generic example of the posts vi ∈ V , the models fj ∈ F , and the spatialintersection nodes νk ∈ V .
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FIG. 5.2 The Venn Diagram showing the logic relations of the three types of sub-clustering of nodes in V . Therelationship described in Equation (5.1) and (5.2) are visualized.

Both outcomes are tested with qualitative and quantitative inspections (Section 5.6).The graph structures are conceptually visualized in Figure 5.3. The process will beformally described in the following Sections. The relevant works concerning theproposed workflow will be discussed in Section 5.7.4.

5.3.1 Semi-Supervised Training on Sampled Graphs

As described in Section 5.2.2, the nodes in V are further split into training set Vtrain,validation set Vval, test set Vtest, and unlabelled set Vunlab, where:
Vtrain = VV+,A+,
Vunlab = VV-,A-,
Vval ∪ Vtest = VV+,A- ∪ VV-,A+,
|Vval| = |Vtest|. (5.2)

The semi-supervised learning task in this paper is to use the training nodes Vtrain andteach a group of models to learn the mapping functions within a candidate model set
F = {fj}, j ∈ [0, |F|) from input features X to output labels Y , tune thehyper-parameters and select the optimal models based on their performance on thevalidation nodes Vval, evaluate the generalizability of the models on unseen test dataon Vtest, and apply the trained models to generate predicted soft labels Ŷ = [ŷi]vi∈Vfor all nodal data including the ones in Vunlab. The logic relations among the threetypes of clustering of the node set V mentioned in Equations (5.1) and (5.2) areillustrated in the Venn Diagram of Figure 5.2.
For both efficiency and generalizability, sub-graphs are strategically sampled fromthe original graphs to train the models: Gs = (Vs, {ETEM

s , ESPA
s , ESOC

s }) or Gs = (Vs, Es)with respectively sampled adjacency matrices A(*)
s ,As and feature array Xs, where

Vs ⊆ V, Es ⊆ E , E (*)
s ⊆ E (*), depending on if the models would use the multi-graphstructure or the simple composed one. For each training epoch, non-repetitivemini-batches of nodes Vbatch ⊂ Vs are used as base nodes to sample several differentsub-graphs Gs. Then the training loss Ltrain of any model fj with model parameter Θj
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for each mini-batch Vbatch could be described as:
Ltrain(Θj ,Vbatch) =

∑
vi∈Vbatch∩Vtrain

(
ℓ(ŷOUV

j,i ,yOUV
i ) + ωV/Aℓ(ŷHA

j,i,y
HA
i )

)
, (5.3)

ŷj,i :=


ŷOUV
j,i

ŷHA
j,i

 =


softmax(zOUV

j,i )

softmax(zHA
j,i)

 , (5.4)

1T
11×1ŷ

OUV
j,i = 1T

9×1ŷ
HA
j,i = 1, (5.5)

and zj,i :=


zHV
j,i

zHA
j,i

 = fj(As,Xs;Θj)i, (5.6)

where ℓ is a loss function comparing the similarity of two vectors, such ascross-entropy (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2013), ωV/A is a scalar parameter balancingthe importance of OUV and HA categories during training, ŷOUV
j,i ∈ [0, 1]11×1,

ŷHA
j,i ∈ [0, 1]9×1 are respectively predicted stochastic label vectors for OUV and HA by

the jth model on the ith example, and zOUV
j,i ∈ R11×1,zHA

j,i ∈ R9×1 are respectivelycomponents of the model output vector zj,i ∈ R20×1. Notice that the two objectivesof classifying OUV and HA are trained together with a shared model architecture andare only distinguished before final loss computation, instead of having two separatemodels. This is assumed to be more generalizable and could capture moreinformation on the associations between the two closely-related topics.
While evaluating the model performance on validation set Vval (and eventually on testset Vtest), the computation of the scores LOUVval and LHAval respectively on OUV and HAcategories would be further distinguished as:

LOUVval (Θj) =

∑
Vbatch⊂Vval

∑
vi∈Vbatch∩VV+,A- ℓV(ŷOUV

j,i ,yOUV
i )

|Vval ∩ VV+,A-| (5.7)
LHAval(Θj) =

∑
Vbatch⊂Vval

∑
vi∈Vbatch∩VV-,A+ ℓA(ŷHA

j,i,y
HA
i )

|Vval ∩ VV-,A+| , (5.8)
where ℓV and ℓA are topic-specific evaluation metrics for both classification taskswhich will be introduced in Section 5.4.3. For each batch Vbatch ⊂ Vval, a new samplesub-graph Gs is used to compute the soft labels ŷOUV

j,i , ŷHA
j,i.

5.3.2 Aggregating Prediction Outputs

Assume the semi-supervised learning process mentioned in Section 5.3.1 trains allmodels in F = {fj} properly and they generate a set of well-fit label arrays
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{
Ŷ j :=

[
ŷj,i

]
vi∈V

}
fj∈F

, where Ŷ j ∈ [0, 1]20×K is the predicted label array on the
entire dataset V by the model fj . Practice in ensemble learning has shown that agroup of trained models would usually perform better than an individual model andcould yield more reliable predictions (Zhou, 2012). Therefore, this study considers asoft voting mechanism to conclude the final node labels Ŷ := [ŷi]vi∈V ,
Ŷ ∈ [0, 1]20×K , such that: ŷi = (

∑
fj∈F pj ŷj,i)/(

∑
fj∈F pj), or in the matrix form,

Ŷ = (
∑

fj∈F pjŶ j)/(
∑

fj∈F pj), where Ŷ is a weighted average of the label arrays by
all models whose column-sum pertains 2 for each post, and the weight pj is thegeneral performance score (e.g., accuracy, which will be discussed in Section 5.4.3)of model fj on validation set.
Furthermore, the confidence of model prediction and the agreement/coherenceamong the different models also provide information for the reliability of thepredictions (Zhou and Li, 2010). The former is trivial as the model confidence on alldata points κcon := [κcon

i ] ∈ [0, 1]K×1 could be defined as the sum of top-n entries ofthe label vectors divided by two (since the sum of each label vector ŷi is two, asdefined in Equation (5.4)). The latter is also trivial when only two models areconcerned since the agreement of two vectors could be easily computed with anydistance measure (e.g., cosine similarity, Euclidean distance, Jaccard Index, and/orcross-entropy). When |F| > 2, this becomes a problem of measuring the generallinear dependence of a group of vectors composing the array Ŷ i :=
[
ŷj,i

]
fj∈F ,

Ŷ i ∈ [0, 1]20×|F| for each node vi. Inspired by GeoMatt22 (2020), this studycomputes the model agreement κagr =:
[
κagr
i

]
∈ [0, 1]K×1 from the first singular value

σZi,1 of the centred (subtracted by row-means) and normalized (divided by vectorlengths) label matrix Zi := [zj,i/∥zj,i∥]fj∈F , zj,i = ŷj,i −
∑

j ŷj,i/|F| based on its
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) results, so that:

κagr
i =

σ2
Zi,1

− 1

|F| − 1
. (5.9)

This is effective since the first several singular values measure how much variance ofthe matrix could be explained by its low-rank approximation, which is equivalent toeigenvalues in Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in statistics. The value of κagr
ranges theoretically from the largest possible value (i.e., 1) when there are |F|completely parallel vectors in Zi, to the smallest possible value (i.e., 0) when allvectors are orthogonal (under the condition that |F| < 20).

5.3.3 Spatial Diffusion of Node Labels

In order to map the predicted node labels on the topological/ geographical space,the label array Ŷ computed in Section 5.3.2 is further aggregated spatially, goingone step further than the research conducted in Liu and De Sabbata (2021), wherethe labels of individual post nodes were directly drawn on maps. In Bai et al. (2022),
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the mapping relations of the posts to spatial nodes are also provided. For a city, anundirected weighted graph G = (V,E,W ) denotes its geographical representationobtained from Open Street Map (Boeing, 2017), where V = {νk} , k ∈ [0, |V |) is thenode set of spatial intersections in a walkable network, (νk, νk′) ∈ E ⊆ V × V is alink marking if two spatial nodes are reachable to each other within 20 minutes by allmeans of transportation, and W := [Wk,k′ ] ∈ [0, 1]|V |×|V | is a non-negative weightedadjacency matrix whose diagonal entries Wk,k are all 1, recording the temporalcloseness (i.e., the shorter time it takes to travel, the closer this weight gets to 1)between any pair of nodes νk and νk′ , where Wk,k′ = 0 when the nodes are notconnected (not reachable within 20 minutes). Moreover, B := [Bi,k] ∈ {0, 1}K×|V |

records the one-hot mapping relation from posts nodes V to spatial nodes V ,effectively a binary bi-adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph B = (V, V, E ,B)connecting both node sets, where (vi, νk) ∈ E ⊂ V × V marks the link if a post islocated nearby a spatial node. Note that the following relationship holds according toBai et al. (2022): ASPA =
(
BWBT > 0

)
= B (W > 0)BT ∈ {0, 1}K×K .

Without loss of generality, the processes of spatially aggregating and diffusing thenode labels are visualized in Figure 5.3, taking the neighbours of a generic spatialnode νk in both the spatial graph G as NG(νk) := {νk′ |(νk, νk′) ∈ E or
Wk,k′ > 0} ⊂ V and in the bipartite graph B as NB(νk) := {vi|(vi, νk) ∈ E or
Bi,k = 1} ⊂ V . The procedure takes place in two consecutive steps:

– Aggregating the predicted soft labels of all the posts nearby a spatial node
Ŷ NB(νk) := [ŷi]vi∈NB(νk)

to get the spatial node label ŷk ∈ [0, 1]20×1, forming a 2D
array Ŷ := [ŷk] , Ŷ ∈ [0, 1]20×|V |;

– Diffusing the labels of all the spatial nodes to their spatial neighbours
ŶNG(νk) := [ŷk′ ]νk′∈NG(νk)

based on their proximity iteratively, and vice versa, to get
the final label yk ∈ [0, 1]20×1, with the label array Y := [yk] ,Y ∈ [0, 1]20×|V |.
For the first step, the aggregation process should consider not only the respectivevalues of the neighbouring labels, but also their importance (how dominant is thevalue compared to all the other nodes), prediction confidence (how confident aremodels predicting the label vectors containing this value) and prediction agreement(how reliable is this value). As it highly resembles the graph pooling operations inGNN, inspirations have been taken from literature (Li et al., 2015; Knyazev et al.,2019; Lee et al., 2019; Ma and Tang, 2021) to use an attention-based computationon each label category channel (as one instance among the 11 OUV or 9 HA
categories) ŷC := Ŷ

T
eC , ŷC ∈ [0, 1]K×1 to summarize the labels, where

eC ∈ {0, 1}20×1 is a one-hot unit vector only marking its Cth entry as 1. The attentionvalue sC ∈ [0, 1]K×1 of all nodes vi for any label category channel C could becomputed as:
sC =

exp(
ŷC ⊙ (κcon)1/ϕ ⊙ (κagr)1/γ

)
1T
K×1exp(

ŷC ⊙ (κcon)1/ϕ ⊙ (κagr)1/γ
) , (5.10)

where κcon and κagr are model-level confidence and agreement scores on each nodecomputed in Section 5.3.2, ϕ, γ ∈ R are respectively parameters to adjust the
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contribution of confidence and agreement in the attention computation, such thatwhen they get larger, high values of κ will be pushed closer to 1, ⊙ is anelement-wise Hadamard multiplication of vectors and arrays, and 1K×1 is a
K-dimensional vector of all 1s. Note that sC is a stochastic vector over all the nodes.
Concatenating vectors sT

C for all category channels vertically together, anattention-based weight matrix S ∈ [0, 1]20×K is obtained. This is then used as theweight of label array Ŷ during the aggregation operation:

Ŷ ′
:=


ŶOUV

11×|V |

ŶHA
9×|V |

 =
((

S ⊙ Ŷ
)
B
)
⊘ (SB) ,

Ŷ =


ŶOUV ⊘

(
111×11

T
11×1Ŷ

OUV)

ŶHA ⊘
(
19×11

T
9×1Ŷ

HA)
 (5.11)

where ⊘ is the element-wise Hadamard division of two arrays, and the outcome ofany spatial node ŷk is effectively a special form of weighted-average of the labelvectors of all its neighbours Ŷ NB(νk), scaled differently by the attention matrix S on
each label category channel C. Similar to Ŷ , the array Ŷ is also a stack of twocolumn-stochastic arrays for the OUV and HA labels, respectively.
Once the initial spatial node labels Ŷ are computed, they could be used as the inputstate of an iterative diffusion process at the second step, during which each spatialnode obtains information from its spatial neighbours and updates its own label whilebeing reminded of its original state, until the labels converge at a steady state. Thisprocess resembles the graph filtering operation in GNN (Hamilton et al., 2017; Maand Tang, 2021; Wu et al., 2022). For each spatial node νk, its initial label is
ŷ(0)k = ŷk. Assume the label is ŷ(t)k at the tth iteration, then its next state after adiffusion step could be described as:

ŷ(t+1)
k = (1− α)ŷk + α

∑
νk′∈NG(νk)

Wk,k′ ŷ(t)k′∑
νk′∈NG(νk)

Wk,k′
, (5.12)

or in its matrix form:
Ŷ(t+1)

= (1− α)Ŷ + αŶ(t) (
WD−1) , (5.13)

where D is a diagonal matrix each entry of which records the degree (row-sum orcolumn-sum) of the weighted symmetrical matrix W , WD−1 is the
column-normalized stochastic matrix of W , Ŷ(t)

:=
[
ŷ
(t)
k

]
∈ [0, 1]20×|V | is the label

array at the tth iteration, and α ∈ [0, 1) is a parameter controlling the importance ofneighbouring nodes in the diffusion process. Even though label array Ŷ only needs tobe computed once needless of iterating, the rules described in Equations (5.12) and(5.13) enforce the spatial nodes to remember its original state at each iteration step,
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which could be effectively understood as that the spatial node νk is pullinginformation both from its spatial neighbours NG(νk) (the second term in theEquations) and from its bipartite post neighbours NB(νk) (the first term in theEquations) simultaneously on two respective graphs G and B.
For the steady state, the following equations hold:

Y = (1− α)Ŷ + αY
(
WD−1) , (5.14)

Y
(
I − αWD−1) = (1− α)Ŷ, (5.15)

therefore, Y = (1− α)Ŷ
(
I − αWD−1)−1

. (5.16)
For each row yTC ∈ [0, 1]1×|V | of Y marking the distribution of one label categorychannel, the following also holds:

yTC = (1− α)ŷTC
(
I − αWD−1)−1

, (5.17)
where ŷTC := eT

CŶ, ŷTC ∈ [0, 1]1×|V | is the Cth row of initial label array Ŷ . Note that thefinal array Y is no longer a stack of two column-stochastic arrays respectively forOUV and HA labels since the sum of the “labels” of each spatial node can fluctuatearound two, depending on the significance of the spatial nodes for each categorychannel. Also note that in the following equation:
yC =

(
ŷTC(1− α)

(
I − αWD−1)−1

)T

=
(
(1− α)

(
I − αWD−1)−1

)T

ŷC , (5.18)
the first component is clearly related to the generalized Katz Centrality (Benzi andKlymko, 2014; Zhan et al., 2017):

CKatz = β
(
I − αAT

)−1

1, (5.19)
where the bias constant β is replaced with a constrained 1− α. Equation (5.19)performs one more step of summation of Equation (5.18) to obtain a centrality value.In other words, the calculation here uses an intermediate component of Katzcentrality computation to weight the spatial labels (Nourian, 2016; Nourian et al.,2016; Zhan et al., 2017).
When α = 0, no diffusion happens and the label vectors remain the same in all thesteps. For Equations (5.16) and (5.17) to be solvable, the parameter α has to bechosen so that it is smaller than the reciprocal of the absolute value of the largesteigenvalue of WD−1, i.e. 1/|λ|, similar to the attenuation value for Katz Centralitycomputation. If this largest value is chosen, Equation (5.19) becomes a standardeigenvector centrality (Gould, 1967; Bonacich, 1972). Moreover, by adjusting thelocal diffusion rule in Equations (5.12) and (5.13), the computation could be easilyadjusted to other variants of spectral-based centrality such as PageRank (Page et al.,1999) and standard Katz Centrality (Katz, 1953). Note that the term ŷ(t)k denotingthe last state of the nodes are not included in Equations (5.12) and (5.13).Equations (B.8) to (B.13) in Appendix B will prove that adding such a term would endup calculating the same result in Equations (5.16) and (5.17) under certainconstraints.
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FIG. 5.3 The conceptually visualized semi-supervised learning, aggregation, and diffusion processes of nodelabels on a Post-level Attributed Multi-Graph (blue), a Post-Spatial Bipartite Graph (purple), and a SpatialGraph (red). Post nodes are represented with cylinders and spatial nodes with circles. a) All posts areconnected with temporal, spatial, or social links in a partially labelled attributed multi-graph, where each nodehas a complete feature array xi and only some nodes have initial labels yi; b) An estimated label vector ŷi isobtained for each post node with semi-supervised learning; c) All posts neighbouring the spatial nodes νk arelabelled with Ŷ NB(νk); d) Each spatial node aggregates (a single-sided process) the labels of neighbouring
post nodes in the bipartite graph; e) The initial label for each spatial node ŷ

(0)
k = ŷk is obtained; f) Eachspatial node diffuses (a double-sided process) the labels of neighbouring spatial nodes in the spatial graph; g)

An intermediate state at step t of label diffusion on the spatial graph to obtain the label vector ŷ(t)k ; h) Thesteady state when the spatial node label vector yk converges. Note the iterative processes of f) and g) can beskipped by direct algebraic calculation in h).
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5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Selected Models and Baselines

As described in Section 5.3.1, a group of models in a candidate set F will be trainedon the datasets, and the best-performing model fj of each type will be selected tooutput the model-specific predictions Ŷ j to be further aggregated. To make themodel ensemble various enough for its best effect (Zhou, 2012), the followingdiverse model types that are shown to be effective in literature are illustratively used:

Random Classifier Using Prior Distributions– RDC - Random Classifier (RDC), a Random Dummy Classifier baseline disregardinginput features that generates random outputs based on the category distribution(prior) in the training set as shown in Table 5.2 (Baumer et al., 2015).

Graph-free Classifiers Using Multi-modal Features– MLP - Multi-Layer Perceptron Classifiers with visual and textual features (Gardnerand Dorling, 1998).

Homogeneous-graph GNN Classifiers– GCN - The Graph Convolution Network (GCN) with initial residual connections andidentity mapping (GCNII) proposed by Chen et al. (2020) as an extension for thevanilla GCN proposed by Kipf and Welling (2016).
– GAT - The Graph Attention Network (GAT) proposed by Veličković et al. (2017) withattention mechanism.
– GSA - Graph Sample and Aggregate (GraphSAGE) Models (GSA) proposed byHamilton et al. (2017), which is especially effective for inductive learning, whereknowledge learnt on one [sub-]graph is generalized across other unseen[sub-]graphs.

Heterogeneous-graph GNN Classifiers– HGSA - Heterogeneous GraphSAGE Network (HGSA), the heterogeneous GNN thathandles each type of links separately with a different GraphSAGE sub-model, whereresults are aggregated when multiple types of links point to the same destinationnode (Zhang et al., 2019a).
– HGT - The Heterogeneous Graph Transformers (HGT) proposed by Hu et al. (2020)that incorporates each type of links with an attention-based Transformer module(Vaswani et al., 2017).
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During initial trials on the model structures, adding a linear layer in mostgraph-based models (except for GCN and GSA) and concatenating its output withthat of the graph filters was found to boost the classification performance on VENdataset. This is probably because the three types of links in VEN, i.e., the temporal,social, and spatial connections of the posts are all weak relations so thatconcatenating the neighbour features with the learnt feature of the node itself couldovercome possible “over-smoothing” problem on these GNN, where individualfeatures of all the nodes are forgotten and replaced by a universal aggregated one (Liet al., 2018). Also note that the Relational Graph Convolution Networks (Schlichtkrullet al., 2018) are not used as candidate models, as they assume that there only existsat most one type of relations between any two nodes, which is not the case in VEN, astwo posts can be taken by the same person (socially similar) at the same place(spatially similar) in the same week (temporally similar).

5.4.2 Sub-sampling of Graphs

The NeighborLoader in PyTorch Geometric (PyG) library (Fey and Lenssen, 2019),which is based on the Neighbour Sampler introduced by Hamilton et al. (2017), isused to generate sub-graphs Gs for all graph-based classifiers. A mini-batch of 32post nodes are used as the input nodes Vbatch for all sorts of subsets in Vtrain,Vval,
Vtest, and Vunlab. To make the GNN models compatible, for Homogeneous-graph GNNClassifiers (GCN, GAT, GSA), 75 neighbours are sampled for each node for twoiterations, and for heterogeneous-graph GNN Classifiers (HGSA, HGT), 25 neighboursare sampled for each node and link type for two iterations. This effectively reducesthe size of sub-graphs: the total number of links from the order of 1× 106 in VEN and
1× 108 in VEN-XL all to the order of 1× 105 in the sub-graphs. This is especiallydesirable for datasets at scales such as VEN-XL for it to fit in computer memoryduring training and inference.

5.4.3 Evaluation Metrics

Cross-Entropy of the soft labels are used as the loss functions ℓV, ℓA for both OUV andHA classifications, while the parameter ωV/A mentioned in Equation (5.4) is set to 1for simplicity during training.
For OUV classification, Top-1 Accuracy (pOUV(1)), Top-n Accuracy (pOUV(n)), andOrder-n Jaccard Index (pOUV(nJ)) are used as general evaluation metrics, while for HAclassification, only Top-1 Accuracy (pHA(1)) is used, since HA categories wereassumed to be more precise in Bai et al. (2022). Let topk(v, n) denote a functionreturning an ordered set containing the indices of the top-n entries of a genericvector v, then the evaluation metrics on any subset V* ∈ {Vval,Vtest} by model fj can
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be respectively described as:
pOUV(1)*,j =

∑
vi∈V*∩VV+,A-

(topk(ŷOUV
j,i , 1) = topk(yOUV

i , 1)
)

|V* ∩ VV+,A-| (5.20)
pOUV(n)*,j =
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pHA(1)*,j =
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i , 1)
)

|V* ∩ VV-,A+| , (5.23)
where Equation (5.22) computes the Intersection over Union (Jaccard Index) of twosets of indices pointing to vector entries with values larger than a threshold (e.g.,when n = 3, the computation is about logits larger than .25), being an effective wayof evaluating soft label classification.
Furthermore, the per-class metrics of precision, recall, F1 score (harmonic averageof precision and recall), and confusion matrix are used to inspect the modelperformance on each OUV and HA category channel. Moreover, since VEN andVEN-XL are unbalanced datasets as mentioned in Section 5.2.2 where some smallclasses only exist in top-n rather than top-1 labels, they are never counted inper-class metrics calculation as “true-positive” instances. As an explorativetreatment, top-n per-class metrics are computed with the Algorithm 1, where thepredicted and “ground-truth” top-n classes are permuted to obtain n2 confusionmatrices, which are further summed and normalized. Note the diagonal entries ofnormalized confusion matrix M̃ are effectively top-n F1 scores of top-n precisionand recall. A similar explanation applies to the off-diagonal entries.

5.4.4 Implementations of Experiments

As briefly described in Section 5.3.1, the training procedure consists of the followingsteps:
1 for each model type, hyper-parameter searching was performed on sampledsub-graphs of VEN for 300-1000 epochs of training on Vtrain with grid search in smallranges, where early-stopping was implemented based on the overall performance onvalidation set Vval;
2 the hyper-parameter configuration of the selected best models are used to re-trainmodel checkpoints to be stored and used for inference;
3 the stored models are evaluated with metrics mentioned in Section 5.4.3 on bothvalidation set Vval and test set Vtest with 10 runs of different random seeds since someGPU-based models do not generate exactly same outcomes given a fix random seed;
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Algorithm 1: Computing Top-n Per-Class Metrics
Data: Number of Classes N , 1 ≤ n ≤ N , a N ×K Label Array Y , a N ×K Predicted LabelArray Ŷ , Standard Confusion Matrix Function of Index Arrays ConfMat(d, d̂)
Result: Normalized Top-n Confusion Matrix M̃ , Top-n Precision p, Top-n Recall r, Top-nF1 Score f

1 ϵ← 0.0000001;
2 i, j, l,m← 0;
3 M ,M̃ ← N ×N arrays of 0s;
4 D, D̂ ← K × n arrays of 0s;
5 v,p, r,f ← N × 1 arrays of 0s;
6 d, d̂← K × 1 arrays of 0s;
7 D ← topk(Y , n);
8 D̂ ← topk(Ŷ , n); /Indices of top-n entries
9 for i ∈ [0, n) do

10 d←D[:, i]; /Indices of ith largest entries
11 for j ∈ [0, n) do
12 d̂← D̂[:, j];
13 M ←M + ConfMat(d, d̂);
14 end
15 end
16 v = M .diagonal(); /The diagonal entries
17 for l ∈ [0, N) do
18 p[l]← v[l]/(M [l, :].sum()− (n− 1)× v[l] + ϵ);
19 r[l]← v[l]/(M [:, l].sum()− (n− 1)× v[l] + ϵ);
20 f [l]← 2× p[l]× r[l]/(p[l] + r[l] + ϵ);
21 for m ∈ [0, N) do
22 M̃ [l,m] = 2×M [l,m]/(M [l, :].sum()+M [:,m].sum()−2×(n−1)×M [l,m]+ϵ);
23 end
24 end

4 once the overall performance of a model type is acceptable, it is used to predict thefinal label arrays Ŷ j on the entire dataset V to be further aggregated;
5 Instead of repeating the same training process for VEN-XL, the model checkpointsobtained in step 2 are directly evaluated with Vtrain, Vval and Vtest of VEN-XL (allpractically test sets) and used to predict label arrays since it is assumed that themodel checkpoints are generalizable in inductive learning.

All models are implemented using building blocks provided by PyTorch Geometric(PyG) library. The datasets are structured and stored respectively as Data and
HeteroData classes in PyG for different model types. More details of the trainingsettings can be found in Appendix B.
To aggregate the predicted label arrays and perform SVD for the agreement score
κagr, PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) is used. The sum of Top-1 HA Accuracy andOrder-3 OUV Jaccard Index on both validation and test sets are used as the weight pjfor aggregation. To compute the confidence score κcon, the top-4 entries of theaggregated label array Ŷ are used. For simplicity, parameters ϕ, γ in Equation (5.10)are both set to 2 to compute the attention array S. As for the spatial diffusion
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process, the parameter α ∈ [0,min(1/|λ|, 1)) is tested with 10 different values evenlydividing its theoretical lower and upper bounds (smaller than 1 for Equation (5.13) tobe meaningful) to test its effect on the distribution of the final label array Y on thespatial network.

5.5 Ablation Studies

5.5.1 Sensitivity on Alternative Conditions

To reflect on the assumption that graph-based models can better deal withsemi-supervised learning tasks with a large proportion of missing features and/orlabels, the trained model checkpoints are directly evaluated on an altered validationset Vval where the visual or textual features of the mini-batches are masked andclipped to 0, while all the other nodes in the sampled graphs Gs are intact.
The usefulness of three link types {ATEM,ASPA,ASOC} are also experimented. Forhomogeneous graph models, the simple composed links A are replaced by eachsub-link type to sample the sub-graphs for evaluation on Vval in mini-batches. Forheterogeneous graph models, only one link type is kept or masked during sub-graphsampling, yielding six different alternative performance scores on Vval.
As an alternative to the original graph links provided by Bai et al. (2022), a k-NearestNeighbour (KNN) graph structure based on features is also tested for homogeneousgraph models. Since textual features have missing values, only visual features Xvis
are used to compute an adjacency matrix AKNN ∈ {0, 1}K×K , where each entry
AKNN

i,i′ = 1 only if the post node vi′ is within the 3 nearest neighbours of vi based oncosine similarity. The KNN graph structure is computed with the knn_graph functionof PyG library.

5.5.2 Interpreting the Association of Input Features

For the final post-level label array Ŷ and the initial spatial-level label array Ŷ beforediffusion, rectangular co-occurrence matrices O ∈ N11×9 of top-3 OUV and top-1 HAcategories are computed, where each matrix entry is normalized by dividing the totalnumber of examples used for computation. When computing O for post-level label Ŷ ,only the posts whose sum of confidence score κcon and agreement score κagr were
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above the 25% quantile are considered. These matrices can be used to explain theassociation of OUV and HA categories as well as their general distributions. Whentwo categories from OUV and HA have high co-occurrence, they could bewell-associated, informative for further heritage study investigations.
Furthermore, GNNExplainer (Ying et al., 2019) is illustratively used for GAT and GSAon Vtrain,Vval,Vtest to compute the relative importance of all visual and textual featuresfor each OUV and HA category, among which 473 features out of 1753 are moreexplainable with physical meanings, e.g., scene categories (Zhou et al., 2017), SUNattribute categories (Patterson et al., 2014), number of faces (Schroff et al., 2015),and origin of languages. For all nodes considered, GNNExplainer predicted therelative importance of all features for classifying each node in sampled sub-graphmini-batches for 200 epochs. The explainable features mentioned above that enteredthe top-250 rankings by each node are counted for each OUV and HA category. Abipartite graph connecting the features with the categories is visualized in Gephi withForce Atlas algorithm (Bastian et al., 2009; Jacomy et al., 2014), which could beconsidered as an interpretable lexicon of the cultural significance categories.

5.5.3 Statistical Tests and Spatial Mapping

T -Tests and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) are conducted on the difference of modelperformance, confidence scores, and agreement scores between datasets VEN andVEN-XL and among subsets Vtrain,Vval,Vtest, Vunlab to check the coherence andconsistency of trained models. All statistical tests are performed with Pingouin library(Vallat, 2018).
For each category channel of the final spatial label array yC with each value of α as inEquation (5.17), the global Moran’s I is computed as the spatial auto-correlationmeasure (Moran, 1950; Rogerson and Sun, 2001; Rogerson, 2021) of each OUV andHA category, showing the effect of spatial diffusion on the final label distribution,such that:

IC =
|V |(yC − ȳC1)

TW (yC − ȳC1)

1TW1× (yC − ȳC1)T(yC − ȳC1)
, (5.24)

where 1 is a |V |-dimensional vector of all 1s, ȳC is the mean of vector yC , and W isthe spatial closeness matrix mentioned in Section 5.3.3, thus not a conventionalweight matrix with zero diagonal entries (Chen, 2021).
The spatial clustering effect of hot spots (clusters of high values) of each categorychannel is found with the computation of local Moran’s I and the simulated p valuesbased on random re-assignment of values on the spatial nodes (Anselin, 1995;Rogerson and Sun, 2001), such that:

IC = (yC − ȳC1)⊙W (yC − ȳC1). (5.25)
The spatial statistics global and local Moran’s I are computed using the ESDA:
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Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis tool of PySAL library (Rey and Anselin, 2007) withdoubly-standardized weight transformation together with 9999 permutations togenerate simulated distributions for estimating two-tailed p values with Bonferronicorrection (VanderWeele and Mathur, 2019), where all the other parameters are keptas default. This computation would return the same results as implementingEquations (5.24) and (5.25). Afterward, the values of OUV and HA categories onspatial nodes are mapped using QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2023).

5.6 Results

5.6.1 Classification Performance

FIG. 5.4 The training curves of the stored model checkpoints on the four main evaluation metrics for OUV andHA classification tasks. The dashed curves in orange show the performance of models on training set for eachepoch, and the continuous curves in blue show the performance on validation set.

The classification performance of all the models is shown in Table 5.3 for VEN and inTable 5.4 for VEN-XL, while detailed performance curves of each model checkpointduring training can be found in Figure 5.4. The selected candidate models allperformed reasonably well, as they all appeared in the best two instances at leastonce among the evaluation metrics on VEN, far exceeding the random classifier RDC.Note only GCN selected is based on KNN graph structure mentioned in Section 5.5.1,since it performed better as will be shown in Figure 5.8. Since different random seedswould change the configuration of sampled sub-graphs and the group of neighboursa node can learn from, the classification performance can be affected. Still, except forthe top-1 OUV accuracy for HGSA, other variances are generally small. Furthermore,
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as the goal of this study is not to select the best model architecture, but to havestable and reliable performance, no single model was selected as the “final” one topredict labels. Rather, the aggregated prediction of all models was used in furthersteps. In VEN, aggregated prediction performed well in all evaluation metrics, eitherbeing among the best two models or performing considerably to the best ones. Yet inVEN-XL where models were directly evaluated without further training or fine-tuning,the aggregated prediction performed best for all metrics in all subsets. It isremarkable that GAT performed arguably the best among the individual models bothin VEN and VEN-XL, suggesting that it has decent generalizability. Note the generalperformance of selected models including the aggregated prediction on all evaluationmetrics dropped significantly from VEN to VEN-XL on their respective validation andtest sets according to one-sided paired T -Test, t(55) = 4.517, p < .0001, yet theeffect size of this drop is minimum (Cohen’s d = 0.096), suggesting that theknowledge learned on the small VEN dataset during training has been successfullytransferred and generalized to the large unseen VEN-XL dataset.
TABLE 5.3 The performance (%) of each model type in VEN dataset on validation and test sets as mean ±standard deviation, computed using the stored model checkpoints with ten runs of evaluation with differentrandom seeds. The best two models on each metric are marked in bold.

Model p
OUV(1)
val p

OUV(1)
test p

OUV(3)
val p

OUV(3)
test p

OUV(3J)
val p

OUV(3J)
test p

HA(1)
val p

HA(1)
test

RDC 18.79±3.12 18.75±3.08 57.14±2.19 56.46±3.69 21.92±1.16 22.67±1.85 17.56±1.67 18.09±1.15
MLP* 80.79±0.00 80.21±0.00 99.51±0.00 99.48±0.00 75.79±0.00 74.13±0.00 98.98±0.00 98.21±0.00

GCN-KNN* 74.38±0.00 72.92±0.00 99.51±0.00 98.44±0.00 69.21±0.00 68.40±0.00 91.87±0.00 97.38±0.00
GAT 80.39±0.43 82.55±0.42 99.51±0.00 99.48±0.00 76.32±0.21 76.11±0.29 98.07±0.10 97.38±0.08
GSA 80.69±0.72 79.06±0.65 99.51±0.15 99.48±0.00 77.17±0.38 75.48±0.49 95.71±0.21 97.08±0.22
HGSA 84.73±1.14 77.86±0.35 99.11±0.20 99.11±0.33 77.33±0.60 71.74±0.42 96.63±0.24 95.65±0.30
HGT* 79.31±0.00 78.65±0.00 98.03±0.00 99.48±0.00 73.81±0.00 74.05±0.00 96.95±0.00 96.42±0.00
Aggregated 84.23 81.77 99.01 100.00 76.77 76.30 97.56 98.21

*Deterministic outputs on GPU by the stored model checkpoint with different random seeds.

TABLE 5.4 The performance (%) of each model type in VEN-XL dataset on train, validation, and test sets,computed directly using the stored model checkpoints trained on VEN as inductive learning setting. The besttwo models on each metric are marked in bold.
Model p

OUV(1)
train p

OUV(1)
val p

OUV(1)
test p

HA(1)
train p

HA(1)
val p

HA(1)
test

MLP 79.16 80.53 80.52 91.58 96.86 96.79

GCN-KNN 76.01 75.54 76.43 85.93 91.41 91.24
GAT 80.04 80.88 80.90 93.32 96.28 96.01
GSA 75.92 78.19 78.21 90.09 94.69 94.10
HGSA 77.12 78.81 78.48 90.66 95.10 94.62
HGT 77.58 78.34 78.92 91.36 95.40 95.25
Aggregated 80.54 81.49 81.81 91.62 96.54 96.11

Model p
OUV(3)
train p

OUV(3)
val p

OUV(3)
test p

OUV(3J)
train p

OUV(3J)
val p

OUV(3J)
test

MLP 98.67 98.70 98.86 74.42 75.25 75.22
GCN-KNN 96.80 96.67 96.53 70.65 71.65 71.67
GAT 98.47 98.72 98.61 74.09 73.50 73.44
GSA 98.44 98.69 98.37 72.73 75.55 75.28

HGSA 98.49 98.41 98.41 70.63 70.53 69.85
HGT 97.95 98.04 98.20 72.66 72.48 72.39
Aggregated 98.67 98.77 98.83 75.93 76.57 76.45
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The per-class metrics of OUV and HA categories by the aggregated prediction array
Ŷ on both datasets can be seen in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. For most cultural OUVselection criteria except for Criterion (v) about Land-use and almost all HAcategories except for Artificial Products, the aggregated prediction performedreasonably well in both VEN used for training, and VEN-XL completely new to themodels. The poor performance of OUV Criteria (v), (viii), (ix) and HA categoryArtificial Products is clearly related to their scarce presence in the training set of VENshown in Table 5.2, where the models had to learn the key features of a categoryusing less than 10 examples. Specifically, even though there are a few training datalabelled as Criteria (v)(ix)(x), no data from validation and test sets are labelled withthem, thus resulting blanks (‘-’) in Table 5.5. Future data augmentation is expectedto teach the models specifically on these scarce classes. Under the same condition ofscarcity, the prediction on Criterion (x) - Bio-diversity, Urban Scenery, andGastronomy performed remarkably well, suggesting that these classes are probablymore clearly separated from the others in the feature space, easy for models to learneven with few-shot learning.
TABLE 5.5 The per-class performance metrics of OUV Selection Criteria classes in VEN and VEN-XL datasets.When no correct predictions were made for a class, the score would be 0.00; yet when no examples of a classwere available, the score is marked as “-”. The class “Others” is omitted since no examples were assigned to it.

Metrics Precision Recall F1 Top3 Precision Top3 Recall Top3 F1

i. Masterpiece 0.94 | 0.87 0.89 | 0.79 0.92 | 0.82 0.86 | 0.64 0.81 | 0.64 0.84 | 0.64
ii. Influence 0.76 | 0.59 0.65 | 0.87 0.70 | 0.70 0.63 | 0.27 0.53 | 0.74 0.58 | 0.39
iii. Testimony 0.68 | 0.69 0.80 | 0.79 0.74 | 0.74 0.73 | 0.93 0.61 | 0.74 0.66 | 0.83
iv. Typology 0.88 | 0.70 0.79 | 0.76 0.83 | 0.73 0.65 | 0.75 0.76 | 0.64 0.70 | 0.69
v. Land-use - | 0.00 - | 0.00 - | 0.00 0.11 | 0.03 1.00 | 0.38 0.20 | 0.06
vi. Association 0.78 | 0.94 0.88 | 0.82 0.82 | 0.87 0.63 | 0.89 0.75 | 0.76 0.68 | 0.82
vii. Natural Beauty 1.00 | 0.16 1.00 | 0.55 1.00 | 0.24 0.25 | 0.17 1.00 | 0.94 0.40 | 0.28
viii. Geological Process - | 0.00 - | 0.00 - | 0.00 0.00 | 0.00 0.00 | 0.00 0.00 | 0.00
ix. Ecological Process - | 0.00 - | 0.00 - | 0.00 - | 0.00 - | 0.00 - | 0.00
x. Bio-diversity - | 0.66 - | 0.73 - | 0.69 0.00 | 0.39 0.00 | 1.00 0.00 | 0.56

TABLE 5.6 The per-class performance metrics of Heritage Attributes classes in VEN and VEN-XL datasets.
Metrics Precision Recall F1

Monument and Buildings 0.99 | 0.98 0.99 | 0.98 0.99 | 0.98
Building Elements 1.00 | 0.98 0.98 | 0.96 0.99 | 0.97
Urban Form Elements 0.99 | 0.99 0.98 | 0.97 0.98 | 0.98
Urban Scenery 0.91 | 0.74 1.00 | 1.00 0.95 | 0.85
Natural Features and Landscape Scenery 0.99 | 0.99 0.97 | 0.99 0.98 | 0.99
Interior Scenery 0.95 | 0.90 1.00 | 0.96 0.97 | 0.93
People’s Activity and Association 0.96 | 0.99 1.00 | 0.88 0.98 | 0.93
Gastronomy 0.95 | 0.92 0.82 | 0.83 0.88 | 0.87
Artifact Products 0.29 | 0.08 0.67 | 0.93 0.40 | 0.15

The top-n per-class metrics proposed in Algorithm 1 is especially useful to evaluatescarce classes, as they may be absent as top-1 yet appear as top-n classes invalidation and test sets, which can be seen in the cases of Criteria (v), (viii), (x) forVEN in Table 5.5. Such metrics are arguably stricter than standard per-class metrics
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FIG. 5.5 The normalized top-1 and top-n confusion-matrix heatmaps of OUV selection criteria and HeritageAttributes classification of the aggregated prediction on both VEN and VEN-XL datasets. Note that theseconfusion matrices are not stochastic, and the entries represent the extent of confusion, where the diagonalentries are F1 scores in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.

in the sense that it evaluates the overlap of all top-n predictions with top-n labels(only when they are all the same, the metrics get to their theoretical maximum of 1),which could be seen as an extension of top-n accuracy with soft labels.
Moreover, the top-n per-class metrics allow a deeper observation of the confusionamong the classes, as shown in Figure 5.5. While Criterion (v) - Land Use is absent instandard OUV confusion matrices (for the same reason mentioned above that no datain validation and test sets of VEN has a top-1 label of it), the values in top-nconfusion matrices give a hint on how other classes are confused and thus relatedwith it: posts about land-use in Venice also concern with the influence of Venice tothe world and its special architectural style near the canals. Posts concerning Criteria(iii), (iv), and (vi) are easily confused with each other, meaning that when people postabout Venice on Flickr, themes about testimony of the past, architectural typologyand the association of architectural and urban elements with human activity usuallycome together. The same goes for Criteria (vii) and (x) about natural beauty of thecity and the living animals and plants indicating bio-diversity. For HA, ArtifactProducts can be confused with Gastronomy and People’s Activity, which also makessense as all three topics usually depict human and human-related objects. Suchassociations will be further elaborated in Section 5.6.4.
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5.6.2 Consistency of Predictions

The confidence score κcon and the agreement score κagr mentioned in Sections 5.3.2have similar distributions for VEN and VEN-XL datasets as in Figure 5.6. Two-wayANOVA F -Tests on the level of datasets and on the level of zoomed-in subsets
Vtrain,Vval,Vtest, and Vunlab is showed in Table 5.7. All effects are statisticallysignificant, yet only the main effect of subset has large effect sizes η2, and the maineffect of the dataset and the interaction effect are all minimum, which can also beseen with Cohen’s d computed with independent T -Tests with Welch’s correction.The very small effect sizes on the level of dataset indicate that the significant drops ofboth scores from VEN to VEN-XL are mainly caused by the large sample size inVEN-XL, suggesting that the models function consistently and coherently in bothdatasets.
TABLE 5.7 Means, Standard Deviations, and Two-Way ANOVA Statistics on the Confidence and Agreementscores. An Independent T -Test with Welch’s correction is also performed on the level of two datasets.

Score VEN VEN-XL ANOVA

M (SD) M (SD) Effect df F p η2

Confidence Score κcon
–Vtrain 0.795 (0.042) 0.744 (0.076) Dataset 1 59.938 <.0001 .0004
–Vval 0.666 (0.076) 0.663 (0.080) Subset 3 17,336.251 <.0001 .3827
–Vtest 0.667 (0.077) 0.664 (0.080) Dataset × Subset 3 32.388 <.0001 .0012
–Vunlab 0.573 (0.084) 0.563 (0.083) Residual 83,906
(Overall) 0.644 (0.105) 0.638 (0.102) t(3158.402) = 2.910, p=.004, Cohen’s d=0.056
Agreement Score κagr
–Vtrain 0.741 (0.033) 0.664 (0.099) Dataset 1 110.854 <.0001 .0008
–Vval 0.604 (0.110) 0.589 (0.115) Subset 3 16,195.095 <.0001 .3662
–Vtest 0.604 (0.111) 0.589 (0.116) Dataset × Subset 3 27.723 <.0001 .0001
–Vunlab 0.444 (0.129) 0.427 (0.129) Residual 83,906
(Overall) 0.556 (0.152) 0.541 (0.149) t(3160.154) = 5.235, p<.0001, Cohen’s d=0.100

TABLE 5.8 The post hoc comparison of the main effect of four different subsets for the confidence score κcon
and the agreement score κagr using the Tukey HSD Test.

Score Group A Group B M(Group A) M(Group B) ∆(M) T Tukey p Cohen’s d

κcon Vtrain Vval 0.746 0.663 0.083 89.315 <.0001 1.027
Vtrain Vtest 0.746 0.664 0.082 88.638 <.0001 1.019
Vtrain Vunlab 0.746 0.564 0.182 210.015 <.0001 2.266
Vval Vtest 0.663 0.664 -0.001 -0.792 .858 -0.008
Vval Vunlab 0.663 0.564 0.099 137.655 <.0001 1.239
Vval Vunlab 0.664 0.564 0.100 138.521 <.0001 1.247

κagr Vtrain Vval 0.666 0.590 0.076 55.832 <.0001 0.642
Vtrain Vtest 0.666 0.590 0.076 55.805 <.0001 0.642
Vtrain Vunlab 0.666 0.427 0.238 186.453 <.0001 2.012
Vval Vtest 0.590 0.590 0.000 -0.032 .999 -0.000
Vval Vunlab 0.590 0.427 0.162 152.187 <.0001 1.370
Vval Vunlab 0.590 0.427 0.162 152.187 <.0001 1.370
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FIG. 5.6 The distribution of the confidence score κcon and the agreement score κagr on both VEN (light blue)and VEN-XL (dark blue) datasets, both as density-based histograms.

Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the scores in Vtrain arealways significantly higher than Vval, and Vtest, and the scores in Vunlab are alwayssignificantly lower than all the others with large effect size, while there is nosignificant difference between Vval and Vtest, as shown in Table 5.8. This again showsthe consistency and coherence of the model performance. When further aggregatingthe labels into spatial nodes, those posts with high prediction confidence andagreement (thus are more reliable) contribute more to attention score computation.Note the scores on the training set gets closer to the validation and test sets inVEN-XL than in VEN with lower means and larger standard deviations. This isprobably because the models are not trained on VEN-XL, and the training set,therefore, becomes another validation/test set, as pointed out in Section 5.4.4.

5.6.3 Robustness of Models

Figure 5.7 shows the performance of selected models while masking the visual ortextual features of the sub-sampled validation mini-batches. Masking visual featuressignificantly lowers the HA scores, and masking textual features significantly lowersthe OUV scores. This is a natural and consistent behaviour considering how thoselabels were originally derived: in Bai et al. (2022), HA labels were generated usingimages only and OUV labels were generated using texts only. In this study, however,the models have access to both textual and visual features when makingclassifications on both HA and OUV categories. GCN-KNN was the most robust modelagainst the masking of visual features since the KNN graph structure AKNN wascomputed before masking, unconsciously leaking the association information ofvisually similar images (and possibly their HA labels) to the models being trained. Allgraph-based models performed better than the graph-free MLP at HA classificationwhile masking visual features, whereas the homogeneous models remained betterthan random classifier RDC. For OUV classification, Order-3 Jaccard Index of allmodels became extremely vulnerable and got far worse than RDC after maskingtextual features, since the requirement of being larger than 1/(n+ 1) in
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FIG. 5.7 The performance of all selected model checkpoints on the evaluation metrics when masking visual ortextual features of mini-batches. The performance of the prior-based random classifier RDC in Table 5.3 ismarked with dashed lines.

Equation (5.22) cannot be easily fulfilled when models get uncertain of theirpredictions. Top-3 OUV Accuracy shows that almost all graph-based models (exceptfor HGT) performed better than MLP (which was also better than RDC) while maskingtextual features, implying that those models managed to learn the missing textualinformation of a post from its neighbours, which is only possible on graphs. However,such an effect is not obvious for Top-1 OUV Accuracy, where most models performedonly slightly better than RDC.
Figure 5.8 shows the relative performance change of all graph-based models usingdifferent graph structures, compared to the original links. GCN trained on KNN graph
AKNN performed significantly better than the original links in all metrics, while GATand GSA performed slightly worse on KNN graph, suggesting the necessity of usingGCN-KNN as the selected candidate model in Table 5.3 and 5.4. Changing graphstructure only slightly lowers the performance on GAT and GSA, while not affectingHGT at all. This seems to suggest that these models work as long as there is somegraph structure marking the relationship of data points, indifferent of the type oflinks. Meanwhile, GCN and HGSA are more dependent on the links used for inference.
The various behaviours imply that the selected models are divergent enough,suggesting that aggregating the prediction results to form an ensemble is bothnecessary and beneficial. The discussion on the complex effects of the modelperformance, however, falls out of the scope of this paper and invites furtherinvestigations in future studies.
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FIG. 5.8 The relative performance change of homogeneous and heterogeneous graph models directlyevaluated on sub-graphs with one or two of the link types in {ATEM,ASPA,ASOC}, compared to the originalcomposed links A. The models with KNN links AKNN were trained separately.

5.6.4 Association of Features and Labels

Figure 5.9 shows the co-occurrence matrices of OUV and HA categories as heatmaps,where frequent OUV-HA pairs imply the association of abstract OUV selection criteriaand substantial Heritage Attributes. The four matrices on both post-level labels Ŷand spatial-level labels Ŷ in both VEN and VEN-XL datasets are similar to each other.The spatial-level distribution on VEN-XL is the most sparse (and concentrated)among the four matrices where most OUV-HA pairs focused on the large classes, i.e.,Criteria (iii) and (vi) for OUV and Urban Form Element for HA. A similar yet moreextreme pattern can be observed in Figure B.1 in Appendix B when the parameter αgets larger, pushing the diffused spatial nodes label array Y to a uniform-likedistribution, suggesting possible “over-smoothing”. A few OUV-HA pairs alwaysstand out as associated categories in those co-occurrence matrices: 1) As the most
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FIG. 5.9 The normalized co-occurrence matrix heatmaps O of the OUV and HA categories in post-level labelarray Ŷ and spatial-level label array Ŷ in both VEN and VEN-XL datasets.

common HA category, the Urban Form Elements always associate strongly withCriteria (iii), (iv) and (vi), suggesting that when people post about testimony of past,architecture type, and human-life-related traditions, they are usually immersed in theurban context of streets and squares; 2) The second largest HA category aboutPeople’s Activity also associate strongly with Criteria (iii) and (vi), since they haveobvious connections with human; 3) As expected, the most associated OUV categorywith Monuments and Building is Criterion (iv) about architecture typology, and thatwith Building Element is Criterion (iii) about testimony for a [possibly lost] tradition;4) The most unexpected associations are the ones for Natural Features andLandscape Scenery, where the most relevant Criterion (vii) about natural beauty isalways present but not in a dominant position, which has also been taken by Criterion(iii) and (vi). The pattern of OUV and HA category distribution will be furtherdis-aggregated and mapped spatially in Section 5.6.5 for detailed inspection.
Figure 5.10 visualizes the explainable features that are shown to be important forclassifying the nodes into each OUV and HA category, effectively forming a lexicon offeatures for the categories as a bipartite graph. The contribution of features isinterrelated to OUV/HA categories. For example, the recognized scene of “Canals inUrban Environment” and the SUN attribute of “Open Area” from an image bothcontribute generally to almost all OUV/HA categories, especially on Criteria (iii)(vi)and “Urban Form Element”, while “Open Area” has less to do with “Interior Scenery”,“Building Elements”, and “People’s Activity and Association”. While HA category“Interior Scenery” could be inferred with a limited range of features such as
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FIG. 5.10 The bipartite graph of feature nodes and OUV/HA category nodes showing the relative importancefor explainable features while classifying the nodes belonging to each OUV and HA category. The larger afeature node is, the more this feature appeared in the top-250 important features while classifying a nodebased on GNNExplainer. The edge weights show the number of times the features contributed to thecategories. Only nodes with a larger weighted degree of 8 are shown. Red lines are associations for OUVclasses and blue lines for HA. Sub-figures b-e show ego graphs (a sub-graph of the entire lexicon insub-figure a) around a specific feature or category node. “SCE” denotes scene category within Zhou et al.(2017); “SUN” denotes SUN attribute category in Patterson and Hays (2012); “LANG” denotes the detectedlanguage and “FACE” denotes face recognition results from Bai et al. (2022).
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“Enclosed Area” and “Arch”, OUV Criterion (vi) could be inferred from a large varietyof visual and textual features, depending on the type of human activity taking place.The face recognition and language detection results appear to contribute universallyto the classification of most categories, which could be possibly explained that thepresence of human faces and the original languages of posts provide additionalinformation that could not be inferred from features extracted with scene recognitionmodels originally trained with images with few people and language models trainedwith English texts. However, among all visual and textual features, explainable onesare usually less informative than the higher-level hidden features, as can be seen inFigure B.2. More concrete investigations are invited to explain this complex pattern

5.6.5 Mapping of Heritage Cultural Significance

FIG. 5.11 The change of global Moran’s I of each OUV and HA category when the diffusion parameter αchanges in VEN and VEN-XL. A simulated distribution of expected values of I based on 9999 permutations isused to estimate the p values.
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Figure 5.11 demonstrates that the global Moran’s I for OUV and HA categoriesgradually increase as the diffusion parameter α ascends. For most categories in VENand all in VEN-XL, a spatial auto-correlation is significant after Bonferroni correction(p < .025/20) even before diffusion compared to the permutated distributions,confirming the First Law of Geography. For smaller α values, the increases in Moran’s
I are not drastic, yet effectively further decrease the simulated p values. The largestvalue of α = 0.99 yields extreme I values larger than 1 in VEN. This suggests thatchoosing a relatively small value for α could enhance the spatial pattern of thecategories without disturbing their distributions too much. Note the expected value(mean) of I according to simulation is not the conventional −1/(N − 1), since theweight matrix W used here has non-zero diagonal entries and is notrow-standardized. However, Figure B.3 shows a similar pattern with the conventionalweight matrix for computing Moran’s I as defined in Equation (B.14).

FIG. 5.12 The box plots of each OUV and HA category demonstrating the distributions of spatial node labels
Y in both VEN and VEN-XL datasets.
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FIG. 5.13 The geographical distribution of OUV categories in VEN-XL based on the spatial diffusion of labels.The nodes with high ranges of value for each category under equal-interval division are visualized as circles,the size of which demonstrates the number of posts distributed near the spatial node, while those nodes witha significant local Moran’s I are shown with dashed borders. Three demonstrative photos and one commentfrom “hotspot” areas of categories are given below each map.
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FIG. 5.14 The geographical distribution of HA categories in VEN-XL based on the spatial diffusion of labels.The nodes with high ranges of value for each category under equal-interval division are visualized as circles,the size of which demonstrates the number of posts distributed near the spatial node, while those nodes witha significant local Moran’s I are shown with dashed borders. Three demonstrative photos and one commentfrom “hotspot” areas of categories are given below each map.
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The following sections will use α = 0.3 for demonstrative purposes of exploratoryspatial data analysis. The distribution of spatial node labels Y in Figure 5.12 alsodemonstrates a consistent pattern in VEN and VEN-XL: 1) five OUV and HA categoriesare relatively more dominant than the others; 2) the confidence of OUV labels forspatial nodes are generally lower than HA labels since OUV categories have to besometimes inferred without textual information; 3) whereas the less dominantcategories have lower means and quantile values, the “outliers” point to theexceptional spatial nodes representing specific OUV and HA categories. It furthershows that although none of Criteria (vii) - (x) are inscribed with Venice in WHL,scarce cases related to Criteria (vii) and (x) can still be found.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 demonstrate the final maps of OUV and HA categoriesidentified from Flickr showing their spatial distributions and auto-correlationpatterns, together with illustrative examples. The magnitude of HA categories isgenerally higher than OUV, as also pointed out in Figure 5.12. Almost all categoriesdisplay spatial patterns of “hotspots” of high values appearing at nearby places,justified with significant local Moran’s I. Some categories are spread all over Venice,e.g., OUV Criterion (iii) about Testimony and HA Urban Form Elements, due to theiruniversal nature, while others are much more concentrated at dedicated spots, e.g.,OUV Criterion (iv) about Architecture Typology and HA People’s Activity andAssociations. Even though some categories are less present with far more limitedrange, e.g., OUV Criterion (v) about Land-Use and HA Artifact Product, themethodology does manage to find relevant spatial spots with posts of images and/orcomments related to the topic. The OUV-HA pairs generally believed to associate witheach other, such as Criterion (iv) about Architecture Typology and HA Monumentsand Buildings, Criterion (vi) about Human Association and HA People’s Activity andAssociations, and Criterion (vii) about Natural Beauty and HA Natural Features andLandscape Scenery, partly overlap with each other, yet not totally identical, showingthe nuances of the concepts reflected in social media posts. Interestingly, thehotspot visualization and illustrated examples prove that Venice is more thanconventionally popular destinations such as the Piazza San Marco and Ponte di Rialto.Other places including churches, piazza, campo, gardens, exhibition venues, and evennormal streets are also attracting people and making them realize the beauty of thecity with different focal points.
Additionally, Figure 5.15 visualizes some typical posts of each OUV and HA categoryirrespective of their geographical locations, which can also be beneficial informationfor heritage scholars. Further visualizations, comparisons, and discussions of thespatial mapping of OUV and HA categories identified with the proposed methodologycan be found in Appendix B with Figures B.4 till B.6.
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FIG. 5.15 Post-level demonstrations of images and/or comments that have the largest logits for OUV and HAcategories. For each category, six typical images and one comment are visualized, both are mostly amongtop-10 entries. The corresponding image to the comment is highlighted with a blue frame. No images from HAcategory People’s Activities and Association are shown since the typical images always have a large portion ofhuman faces on them.
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5.7 Discussion

5.7.1 Documenting Knowledge for Heritage Studies

The initial motivation for conducting this research is to propose a “knowledgedocumentation and mapping tool of cultural and natural heritage characteristics”,especially the heritage values and attributes, for the “recognition of culturalsignificance and diversity”, in support of the HUL approach (UNESCO, 2011). Insteadof actively engaging the civil society to contribute to the narratives with theirknowledge and values a city they live in or visit conveys to them, this study makesuse of the existing information on social media with a real-world dataset to makeexploratory analyses. The term “exploratory” is crucial for interpreting the findingsand applying the methodology in practice. It functions as a complementary tool tohelp heritage managers and authorities explore the voices of the public on socialmedia, either to confirm or to challenge/ adjust their hypotheses over the spatialdistribution of the cultural significance in a city. For example, one could be affirmativeahead of time that tourists are over-crowded in only a few popular spots in Venicesuch as San Marco and Rialto, and that the beauties hidden in the other places areeasily over-looked. However, the mapping practice in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 suggeststhat Flickr users are indeed exploring a broad range of places all over the island,attracted by different types of cultural significance reflecting various heritage valuesand attributes. Heritage experts and practitioners could inspect the social mediaposts located nearby unexpected places revealed with cultural significance to getinspiration for further planning actions in pursuit of social inclusion (Waterton et al.,2006; Bai et al., 2021b).
In order to fully reflect the need for inclusive heritage management processes,further studies are needed to: 1) quantitatively and qualitatively collect ideas frombroader communities, especially from those who do not use social media, for a faircomparison to justify the representativeness of similar studies; 2) apply the samemethodology and test the models in a wider selection of case studies in differentgeographical and topological contexts, as to evaluate the generalizability of theproposed workflow; 3) update the OUV selection criteria and Heritage Attributes labelcategories with other frameworks, tailor-made for the research interests andobjectives in their own usage scenarios. Furthermore, UNESCO Statements of OUVare assumed to include elements from both heritage values and attributes. This studycompletes one side of the puzzle of analysing the association between OUV SelectionCriteria and Heritage Attributes and further mapping them spatially. Future studiescould complete the other end by employing analyses and mapping practices underthe classification framework of Heritage Values (Pereira Roders, 2007; Tarrafa Silvaand Pereira Roders, 2010; Foroughi et al., 2022).
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5.7.2 A Mapping Tool for Urban Explorations

Nevertheless, as a mapping tool in full mathematical details, the application scenariosof this study could go beyond heritage studies. In principle, given a back-end spatialnetwork, the mathematical constructs of attention-based information aggregationand graph diffusion processes described in Section 5.3.3 could also be fed with anysort of input feature array obtained from posts instead of only the output labels to beaggregated and mapped on spatial nodes. For example, one could map the SUNattribute feature of "biking" or "socializing" to explore the activities distributed in acity or map the number and proportion of faces in the posted images to observe thecrowdedness, or even map some low-level visual features to mine the patterns ofarchitectural style (Sun et al., 2022). In this sense, the proposed methodology couldbe generalized in applications of measuring safety (by diffusing crime rate), vitality(by mapping diversity of human activity), and popularity of urban spaces (by plottingthe crowdedness), where it diffuses any sort of human-generated information onto aspatial network with inherent connectivity patterns. It is clearly related to thelocation-led place profiling approach in Lai (2019), whereas the categories in thisstudy go beyond the text-only clustering of urban activities.
When making spatial statistical inferences, like other similar spatial analyses, theresult is dependent on how the spatial connectivity and weights are measured. Aninteresting alternative could be aggregating the posts on regular spatial grids ofdifferent resolutions and using queen/rook-based contiguity as weight matrix toperform the diffusion (Anselin, 2003; Rogerson, 2021). As such, the labelinformation will be rasterized and can be easily overlayed and collated in GISplatforms with other global and local datasets (Esch et al., 2017; Bekker, 2020).Moreover, the diffusion-mapping process proposed by this paper can be seen as analternative and supplement to the conventional kernel-density heatmaps, which isfurther elaborated upon in Appendix B.
Even though there are originally three types of graph links in Heri-Graphs (Bai et al.,2022), this study only discovers the mapping, aggregation, and diffusion on thespatial-level nodes for pragmatic reasons, since spatial mapping is the most desiredoption. However, other than diffusing spatial-level node labels, mapping the foci andinterests to temporal nodes (time periods in history) and social nodes (groups ofsocial media users) that are derivable from ATEM,ASOC can also answer interestingresearch questions. For instance, other than the spatial bipartite relation Bmentioned in Section 5.3.3, the temporal bipartite relation BTEM (mapping the poststo the unique sorted weekly timestamps) and the tri-diagonal temporal adjacencymatrix W TEM (recording the consecutive patterns of the weekly timestamps) can beused to substitute the aggregation computation in Equation (5.11) and the diffusioncomputation in Equation (5.16). Here a similar relationship also holds according to
Bai et al. (2022): ATEM =

(
BTEMW TEMBTEMT

> 0
)
= BTEM (

W TEM > 0
)
BTEMT

∈ {0, 1}K×K . Every other module of the methodological framework visualized inFigure 5.1 is still valid, except that the aggregation and diffusion would be conductedon the temporal-level graph. Analogue to the 2-dimensional mapping of spatial labels
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presented in this study, 1-dimensional mapping of temporal labels could result inattributed timelines showing the development of different label and/or featurecategories. Similar mapping computations can be conducted for the social graph(social network of users on social media). These effects will be discovered infollow-up studies in various use cases.

5.7.3 A Machine Learning Application

It is worth noting that the labels generated in VEN and VEN-XL datasets wereoriginally not annotated by humans, but rather by a few ML models, or morespecifically, MLP models as connectors between hidden features and outputsoft-label vectors (Bai et al., 2022). Therefore, using more complex graph-basedGNN models in this study to replicate labels generated by simple MLP seems areversed knowledge distillation process (i.e., confident students teaching a group ofteachers) (Gou et al., 2021). It has also been shown in the most recent literature thatsimple MLPs using a Bag of Words could outperform most graph-based models intext classification tasks (Galke and Scherp, 2022). This trend is again visible here forsome of the metrics in Table 5.3 and 5.4. However, this paper also shows that GNNmodels have other benefits in terms of inductive learning and missing input data, asdemonstrated in Figure 5.7. Considering that the pseudo-labels of training andvalidation sets came from data-points of high prediction confidence (with high top-nprediction logits) and consistency (with similar prediction results by different trainedmodels), the philosophy behind the training process in this paper also resembles theself-training strategy, where the originally unlabelled samples that end up with topprediction confidence in one round of training are added to the next round as labelledones (Li et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022b). The indications of suchsimilarities mentioned above to the methodology and results are, however, out of thescope of this paper.
The classification performance can be further improved by adding humans in the loopwith active learning (Prince, 2004). An important challenge given by the Heri-Graphsdataset that is not yet solved in this study is the imbalance of categories and theextreme sparsity in some small classes. This is a pragmatic difficulty sinceHeri-Graphs were originally created with real-world social media data for anapplication in heritage studies and did not enforce the categories to be balanced (Baiet al., 2022). However, future studies could implement data augmentation on thesmall classes in the unbalanced training data to further improve the classificationperformance. Few-shot learning and Zero-shot learning techniques can also beimplemented (Sung et al., 2018). Further specific investigations are also invited todiscover the effect of different graph structures, e.g., the original weighted adjacencymatrices instead of binary ones, for the training and diffusion processes.
While applying the obtained model from this study to other case study cities in theworld, such as Amsterdam and Suzhou also collected by Bai et al. (2022), two
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options could be considered, following the conventional GNN terminology oftransductive and inductive learning (Kipf and Welling, 2016; Yang et al., 2016;Hamilton et al., 2017; Veličković et al., 2017). By stacking the graphs of differentdatasets together before sampling sub-graphs, the pre-trained models could be usedto fine-tune the new models while the test data could be seen together with trainingdata, entailing a transductive learning setting. On the contrary, directly applying thetrained model here to other cases would mean that the new test data are totallyunobserved during training, entailing an inductive learning setting. Researchers arewelcome to explore the advantages and drawbacks of either option according to theirown application scenarios.

5.7.4 Related Works about the Workflow

The proposed workflow in Figure 5.1 takes inspiration from many different fields.
The first main component, i.e., semi-supervised learning of multiple models(Section 5.3.1), was the initial motivation of Graph Neural Networks (Kipf and Welling,2016) and has been a topic extensively studied in computer science, with or withouta graph structure (Blum and Mitchell, 1998; Zhou and Li, 2010; Yang et al., 2016;Hamilton et al., 2017; Veličković et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Ma and Tang, 2021). Theextra complexity of this study from a real-world dataset is that the semi-supervisedlearning process needs to react to two modalities (visual and textual, among whichthe textual features might be missing) and perform well in two classification tasks(OUV and HA) with a multi-graph structure (composed of spatial, temporal, and sociallinks). The most closely relevant study in the literature is Liu and De Sabbata (2021),which did not include the other two components, as already mentioned in Section 5.1.
The second main component, i.e., aggregating model predictions (Section 5.3.2),leverages the concept from Ensemble Learning (Schapire and Singer, 1998; Zhou,2012; Sagi and Rokach, 2018). The approach of computing an aggregated predictionvector as a weighted average of multiple models is similar to the “soft voting”mechanism (Zhou, 2012). Outside the field of computer science, aggregating theopinions of multiple actors based on their agreement and confidence is also an activetopic in decision science (Stone, 1961; Budescu and Rantilla, 2000; Budescu and Yu,2007). However, it is a technical innovation in this study to assign a class-levelagreement vector to each aggregated prediction by computing SVD on the matricescomposed of the original predictions of models in the ensemble, which is informativefor evaluating the effect of aggregation.
The third main component, i.e., aggregating and diffusing post-level labels ontospatial graphs (Section 5.3.3), contains the most methodological innovations of theproposed workflow. As already pointed out in Section 5.3.3, the processes ofaggregating and diffusing information on graphs resemble the operations of graphpooling and graph filtering, respectively (Ma and Tang, 2021), thus the
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Equations (5.10) and (5.12) can be formally similar to the ones in Graph NeuralNetwork literature (Veličković et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Knyazev et al., 2019).However, they are for different purposes: instead of computing intermediaterepresentations for the training loop, in this paper, these Equations are used tosummarize the post-level information and assign it to spatial nodes, which wereinitially unlabelled in nature. The exchange of label information on bipartite graphs asshown in Equation (5.11) also makes it different from the Label PropagationAlgorithm (Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002; Huang et al., 2020; Wang and Leskovec,2021), albeit the latter approach has the same spirit of diffusing soft labels based onthe connectivity of nodes. Even though plenty of studies attempted to draw the labelcategories of social media posts on spatial maps, the majority of them either directlyplotted the posts as unconnected data points (Huang et al., 2019; Liu andDe Sabbata, 2021), or provided only the predominant categories or word-clouds foreach detected/predefined cluster (Hu et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2017; Ginzarly et al.,2019), or created a kernel-density heatmap to show the distribution without amathematical expression for the spatial nodes (Lansley and Longley, 2016; Bekker,2020; Kang et al., 2021). The proposed method has the benefit of keeping a softlabel structure (as probability distribution) for each discrete spatial unit (streetintersections), which is also algebraically derivable. Further advantages of theproposed mapping process with label diffusion will be elaborated with Figures B.4,B.5, and associative discussions in Appendix B.
Interestingly, even though the process of aggregating and diffusing labels is rare inspatial mapping, an essentially similar approach can be found on social networks fordeveloping recommendation systems, where information is diffused on a tripartitegraph of user-image-tag (Mao et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018),which could be regarded an analogue of the space-post-label triplet in this study.Furthermore, an interesting connection can also be found in a few recent studies withlabel diffusion processes during semantic segmentation on point clouds (Mascaroet al., 2021; Deng et al., 2022; Liao et al., 2022) and in a study predicting the effectof drug-disease association using diffusion on a bipartite graph (Xie et al., 2021).
Despite all the resemblances mentioned above, an additional innovation in this studyis to bring all the components from different fields together in a holistic workflow andadapt them accordingly to solve a real-world research problem: mapping culturalsignificance categories obtained from social media platforms. To the best of theauthors’ knowledge, this study is the first to combine all these aspects withinterdisciplinary knowledge, especially as the label category of interest is a uniqueexample from the field of heritage studies, dominated by expert-based qualitativeapproach.
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5.8 Conclusions

This paper proposes a workflow to obtain social perception maps concerning thecultural significance of places located in an urban spatial network using social mediainformation. Several graph neural network models are trained with semi-supervisedlearning on attributed graph datasets with visual and textual nodal features ofuser-generated posts, effective on various evaluation metrics. The predictedpost-level soft labels are aggregated considering the confidence and agreement ofmodels, which are further aggregated and diffused on a back-end spatial network toobtain spatial-level labels. The distributions of spatial labels on heritage-relatedcultural significance categories are tested with spatial statistics and mapped withexamples. The entire workflow is mathematically explained in detail and tested withthe case study of Venice, shown to provide reasonable maps of cultural significance.The workflow can also be applied to other cities worldwide as a knowledgedocumentation tool collecting the voices of communities posting on the internet, withthe ultimate goal of promoting socially inclusive heritage management processes, assuggested by the UNESCO Historic Urban Landscape approach. Moreover, theproposed methodology of diffusing human-generated location-based informationonto the spatial network also has the potential for broader use scenarios in differentdomains of urban studies.
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PART D On Dynamics
Public Emotion DynamicsTriggered by Events
On a parallel line to the work in PART C, this part of dissertation focuses on the
activated event-triggered scenario when online communities extensively join the
discussion of a well-known cultural heritage property under events, possibly at
risk. A methodological framework is proposed to explore and describe the
spatiotemporal dynamics of both the intensity of posting behaviour and the
semantic information of the discussions before, during, and after radical
Heritage-related Events (HREs). The expressed emotions and proposed actions of
a temporally-formed heritage community are obtained with the aid of pre-trained
deep learning models including the machine replica developed in PART B and
pre-defined topic modelling algorithms. This part of dissertation combines the
content, structure, and context of social media posts based on the knowledge
system in PART A. The timelines showing the development of online discussions
during HREs both confirms known knowledge and discovers new knowledge,
informative to heritage management especially from a global perspective.

One chapter is included in this part:

Chapter 6 Mechanisms - Revealing the Spatiotemporal Patterns of
Heritage-Related Events on Social Media.
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6 Mechanisms
Revealing the SpatiotemporalPatterns of Heritage-RelatedEvents on Social Media
Parts of this chapter have been published in Bai et al. (2023a) and will be submitted as Bai, et al. (2024b).
Bai, N, Cheng T, Nourian P, Pereira Roders, A. (2023a). An Exploratory Data Analysis of the Spatiotemporal
Patterns of Heritage-Related Events on Twitter. In The 30th International Conference on Geoinformatics
(CPGIS 2023), July 19-21, University College London, London, UK.
Bai, N, Nourian P, Cheng T, Pereira Roders, A. (2024). Semantic-Augmented Network-based Spatiotemporal
Mapping of Heritage-Related Events Detected on Social Media. (Under Preparation).

ABSTRACT Triggered by radical Heritage-Related Events, communities around the world arebeing actively involved on social media to share the cultural significance they conveyto heritage properties including their opinions and emotional attachments. Thischapter presents the results of exploratory data analysis on a new graph-basedspatiotemporal dataset collected from Twitter concerning events happening inUNESCO World Heritage properties that triggered global concerns with cases of theNotre Dame Paris fire and the Venice flood, both in 2019. The spatiotemporalpatterns of tweeting behaviours of online communities before, during, and after theevent demonstrate a clear distinction of activation levels caused by the events. Thedominant emotions and topics of people during the online debate have been detectedand visualized with pre-trained deep-learning models and unsupervised clusteringalgorithms. Clear spatiotemporal dynamics can be observed from the data collectedin both case studies, while each case also demonstrated its specific characteristicsdue to the severity of the event. The methodological framework proposed and theanalytical outcomes obtained in this chapter could be used both in urban studies tomine the public opinions about heritage-related events, and by the Geo-AIcommunity to test spatiotemporal clustering algorithms.

KEYWORDS World Heritage, Spatiotemporal Analysis, Social Network Analysis, Urban Analytics,Event Detection, Topic Modelling
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6.1 Introduction

Triggered by radical (not necessarily negative or disastrous) Heritage-Related Events(abbreviated hereinafter as HRE), such as the fire in Notre Dame de Paris burningdown the tower designed by Eugène Viollet-le-Duc in April 20191, the Parade movingthe ancient Egyptian Pharaoh mummies into a new museum in April 20212, theopening of a grandiose exhibition in Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, assembling paintingsof the Delft-based artist Johannes Vermeer from all over the world in February 20233,the terrible earthquake in Turkey and Syria destroying ancient UNESCO WorldHeritage sites in February 20234, or the more regular occasions of floods, festivals,and/or Biennial exhibitions in Venice, communities around the world are beingactively involved on social media platforms, such as Twitter, Weibo, and TikTok, toshare their opinions and emotional attachments (Monteiro et al., 2014; Chianeseet al., 2016; Bai et al., 2021b). In the digital age, the Internet and social media haveeased, accelerated, magnified, and even sometimes polarized the expressing andsharing mechanism (Tucker et al., 2018; Stevens et al., 2020). Shortly after an event,related information is spread contagiously and collective emotions (anger and sorrowin negative events, or happiness in positive events) are triggered (Zhai et al., 2020).While sharing experiences, giving opinions, and expressing emotions concerning anHRE, the participating public may not be deliberately talking about the culturalsignificance per se, some of which may not even be aware of the concept of culturalsignificance or the status of cultural heritage, they are still unconsciously sendingmessages revealing the cultural significance they convey to heritage properties (Baiet al., 2021b). The concept of “heritage community" also gets further expanded in anonline environment, transcending the geographical boundary (Council of Europe,2005; Zagato et al., 2015), still pertaining to its original definition in Faro Convention:
“a heritage community consists of people who value specific aspects of culturalheritage which they wish, within the framework of public action, to sustain andtransmit to future generations”.

Albeit bearing the risk of enhancing “mediatisation of heritage” and biasing thecultural significance (Garduño Freeman and Gonzalez Zarandona, 2021), suchopinions and emotions containing information about the perceived culturalsignificance, as well as the dynamics of messages spreading on an intrinsic socialnetwork composed of temporally-founded heritage community, could help heritagemanagers and urban planners make more informed and inclusive decisions (Lipizziet al., 2015; Zhai et al., 2020). Furthermore, all the geo-tagged and time-stampedposts on social media, as well as the corresponding Heritage-Related Events (HREs)
1https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-47971044, accessed 05 May 20232https://bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-56508475, accessed 05 May 20233https://www.dutchnews.nl/news/2023/02/now-or-never-vermeer-exhibition-opens-at-rijksmuseum/, ac-cessed 05 May 20234https://www.archdaily.com/996027/a-major-earthquake-hits-turkey-and-syria-destroying-a-2000-year-old-unesco-world-heritage-site, accessed 05 May 2023
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themselves, are unavoidably embedded in their spatiotemporal and social contexts(Zhang and Cheng, 2020; Bai et al., 2022). Aggregating information on social mediaand mapping the spikes on both a discrete timeline and a spatial representation couldyield visualizations that could be easily understandable for decision-makers to makeassessments of the impact caused by an HRE and draw conclusions on what to donext to better support urban conservation, following the Recommendation on theHistoric Urban Landscape (UNESCO, 2011; Pereira Roders, 2019).
In the computer science literature, event detection is an important task in the field ofcomputer vision and natural language processing, while an event is formally defined(Li and Fei-Fei, 2007; Liu et al., 2016) as:

“a semantically meaningful human activity, taking place within a selectedenvironment and containing a number of necessary objects”.

In the social media era, events could also be regarded as a collection/archive ofUser-Generated Content concerning certain issues within “a specific structure andlimit", “completely initiated and organized by users through social media"(Marine-Roig et al., 2017). Since an event on social media is essentially a group ofsemantically related posts bounded by space and time, studies have been usinggeo-tagged tweets to identify meaningful clusters that correspond to well-known“ground truths" and/or previously unknown real-world events (Cheng and Wicks,2014; Huang et al., 2018; Arjona, 2020; Farnaghi et al., 2020; Kersten and Klan,2020; George et al., 2021; Afyouni et al., 2022; Rani and Kaushal, 2022). Cheng andWicks (2014) demonstrated in their case study in London that only by using thespatiotemporal information without adding any verbal/semantic hints, meaningfulevents can already emerge from the data, since “people will tweet more thanexpected in order to describe the event and spread information". Following the samelogic, many studies in spatiotemporal event detection (Huang et al., 2018; Shi andPun-Cheng, 2019; Kersten and Klan, 2020; George et al., 2021) first apply aclustering algorithm considering both spatial and temporal proximity, e.g.,ST-DBSCAN (Spatiotemporal Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications withNoise) (Birant and Kut, 2007; Huang et al., 2018; Kersten and Klan, 2020), STSS(Space-Time Scan Statistic) (Kulldorff et al., 2005; Cheng and Wicks, 2014), STKDE(Space-Time Kernel Density Estimation) (Hu et al., 2018; Kersten and Klan, 2020),OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) (Ankerst et al., 1999),and Poisson Model (George et al., 2021), followed by summarizing the keywords,drawing word clouds, or conducting a Topic Modelling algorithm such as LatentDirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) to study the semantic features of theidentified spatiotemporal clusters. In other words, only spatiotemporal proximity butnot the semantic proximity of posts was considered during the clustering and eventdetection procedure in these studies, whereas some recent studies also integratedthe similarity of textual vector representations (Farnaghi et al., 2020; Rani andKaushal, 2022), the social distance of people (Yanenko and der Weberei, 2019), orother high-dimensional feature distance (Choi and Hong, 2021) into the clusteringmetrics. Moreover, in some other application scenarios other than event detection,the conventional spatiotemporal clustering algorithms on Euclidean distance can alsobe extended to distance on spatial or social networks (Martínez-López et al., 2009;
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Costa and Kulldorff, 2014; Wang and Phoa, 2016; Adepeju, 2017; Shen, 2018).
Zooming into the detection and analyses of Heritage-related Events, conceptually,two types of HREs can exist - the events in heritage, and the heritage in events. Theformer are the events that particularly happen to/in a built cultural heritage, such asthe Notre Dame fire, the Pharaoh Parade, as well as the Biennials and floods in Venicementioned at the beginning of this chapter. The latter are the events that happenoutside of a heritage property but have a broader influence regionally or globally,eventually affecting the heritage, such as the Turkey-Syria earthquake mentionedearlier (Meghraoui and Sbeinati, 2023), as well as the global event of Covid-19pandemic (Sofaer et al., 2021; Ginzarly and Srour, 2022; Naramski et al., 2022;Tenzer, 2022). Even though both can be understood as HREs, this chapter will onlyfocus on the first type (i.e., events in heritage) for demonstrative purposes, since thereactions on social media are assumed to be more focused on the heritage itself, thusmore informative for deriving the expressed cultural significance. For the secondtype, however, the consecutive work in Kumar (2019) has also demonstrated theapplication of crowd-sourcing and social media sensing to facilitate heritagemanagement in disaster. Local archives including letters, telegrams, newspaperarticles, magazines, as well as social media texts and images have been used to studythe actions, reactions, and purposes of public engagement after disastrous eventssuch as the 1966 Florence Flood (Kumar, 2020a) and 2015 Nepal Earthquake(Kumar et al., 2020; Kumar, 2020b). Specifically, manual coding schemes and/ormachine learning models have been used to distinguish if a piece of informationreflected heritage and/or demonstrated damage or not (Kumar et al., 2020), and toclassify the response of users into showing the “Situation” and the state of heritageafter the event, conveying a “Message” with heritage as background information,recalling a past “Memory” before the event, demonstrating the “Practices” of howpeople used the heritage after the event (Kumar, 2020b), calling for contribution as“Action”, and/or expressing the “Sentiment” for the loss of heritage (Kumar, 2020a).
Furthermore, for a single event that happened in a specific heritage such as the NotreDame fire, online discussions could span far beyond the core “heritage community”and trigger a variety of sub-topics in different places at different times. For example,people may extensively post their witness accounts of the event and share theirsorrow when they first heard about the news (Garduño Freeman andGonzalez Zarandona, 2021; Padilha et al., 2021a,b). At some specific moment, agroup of people may suddenly start talking about their random guesses on who toblame for such a tragedy, which could get spread with anger as fake news (Passaroet al., 2022). In parallel, some other groups of people may start suggesting futuredevelopment scenarios and proposing redesign projects, which could also getresisted and trigger another round of discussion “wave” (Lupo, 2021; Molina andMolina, 2021). All these imaginary and/or realistic scenarios could be regarded assub-events taking a slightly different perspective of the same event with differentspatiotemporal bounds (Card et al., 2015; Roy and Goldwasser, 2020; van Eck et al.,2020), suggesting the necessity of treating an HRE as a collection of spatiotemporalsub-event clusters, probably in a hierarchical structure. While presumably only a fewsub-event clusters may be directly referring to the cultural significance of heritagewith events happening therein, many weakly related clusters can still contribute to
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inclusive heritage management processes, as a valuable and inspiring source ofsystematic inputs from the public for knowledge documentation, as suggested by theUNESCO 2011 Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (UNESCO, 2011).
This chapter aims to explore the spatiotemporal patterns of online public discussionson social media in Heritage-Related Events (HREs) and propose a methodologicalframework to extract critical information that is useful for heritage managers fromunstructured social media data. Two case studies, i.e., the fire at Notre Dame and theflood in Venice, are tested with the workflow (see Section 6.2.1). Exploratory dataanalysis on both the spatiotemporal distributions and the semantic focuses of onlinediscussions concerning HREs has been conducted. Three questions are going to bereflected by the collected empirical data:

1 What are the spatiotemporal and social patterns of the posting behaviour at a globalscale before, during, and after a major HRE?
2 How are the emotions being expressed in social media posts and evolving over time?
3 What are the main semantic topics being discussed and spread and how can heritagemanagers learn and benefit from the discussions?

6.2 Data and Materials

6.2.1 Case Studies: Notre-Dame Paris Fire and Venice Flood

This chapter takes HREs for two UNESCO World Heritage properties as case studies:the fire in Notre Dame de Paris, France on 15 April 2019, and the unpreceded flood inVenice, Italy on 12 November 2019. The original statements of OutstandingUniversal Value demonstrating the official cultural significance of both properties canbe found in Appendix A. Whereas the severe fire in Notre Dame was described as “acatastrophe for the humankind” (Praticò et al., 2020; Garduño Freeman andGonzalez Zarandona, 2021; Molina and Molina, 2021), the exceptionally severe floodin Venice was also reported as unpreceded in 50 years (Ferrarin et al., 2021; Loriniet al., 2022). According to the categorization of HRE in Section 6.1, both case studiesare assumed to be events in heritage, which is valid for Venice since the entireVenetian island together with its broader surrounding Lagoon area are inscribed asUNESCO World Heritage.
For both case studies, datasets have been collected, processed, and analyzed in thepast few years from social media and state media containing texts and images
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(Padilha et al., 2021a,b; Lorini et al., 2022; Passaro et al., 2022). However, none ofthese studies focused on the cultural significance of heritage. Rather, theydemonstrated the application of classifying images into their spatial direction(Padilha et al., 2021b), sorting them with a chronological order (Padilha et al.,2021a), distinguishing fake news from the real ones (Passaro et al., 2022), anddetermining the severeness of flooding revealed in images while accuratelygeo-coding them in corresponding locations on site (Lorini et al., 2022). Forsimplicity, this study collected a group of new text-based datasets for the purpose ofexploring the spatiotemporal patterns of public reactions during HREs. However,theoretically, these existing datasets can also be integrated into the framework at alater stage as complementary information.

6.2.2 Data Collection Strategy

The “full-archive search” endpoint of the Twitter API v25 with an AcademicResearch Access was used to collect tweets about both case studies for a period oftwo weeks (one week before the event, and one week after), i.e., 08 - 22 April 2019for the Notre Dame fire, and 05 - 19 November 2019 for the Venice flood. A two-stepprocedure was followed to collect the raw data:
1 A local search first queries for geo-tagged tweets (with the query “has:geo”) in afixed radius (“point_radius”) from the hypothetical core of HREs, i.e., 1.5 km fromthe Cathedral of Notre-Dame de Paris (48.852737N 2.350699E) and 8 km from thecentre of Venetian Island (45.438759N 12.327145E);
2 A global search then queries for geo-tagged tweets that also mentioned the name ofthe place (not the event, thus not with words “flood” and “fire”), i.e., “Notre-Dame ORnotredame OR (notre dame) OR 巴黎圣母院 OR巴黎聖母院” and “venice OR veneziaOR venedig OR venise OR venicia OR veneza OR威尼斯”, respectively.

In both steps, collected tweet data typically include the following elements: thetimestamp at UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) time-zone, the pseudo-anonymizeduser ID, the name-based geo-location with its name and ID, the IDs of original tweetsit interacted with (replying to, quoting, or referring to the original tweet), the textualcontents, as well as the language code6.
Furthermore, after the pre-processing of the collected raw data, the original tweets(not necessarily geo-tagged) that are associated with (being replied to, being quoted,or being the original tweet of a series of conversations) each tweet mentioned aboveare also collected using their IDs, as a round of supplemental search, obtaining thesame types of information as local and global searches.
5https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/tweets/search/introduction, accessed 08 May 20236https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-for-websites/supported-languages, accessed 08 May 2023
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The data collection took place respectively on 6 December 2022 (local and globalsearches) and 31 January - 1 February 2023 (supplemental search). Note that theTwitter API rules have been updated on 29 March 2023, and the previous accessplans were deprecated. The readers are suggested to refer to the updated version ofTwitter documentation for reproducibility.

6.2.3 Geo-coding and Pre-processing of Collected Data

For each case study, the tweets collected with local, global, and supplementalsearches mentioned in Section 6.2.2 are merged to make a universal collection ofdata potentially related to the HRE of interest. Different from earlier versions ofTwitter APIs where detailed numerical geographical locations (latitude and longitude)are provided for each geo-tagged tweet, such as in Cheng and Wicks (2014), thecurrent API only provides a geo-ID indicating a name-based categorical geo-locationthat was selected by the user when posting. These geo-tags of tweets vary indifferent scales ranging from micro-level POI and neighbourhood to meso-level townand city, to macro-level province and country. Since this chapter aims to study alltweets collected globally, a combined geo-coding (providing the latitudes andlongitudes with the given name of places) and reverse geo-coding (providing thename/address of places at different administrative levels with the given latitudes andlongitudes) (Kounadi et al., 2013) procedure to unify the resolution of geo-locationsis necessary for comparison and aggregation. For pragmatic purposes, the level of“cities” is selected as a balance point for such unification. The tweets with moredetailed geo-locations (POIs, neighbourhoods, and towns) are simply relocated in thecities where they are posted, while the tweets with more coarsened geo-locations(provinces, regions, and countries) are arbitrarily mapped to the capital cities (if any).Using [reverse] geo-coding Python libraries GeoPy7 with OpenStreetMap Nominatim8
as geocoder (Clemens, 2015), CountryInfo9, and Wikipedia-API10, all places aremerged and mapped to the city level. As a consequence, a list of cities participatingin the discussion of HRE was obtained for each case study. The same set ofgeo-coding Python libraries is again consulted to obtain the latitude, longitude, andcountry names of all posting cities. Cities whose names were originally written inanother language were translated into English using Google Translator API from theDeep Translator python library11. This procedure effectively provides the refinednumerical geo-location of the geo-tagged tweets.
The timestamps are grouped into three clusters: before, during, and after the HRE,divided by the interval of the first four days of the event, i.e., 15-18 April 2019 for theNotre-Dame fire, and 12-15 November 2019 for the Venice flood.
7https://geopy.readthedocs.io/en/stable/, accessed 08 May 20238https://github.com/osm-search/Nominatim, accessed 08 May 20239https://github.com/porimol/countryinfo, accessed 08 May 202310https://github.com/martin-majlis/Wikipedia-API, accessed 08 May 202311https://deep-translator.readthedocs.io/en/latest/, Accessed 08 May 2023
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Moreover, the collected tweets as raw textual data are in different languages andhighly unstructured, which were fed into a pre-processing pipeline:
1 The tweet sentences are tokenized with the TweetTokenizer12 of NLTK Python library(Bird et al., 2009);
2 The tokens are normalized by turning the letters to lowercase, transforming any ‘@’sign into ‘@USER’ denoting the special token for a user ID, changing any internet linkinto ‘HTTPURL’ denoting the special token for a hyperlink, and de-emojizing the emojisinto their corresponding verbal description in English using the demojize tool of EmojiPython library13;
3 The normalized tokens are joined back as sentences and translated into English usingGoogle Translator API from the Deep Translator library.

Note that no “stopwords” were removed at the stage of pre-processing, sinceTransformer-based Natural Language Processing models such as BERT prefer textsto appear in their original contexts (Devlin et al., 2019).
After the geo-coding and pre-processing, each collected tweet can be organized as astructured tuple. Let i be the index of a generic sample of the dataset for one HREcase study, then the tweets could be represented as a tuple di = (Si,Oi, ui, ti, li),
di ∈ D = {d0,d1, ...,dK−1}, where K is the sample size of the dataset in a case
study, Si = {s(0)i , s

(1)
i , ..., s

(|Si|−1)
i } is a set of normalized and translated Englishtweet sentences, Oi = {di′ |di′ ∈ D} or Oi = ∅ is the set of all collected relatedtweets to di, where di referred to di′ in either way of interaction mentioned inSection 6.2.2, which can also be empty when the tweet stands alone, ui ∈ U is a userID that is one instance from the user set U = {µ0, µ1, ..., µ|U|−1}, ti ∈ T is atimestamp that is one instance from the ordered set of all the unique timestamps

T = {τ0, τ1, ..., τ|T |−1} from the dataset at the level of hours, and
li = (xi, yi, ci) or li = ∅ is the geo-location of the city where the tweet was posted,which could be empty if the tweet was not geo-tagged, including its geographicalcoordinate of latitude (yi) and longitude (xi), and name of the city ci ∈ C that is oneinstance from the set of unique cities C = {ζ0, ζ1, ..., ζ|C|−1}. For any city ζj ∈ C, acorresponding geo-location (xj , yj) is stored as the metadata of the city. If ci = ζjfor a post di, it automatically entails that xi = xj , yi = yj .
In the case of the Notre Dame fire, the total number of tweets K = |D| = 198, 061,the number of users |U| = 42, 036, and the number of cities |C| = 4968, while in thecase of Venice flood, K = |D| = 15, 641, |U| = 3541, and |C| = 835.
12https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.casual.html, Accessed 08 May 202313https://carpedm20.github.io/emoji/docs/, Accessed 08 May 2023
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6.3 Methodology

6.3.1 Overview of the Workflow

Figure 6.1 visualizes the general framework proposed in this chapter to collect,structure, and analyze the spatiotemporal dynamics of public discussion on Twitterfor a previously-known HRE (Heritage-related Event). In the context of this chapter,the “Prior Knowledge of a Heritage-related Event” refers to the case studies of theNotre Dame fire and Venice flood mentioned in Section 6.2.1, yet it can also beextended in future studies about any HRE or general social events of interest.

FIG. 6.1 The general methodological workflow proposed in this chapter.

Through the data collection step, the textual and contextual information of all tweetsmakes up a complete dataset. By inputting the textual data of tweets into severalpre-trained models and pre-defined algorithms, semantic information about culturalsignificance, emotions, and topics is obtained as [pseudo-]labels. The contextualinformation of tweets is respectively used to distinguish the period of time relative tothe HRE (before, during, and after), determine the position of cities relative to the citywhere the HRE happened (same city as local, nearby cities within a given radius, andglobal cities further away), and construct a directed network marking theconversation sequence on Twitter. Thereafter, the number of tweets in all cities alongthe timeline is analyzed through exploratory data analysis to describe the generalspatiotemporal pattern on Twitter during HRE. Furthermore, descriptive analyses areconducted both on the conversational graph to distinguish the behavioural changes
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with respect to HREs, and on the semantic labels to uncover the dynamicassociations among the expressed emotions, discussed topics, and entailed culturalsignificance in relation to the spatial and temporal bounds.

6.3.2 Spatiotemporal Dynamics

The number of tweets is first aggregated temporally and spatially to grasp the generalspatiotemporal patterns of posting in time of HREs. Temporally, the tweets arecounted every hour as in T from one week before the day when the event happenedtill one week after resulting a vector t := [tk]|T |×1 ∈ N|T |×1, tk = |{di|ti = τk}| todraw a timeline on the volume and intensity of the discussion globally. Since some ofthe original posts (collected through the supplemental search) spanned far beforethe day when the HRE happened, those posted before the starting date (08 April2023 and 05 November 2023, respectively) were filtered out from further analysis.Spatially, the tweets are counted in the level of cities as in C (mentioned inSection 6.2.3) resulting a vector c := [cj ]|C|×1 ∈ N|C|×1, cj = |{di|ci = ζj}|, andfurther grouped one level higher to the level of countries. Spatial and temporalintervals are then considered together to further separate the posts. Specifically, theset of timestamps T is divided into TB ⊂ T before the main HREs, TD ⊂ T during theHREs up to four days after the event happened, and TA ⊂ T after the main HREs uponone week after, as mentioned briefly in Section 6.2.3. And the set of cities C is dividedinto C0 = {ζ0} ⊂ C which is the host city of the HRE (Paris or Venice), C1 ⊂ C whichcontains cities from the same country (France or Italy), and C2 ⊂ C containing citiesfrom other part of the world. This categorization of time is referred to as “Periods”and that of cities as “Locality” in this chapter.
Considering the different Periods, the vector c can be disaggregated into threevectors cB, cD, cA ∈ N|C|×1, where cB + cD + cA = c, respectively counting the numberof tweets posted in each city before, during, and after HREs, the entries of which canbe 0 when tweets are only posted in a city for specific periods, very common in citieswith C2 before the HRE. The entries of the vectors cB, cD, cA are sorted in descendingorder, generating ranks of the cities in each period, where the ranks of cities with a tieare arbitrarily assigned. Then the numbers of tweets in all cities in each period areplotted against their rankings n = [1, 2, 3..., |C|]T in a log-log scale, resulting inRank-size plots. This is to check if the fat-tailed distribution in the seminal Zipf’s Lawor the more general power law still holds in terms of tweeting behaviour in HRE and ifthere is a pattern shift among the different periods (Cristelli et al., 2012;Moreno-Sánchez et al., 2016). Moreover, for each tweet di, the geodesic distance(the arc length on Earth surface) d := [di]K×1 ∈ RK×1 of the city ci where it is postedand the city ζ0 where the HRE actually happened can be computed, using theirrespective latitudes and longitudes (xi, yi) and (x0, y0). The distributions of vector dare also plotted while distinguishing the tweets in different periods (thus 3distributions for each HRE case study). The geodesic distance is computed usingGeoPy Python library.
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6.3.3 Social Connections as Graphs

Conversational sequence of the discussion on Twitter is modeled as a directedmulti-graph GMULT = (V, {ECONV, EUSER}). Two types of links are considered:
1 For any tweet di, as long as the corresponding set Oi of associated tweets is notempty, the tweet di and all di′ ∈ Oi are added to the node set V , and the linkspointing from the tweet to its associated ones (di,di′) are added to the link set ECONV.
2 For any user µu ∈ U , all the tweets posted by this same user are assembled as

{di|ui = µu} and added to the node set V if any of them is still not there, which arethen ranked in chronological order. The links pointing from the later tweets to theirimmediate temporal neighbour are added to the link set EUSER.
The nodes inherit all the data from the tweets as their node attributes, including text,language, user information, timestamp, period, and [possibly] latitude, longitude,and locality of its posting city. For any link (di,di′), the temporal lag ti − ti′ , thespatial geodesic distance between ci and ci′ , as well as the period of the interaction,i.e., the period of ti are recorded as its link attribute.
Graph properties such as degree distributions, density, number and size of [weakly]connected components, betweenness centrality, and PageRank are computed todescribe the general features of the constructed conversational networks on Twitterduring HREs (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Page et al., 1999; Aggarwal, 2011;Barabási, 2013; Nourian et al., 2016; Bai et al., 2023b). For simplicity, the two typesof links are merged in most analyses if not mentioned explicitly, making a simpledirected graph G = (V, E), where E = ECONV ⋃ EUSER. In the end, the node sets V ⊆ Dare smaller than the raw tweet sets D. In the case of Notre-Dame fire, the number oftweets appearing as nodes in the conversational network |V| = 179, 758 (79.3% of
|D|), the number of conversational links including interactions of different users andconsecutive posting of the same users |E| = 221, 285, while in the case of Veniceflood, |V| = 11, 961 (76.5% of |D|), and |E| = 12, 106.

6.3.4 Semantics on Cultural Significance, Emotions, and Topics

For each tweet di ∈ V ⊆ D, the translated English sentences Si are fed intopre-trained models and pre-defined algorithms to obtain their semantic meanings.
Concerning the cultural significance, the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and ULMFiT(Howard and Ruder, 2018) models pre-trained and finetuned with the UNESCOStatements of OUV in Bai et al. (2021a) and Chapter 3 are used to predict the most
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probable OUV selection criteria (check Table A.1) mentioned in the tweets, such that:
yBERT
i = gBERT(Si|ΘBERT), (6.1)

yULMFiT
i = gULMFiT(Si|ΘULMFiT), (6.2)

Y OUV := [yOUV
i ]11×|V|,y

OUV
i =

yBERT
i + yULMFiT

i

2
. (6.3)

where g(∗) is the end-to-end function of pre-trained models, Θ(*) is the parameter of
the models, and y

(∗)
i is an 11-dimensional logit vector as soft-label predictions. Lettop-n(l, n) denote the function returning the index set of the largest n elements of avector l, let max(l, n) denotes the function returning the value of the nth largestelement of vector l, and let IoU(A,B) denotes the Intersection over Union of any twogeneric sets A,B (see also Equation 4.13), then the confidence and [dis-]agreementof both models for top-n predictions could be computed as:
KOUV := [κOUV

i ]2×|V|,κ
OUV
i := [κ

OUV(0)
i , κ

OUV(1)
i ]T, (6.4)

κ
OUV(0)
i =

n∑
n0=1

max(yBERT
i , n0) + max(yULMFiT

i , n0)

2
, (6.5)

κ
OUV(1)
i = IoU(top-n(yBERT

i , n), top-n(yULMFiT
i , n)), (6.6)

where κ
OUV(0)
i denotes the confidence of both models predicting a certain probability

distribution of OUV selection criteria, and κ
OUV(1)
i denotes the agreement of themodels in their categorical predictions. Since it was noted that the models workbetter with top-3 predictions (Bai et al., 2021a), only the tweets that are predicted byboth models with higher top-3 confidence of .75 and top-3 agreement of .50 areconsidered as truly expressing information related to cultural significance, making upa subset of tweet nodes VOUV ⊂ V ⊂ D. Note this approach is very similar toEquations (4.16) and (4.19) in Bai et al. (2022) and Chapter 4. After filtering withconfidence and agreement, the number of tweets classified as mentioning culturalsignificance in Notre-Dame fire is |VOUV| = 61, 550 (34.2% of |V|), and for Venice flood

|VOUV| = 3628 (30.3% of |V|). And the predicted categorical top-3 [pseudo-]labels ofeach tweet with respect to OUV selection criteria can be described as an array of sets:
YOUV =

[
YOUV

i

]
=

[{top-n(yOUV
i , 3)|di ∈ VOUV} or ∅]

. (6.7)

Concerning the emotions expressed in the tweets, pre-trained models on bothSentiment Analysis and Emotion Detection tasks are considered (Acheampong et al.,2020), both of which have become important tasks in the field of Natural LanguageProcessing (Eisenstein, 2018; Rao and McMahan, 2019; Jurafsky and Martin, 2020).Whereas the former only classifies texts into a polarity of negative, positive, andneutral, the latter considers the full spectral of 6 basic human emotions by PaulEkman (Ekman, 1992), i.e., joy (happiness), sadness, fear, disgust, anger, andsurprise. Sentiment Analysis is a relatively easier task compared to the EmotionDetection, and has already been broadly applied in the analysis of User-GeneratedContent for heritage and tourism studies (Mazloom et al., 2017; Afzaal et al., 2019;Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan, 2019). Emotion Detection is more complex, less
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applied, but can potentially provide more inspiring information for heritagemanagement (Dickinger and Lalicic, 2016; Nenko and Petrova, 2018; Pan et al.,2019). Similar to the pre-trained models on cultural significance (Bai et al., 2021a),preliminary studies show that the Emotion Detection models are not robust enoughwith different input data to produce consistently high-quality predictions, even ifpossibly outputting a high confidence. Therefore, this study decides to integratepredictions on several Emotion Detection and Sentiment Analysis models, and onlykeep the ones with high consistency across tasks. On one hand, pysentimientoPython toolkit is used to predict both the sentiment14 and the emotion15 categoriesof the tweets (García-Vega et al., 2020; Pérez et al., 2021; Pérez et al., 2022). On theother hand, additional models for sentiment analysis16 and emotion detection17 arerespectively used, both of which are finetuned with the BERTweet as base models(Nguyen et al., 2020; Pérez et al., 2021). All the predictions are conducted with the“text classification” pipeline in Huggingface Transformer Python library (Wolf et al.,2020). It is worth noting that pysentimiento emotion detection enables an additionalclass of “others” aside from the original 6 basic emotions, not forcing the model topredict one emotion category even if the sentence can be indeed neutral. Similar toEquation (6.1), the two emotion logic vectors and two sentiment logic vectors couldbe respectively computed as:
yEM(0)
i ∈ [0, 1]7×1,yEM(1)

i ∈ [0, 1]6×1,ySE(0)
i ∈ [0, 1]3×1,ySE(1)

i ∈ [0, 1]3×1. (6.8)

κEM
i =

{top-n(yEM(1)
i , 1) = top-n(yEM(0)

i , 1) if top-n(yEM(0)
i , 1) ̸= ‘others’

top-n(yEM(1)
i , 1) ∈ top-n(yEM(0)

i , 2) otherwise , (6.9)

κSE
i =


1 if top-n(ySE(0)

i , 1) = ‘NEU’
1 if top-n(ySE(1)

i , 1) = ‘NEU’
top-n(ySE(1)

i , 1) = top-n(ySE(0)
i , 1) otherwise

, (6.10)
kEMS = [κEMS

i ]1×|V|, κ
EMS
i = κEM

i ∧ κSE
i ,where κEMS

i , κEM
i , κSE

i ∈ {0, 1}. (6.11)
The emotion labels are only considered as consistent (κEM

i = 1) when the top-1predictions of both models are the same, or in case pysentimiento considers a tweetas containing “other” neutral emotions, the second most significant emotion is thesame as the other model. And the sentiment labels are considered as similar(κSE
i = 1) when the top-1 predictions of both models are the same or when eithermodel predicts “NEU” (neutral) as the polarity of the sentence. Only when the tweethas a consistent emotion detection result and a similar sentiment detection result,the emotion prediction of it is considered as valid (κEMS

i = 1), resulting in a subset oftweet nodes VEMS ⊂ V ⊂ D expressing emotions. After filtering with consistency, thenumber of tweets classified as expressing consistent emotions in Notre-Dame fire is
|VEMS| = 93, 616 (52.1% of |V|), among which 27, 375 displayed an explicit emotionother than ‘others’ (15.2% of |V|), while in Venice flood, the numbers are respectively
|VEMS| = 6235 (also 52.1% of |V|, coincidentally) and 1573 with explicit emotions
14https://huggingface.co/pysentimiento/robertuito-sentiment-analysis, accessed 12 May 202315https://huggingface.co/pysentimiento/robertuito-emotion-analysis, accessed 12 May 202316https://huggingface.co/finiteautomata/bertweet-base-sentiment-analysis, accessed 12 May 202317https://huggingface.co/Emanuel/bertweet-emotion-base, accessed 12 May 2023
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(13.2% of |V|). The predicted categorical emotion and sentiment [pseudo-]labels ofeach tweet can therefore be described as an array of sets:
YEMS =

[
YEMS

i

]
=

[{top-n(yEM
i , 1), top-n(ySE

i , 1)|κEMS
i = 1 ∧ di ∈ VEMS} or ∅]

.

(6.12)
Moreover, concerning the topics of discussions, BERTopic18 Python library is used toconduct unsupervised topic modelling (Grootendorst, 2022). BERTopic is a modularpipeline with six main components, i.e., document embedding making the most use ofpre-trained large language models, such as Sentence Transformers (Reimers andGurevych, 2019); dimensionality reduction transforming the high-dimensionalembedding vectors into lower dimensions to help cluster models; documentclustering with HDBSCAN (McInnes et al., 2017) to group similar documentstogether, word tokenization within each document cluster counting the appearance ofwords or N-grams (N continuous words); topic representation calculating thesignificant words/N-grams that can differentiate one cluster from the topics usingclass-based Tf-Idf (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) algorithm; andeventually, fine-tuning on the topic representation to further improve the generatedtopics. BERTopic takes full use of state-of-the-art word embeddings of pre-trainedmodels and is context-aware, which is different from the conventional topic modellingalgorithm Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), only consideringdocuments as bag-of-words (Grootendorst, 2022). For each HRE, BERTopic pipelineis called upon the translated English tweets Si to generate topics, where each topic ischaracterized with 10 keywords containing single words and 2-grams. Each topicneeds to appear more than 45 times for Notre-Dame fire and 25 times for Veniceflood. The number of topics was not determined to any arbitrary value, but was rathermerged automatically with HDBSCAN19. Afterwards, all the generated topics (denotedas Z = {zm|m = 0, 1, ..., |Z| − 1}) with their associated keywords are gone throughmanually by an expert to select the ones as a subset Zs presumably “interesting” andinformative for heritage management, under the categories such as description of theincidence, expression of emotions, and call for actions. The outcome of BERTopictopic modelling is effectively a probability distribution for each tweet over all topics(including the ‘noise’ topic usually excluded from further analyses):

yTOP
i =

[
yTOP
i,m

]
|Z|×1

∈ [0, 1]|Z|×1,1T
|Z|×1y

TOP
i =

∑
yTOP
i = 1, (6.13)

where yTOP
i,m refers to the probability of the ith tweet being categorized as the mth topicwithin Z , and 1 is a vector of all 1s. Keeping only the predictions where there is highconfidence (yTOP

i,m > 0.5) for the interesting topics zm ∈ Zs, a subset of tweet nodes
VTOP ⊂ V ⊂ D referring to heritage-informative topics can be obtained. ForNotre-Dame fire, the number of obtained topics after topic modelling is |Z| = 260,the number of interesting topics |Zs| = 57 (52.1% of |Z|), and the number of tweetsreferring to interesting topics |VTOP| = 77, 007 (42.8% of |V|), among which 8206 arenot within the ‘noise’ topic (4.6% of |V|). And for Venice flood, the numbers arerespectively |Z| = 45, |Zs| = 22 (48.9% of |Z|), |VTOP| = 5515 (46.1% of |V|), among
18https://maartengr.github.io/BERTopic/index.html, accessed May 13 202319https://maartengr.github.io/BERTopic/getting_started/topicreduction/topicreduction.html, accessed 15May 2023
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which 1836 are not within the ‘noise’ topic (15.3% of |V|). The eventual topic[pseudo-]labels of each tweet can be described as an array of sets:
YTOP =

[
YTOP

i

]
=

[
{zm|yTOP

i,m > 0.5 ∧ di ∈ VTOP ∧ zm ∈ Zs} or ∅]
. (6.14)

After the semantic [pseudo-]labels YOUV,YEMS,YTOP have all been obtained, thetimelines demonstrating the temporal development of each type of semantic topic arevisualized, and the instances of tweets under different Periods and Localities arecounted. Both steps are similar to the operations previously described inSection 6.3.2. The implementation details of the topic modelling procedure usingBERTopic can be found in Appendix B.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 General Spatiotemporal Patterns

The temporal distribution of tweets (vector t) is visualized in Figure 6.2. It shows aclear daily pattern that Notre-Dame is generally talked more of on Twitter thanVenice, while HREs triggered the discussion and raised the scale of tweetingbehaviour to a significantly higher level. However, the peaks also died out quicklyafter a few days, dropping to the scale before the event. This effect is more obvious in

FIG. 6.2 The temporal pattern of tweets throughout the data collection period concerning heritage-relatedevents aggregated to the hourly level.
Notre-Dame de Paris (almost 10 folds) than in Venice (about 3 folds), possiblybecause even though exceptionally severe in 50 years, Venice undergoes andrecovers from floods almost annually, making this HRE incomparable with the fire inNotre-Dame de Paris that shocked the entire world drastically. Both the aggregatedspatial patterns of both HREs regardless of periods (vector c) and the ones
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disaggregated with different periods relative to the happening of events (vectors
cB, cD, cA) are visualized in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.

FIG. 6.3 The global spatial pattern of tweets throughout the data collection period in the case of Notre-Damefire. The larger size a node, the more tweets located in the city it represents. Nodes are colored by the top 9countries contributing to the tweet-scape. The spatial pattern is further disaggregated in periods before,during, and after the events.

Besides the fact that the case of Notre-Dame fire had a much larger scale than Veniceflood spreading to more cities world-wide, they both demonstrated similar patterns.The figures confirmed the hypothesis previously mentioned in Chapter 1 that theonline discussions on Twitter triggered by HREs would most probably go beyond thegeographical boundaries, forming a global community caring about World Heritage.Naturally, the tweets posted from the same country (France and Italy for both cases)made the largest contribution to the discussion composing almost half of the
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tweet-scape, while other countries nearby (e.g., European countries) and far away inboth senses of geographical and cultural distances also participated substantially.Interestingly, United States, United Kingdom, France, and Italy all entered the top-5

FIG. 6.4 The global spatial pattern of tweets throughout the data collection period in the case of Venice flood.

posting countries in both cases, indicating the concentration of heritage-awarepeople in these places. However, this spatial pattern also strongly correlates with thenumber of active users of Twitter in each country, the main target group, and majorpurpose of usage in different regions. For example, the voice of China is significantlymissing from the discussion, since people there mainly used Weibo and Wechat tofulfill the similar purposes of instant reaction and personal blogging. Moreover,through data exploration, the large amount of discussion on “Venice” in UnitedStates before and after the flood might be related to the place in Florida’s Gulf Coast
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that has the same name (also known as Venice Beach), thus an unexpected outlier,which were not initially excluded during the data collection.
The spatial patterns of before, during, and after HREs could be compared by plottingthe ranked vectors cB, cD, cA against their ranking n in a log-log scale, as shown inFigure 6.5. The ubiquitous linear pattern of the rank-size plots in social sciences andurban studies indicating a quasi power law of the sizes can again be observed, exceptfor the extremely huge number of tweets (heavy head) in the highest-ranking city (i.e.,the city where the event happened), that cannot get fitted linearly even on a logarithmscale. By excluding the highest-ranking city, a more reasonable line can be fitted (thedash lines rather than the dotted lines in Figure 6.5), using the Maximum Likelihoodalgorithm to characterize the relationship between the ranking n and the sizes
cB, cD, cA. It is also evident that the online participation was spread to more citiesglobally during HREs with the longest tails in Figure 6.5, while the posting behaviourof the post-event period did not yet fully recover to the pre-event level, implyingpossible aftermath effects. It is also noted that even though the numbers of posts arealmost always highest during HREs in a city, followed by after HREs, and then beforeHREs, this is not the case for the highest-ranking cities. For them, the posts beforeHREs are even higher than that during HREs in both case studies, which is probably alogical outcome due to the number of days in each period (7 days before HREs, 4days during HREs, and 4 days after HREs), suggesting the popularity of the place as aheritage property and tourist destination under an everyday/baseline scenario.

FIG. 6.5 The log-scale rank-size plot of tweets per city in periods before, during and after the events inNotre-Dame de Paris and Venice. Two lines are fitted to the points using the Maximum Likelihood algorithm,while the dotted ones included the highest-ranking city for the fitting, and the dashed lines excluded them.

6.4.2 Conversation Dynamics

Some key graph statistics of both conversational graphs G and GMULT in Notre-Dameand Venice are shown in Table 6.1. Due to the network structures based on tweetingbehaviours, the graphs for both case studies are sparse with low density and
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disconnected with many weakly connected components. Yet the sizes of the largestweakly-connected components consisting of around 1/3 to 1/2 of all nodes suggestthat people joining the collective discussion from different local perspectives arelikely to merge as a whole. Figure 6.6 visualizes the distribution of some keynode-level graph statistics such as degree, betweenness centrality and PageRank oneither the original conversational graph G or the largest weakly-connectedcomponent of it. It can be observed that the distributions are very similar in shape toeach other in the both case studies of Notre-Dame fire and Venice flood, albeit thelarger graph size in Notre-Dame.
TABLE 6.1 Key Statistics of the conversational graphs in both case studies.

Case Study Notre-Dame de Paris fire Venice flood

Statistics Number/Count Rate/Proportion Number/Count Rate/Proportion

Nodes V 179,758 11,961
Merged Links E 198,061 12,106
Conversational Links ECONV 83,593 42.2%* 4786 39.5%*
User Links EUSER 137,998 69.7%* 8426 69.6%*
Nodes with geo-tags {di|li ̸= ∅} 132,073 73.5% 8745 73.1%
Graph Density 6.13e-6 8.46e-5
Weakly-Connected Components (WCC) 17,323 1585
Nodes in Largest WCC 87,680 48.8% 3375 28.2%
Graph Density in Largest WCC 1.48e-5 3.68e-4

*summation larger than 100% because of links both as multiple types of conversational links and as user links.

FIG. 6.6 The graph statistics on the conversation graph and/or its largest weakly-connected component inNotre-Dame and Venice, which includes: the log-scale rank-size plot of degree distribution in the entire graph,the log-scale degree histogram, the log-scale rank-size plot of the betweenness centrality on the largestcomponent, and the log-scale rank-size plot of PageRank on the largest component.

When inspecting the tweet nodes with highest centralities, a result that was rathercounter-intuitive emerged - from the perspective of heritage management, nodes
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with highest degrees were far less informative than those with a high betweennesscentrality, while the significance of PageRank stands in between. In the graph ofNotre-Dame, the two nodes with largest degrees (one of them also became the nodewith largest PageRank) are respectively a personal travel log and a post about footballmatch. Only the nodes with the 3rd and 4th largest degree (one of them was also thenode with second largest PageRank) discussed about the emotion attachment(‘horrible’, ‘sad’) and immediate actions (‘flying water tankers could be used... Mustact quickly’) towards the HREs. All the nodes with top-3 betweenness centrality wereabout donations for the ‘reconstruction’, either expressing gratitude (‘you touchedme so much’) or bringing up controversies within online debates (‘it’s beyondcomprehensible’). Interestingly, the node with the 3rd largest PageRank discussedabout the ethical and humanitarian necessity of Notre Dame as a World Heritage Site(‘what kind of humanity... for whom it was made?’). In the graph of Venice, thepattern gets more extreme. None of nodes with top-4 degrees are about the flood. Allthree nodes with highest betweenness centrality were blaming politicians andMOSE20, the project that aimed at protecting Venice from flooding (‘don’t even knowif it works’, ‘reverse MOSE effect’). Yet the nodes with top-3 PageRank were allspreading information of the flood as an event/incidence (‘second historical hightide... 82% of the city under water’). From the perspective of message passing, thesignificance of betweenness centrality and PageRank is also logical, since these twometrics imply how frequent/easy a message passing route would go through/stay ona node, thus influential for the entire information spreading mechanism. On thecontrary, the nodes with high degrees can simply be a natural outcome of the graphconstruction process mentioned in Section 6.3.3. They can be simply the originalposts that many other tweets referred to in the period of interest, whereas theythemselves were posted long before the event, thus not directly relevant to the HREs.

FIG. 6.7 The violin plots showing the distribution of distances of tweets to the core of a HRE before, duringand after the event in Notre-Dame and Venice. The mean, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% deciles are visualized.
Furthermore, the distribution of the distances d from each tweet node (if ci ̸= ∅) to
20MOdulo Sperimentale Elettromeccanico in Italian, literally translated as ’Experimental ElectromechanicalModule’ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOSE, accessed 16 May 2023
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the city where the HREs happened is visualized in Figure 6.7. It demonstrates thechanges of global engagement. By testing on the ordinal variable of locality (‘0’ if atweet was posted in the same city, ‘1’ if they are from the same country, or ‘2’ if theyare from far beyond), Kruskal-Wallis H-tests showed a significant difference acrossthe periods (cB before, cD during, and cA after HREs), H(2) = 26, 449.3, p < .001 inNotre-Dame and H(2) = 374.2, p < .001 in Venice. Post-hoc two-tailedMann–Whitney U-tests in Table 6.2 showed significant differences in the medians oflocality among all pairs of HREs periods, where the period during HREs shows thebroadest span of locality of tweets, possibly from far beyond. Almost all comparisonsare justified with a medium Rank Biserial Correlation (i.e., the difference between theproportions of favorable and unfavorable evidence21) effect size with a largerabsolute value of 0.1, except for the small effect size for the difference betweenduring HREs and after HREs in Venice flood. Both statistics are calculated usingPingouin22 Python library.
TABLE 6.2 Post-hoc Mann-Whitney U-tests comparing the median of ordinal variable Locality in differentperiods before, during, and after HREs.

Case Study Notre-Dame de Paris fire Venice flood

Statistics U-value p-value RBC* U-value p-value RBC*

Before HREs During HREs 840,735,944.0 <.001 -.409 4,090,061.5 <.001 -.230
Before HREs After HREs 602,097,762.0 <.001 -.097 4,135,609.0 <.001 -.173
During HREs After HREs 511,615,038.5 <.001 .318 3,532,576.5 <.001 .053

*Rank Biserial Correlation as effect size.

6.4.3 Detected Cultural Significance, Emotions, and Key Topics

As mentioned already in Section 6.3.4, the number of tweets with a non-emptypseudo-label for OUV selection criteria YOUV, emotions YEMS, and key topics YTOP areall smaller than the entire dataset and are different from each other. The relations ofoverlapping (in terms of number and proportion of tweets) of the three types ofsemantic labels for both case studies are visualized in Figure 6.8. It can be noted thatthe proportions demonstrate a very similar pattern with a significant Spearmancorrelation of ρ = .976, p < .001, where pure emotional expressions withoutmentioning cultural significance and key topics are consistently the majority, and thetweets with all three types of labels are always the minority. For all three types ofsemantic labels, more tweets had overlapping labels than standing alone, implyingthe associative nature of the cultural significance, emotions, and topics, focusing onclassifying/clustering the tweets from a different perspective.
Among the detected OUV selection criteria YOUV possibly mentioned in the tweets,Criterion (vi) about people’s association and activity, Criterion (iii) about thetestimony of a [religious/cultural] tradition, and Criterion (iv) about the architectural
21https://pingouin-stats.org/build/html/generated/pingouin.mwu.html, accessed 10 Aug 202322https://pingouin-stats.org/build/html/index.html, accessed 16 May 2023
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FIG. 6.8 The Venn Diagram of the number of tweets with each type of semantic label.

typology are consistently the three most significant ones, both in Notre-Dame and inVenice. Then there always followed Criterion (i) about a masterpiece, Criterion (ii)about values and influence, and Criterion (vii) about natural beauty, in a slightlydifferent order. Even though “Paris, Banks of the Seine” as a UNESCO World Heritageproperty including Notre-Dame was only officially justified with OUV selection criteria(i)(ii)(iv), and “Venice and Its Lagoon” was only justified with the cultural criteria(i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v)(vi), the appearance of tweets related to unjustified criteria, such ascriteria (vii) in both cases, is not surprising. This is because the NLP modelsemployed in this study only read the sentences literally and try to find thebest-matching OUV selection criteria, with the knowledge of the wordings of thewhole UNESCO World Heritage List. The labels given are therefore only an indicationand not necessarily correct, especially as there lacks the step of comparison studiesto justify if the described element with certain value is “universally outstanding”.However, the number of tweets detected as relevant to OUV selection criteria alsofollows a logical order of how laypeople perceive the cultural significance of a city,especially during HREs: as tourism destinations for activities (vi), as a traditionallandmark at risk of losses (iii), as a collection of grandiose buildings (iv) andmasterworks (i), as a representation of cultural influences (ii), and as a scenery spot(vii) despite being cultural heritage.
Among the detected emotions and sentiments YEMS possibly expressed in the tweets,the emotion category ‘others’ and ‘neutral’ sentiment are consistently dominant inboth case studies. In both cases, ‘joy’ and ‘sadness’ followed as equallysub-dominant explicit emotions, respectively pointing to the general sharingbehaviour of people in an everyday context and the triggered sorrow after knowingthe existence of a radical HRE. ‘Anger’ was also consistently the 3rd most expressedemotion, although less significant in Notre-Dame (roughly 1/3 of sadness) than inVenice (more than 1/2 of sadness). The existence of ‘anger’ as a main emotion beingexpressed is quite reasonable, as people could start looking for the actors to blamefor an event (can be a group of people, some politicians, or a costly infrastructure)immediately after knowing it. ‘Fear’ and ‘surprise’ were both detected in Notre-Dameand Venice, but were not significant in either case and ‘disgust’ was never detected
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as the main emotion of a tweet.
The detected topics of interest Zs can be grouped within six main themes in ahierarchical structure:

– Emotions that are mainly composed of words reflecting an explicit emotion, orrepeatedly using certain emojis. This is the most significant topic cluster in bothNotre-Dame and Venice.
– Heritage that explicitly or implicitly mentioned certain heritage values or heritageattributes considered as meaningful, such as “spire”, “rose window”, “architecturalmonument”, and “artefact” in Notre-Dame, and “Venetians” and “holiness” in Venice.
– Incidence that reported the development and severeness of the event, such as thedescription of “fire”, “burn”, “collapsed spire”’, and “destroyed ashes” in Notre-Dame,and the description of “tide”, “high water”, “flood”, “climate change”, and a specific“bookstore” with “destroyed books” in Venice.
– Actions that either reflected on who and what to blame, such as “MOSE” in Venice, orcalled for further actions as monetary and emotional supports, such as “help”,“donation”, “rebuilt”, “reconstruct”, “laser scanner”, and “local management” inNotre-Dame, and “receive support” and “help Venice” in Venice.
– Other Sites that extensively mentioned and compared another associated and/orunrelated place or person, such as “Louvre”, “Victor Hugo”, “Eiffel Tower”, “Vatican”,and “national Museum” in Notre-Dame, and “Biennale” and “Venice Beach” in Venice.
– Politics that referred to a politician, a party, a movement, or a celebrity that can bepossibly relevant, such as “Emmanuel Macron”, “elected officials”, “yellow vest” and“Henri Pinault” in Notre-Dame, while none of the politics-related topics seemed torelate to Venice flood.

Moreover, even though the conventional practice of topic modelling using BERTopicwould disregard the remaining documents that cannot be clustered into any existingtopics, it is found in this study that the keywords generated from such a ‘noise’ topichave a clear connection to heritage management. For example, the words “heritage”and “San Marco” respectively appeared in the ‘noise’ topic of Notre-Dame and Venice.Therefore, the ‘noise’ topic is kept and renamed as Base. A full list of keywords foreach sub-topic within the six themes can be found in Appendix B.

6.4.4 The Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Semantics

The temporal development of the detected semantic information, i.e., the culturalsignificance YOUV, the emotions YEMS, and the key topics YTOP along with the HREscan be inspected with timelines. A selection of highly-relevant types of semanticinformation (Cultural Significance, Emotions, and Topics of “incidence” and “action”)
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is visualized in Figure 6.9 and 6.10. The full collection of timelines with all detectedsemantic topics can be found in Appendix B.

FIG. 6.9 A selection of timelines showing the temporal development of semantic information along with theHREs in the case of Notre-Dame fire.

Different from Figure 6.2 where the number of tweets is counted every hour, thetweets classified as related to each type of semantic information are counted every12 hours in Figure 6.9 and 6.10 to allow for general temporal trends to emerge.Therefore, Figure 6.9 and 6.10 can be treated as both the smoothed (with a longertime window) and the factorized (as subsets of entire tweets) version of the generaltimeline. For almost all types of selected semantic information, the timelinesdemonstrate similar patterns: the tweets classified as related to the semanticinformation remained at a low level until the HREs happened when the intensity roseto a very high level for a short period; afterwards the intensity drew back to thenormal level resembling the pre-HREs periods. This pattern is more obvious in thecase of Notre-Dame fire as the contrast of intensity was extremely high.
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FIG. 6.10 A selection of timelines showing the temporal development of semantic information along with theHREs in the case of Venice flood.

For both cases, the OUV selection criteria mentioned in tweets that rose the mostduring HREs were criterion (vi) about people’s association, criterion (iii) abouttestimony, and criterion (iv) about architectural typology. The probable reasons havebeen discussed in Section 6.4.3. Yet for Notre-Dame, the discussion concerningcriterion (i) about masterpieces also increased significantly together with the otherthree, since people cared about the architectural monument (e.g., the spire and therose window) and the important artefacts that can possibly be destroyed by the fire,which was slightly less worrisome in the case of flood in Venice.
The emotions of sadness and anger were both triggered to rise during both HREs.The sadness in Notre-Dame became 100-fold and got extremely dominant during theHREs, while in Venice the triggered sadness was only 10-fold, both of which droppedto about 2- to 3-fold of baseline periods before HREs. Even though not as significantas sadness, the anger in both cases also remained higher since HREs happened
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compared to the calm baseline periods before HREs. Interestingly, the dominantemotion of joy before the HREs also remained at a moderate level throughout theHREs and was back to dominance in the last days, and in the case of Notre-Dame,even rose a little bit on the days when the fire took place. This could be simply aresult of a higher amount of tweets being posted.
The majority of discussions describing the incidence and actions emerged on thesame day when the HREs happened. In the case of Notre-Dame, the descriptions ofthe fire taking place in the cathedral (incidences 1, 2, 5) and the courage offirefighters (incidence 4) mainly appeared on 15 and 16 April UTC and diminishedquickly afterwards, while incidence 0 also mentioning the historic and symbolicmeaning of Notre-Dame had another wave on 17 April, probably corresponding to theaction 1 about the donations of French billionaires to rebuild the destroyed parts.Similarly, actions about rebuilding the Notre-Dame (action 5), the collapsed arrow inan identically modernized version (action 6) and other facilities with the help of localmanagement (action 8) already existed immediately after the fire started on April 15,but were brought back to sight on 16 and 17 April when donations were made (action1, 3). Remarkably, on 17 April, another wave of discussion went dominant (action 7)mentioning the late Belgian art historian Andrew Tallon and his work of using 3D laserscanning to build a digital model of Notre-Dame, as a prosperous source for the sakeof restoration23. Other more general actions such as thinking (action 4) andappraising (action 2) did not demonstrate a clear temporal pattern related to the fireas HREs. In the case of Venice, on the other hand, the most dominant description ofthe incidence as the worst flooding in 50 years (incidence 0) extended to a few daysafter the starting point on 13 November, probably because the topic was alsoconcerned with climate change and global warming as the hypothesized cause of theevent. In the later days of the flooding, a specific topic emerged reporting thedamaged books by the flood in Bertoni bookshop located in San Marco (incidence 4).From the first days of the flooding, the MOSE project was mentioned a lot (action 0,3)and criticized as a failure costing billions of euros. Interestingly, starting on 14November and reaching its climax on 16 November, an online campaign to saveVenice by donating one euro for each selfie made was initiated by the Comune diVenezia (action 2), following the discussion of support made by companies (action 1).
Aggregating the number of tweets under each type of semantic information fordifferent periods (before, during, and after HREs) and different localities (same city,same country, and further away) in the same period (i.e., during HREs), thedistributions can be visualized as the heatmap in Figure 6.11. The semanticcategories that are too over-representative (the ‘base’ topic in Notre-Dame) or tooscarce (the OUV selection criteria viii-x, and the emotions fear and surprise) areomitted from the visualization. Visually, it can already be observed that thedistributions varied with different periods and localities. For example, in both cases,the emotion of sadness and the topic of incidences were significantly higher duringHREs than before and after, and significantly more posted (proportionally, notnecessarily numerically) in the same city than further away. However, the two casestudies also demonstrated different spatiotemporal patterns concerning thedistribution of semantic information. In the case of the Notre-Dame fire, significantly
23https://www.vassar.edu/stories/2019/190417-notre-dame-andrew-tallon.html, accessed 22 May 2023
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more tweets concerning OUV criterion (i) about masterpieces were detected duringHREs posted by people from France; people from Paris and France expressedextensively their sorrow as they reported the fire as an incidence and possibledamage to this heritage property, while people from further away tried to suggestand/or take various actions to help Notre-Dame. In the case of the Venice flood, onthe contrary, more anger (probably associated with MOSE), action-related, andheritage-related discussions were detected in Italy, while significantly moreemotions- and/or emoji-related tweets were posted further away.

FIG. 6.11 The distribution of categorized top-3 OUV selection criteria, detected emotions, and key topicsunder each theme for different periods and for different localities all during HREs in Notre-Dame and Venice.The number of tweets belonging to the semantic information type (row) and the period/locality type (column)is annotated as a value matrix in the cell, while the colours of the heatmap are painted using thecorresponding column-normalized matrix denoting the proportions. Note the row-sum of cells with differentlocalities equals the cell of ‘during HREs’ of the same row.
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Such observations have been further justified with Chi-square Contingency tests24, anon-parametric version of two-way ANOVA tests for categorical variables, asreported in Table 6.3. Even though all the independent Chi-square tests showed asignificant difference in distributions across different periods and different localitieswith p < .01, the effect size - Cramer’s V in the tests of OUV was generally small,meaning that the difference may only be significant because of the large sample sizes.In the case study of Notre-Dame fire, the differences in the distributions of emotionsand topics were mostly having a medium effect size, while for the Venice flood, theeffect sizes were always small. This complex spatiotemporal dynamic of distributionsfor each type of semantic information invites further investigations.
TABLE 6.3 Independent Chi-square tests on the distributions of semantic labels across different periods andlocalities. The effect size Cramer’s V is calculated as V =

√
χ2/(n × df∗) following Gravetter et al. (2020),where df∗ is the minimum of the number of rows or columns minus 1 (consistently df∗ = 2 in this case).

Notre-Dame de Paris fire Venice flood

Statistics χ2 n df V χ2 n df V

OUV Periods 3639.9*** 182,689 12 .100†† 24.7* 10,482 12 .034†

Localities 646.2*** 108,346 12 .055† 50.2*** 4185 12 .077††

Emotions Periods 8584.0*** 93,398 6 .214††† 151.8*** 6224 6 .110††

Localities 3245.8*** 41,877 6 .197†† 95.2*** 2223 6 .146††
Topics Periods 1209.6*** 8206 10 .271††† 221.7*** 5515 10 .142††

Localities 470.7*** 4735 10 .223††† 154.6*** 2148 10 .190††

*p<.05, ***p<.001, †very small effect size, ††small effect size, †††medium effect size.

6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 Indications for Heritage Management

Through the analyses in this chapter, two outcomes are reached that are meaningfulfor heritage management:
– Well-known knowledge and “common sense” have been confirmed using empiricaldata. This includes the fact that people will extensively express sadness andrelentlessly share information about the damage during HREs and that the HREs willtrigger discussions online and involve concerned people from far beyond,transcending geographical boundaries. Specifically, the pattern in Chapter 1

24https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.chi2_contingency.html, accessed 20May 2022
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demonstrated with the Google trend search engine was successfully confirmed andrestated with Twitter data.
– Previously less-known and/or surprising information also emerged in the detectedand summarized key topics as valuable discoveries. This included the criticism of theMOSE project in Venice, the campaign of “oneeuroforoneselfie” by the Venicemunicipality, the rediscovery of the work by Professor Andrew Tallon for theNotre-Dame Cathedral, and the volume of tweets expressing joy and anger duringHREs in both case studies.

The confirmation of well-known knowledge is meaningful for heritage management inthe sense that it can support the decisions made efficiently based on past experienceand heuristics. It also shows the necessity for expanding the definition of heritagecommunity suggested in Faro Convention (Council of Europe, 2005) in the time ofradical events, by including the temporally-founded communities bonded by the HREsinto the scope. Moreover, the discovery of less-known pieces of information is evenmore valuable and informative for heritage management. On the one hand, not allscholars and practitioners studying an HRE are acquainted with the heritage propertyand the event in depth, especially in the case of global collaborations (with geospatialand sociopolitical distance) and retrospective historic investigations (with temporaland cultural distance). On the other hand, even for local managers and sophisticatedscholars studying a heritage property for years, some specific aspects of knowledgecan still be overlooked if they are, by any chance, trapped in their own informationbubbles with confirmation bias (Bozdag et al., 2014; Suzuki and Yamamoto, 2020).The workflow demonstrated in this chapter provides the possibility for end users toacquire new information at a large scale, being an effective and transferableknowledge documentation tool that has the potential of being applied globally,possibly useful for inclusive heritage management and planning as suggested by HUL(UNESCO, 2011). Interestingly, from a retrospective view, MOSE was not yet fullycompleted and put in use in 2019, and it managed to prevent Venice from an evenlarger flooding in 202225. In this case, the proposed framework can also helpengineers and historians of technology to reveal the dynamics and mechanisms ofthe public reactions concerning a major project. The tools and workflow proposed inthis chapter can understood as an “observatory” of specific heritage properties,which can be eventually turned into a dashboard or “thermometer” to monitor thereactions and social sentiments of public about built heritage.
When commenting on the usage of online media during a radical event in the digitalera, Garduño Freeman and Gonzalez Zarandona (2021) brought up the examples ofthe Notre Dame fire and Palmyra destruction. Whereas the search volume on GoogleAds increased 60-fold in response to the former event, it only increased seven and ahalf times for the latter. Garduño Freeman and Gonzalez Zarandona (2021) criticisedthat this seemed to suggest that:

“one site was mourned by more people than the other, so much so that it hascreated the impression of a Notre-Dame effect.”
25News article Marea a Venezia. Il Mose salva la città, l’acqua tocca 204 centimetri, accessed 26 May 2023.
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They further argued that the so-called Notre-Dame effect and the broader concept of“mediatisation of heritage” entailed digital colonialism, challenged the equality andequity of UNESCO World Heritage properties co-existing in the same list, and createdspectres reflecting on the aesthetic, economic, social, and political values of theEuropean culture, only composing a subset of heritage values proposed by PereiraRoders (2007) and Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders (2010). Even though the casestudies in this chapter, Notre-Dame de Paris and Venice, both come from the “Canon”of architectural and urban history in Europe, thus not able to be simply abstractedand explained with ideological and ethnic divisions, a similar effect of one HREsraising more attention than the other can be observed. The consistencies, similarities,nuances, and significant differences between the two case studies from differentaspects suggest that there might be some general rules behind people’s onlineactions and reactions in any HRE, which is applied at a different level and adapted tothe specificity of the event. Therefore, extra caution and consciousness are neededby researchers and practitioners during the interpretation of the results in futureapplications of the methodological framework proposed in this chapter in other casestudies of HREs distributed globally. Especially, the cultural significance of a WorldHeritage property should not be over-simplified during planning and decision-makingas a set of “valuable linguistic metonyms” (keywords) targeted at only specificgroups of audiences (Garduño Freeman and Gonzalez Zarandona, 2021).

6.5.2 Limitations and Future Studies

Since one of the main research interests of this study is to investigate thespatiotemporal patterns of the tweets posted during HREs, the data collected in thestudy was naturally restricted to the ones that are either initially given a geo-location(first two rounds of search as mentioned in Section 6.2.2) or directly connected tothe tweets with geo-locations (last round of “supplemental search”). This restrictionalso automatically limited the scope of the study since it has been shown that only asmall proportion of tweets are accompanied by geo-locations while posting (Chengand Wicks, 2014). There exist massive online interactions between tweets that arenot geo-coded. Future studies could lift up this restriction on geo-tags and collect amore inclusive initial dataset in the second step, i.e., the “global search”, and queryfor all tweets both directly and/or indirectly (with a distance of 2-3 network steps)responding to and being responded by the seed tweets in the third step of“supplemental search”. Afterwards, Named-Entity Recognition (Won et al., 2018) andother relevant techniques could be used to infer the geo-locations of the tweets ifthey are not explicitly given (Zhang and Gelernter, 2014). As such, the modules ofconstructing graphs and generating semantic labels are still valid, whereas a morecomprehensive view of the dynamic conversation behaviour could be obtained, albeitprobably less focused on the spatial aspects.
Different from the conventional event detection studies utilizing spatiotemporalinformation (Cheng and Wicks, 2014; Kersten and Klan, 2020; George et al., 2021),
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where spatiotemporal clustering algorithms are first used to find significant clustersbefore feeding the textual information to topic models such as LDA to semanticallydescribe each cluster, this chapter skipped the step of spatiotemporal clustering.Instead, the tweets were clustered implicitly with their semantic information whenconducting topic modelling, as an internal module of BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022).This was only a pragmatic choice as it was assumed that the tweets standing alonefrom any significant cluster can still contribute to the online discussion arena andform the temporary heritage community with their semantic expressions. However,including an additional step of spatiotemporal clustering either before or after thetopic modelling could give another layer of interpretation to the results. Theanswered questions would therefore become “What are the expressed emotions andmain semantic topics being discussed within each cluster that is significantlydistinguishable by its spatiotemporal density”, which could also be an interestingtopic for future studies.
Traditional topic modelling algorithms such as LDA are known as unstable againstdifferent configurations, hard to reproduce, and work badly with short texts such astweets (Dahal et al., 2019). Merging the tweets at the level of users into userdocuments can be an easy strategy to resolve the problem. The usage of BERTopicpartly resolves the issue and makes it possible to obtain clear topics and fine-grainedtweet-level predictions, well-fitting the purpose of this study. Depending on thespecific questions of interest, the tweets collected in this study could also be mergedat the level of users, communities, interest groups, cities, countries, and/orspatiotemporal clusters to be detected. Moreover, the BERTopic models are still nottotally stable and reproducible when being run multiple times, indicating that it canstill not yet be a fully automatic algorithm and human experts are always needed tocontrol the quality of topics and select the relevant ones for further interpretation.End users applying the methodological framework proposed in this study should beinformed of this limitation.
Furthermore, starting from the collected dataset and conducted exploratoryanalyses, many more interesting questions in the fields of heritage studies, urbanstudies, social sciences, computer science, and Geo-AI research could be answered.By repeating the same procedure in other case studies of HREs concerning WorldHeritage properties with different geopolitical and cultural backgrounds happening indifferent years (Kumar, 2020a,b), possibly also with positive events, general rules ofonline interaction discussed in 6.5.1 could be verified, resulting in a handbook forheritage managers on how to act and react on social media with concerned peopleduring events. By digging into the semantic development embedded in theconversational graph structure, the mechanisms of information spreading, stancechanging, and interactional framing could be further revealed (Lipizzi et al., 2015;Luo et al., 2020; van Eck et al., 2020). The time zones of the posting locations, thelanguage being used, and the social interests of users can all be possibly used asgrouping variables to describe and explain the spatiotemporal patterns of postingbehaviour, the development of semantic information, as well as the interactionmechanisms behind them. Such mechanisms are supposed to be generalizableacross fields beyond the scope of heritage, but can also be used to explaindiscussions and debates on other societal issues triggering public interactions, such
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as sustainability actions, climate change campaigns, and global pandemics (Dewulfand Bouwen, 2012; Roy and Goldwasser, 2020; Stevens et al., 2020). Only textualinformation has been analysed for the semantic meaning, yet a multi-modalrepresentation including images, memes, audio, and videos can possibly add othercontradictory or complementary information (Bai et al., 2022; Rojas-Padilla et al.,2022). The emojis used in tweets were not thoroughly investigated in this chapter,similar operations as in Tenzer (2022) could also be conducted to compare thechange of emoji usage before, during, and after the HREs. The results of this studycould be combined with other similar and/or relevant works collecting informationusing social media in the case of Notre-Dame fire (Padilha et al., 2021a; Passaroet al., 2022) and Venice flood (Andrade, 2022; Lorini et al., 2022), in order toconstruct a multi-layer digital archive concerning the event.

6.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents a methodological framework proposed to investigate thecollective behaviour of people on social media when radical Heritage-related events(HREs) happen. It applies a few pre-trained natural language processing models toobtain pseudo-labels of tweets in the time of HREs for their semantic meanings interms of conveyed cultural significance, expressed emotions, and discussed topics.The conversational sequences and the spatiotemporal contexts are modelled in agraph structure. Two case studies that both happened in 2019, the fire inNotre-Dame de Paris and the flood in Venice, are used as demonstrative examples toshowcase the framework. Exploratory data analysis and statistical tests areconducted to describe the spatiotemporal dynamics of the actions and reactions ofthe online public from the same city, the same country, and far beyond within theperiods before, during, and after HREs. Results show that the online discussions wentfar beyond the local heritage community and triggered vivid expressions of emotionsand action proposals globally, even though the reactions drew back quickly after theHREs. The methodological framework can be also applied in other similar cases ofevents happening to heritage globally and can facilitate inclusive heritagemanagement processes as an information gathering and eventually a knowledgedocumentation tool to confirm known facts and discover new ones.
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PART E On Inclusion
Promoting Social Inclusion inHeritage Management
This part of dissertation concludes the research by summarizing the main
outcomes, reflecting on the research questions, and pointing to future directions.
The modelling of the machine replica in PART B, the mapping of everyday
contexts of cultural significance under baseline scenarios in PART C, and the
descriptions of discussion dynamics triggered by radical events under activated
scenarios in PART D are respectively used to respond to the research aim. The
basis of the dissertation brought up in PART A is revisited with evidence obtained
throughout the dissertation. As a whole, it contributes as a knowledge
documentation tool under the Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape,
in pursuit of inclusive heritage management processes in the future.

One chapter is included in this part:

Chapter 7 Conclusions.
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7 Conclusions

Parts of this chapter have been published in Bai et al. (2023a).
Bai N, Ducci M, Mirzikashvili R, Nourian P, Pereira Roders, A. (2023a). Mapping Urban Heritage Images with
Social Media Data and Artificial Intelligence, A Case Study in Testaccio, Rome. In The International Archives of
the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, XLVIII-M-2-2023. p. 139–146.

ABSTRACT This chapter concludes the dissertation. It provides a reflection on the proposedinterdisciplinary methodology and the main findings obtained in each chapterconcerning the use of Artificial Intelligence to understand User-Generated Contentand therefrom summarize the perceived and expressed cultural significance of citiesconveyed to social media users. The research questions are revisited and addressedwith the added value of this research. The scientific and societal contributions andthe key limitations are re-stated. Finally, suggestions for future research agendas aregiven on how to utilize the research outcomes in inclusive heritage managementpractices, as well as computational urban and social studies.

KEYWORDS Inclusive Heritage Management, Artificial Intelligence, Computational SocialSciences, Cultural Significance, Historic Urban Landscape

7.1 Summary of Main Outcomes

This research started with the observation that the reactions of the online public tocultural heritage on social media vary in baseline scenarios when people calmlyshare their travelling/living experiences in the cities they visit and/or reside and in
activated scenarios when radical events such as the fire in Notre-Dame de Parishappened. Both scenarios would hypothetically demonstrate different patterns andintensities of social inclusion within discussions concerning heritage, informative forsummarizing the cultural significance conveyed by the public from alternative views.In order to build a knowledge documentation tool concerning cultural significancewith User-Generated information on social media, which is hypothetically more
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socially inclusive compared to the traditional approach, as called for by the UNESCORecommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (UNESCO, 2011; Pereira Roders,2019), both scenarios are indispensable. Contrary to the conventional expert-basedcase-specific heritage investigations where conclusions are mainly drawn fromextrinsic expertise and intrinsic professional knowledge gradually built up throughyears of training (UNESCO, 1972, 2008), summarizing, analysing, and eventuallymapping cultural significance from massive user-generated data in a global contextrequires a different set of skills from various disciplines. Considering the largeamount of unstructured data (mostly texts and images) available, it is pragmaticallyhard, if not impossible, to process them manually and qualitatively, promising bothefficiency and quality. The cutting-edge Artificial Intelligence models that have beenextensively developed and pre-trained, showing the ability to be transferred andgeneralized in other types of tasks (Pan and Yang, 2010), offer the opportunity toaugment the research field of heritage studies from the bottom up with large-scaleevidence that can be reproduced efficiently in other contexts.
This dissertation is among the very first examples of bringing knowledge from bothArtificial Intelligence and Social Media Analysis to the field of heritage studies, inpursuit of socially inclusive heritage management processes. Following is a summaryof the results and takeaways obtained from each previous chapter of this dissertation.

+ PART A built up the theoretical and methodological basis of the entire dissertation.
– Chapter 1 set up the scope of this dissertation as an interdisciplinary explorationcombining heritage studies, urban studies, computer science, spatial analysis, andsocial sciences. It formally defined the concepts of baseline (everyday) scenarios andactivated (event-triggered) scenarios for the discussion about cultural heritageproperties on social media, forming the theoretical foundation of this research, whichlinked back to the principles and steps for implementing the Recommendation on theHistoric Urban Landscape (UNESCO, 2011; Pereira Roders, 2019). Researchobjectives and questions were formulated, and an overview of the datasets and casestudies employed in the dissertation was given.
– The systematic literature review in Chapter 2 investigated the understanding ofuser-generated content on social media platforms in the broad field of heritagemanagement. 431 research articles, conference papers, and book chapters wereinitially collected and eventually reduced to 73 studies for qualitative synthesis. Asystematic coding scheme was developed and applied to the studies, under thethemes of research context, research content, and research methodology, which werelater visualized in a 2D space using the Multi-Dimensional Scaling algorithm to showthe associations among the aspects. In addition to the conventional approaches ofsocial network analysis focusing on the “structure” and “content” (Aggarwal, 2011),a third category of “context” is applied to classify the studies. It was found that thequestions of interest were being studied with a complex and interdisciplinaryapproach. Several methods, models, and datasets that were frequently used in theliterature were summarized, which inspired and were also applied throughout thedissertation. It further showed that with all the methodological challenges, thedevelopment of heritage-specific computational tools to deal with large-scale datawas urgently needed, proving the necessity of this research.
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+ PART B prepared for further analysis of social media data by first training a machinereplica of the authoritative view.
– The official Statement of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of UNESCO WorldHeritage List was collected, processed, and structured as a multi-class single-labelclassification dataset “WHOSe Heritage” in Chapter 3. The co-justification pattern ofOUV selection criteria was mathematically translated as a hierarchical label structurefor each sentence in the dataset, as a response to the association among the OUVselection criteria. State-of-the-art natural language processing models were trainedon the dataset, where label smoothing was adapted in the training process tocombine the actual label and ‘parental labels’ of all data points. The best-performingmodels BERT and ULMFiT both reached a top-3 accuracy of around 94%, both ofwhich became the main outcomes of this chapter and were further used in allfollowing chapters. Albeit not perfect, the performance of the models was approvedby experts as sufficiently reliable. As a by-product, a heritage lexicon was obtained,capturing the essential concepts of OUV. The chapter also showed that the OUVselection criteria were consistently associated with each other in different similaritymetrics and that some of the association patterns discovered by Jokilehto (2008)needed a revisit and amendment with the recent inscriptions. The machine replicaobtained in this Chapter could be used to verify and improve the consistency andcoherence of future inscription documents for UNESCO World Heritage.
+ PART C zoomed in to the baseline scenarios when people calmly share their thoughtsand experiences about the cities they visit or live in. It presented a methodologicalframework for mapping the collective opinions of cultural significance the citiesconveyed to people in everyday contexts.
– The image-sharing social media platform Flickr was used to collect a multi-modalgraph-based dataset in three cities, Amsterdam, Suzhou, and Venice, concerningtheir cultural significance in Chapter 4. The unstructured raw images and texts wereprocessed through pre-trained deep-learning models to generate structured vectorsas multi-modal representations. Pseudo-labels concerning the heritage attributesand OUV selection criteria categories were also generated using pre-trained modelsincluding the ones from Chapter 3, based on the confidence and agreement ofpredictions by different models. The spatial proximity, temporal sequence, and socialsimilarity were modelled as contextual graphs of the multi-modal data points. Thefinal outcomes of this chapter were four (two for Venice and one for the other twocities) partially labelled attributed-graph datasets, the Heri-Graphs. Qualitativeinspections showed that the datasets were comparable and consistent and that thepseudo-labels captured the main elements of cultural significance albeit generatedunder a transfer-learning setting. The entire procedure was described withmathematical details. And the potentials of Heri-Graph datasets in both machinelearning and heritage studies were thoroughly discussed. An additional test case inthe Rome Testaccio area demonstrated that the methodological framework was alsoapplicable to smaller urban areas. Specifically, this chapter revisited and reused themanually annotated data of Ginzarly et al. (2019) and updated the mappingprocedure with the aid of artificial intelligence.
– The two Heri-Graph datasets in Venice (one small and one large) were taken as theinputs for graph-based semi-supervised classification tasks in Chapter 5. An
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ensemble of several Graph Neural Network models was co-trained on the partiallylabelled datasets with semi-supervised learning, the predictions of which were thenaggregated as the soft labels for all post-level data points. Going one step beyondthe direct mapping of post-level labels on maps such as in Liu and De Sabbata(2021), they were diffused onto the nodes of a spatial network where the posts weregeographically located. The initial spatial labels were further diffused on the spatialnetwork so that the eventual label of a spatial node combined the characteristics ofboth its nearby posts and its spatial neighbours. The resulting label distributions bothreflected the user-generated information about a place and satisfied the assumptionof the First Law of Geography. Maps showing the distribution of each sub-category ofcultural significance in Venice were eventually created based on the auto-correlationpatterns of various spatial labels. More places other than the most popular touristdestinations in Venice (i.e., San Marco Square and Rialto Bridge) emerged from themaps, displaying different focal places of cultural significance in the city perceivedand expressed by Flickr users. Again, mathematical details were provided for the fullprocess. The maps generated could be considered the main outcomes of themethodological framework in PART C. They indicated that the proposed frameworkwas an effective knowledge documentation tool in the baseline scenarios. As aby-product, this chapter also provided numerical benchmarks for semi-supervisedclassification tasks on Heri-Graph datasets based on both conventional machinelearning metrics and new metrics that are adapted and proposed in this chapter.
+ PART D switched to the activated scenarios when radical events triggered reactionsof people concerning heritage properties at risk. It presented a methodologicalframework for describing the spatiotemporal patterns of the intensity and semanticsof online discussions during Heritage-related Events.
– The instant social networking platform Twitter was used to collect a text datasetenriched with spatial and temporal features in Chapter 6 about two radical eventsrelated to heritage: the fire in Notre-Dame de Paris in April 2019 and the flood inVenice in November 2019. The numbers of tweets were counted spatially for eachcity and temporally for every hour, and further aggregated in three localities (fromthe same city where the event happened, from the same country, or far beyond) andthree periods (before, during, and after the events). Exploratory analysis of the tweetcounts showed that the intensity of tweeting behaviour significantly increased duringheritage-related events, transcending the geographical boundaries. Conversationand interaction sequences of Twitter users were constructed as graphs, where thenodes with the highest betweenness centrality values were shown to have providedinformative messages for heritage management. Pre-trained deep learning modelsincluding the ones from Chapter 3 and pre-defined topic modelling algorithms wereused to obtain the semantics of tweets in terms of the type of cultural significancethey related to, the emotions they expressed, and the key topics they discussed. Thedistributions of the semantic categories also demonstrated clear spatiotemporaldivergence according to statistical inferences, providing more information on thecontexts where discussions happened. As the main outcome of PART D, the timelinesof semantic topics revealed the dynamics of the dominant emotions being expressedand the key actions being mentioned and proposed by the online public. Albeitforming temporary online communities that are concerned with heritage properties,the peaks of discussions triggered and activated by the events only remained for 3-4
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days, and almost fell back to the level of baseline afterwards. This chapter presenteda complete workflow for describing and analysing the spatiotemporal patterns ofheritage-related events. The proposed framework proved to be an effectiveknowledge documentation tool in the activated scenarios since it providedopportunities for end users (heritage managers, scholars, and decision-makers) toboth confirm known knowledge and discover new knowledge. This chapter alsoshowed that people distributed globally would form a temporary “heritagecommunity” when radical events happened, calling for a possible extension of thedefinition by the Faro Convention (Council of Europe, 2005).

7.2 Revisiting Research Questions

In the Introduction of this dissertation (Chapter 1), four research questions havebeen raised to approach the aim of this research. They will be respectively revisited inthe following section with the knowledge obtained from conducting this research, assummarized in Section 7.1.
The first sub-question is: “How can mathematical and/or computational modelling help to
construct a machine replica of the authoritative view of the cultural significance of UNESCO
World Heritage properties as the basis for analyzing User-Generated Content?”

The “WHOSe Heritage” developed in Chapter 3, both as a dataset and as a group oftrained natural language processing model checkpoints, could be regarded as amachine replica of the authoritative view of cultural significance. The computationalmodels have been “taught” with the Statements of Outstanding Universal Value(OUV) justifying the cultural significance of World Heritage properties, written andapproved by thousands of heritage experts from UNESCO, ICOMOS, and IUCN. Themodels are capable of taking a generic sentence and outputting the probabilitydistribution of how the 10 OUV selection criteria might relate to this sentence. Themodels also show a sufficient ability to differentiate between positive and negativeclasses, consistent with the evaluation of experts. That is, the models could interpretevery sentence they “see” with the knowledge they have “learned” inductively fromthe authoritative documents, replicating the “justification” process of the inscriptionof UNESCO World Heritage, mainly based on semantic similarities of sentences.Mathematical modelling is used in the process to reflect the associative nature of theOUV selection criteria and is shown to improve the prediction accuracy of thecomputational models for the OUV selection criteria categories.
Similarly, the several machine learning models trained in Chapter 4 on the imagespreviously annotated by Ginzarly et al. (2019) could be understood as another suchmachine replica, taught with image inputs and trying to infer the depicted heritage
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attribute therein. Again, the mathematical modelling in Chapter 4 and 5 focusing onthe spatial, temporal, and social similarities and associations of social media posts asprior knowledge helped realize the graph neural network models.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, the datasets and models from Chapters 3 to 5are the very first open-source computational tools that specifically focused on theclassification of texts and images into categories related to UNESCO World Heritage,OUV selection criteria, and heritage attributes. They provided a unique opportunityfor facilitating the conventional approach of heritage justification and investigationwith AI that can process and analyze massive data efficiently, which is indispensablefor including social media users in heritage management at scale. Naturally, themodels as “machine replicas” are not truly making solid justifications for the culturalsignificance of a potential heritage property through site visits, value assessments,historic investigations, and comparative studies, like what the experts usually do(Jokilehto, 2008; UNESCO, 2008; Veldpaus, 2015). Unlike humans, thecomputational models in this dissertation make assumptions with knowledge learnedfrom massive empirical data. On the other hand, unlike individual experts writing theStatements of OUV alone who can be focused too much on the specific case studyand trapped with partial and incomplete insights, the computational modelsapproached more from a holistic viewpoint with collective knowledge. Moreover, theassumed labels by the models are sometimes simply a depiction of the realitymirrored on social media, weakly relevant to the cultural significance of the place andcan hardly be justified as a valuable heritage to be preserved for future generations.Whether or not the cultural significance can be conceptually reduced to numbers -the probability distribution under a fixed category system - is, however, a questionout of the scope of this dissertation yet worth debating on. Still, from a pragmaticpoint of view, the machine replicas suffice the initial need to scale up the analyticalprocess that can otherwise only be conducted manually, if not impossible. Theybecome an effective starting point and basis for analyzing User-Generated Contentfrom the perspective of cultural significance.
The second sub-question is: “As for a baseline scenario, how can a computational
method help to map the spatiotemporal and social contexts of the public opinions about the
cultural significance in a normal everyday setting?”

The “Heri-Graphs” datasets and models developed in Chapter 4 and 5 showed theeffects of how a systematic workflow mainly composed of computational methodscan help to map the contexts of cultural significance perceived and expressed bypeople in baseline scenarios. The effects are three-fold.
– Firstly, transfer learning of pre-trained machine and deep learning models areeffective in transforming the massive unstructured texts and images that are onlyunderstandable by humans qualitatively into high-dimensional vectors (both assemantic representations and as probabilities concerning cultural significancecategories) that could be analysed mathematically. This is a desirable characteristicboth for scaling up the analyses and for reproducibility. The massive User-GeneratedContent produced by various individuals in different forms is all brought to the same
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abstract mathematical space, thus the vagueness of human interpretation that oftenhinders reproducibility can be omitted.
– Secondly, the construction of graphs marking the spatial, temporal, and socialconnections of social media posts gives the term “context” an operational meaning(Zimmermann et al., 2007). These connections are no longer only a backgroundconcept, but also meaningful matrices that messages could be propagated throughand projected on.
– Thirdly, the diffusion process in Chapter 5 aggregating the cultural significancecategory labels (or any other type of categories) of posts onto spatial networkscompletes the mapping practice with visualized “maps”. User-Generated Content,therefore, is no longer just a “bag” of unrelated images and sentences posted hereand there but also summarized information reflecting the collective opinions overtime interlinking with each other.

Since baseline scenarios cover all the other time except for when a radical eventhappens, as defined in Section 1.1, the data are naturally distributed sparsely withinlonger time spans. As a pragmatic choice, the mapping for the baseline scenarioswas restricted to urban or sub-urban scales. This also allows for fine-grainedexplorations over the distribution of cultural significance in space. In thisdissertation, cultural significance categories are eventually mapped on streetintersections. Maps of perceived cultural significance at this resolution can in turnonly be achievable by aggregating the posts of every individual throughout the longtime span. In other words, if the time period taken into consideration was too short,there might not be sufficient data points available for summarizing a collectiveknowledge generated by individuals of all interests. Moreover, even though one mainpurpose of having a systematic workflow is to ensure that the same outcome (mapshere) can be repeatedly obtained by different users, it does not mean that themapping with computational methods produces only one “true” answer. Instead, thecomputational methods are almost always accompanied by adjustable parameters,allowing for flexibility. This shows another benefit of computational models inresponse to the sub-question: the variations of outcome based on different designchoices of users can also be reproducible. Moreover, it was sometimes asserted inthe field of heritage studies that the “authorized heritage discourse” wouldautomatically and unavoidably differ from the community view. Yet anotherinteresting finding from the dissertation is that the two are not necessarilycontradictory to each other. Even though possibly distributed in different spots in thecity, the official elements of cultural significance - heritage values and attributes areall present in the maps drawn with social media user-generated data.
The third sub-question is: “As for an activated scenario, how can the dynamics and
mechanism of the emotion/information spreading on social media platforms be described
when some radical events happen about a heritage property?”

Unlike the baseline scenarios that can expand to years, the peak of the activateddiscussion usually only lasts a few days before it goes back to baselines. The maincharacteristics of event-triggered activated scenarios, i.e., short-lasting in time,far-reaching in space, and strong-affecting in society, indicate that it is both
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pragmatic and necessary to study them at a global scale. Therefore, developing aseparate variant of the methodological framework during heritage-related events isalso a necessity. The exploratory analyses on the “HREs” datasets developed inChapter 6 provided some examples of how the dynamics of public reactions can bedescribed during the time of radical events. Consistent with the categorization ofAggarwal (2011) and Bai et al. (2021), the descriptions can be made on the context,structure, and content of the social network.
– From the view of the context, social media posts are embedded in spatiotemporalbounding boxes, even though the geo-tags for them are not always explicitlyavailable. The counts of posts aggregated in any arbitrary spatial unit (in thisdissertation, a city) and temporal unit (in this dissertation, an hour) describe thedynamics of the discussion intensity on social media around the period of a radicalheritage-related event.
– From the view of the structure, the actions and reactions of social media users alwaysform a communication network, on which emotions and other information are beingspread. Network sciences and graph theory have proved with abundant examplesfrom various fields that the configuration of nodes and links on these networksinfluences the mechanism of how information spreading happens (Barabási et al.,2016). An intuitive way that was also employed in this dissertation of describing thediscussions is to compute the centrality indicators of social media posts as nodesand inspect the characteristics of those with the highest centralities, which was alsoshown effective in the two events investigated in this dissertation.
– From the view of the content, transfer learning of pre-trained deep learning modelsand topic modelling can be used to describe explicit and implicit semantic meaningsof social media posts. Depending on the application scenario, such semanticinformation can include but is not limited to the relevant cultural significancecategories, the expressed emotions, the descriptions and assumptions on the eventitself, the proposed immediate and future actions, as well as political discussions.

Combining context and content, the temporal development and spatial divergence ofdifferent semantic topics can also be revealed. By describing triggered discussionson social media platforms with their contextual, structural, and content-relatedsemantic features, the collective knowledge of the heritage properties under events isalso documented in a systematic and reproducible manner.
The last sub-question is: “How can the evidence-based research findings improve the
power and degree of social inclusion in future heritage management in broader cases?”

This question was not answered explicitly with a separate chapter in this dissertationbut has been touched upon in the “Discussion” sections of all content chapters. Fourlevels of usage of the research findings and evidence obtained in this research can beapplied in future heritage management research and practices. It is worthemphasizing that there is no implication that “higher-level” usages are moreadvanced and superior than the “lower-level” ones. The levels here only relate to howmuch overlapping there can be between the use case and this dissertation.
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– The most direct and obvious usage is by exhibiting and interpreting the written texts,visualized maps, timelines, and/or other statistics and graphics. Various examples inthe different case study cities can be presented to different stakeholders to check ifthe results are aligned with or against their expert knowledge and intuitions.
– The second level of usage of the findings is by exploring the collected raw data andprocessed datasets from this dissertation, which are all shared with open access.Other data mining techniques and directions not covered in this research can bediscovered with specific objectives. Since the datasets are collected in this research,the scope would still be restricted to the case studies discussed here.
– The third level of usage would be repeating a part of or the entire methodologicalworkflow in another city containing World Heritage or another heritage-related eventas a case study. This will be a validation step on the generalizability and effectivenessof the workflow proposed in this research. As such, datasets and results under thesame format allow for comparison and generalization.
– The last level of usage would be adapting and customizing the framework proposed inthis study for other purposes in urban studies and heritage management.

All steps can be implemented by the local heritage managers, the global heritageorganizations, the local residents, the global tourists, and anyone from the onlinecommunities who finds it relevant. The information on how online communities’perceptions differ from the official document can be informative for policymakers,thus offering a chance for participation and enhancing the degree of democratization.And the message of how policymakers’ reactions reflect the public’s opinions can beencouraging for society. Knowing that they are among the others who post similartopics on social media, which becomes part of the collective knowledge canhypothetically increase the sense of belonging; while realizing that the collectiveknowledge can actually make a change in the decision-making process in heritagemanagement and urban planning actions can hypothetically increase the sense ofauthenticity. As the senses of belonging and authenticity are both strengthened, ahigher level of social inclusion could be reached by definition (Jansen et al., 2014).
Moreover, social media could also enable observations of how the current ongoingplanning actions could gradually alter first the physical spaces and then the “digitaltwin” of the study area by collecting freshly added posts by residents and touristsalong the timeline and merging them into the same dataset. This new collection ofdata will be processed and analysed with newer generations of more powerful AIalgorithms in the future. Then a new round of research could be conducted, coupledwith integrated analyses of mixed methods, possibly again pointing to new planningdirections. This would suggest an abductive and iterative system with a data-drivenfeedback mechanism for decision-making, integrating a diversity of data sources inan inclusive and participatory planning process (Dubois and Gadde, 2002).
After answering the sub-questions with the outcome of this dissertation, the aim ofthis research, i.e., to explore the use of AI in a methodological framework to
include the contribution of a larger and more diverse group of participants and
facilitate the knowledge documentation of cultural significance in cities with
user-generated social media data is generally met.
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With the aid of various AI-based algorithms and models, an interdisciplinaryheritage-centred methodological framework for knowledge documentation of culturalsignificance using user-generated social media data has been proposed and testedfor cities with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHL. Two variations of themethodological framework targeted respectively the baseline and the activatedscenarios. Both variations were tackled with a complete workflow fully described withmathematical details, starting from data collection, to feature engineering andrepresentation, statistical analysis, outcome aggregation, and eventually tovisualizations. Specifically, spatiotemporal and social contexts were always treatedas an additional layer of semantic information in the framework. Case studies such asVenice (both in baseline and activated scenarios), Amsterdam, Rome, Suzhou (only inthe baseline scenario), and Paris (only in the activated scenario) have been used toillustrate the effectiveness, usability, validity, and generalizability of the proposedmethodological framework. The employed artificial intelligence models covered thesettings of supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised learning; with the tasks ofnatural language processing, image recognition, and multi-modal machine learning;and with the architectures of machine learning algorithms, convolutional neuralnetworks, attention-based recurrent neural networks, and graph neural networks.The obtained results suggested that User-Generated Content on social mediaplatforms, with the aid of the methodological framework proposed in this research,has the ability and potential to function as the resourceful starting point fordeveloping knowledge documentation tools to be applied globally at a large scale.

7.3 Reflection on the Research

7.3.1 Scientific Contribution

This dissertation is a cross-/inter-disciplinary study that applies cutting-edgeArtificial Intelligence algorithms and models in the investigation of culturalsignificance for urban heritage. Many of the methods discovered and mentioned inChapter 2 originally developed and used in various previously partially relateddisciplines were integrated into the methodological framework proposed in thisdissertation. By combining methods from computer science, social sciences, heritagestudies, and spatial analysis, this study offers possibilities to augment a researchfield that has been previously dominated by expert-based qualitative inspections withlarge-scale evidence that can be reproduced efficiently in other contexts. Suchevidence could support scientific research on topics including digital humanities,people-centred heritage, heritage communities, participatory planning, collectivememory, urban images, volunteered geographic information, and so on.
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All the steps within the methodological framework proposed in this dissertation havebeen provided with adequate mathematical descriptions, allowing for generalizeddiscussions and customization in different use cases. The collected datasets “WHOSeHeritage”1, “Heri-Graphs”2, and “HREs” together with the trained AI modelcheckpoints with these datasets have been or will be made open source, providingtesting grounds and initial numerical benchmarks for the machine learningcommunity as real-world datasets in tasks including text classification, multi-modalgraph-node classification, semi-supervised learning, spatiotemporal clustering, andeven federated learning on graphs (Zhang et al., 2023). The datasets developed inthis dissertation have labels tailor-made about cultural significance, i.e., UNESCOWorld Heritage Outstanding Universal Value selection criteria and Heritage Attributesspecifically in urban settings. To the best of the author’s knowledge, they are amongthe very first open-access datasets that serve these purposes.
Additionally, the mathematical descriptions and workflows are also applicable beyondheritage studies. The essence of the methodological framework proposed in thisstudy is to transform the unstructured multi-modal social media user-generated datainto high-dimensional vectors embedded in a graph structure representing thespatiotemporal and social contexts of the posts. Since the components of generatingheritage-related labels and maps are mostly modular, they can also be substitutedwith other human-generated information on spatial networks, applicable in otherdomains, such as in urban studies, social sciences, and policy analyses, in order tomeasure the safety, vitality, and popularity of urban spaces.

7.3.2 Societal Contribution

As part of a pan-European research and training network HERILAND3 (CulturalHeritage and the Planning of European Landscapes), this dissertation, together with14 other research projects, reflected on the societal challenges of heritage andlandscape in the ever-changing 21st century (Burgers, 2021). The main challengesbrought up by HERILAND, i.e., the Spatial Turn, Democratisation, DigitalTransformations, Shifting Demographies and Contested Identities, and ChangingEnvironments, are generally applicable both within the European context and in theglobe. Being part of the Work Package of “Democratisation”, this dissertationcontributes as a tool to include and empower the citizens and get their voice heardduring heritage management. This transition is promoted by inter-governmentalinstitutions and doctrinal documents such as the Faro Convention (Council of Europe,2005), the Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (UNESCO, 2011), andthe Sustainable Development Goals 11.3 “Inclusive and Sustainable Urbanization”and 11.4 “Protect the World Cultural and Natural Heritage” (Sachs et al., 2019;Vinuesa et al., 2020), and by non-governmental organizations and campaigns such
1https://github.com/zzbn12345/WHOSe_Heritage2https://github.com/zzbn12345/Heri_Graphs3https://www.heriland.eu, accessed 26 May 2023.
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as Our World Heritage4.
The methodological framework aided with Artificial Intelligence in this dissertation isshown to be able to collect information and map the knowledge of the communityabout the cultural significance of heritage. It fulfills the expectation and requirementof Historic Urban Landscape as knowledge documentation and civic engagementtools, useful and informative for future socially inclusive heritage managementprocesses. It has the potential to be developed into a transparent heritagemanagement and planning toolbox, systematically summarizing information from theonline public. The approach can also eventually be checked by the citizens on howtheir voices are being heard and implemented in the decision-making process. Albeitnot yet implemented in real-world design and planning practices, the methods andresults have also been circulated and discussed with global and local heritagemanagers on formal and informal occasions, triggering much interest and attention5.Together with other studies in the same line of research with similar aims, the newinsights and experiences obtained in different European and global cities canpromote democratic and inclusive participation practices, especially when planningand cultural identity meet.

7.3.3 Restating the Major Limitations

Throughout the dissertation, only a small fraction of AI models are tested as ahumble exploration. Much more possibilities and potentials still exist for applying AIin heritage management (Condorelli et al., 2020; Matrone et al., 2020; Yuan et al.,2022; Foroughi et al., 2023). In this dissertation, the models trained on datasets“WHOSe Heritage” and “Heri-Graphs” always suffered from a shortage of data incertain categories, e.g., the OUV selection criterion (v), and the Heritage Attributecategory of “Artifact Product”, which imply that the models and datasets need to befurther augmented and improved. However, even with a perfectly trained error-freemodel at a later stage after solving all the technological challenges and technicaldifficulties, careful inspections of the validity, reliability, and coherence of the modelsand interpretations of the derived results by humans with their expert knowledge arealways needed, especially during policy decision-making on World Heritage for thesocial benefit. The AI-based models are on the one hand inherently less biased than asingle human expert since the chances that this person adds implicit personalexperiences on top of what is really there are sufficiently reduced. They are on theother hand still always biased based on the available training data reflecting possibleunfairness and training methods restricted with all sorts of known or hiddenassumptions, which can sometimes fall into sub-optimal solutions and even lead inwrong directions (Ntoutsi et al., 2020; Ferrer et al., 2021). The use of AI and socialmedia data is never the “eternal solution” for mapping cultural significance, which
4https://www.ourworldheritage.org, accessed 26 May 20235An example of such conversations was made with Inez Weyermans from the heritage department of Amsterdammunicipality in the Digital Citizen Engagement with Heritage | Future Making in the Anthropocene Podcast,accessed 26 May 2023.
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could potentially create more new challenges and problems than it manages to solve.One of the biases that need special caution from the end of users is the so-called“automation bias”, showing that people favour the results generated by automaticsystems for decision-making processes (Parasuraman and Manzey, 2010). Theprivacy issue and data security are always worth noticing in this type of study.
Furthermore, the use of one or two specific social media platforms as the data sourcemay have strong limitations to getting a comprehensive picture since there is alwaysan unequal representation of users and non-users. As research demonstrates,despite the proliferation of digital technologies, a significant number of thepopulation may still be disadvantaged in using digital platforms and tools, due to alack of access to the internet, equipment, and difficulty with digital skills (Cragliaet al., 2021). Some of these inequalities are related to age ranges, socioeconomicbackgrounds, or spatial divides. Thus the outcomes of social media surveys may beconsidered unavoidably biased towards the users of digital platforms, implying agenerational, socioeconomic, and/or spatiotemporal gap in its representation. Thesefactors call for careful consideration at the early stage of applications and emphasizethe need for integrated research and mixed analysis methods combining qualitativeand quantitative knowledge. Social media may be helpful for setting the stage forplanning and management through an initial data capture, but its limitations shouldalso be balanced with other methods of data collection and analyses, as well ascross-sectoral integration of different data sources, such as official documents(Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2010; Rosetti et al., 2022; Lin et al., 2023),archival maps (Potdar and Verbakel, 2022), design and planning practices (Fredholmet al., 2021; Castro de Azevedo, 2023), interviews (Li et al., 2021; Tarrafa Silva et al.,2023), surveys (Gonçalves et al., 2021; Ducci et al., 2023), behavioural data (Baiet al., 2023b), and participatory workshops (Pintossi et al., 2023; Zheng, 2023).

7.4 Recommendations for Future Research

This dissertation can be extended and continued in different directions.
First of all, the methodological framework can be applied in more case studies todocument the collective knowledge of cultural significance in various cities of diversecultural backgrounds, as already mentioned in Section 7.2. By doing so, thegeneralizability of the proposed framework could be tested. In case some parts of themethodological framework do not work, inductive error analyses and/or deductivereasoning could provide insights on why the system fails, and then the mathematicalformulations and the AI-based computational models could be revised and updatedaccordingly. For example, more examples could be collected, annotated, or evengenerated as training data augmentation, and the categories of cultural significance,
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especially heritage attributes, could be upgraded so that they can be both universaland case-specific. After the validation, datasets could be ideally collected, processed,analysed, and visualized in all cities with urban areas inscribed in the UNESCO WHLand/or tentative properties. In this way, the scope goes beyond any specific casestudy and aims at a general rule or even a universal law about cultural significanceperceived and expressed by people on social media. Heri-graphs of eachparticipating city can be constructed, effectively transforming the central task fromnode classification to graph classification, requiring higher levels of abstraction andaggregation (Ma and Tang, 2021; Bai et al., 2022).
Second, as has been argued extensively in the official doctrines and scientificliterature (ICOMOS, 2013; UNESCO, 2011; Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2012;Veldpaus, 2015; Foroughi et al., 2022; Lin et al., 2023), heritage values (why) andheritage attributes (what) are two critical components of the high-level concept“cultural significance”, which is represented as “Outstanding Universal Value (OUV)”in case of World Heritage. This dissertation covers one side of the story linkingheritage attributes to OUV, transforming categories from both concepts intocomputational classification models. Future studies are encouraged to complete theother side of the story by first building up machine replicas on the classification ofheritage value categories. This is a harder task as no structured annotated dataset iscurrently available. The challenge could be possibly tackled by combiningcomputational workflows with an expert or crowd-sourcing evaluation (activelearning), by exploring more advanced weakly supervised learning algorithms, and byintegrating the prior expert knowledge into classification models (Settles, 2011;Shen et al., 2021).
Third, two separate variants of the methodological framework have been developed inthis dissertation for the baseline and the activated scenarios. Both scenarios are stillnot explicitly compared together. In principle, there should always be significant“activated” spatiotemporal clusters in the long-term “baseline” datasets (Shen, 2018;Lai, 2019), since the periods of events were not deliberately removed from datacollection. It could be an interesting extension to apply the variant of themethodological framework developed for the activated scenarios on the datasetscollected for the baseline scenarios, and vice versa. Then the questions to beanswered could be: how are the foci of the discussion on social media developedthrough the years and how can the emergent heritage values and attributes shown insocial media posts during a radical event be mapped? As such, more systematicknowledge about the mechanisms and dynamics of cultural significance expressedonline could be obtained.
Fourth, ways of integrating the proposed methodological framework in real-worldurban planning and heritage management could be explored. It could start withorganizing workshops among interested mayors and officers from the World Heritagecities with the help of UNESCO and other international or national networks (Rosettiet al., 2022). It is foreseen that digital literacy (the ability to understand what AIdoes and can do) and digital numeracy (the ability to write codes and realize AIalgorithms) would be both necessary for the heritage managers and scholars in an
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AI-intense near future6. Workshops could be a helpful introduction to such digitaltransformations, later to be followed by a curriculum change in the education ofheritage and urban studies.
Finally, the effect of the methodological framework for social inclusion in heritagemanagement needs to be verified through in-depth qualitative interviews andlarge-scale quantitative surveys with the stakeholders, e.g., the laypersons whoactively use social media to express their opinions, feelings, and perceptions on thecultural heritage in their own city and other cities with urban areas inscribed in theUNESCO WHL. The degree of their perceived social inclusion and their willingness tofurther engage in heritage management through social media could be measured(Jansen et al., 2014; Taylor and Gibson, 2017). Only after such a process, one canconfidently argue that the research has made a difference and the level of socialinclusion has been increased.
All being said, this dissertation is only a modest starting point to explore many morepossibilities. Hopefully, it can be a bridge among all the involved disciplines and getthem to embrace each other eventually in the new future, all for the same aim of asmooth transformation towards inclusive heritage management and sustainability.
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APPENDIX A Official Definitions for
Cultural Significance
of Heritage

UNESCO World Heritage | Outstanding Uni-
versal Value

Selection Criteria

According to the Operational Guidelines of UNESCO (UNESCO, 2008), OutstandingUniversal Value means
“cultural and/or natural significance which is so exceptional as to transcendnational boundaries and to be of common importance for present and futuregenerations of all humanity. As such, the permanent protection of this heritage isof the highest importance to the international community as a whole.”

For any property to be inscribed in the World Heritage List, it must satisfy at least oneof the ten Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) selection criteria and meet theconditions of integrity and/or authenticity. However, it is to be stressed that thedefinition of the selection criteria is regularly revised by the World HeritageCommittee to reflect the evolution of World Heritage (WH) itself1. For example,cultural (criteria i-vi, also sometimes denoted as C1-C6 in this dissertation) andnatural (criteria vii-x, also denoted as N7-N10) OUV used to be justified apart as twosets. Since 2004, the two sets are combined.
Although WH properties are usually justified with OUV from one category (cultural or
1http://whc.unesco.org/en/criteria/
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natural), within the domain of mix heritage and cultural landscape, OUV from bothcategories can co-occur in one property (e.g., Mount Tai has all first seven OUV).
Table A.1 gives the original definition of the OUV selection criteria based on UNESCO.

TABLE APP. A.1 The definition for each UNESCO World Heritage OUV selection criterion and its main topicaccording to UNESCO (2008), Jokilehto (2008), and Bai et al. (2021a).
Criterion Focus Definition

(i) Masterpiece To represent a masterpiece of human creative genius;
(ii) Values/Influence To exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within acultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monumentalarts, town-planning or landscape design;
(iii) Testimony To bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civiliza-tion which is living or which has disappeared;
(iv) Typology To be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological en-semble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history;
(v) Land-Use To be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-usewhich is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the environ-ment especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change;
(vi) Associations To be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or withbeliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal significance;
(vii) Natural Beauty To contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty andaesthetic importance;
(viii) Geological Process To be outstanding examples representing major stages of earth’s history, including therecord of life, significant on-going geological processes in the development of land-forms, or significant geomorphic or physiographic features;
(ix) Ecological Process To be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecological and biologi-cal processes in the evolution and development of terrestrial, fresh water, coastal andmarine ecosystems and communities of plants and animals;
(x) Bio-diversity To contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ conservationof biological diversity, including those containing threatened species of outstandinguniversal value from the point of view of science or conservation.

Following are the official description and Statements of Outstanding Universal Valuefor five UNESCO World Heritage properties that are [partially] selected as casestudies in different chapters to demonstrate the methodological framework of thisdissertation. The documents are displayed following alphabetic order.

Classical Gardens of Suzhou

Date of Inscription: 1997Significant modifications to the boundaries: 2000Criteria: (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v)Property: 11.922 haBuffer zone: 26.839 haSuzhou City, Jiangsu Province (N31 19 0 E120 27 0)
Classical Chinese garden design, which seeks to recreate natural landscapes in miniature, is
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nowhere better illustrated than in the nine gardens in the historic city of Suzhou. They aregenerally acknowledged to be masterpieces of the genre. Dating from the 11th-19th century,the gardens reflect the profound metaphysical importance of natural beauty in Chinese culturein their meticulous design.2
Criterion (i): The classical gardens of Suzhou that have been influenced by the traditionalChinese craftsmanship and artistry first introduced by the freehand brushwork of traditionalChinese paintings, embody the refined sophistication of traditional Chinese culture. Thisembodiment of artistic perfection has won them a reputation as the most creative gardeningmasterpieces of ancient China.
Criterion (ii): Within a time span of over 2,000 years, a unique but systematic form oflandscaping for these particular types of gardens was formed. Its planning, design, constructiontechniques, as well as artistic effect have had a significant impact on the development oflandscaping in China as well as the world.
Criterion (iii): The classical gardens of Suzhou first originated from the ancient Chineseintellectuals’ desire to harmonize with nature while cultivating their temperament. They are thefinest remnants of the wisdom and tradition of ancient Chinese intellectuals.
Criterion (iv): The classical gardens of Suzhou are the most vivid specimens of the cultureexpressed in landscape garden design from the East Yangtze Delta region in the 11th to 19thcenturies. The underlying philosophy, literature, art, and craftsmanship shown in thearchitecture, gardening as well as the handcrafts reflect the monumental achievements of thesocial, cultural, scientific, and technological developments of this period.
Criterion (v): These classical Suzhou gardens are outstanding examples of the harmoniousrelationship achieved between traditional Chinese residences and artfully contrived nature. Theyshowcase the life style, etiquette and customs of the East Yangtze Delta region during the 11thto 19th centuries.

Historic Centre of Rome, the Properties of the Holy See in that
City Enjoying Extraterritorial Rights and San Paolo Fuori le Mura

Date of Inscription: 1980Significant modifications to the boundaries: 1990Minor boundary modification inscribed year: 2015Criteria: (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(vi)Property: 1,430.8 haProvince of Roma, Lazio region (IT) / Vatican City State (VA) (N41 53 24.8 E12 29 32.3)
Founded, according to legend, by Romulus and Remus in 753 BC, Rome was first the centre ofthe Roman Republic, then of the Roman Empire, and it became the capital of the Christian worldin the 4th century. The World Heritage site, extended in 1990 to the walls of Urban VIII,includes some of the major monuments of antiquity such as the Forums, the Mausoleum ofAugustus, the Mausoleum of Hadrian, the Pantheon, Trajan’s Column and the Column of MarcusAurelius, as well as the religious and public buildings of papal Rome.3
2https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/813, available under license CC-BY-SA IGO 3.03https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/91, available under license CC-BY-SA IGO 3.0
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Criterion (i): The property includes a series of testimonies of incomparable artistic valueproduced over almost three millennia of history: monuments of antiquity (like the Colosseum,the Pantheon, the complex of the Roman and the Imperial Forums), fortifications built over thecenturies (like the city walls and Castel Sant’Angelo), urban developments from the Renaissanceand Baroque periods up to modern times (like Piazza Navona and the “Trident” marked out bySixtus V (1585-1590) including Piazza del Popolo and Piazza di Spagna), civil and religiousbuildings, with sumptuous pictorial, mosaic and sculptural decorations (like the Capitoline Hilland the Farnese and Quirinale Palaces, the Ara Pacis, the Major Basilicas of Saint John Lateran,Saint Mary Major and Saint Paul’s Outside the Walls), all created by some of the most renownedartists of all time.
Criterion (ii): Over the centuries, the works of art found in Rome have had a decisive influenceon the development of urban planning, architecture, technology and the arts throughout theworld. The achievements of ancient Rome in the fields of architecture, painting and sculptureserved as a universal model not only in antiquity, but also in the Renaissance, Baroque andNeoclassical periods. The classical buildings and the churches, palaces and squares of Romehave been an unquestioned point of reference, together with the paintings and sculptures thatenrich them. In a particular way, it was in Rome that Baroque art was born and then spreadthroughout Europe and to other continents.
Criterion (iii): The value of the archaeological sites of Rome, the centre of the civilization namedafter the city itself, is universally recognized. Rome has maintained an extraordinary number ofmonumental remains of antiquity which have always been visible and are still in excellent stateof preservation. They bear unique witness to the various periods of development and styles ofart, architecture and urban design, characterizing more than a millennium of history.
Criterion (iv): The historic centre of Rome as a whole, as well as its buildings, testifies to theuninterrupted sequence of three millennia of history. The specific characteristics of the site arethe stratification of architectural languages, the wide range of building typologies and originaldevelopments in urban planning which are harmoniously integrated in the city’s complexmorphology. Worthy of mention are significant civil monuments such as the Forums, Baths, citywalls and palaces; religious buildings, from the remarkable examples of the early Christianbasilicas of Saint Mary Major, St John Lateran and St Paul’s Outside the Walls to the Baroquechurches; the water systems (drainage, aqueducts, the Renaissance and Baroque fountains, andthe 19th-century flood walls along the Tiber). This evidently complex diversity of styles mergesto make a unique ensemble, which continues to evolve in time.
Criterion (vi): For more than two thousand years, Rome has been both a secular and religiouscapital. As the centre of the Roman Empire which extended its power throughout the thenknown world, the city was the heart of a widespread civilization that found its highest expressionin law, language and literature, and remains the basis of Western culture. Rome has also beendirectly associated with the history of the Christian faith since its origins. The Eternal City wasfor centuries, and remains today, a symbol and one of the most venerable goals of pilgrimages,thanks to the Tombs of Apostles, the Saints and Martyrs, and to the presence of the Pope.

Paris, Banks of the Seine

Date of Inscription: 1991Criteria: (i)(ii)(iv)Property: 365 haIle de France (N48 51 55.8 E2 19 16.1)
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From the Louvre to the Eiffel Tower, from the Place de la Concorde to the Grand and Petit Palais,the evolution of Paris and its history can be seen from the River Seine. The Cathedral ofNotre-Dame and the Sainte Chapelle are architectural masterpieces while Haussmann’s widesquares and boulevards influenced late 19th- and 20th-century town planning the world over.4.
Criterion (i): The banks of the Seine are studded with a succession of architectural and urbanmasterpieces built from the Middle Ages to the 20th century, including the Cathedral ofNotre-Dame and the Sainte Chapelle, the Louvre, the Palais de l’Institut, the Hôtel des Invalides,Place de la Concorde, Ecole Militaire, the Monnaie (the Mint), the Grand Palais of the ChampsElysées, the Eiffel Tower and the Palais de Chaillot.
Criterion (ii): Buildings along the Seine, such as Notre-Dame and the Sainte Chapelle, becamethe source of the spread of Gothic architecture, while the Place de la Concorde and the vista atthe Invalides exerted influence on urban development of European capitals. Haussmann’s urbanplanning, which marks the western part of the city, inspired the construction of the great citiesof the New World, in particular in Latin America. Finally, the Eiffel Tower and the Grand and PetitPalais, the Pont Alexandre III and the Palais de Chaillot are the living testimony of the universalexhibitions, which were of such great importance in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Criterion (iv): United by a grandiose river landscape, the monuments, the architecture and therepresentative buildings along the banks of the Seine in Paris each illustrate with perfection,most of the styles, decorative arts and building methods employed over nearly eight centuries.

Seventeenth-Century Canal Ring Area of Amsterdam inside the
Singelgracht

Date of Inscription: 2010Criteria: (i)(ii)(iv)Property: 198.2 haNoord Holland (N52 21 54 E4 53 16)
The historic urban ensemble of the canal district of Amsterdam was a project for a new ‘portcity’ built at the end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th centuries. It comprises a network ofcanals to the west and south of the historic old town and the medieval port that encircled theold town and was accompanied by the repositioning inland of the city’s fortified boundaries, theSingelgracht. This was a long-term programme that involved extending the city by draining theswampland, using a system of canals in concentric arcs and filling in the intermediate spaces.These spaces allowed the development of a homogeneous urban ensemble including gabledhouses and numerous monuments. This urban extension was the largest and mosthomogeneous of its time. It was a model of large-scale town planning, and served as a referencethroughout the world until the 19th century.5
Criterion (i): The Amsterdam Canal District is the design at the end of the 16th century and theconstruction in the 17th century of a new and entirely artificial ‘port city.’ It is a masterpiece ofhydraulic engineering, town planning, and a rational programme of construction and bourgeoisarchitecture. It is a unique and innovative, large-scale but homogeneous urban ensemble.
Criterion (ii): The Amsterdam Canal District bears witness to an exchange of considerable
4https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/600, available under license CC-BY-SA IGO 3.05https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1349, available under license CC-BY-SA IGO 3.0
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influences over almost two centuries, in terms not only of civil engineering, town planning, andarchitecture, but also of a series of technical, maritime, and cultural fields. In the 17th centuryAmsterdam was a crucial centre for international commercial trade and intellectual exchange,for the formation and the dissemination of humanist thought; it was the capital of theworld-economy in its day.
Criterion (iv): The Amsterdam Canal District represents an outstanding example of a builturban ensemble that required and illustrates expertise in hydraulics, civil engineering, townplanning, construction and architectural knowhow. In the 17th century, it established the modelfor the entirely artificial ‘port city’ as well as the type of Dutch single dwelling with its variety offaçades and gables. The city is testimony, at the highest level, to a significant period in thehistory of the modern world.

Venice and Its Lagoon

Date of Inscription: 1987Criteria: (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v)(vi)Property: 70,176.4 haProvince of Venezia, Veneto Region (N45 26 3.5 E12 20 20.2)
Founded in the 5th century and spread over 118 small islands, Venice became a major maritimepower in the 10th century. The whole city is an extraordinary architectural masterpiece in whicheven the smallest building contains works by some of the world’s greatest artists such asGiorgione, Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese and others.6
Criterion (i): Venice is a unique artistic achievement. The city is built on 118 small islands andseems to float on the waters of the lagoon, composing an unforgettable landscape whoseimponderable beauty inspired Canaletto, Guardi, Turner and many other painters. The lagoon ofVenice also has one of the highest concentrations of masterpieces in the world: from Torcello’sCathedral to the church of Santa Maria della Salute.The years of the Republic’s extraordinaryGolden Age are represented by monuments of incomparable beauty: San Marco, Palazzo Ducale,San Zanipolo, Scuola di San Marco, Frari and Scuola di San Rocco, San Giorgio Maggiore, etc.
Criterion (ii): The influence of Venice on the development of architecture and monumental artsis considerable; first through the Serenissima’s fondachi or trading stations, along theDalmatian coast, in Asia Minor and in Egypt, in the islands of the Ionian Sea, the Peloponnesus,Crete, and Cyprus, where the monuments were clearly built following Venetian models. Butwhen it began to lose its power over the seas, Venice exerted its influence in a very differentmanner, thanks to its great painters. Bellini and Giorgione, then Tiziano, Tintoretto, Veroneseand Tiepolo completely changed the perception of space, light and colour thus leaving adecisive mark on the development of painting and decorative arts in the whole of Europe.
Criterion (iii): With the unusualness of an archaeological site which still breathes life, Venicebears testimony unto itself. This mistress of the seas is a link between the East and the West,between Islam and Christianity and lives on through thousands of monuments and vestiges of atime gone by.
Criterion (iv): Venice possesses an incomparable series of architectural ensembles illustratingthe hight of the Republic’s splendour. From great monuments such as Piazza San Marco and
6https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/394, available under license CC-BY-SA IGO 3.0
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Piazzetta (the cathedral, Palazzo Ducale, Marciana, Museo Correr Procuratie Vecchie), to themore modest residences in the calli and campi of its six quarters (Sestieri), including the 13thcentury Scuole hospitals and charitable or cooperative institutions, Venice presents a completetypology of medieval architecture, whose exemplary value goes hand-in-hand with theoutstanding character of an urban setting which had to adapt to the special requirements of thesite.
Criterion (v): In the Mediterranean area, the lagoon of Venice represents an outstandingexample of a semi-lacustral habitat which has become vulnerable as a result of irreversiblenatural and climate changes. In this coherent ecosystem where the muddy shelves (alternatelyabove and below water level) are as important as the islands, pile-dwellings, fishing villages andrice-fields need to be protected no less than the palazzi and churches.
Criterion (vi): Venice symbolizes the people’s victorious struggle against the elements as theymanaged to master a hostile nature. The city is also directly and tangibly associated with thehistory of humankind. The "Queen of the Seas”, heroically perched on her tiny islands, extendedher horizon well beyond the lagoon, the Adriatic and the Mediterranean. It was from Venice thatMarco Polo (1254-1324) set out in search of China, Annam, Tonkin, Sumatra, India and Persia.His tomb at San Lorenzo recalls the role of Venetian merchants in the discovery of the world -after the Arabs, but well before the Portuguese.
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Historic Urban Landscape | Heritage Val-
ues and Attributes

Six Steps of HUL Approach

As proposed in UNESCO (2011) and further introduced by Pereira Roders (2019), six mainsteps are identified and proposed for the HUL Approach:
1 To undertake comprehensive surveys and mapping of the city’s natural, cultural and humanresources;
2 To reach consensus using participatory planning and stakeholder consultations on what valuesto protect for transmission to future generations and to determine the attributes that carrythese values;
3 To assess vulnerability of these attributes to socio-economic stresses and impacts of climatechange;
4 To integrate urban heritage values and their vulnerability status into a wider framework of citydevelopment, which shall provide indications of areas of heritage sensitivity that require carefulattention to planning, design and implementation of development projects;
5 To prioritize actions for conservation and development;
6 To establish the appropriate partnerships and local management frameworks for each of theidentified projects for conservation and development, as well as to develop mechanisms for thecoordination of the various activities between different actors, both public and private.

A selection of the steps was discussed in Section 1.1.3 as the relevance of this dissertation forinclusive heritage management.
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Heritage Values

Table A.2 gives the definition of the categories of heritage values according to previous scholars(Pereira Roders, 2007; Tarrafa Silva and Pereira Roders, 2012).
TABLE APP. A.2 The definition for heritage value category not directly applied in this dissertation.

Value Sub-Type Definition

SOCIAL Spiritual Beliefs, myths, religions (organized or not), legends, stories, testimonials of pastgenerations
Emotional(individual) Memory and personal life experiences
Emotional(collective) Notions related with cultural identity, motivation and pride, sense of "place attachment"and communal value
Allegorical Objects/places representative of some social hierarchy/status

ECONOMIC Use The function and utility of the asset, original or attributed
Non-use The asset’s expired function, which has its value in the past, and should be remained by itsexistence (of materials), option (to make use of it) and bequest value
Entertainment The role that it might be/have for the contemporaneous market, mainly for the tourismindustry
Allegorical Oriented to publicizing financial property

POLITICAL Educational The education role that heritage assets may play, using it for political targets (e.g.Birth-nations myths, glorification of political leaders, etc.)
Management Made part of strategies and policies (past or present)
Entertainment It is part of strategies for dissemination of cultural awareness, explored for political targets
Symbolic Emblematic, power, authority and prosperous perceptions stem from the heritage asset

HISTORIC Educational Heritage asset as a potential to gain knowledge about the past in the future through
Historic-Artistic Quality of an object to be part of a few or unique testimonial of historic stylistic or artisticmovements, which are now part of the history
Historic-Conceptual Quality of an object to be part of a few or unique testimonial that retains conceptual signs(architectural, urban planning, etc.), which are now part of history
Symbolic Fact that the object has been part/related with an important event in the past
Archaeological Connected with ancient civilizations

AESTHETICAL Artistic Original product of creativity and imagination
Notable Product of a creator, holding his signature
Conceptual Integral materialization of conceptual intentions (imply a conceptual background)
Evidential Authentic exemplar of a decade, part of the history of art or architecture

SCIENTIFIC Workmanship Original result of human labour, craftsmanship
Technological Skillfulness on techniques and materials, representing an outstanding quality of work
Conceptual Integral materialization of conceptual intentions (imply a conceptual background)

AGE Workmanship Craftsmanship value oriented towards the production period
Existential Piece of memory, reflecting the passage/lives of past generations
Maturity Marks of the time passage (patina) presents on the forms, components and materials

ECOLOGICAL Spiritual Harmony between the building and its environment (natural and artificial)
Essential Identification of ecological ideologies on its design and construction
Existential Manufactured resources which can either be reused, reprocessed or recycled
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Heritage Attributes

Table A.3 gives the definition of the categories of heritage attributes mainly in urban settingsaccording to previous scholars (Veldpaus, 2015; Gustcoven, 2016; Ginzarly et al., 2019).
TABLE APP. A.3 The definition for depicted scenery as heritage attribute category in this dissertation and itstangible/intangible type.

Attribute Type Definition

Monuments andBuildings Tangible The exterior of a whole building, structure, construction, edifice, orremains that host(ed) human activities, storage, shelter or other purpose;
Building Elements Tangible Specific elements, details, or parts of a building, which can beconstructive, constitutive, or decorative;
Urban Form Elements Tangible Elements, parts, components, or aspects of/in the urban landscape,which can be a construction, structure, or space, being constructive,constitutive, or decorative;
Urban Scenery Tangible A district, a group of buildings, or specific urban ensemble orconfiguration in a wider (urban) landscape or a specific combination ofcultural and/or natural elements;
Natural Features andLandscape Scenery Tangible Specific flora and/or fauna, such as water elements of/in the historicurban landscape produced by nature, which can be natural and/ordesigned;
Interior Scenery Tangible/Intangible

The interior space, structure, construction, or decoration that host(ed)human activity, showing a specific (typical, common, special) use orfunction of an interior place or environment;
People’s Activity andAssociation Intangible Human associations with a place, element, location, or environment,which can be shown with the activities therein;
Gastronomy Intangible The (local) food-related practices, traditions, knowledge, or customs of acommunity or group, which may be associated with a community orsociety and/or their cultural identity or diversity;
Artifact Products Intangible The (local) artifact-related practices, traditions, knowledge, or customsof a community or group, which may be associated with a community orsociety and/or their cultural identity or diversity.
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APPENDIX B Supplementary Ma-
terials for Chapters

Supplementary Materials Chapter 2

The Coding Scheme for Systematic Literature Review

The following hierarchical scheme is used to code all the records included in thesystematic literature review. The binary variables about whether or not a recordfulfills a standard will be noted with a “(B)” after the parameter name. The schemehas been gradually formulated during the reviewing process, in a manner similar togrounded theory.

Research MetadataTitle, Journal, Keywords, Abstract, Tags, Research Area, Institutions, Language of theRecord.

Research Context– Geographical Distribution:
The City of Research Institution, The City of Case Study, Continent of Case Study.

– Case Study Category:
Explicitly Declaring Heritage (B), Explicitly Stating the Case Study (B), Study Level (Global,
Local), Heritage Type (Cultural, Natural, Mixed), Case Count (Single, Two, Multiple), Case
Name(s), UNESCO World Heritage ID.

– Data Collection:
Social Media Platform, Data Gathering Method, Extraction Phase, Duration, Data Quantity,
External Database being used other than Social Media.

– Type of Data:
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Capture (B), Geo-locations (B), Interactions such as Retweet, Like, Mentions (B), Picture (B),
Ratings (B), Tags (B), Timestamps (B), User-Information (B), Video (B).

– Aspect or Type of User-Generated Content
Context (B), Content (B), Structure (B).

– Object being Studied:
Building (B), Exhibition (B), Hotel (B), Product (B), Restaurant (B), Transportation (B), Urban
Environment (B).

Research Content– Research Scenarios:
Everyday Baseline Scenario (B), Event-Triggered Activated Scenario (B).

– Main Objectives:
Creating New Platforms (B), Describing Property (B), Explaining Mechanism (B), Exploring
Usage of Social Media (B), Giving Recommendations (B), Predicting Progresses (B), Proposing
Algorithms (B), Proposing Workflow (B), Simulating Dynamics (B), Suggesting Policies and
Designs (B).

– Focus Group:
Local Residents (B), Touring Visitors (B), Managerial Officials (B), Managers as Suppliers (B),
Government (B), Humans as Demanders (B), Property as Destinations (B), Algorithms as
Technology (B), Explicitly Stressing the Difference between Groups (B), and if the record
explicitly excludes Data of Locals (B).

– Analytical Approach:
Computational (B), Graph Theory (B), Mathematical (B), Qualitative (B), Spatial Analysis (B),
and Statistics (B).

Research Methodology– Graph Theory / Social Network Analysis:
Tools used for Processing graph data, Directed or Undirected Graph, Weighted or Unweighted
Graph, Random Graph or Scale-free Graph, Mono-partite or bipartite Graph, Meaning of Nodes,
and Meaning of Links.

– Usage of Graph Statistics
Assortivity (B), Betweenness Centrality (B), Clustering Coefficients (B), Components (B),
Core-periphery Structure (B), Degrees (B), Degree Distribution (B), Density (B), Diameter (B),
Edge Betweenness (B), Efficiency (B), Eigenvector Centrality (B), Reciprocity (B), Spreading
Speed in Dynamics (B), Subgroup Cliques and Hubs (B), Weight Distribution (B).

– Natural Language Understanding
Research Approach (Dictionary-based, Manual, Conventional Machine Learning, Deep Learning,
Hybrid), Tools used, Models used, Algorithms used, Pre-processing Methods, Textual Features
Used, Aspect-based Detection (B), Association among Textual Concepts (B), Classification of
subjective/objective tunes (B), Context Recognition (B), Discussion Pathway Identification (B),
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Emotion Detection (B), Named Entity Extraction (B), Sentiment Detection (B), Topic Detection
(B), and Performance on Tasks.

– Image Recognition
Research Approach (Manual, Conventional Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Hybrid), Tools
used, Library used, Models used, Image Context Detection (B), Object Detection (B), Topic
Detection (B), Number of Classes in Classification Tasks, Performance on Tasks.

– General Machine Learning Techniques
Research Approach (Manual, Conventional Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Semi-automated
Workflow), Tools used, Models used, Goals of Machine Learning (Classification, Clustering,
Regression), Type of Supervision (Supervised, Unsupervised, Both), Aim of using Machine
Learning, Type of Output (Single-label, Multi-label), Performance on Tasks.

– Spatial Mapping and Analysis
[GIS] Tools/Platforms used, [Python] Library used, Form of Data (Raster, Vector, Heatmap, etc),
Level of Aggregation for Spatial Data, Mapping the Count of Data (B), Mapping Content (B),
Mapping Sentiments (B), Mapping Temporal Information (B), Conducting Spatial Statistics (B),
Comparing Different Maps (B).

Research Presentation– Using of Abbreviations:
CES - Cultural Ecosystem Services (B), DMO - Destination Marketing Organizations (B), eWoM -
electronic Word of Mouth (B), HUL - Historic Urban Landscape (B), KPI - Key Performance
Indicators (B), OUV - Outstanding Universal Value (B), POI - Point of Interest (B), SEA -
Strategic Environmental Assessment (B), UGC - User-Generated Content (B), VGI - Volunteered
Geographic Information (B).

– Reported Research Outcome Elements in the Paper:
Algorithm (B), Chord Diagram (B), Data Structure (B), Definition (B), Descriptive Statistics (B),
Formulas (B), Interface (B), Machine Learning Metrics (B), Map (B), Networks or Graphs (B),
Statistical Tests (B), Table (B), Wordcloud (B), Workflow (B).
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Supplementary Materials Chapter 3

Proof of Equivalence of Label Smoothing

Here we will show that the Vanilla Label Smoothing (LS) defined in Equations (3.4)and (3.5) is equivalent to the original LS assigning noise to all classes.

Proof. The LS defined in Szegedy et al. (2016):
q′(k) = (1− ϵ)δk,y +

ϵ

K
(B.1)

could be rewritten as following to fit the context of mathematical notations in thispaper:
yO
i,j,k = (1− ϵ)yi,j,k +

ϵ

K
1, (B.2)

where yi,j,k is a one-hot vector of “ground-truth" label, K is the total number ofclasses (instead of κ+ 1 in the paper for brevity and generality), ϵ is smoothingparameter as scalar, and 1 is a vector of 1s of size K × 1.
On the other hand, the Vanilla LS proposed in this paper could be written as:

yV
i,j,k = f(yi,j,k + α1) =

eyi,j,k+α1 − 1

e(yi,j,k+α1)T 1−K
. (B.3)

We will show that when
ϵ =

(eα − 1)K

e1+α + (K − 1)eα −K
, (B.4)

the vectors in Equations (B.2) and (B.3) are the same.
First, it is trivial that both the vectors are with the same shape of yi,j,k, i.e., K × 1,and that the sums of all entries in both vectors are 1; e.g., observe that thedenominator of the right-hand side of Equation (B.3) is equal to the vectorisedsummation of the values of the nominator.
Second, we assume, without loss of generality, that the “ground-truth" of theone-hot vector yi,j,k is at its first entry, which means that yi,j,k = [1, 0, ..., 0]K×1.Then both vectors could be rewritten as:

yO
i,j,k =

[
1− ϵ+

ϵ

K
,
ϵ

K
, ...,

ϵ

K

]
K×1

, (B.5)
yV
i,j,k =

[
e1+α − 1

S
,
eα − 1

S
, ...,

eα − 1

S

]
K×1

, (B.6)
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where S := e1+α + (K − 1)eα −K.
Substituting Equation (B.4) into the entries in Equation (B.5), the first entry could berewritten as 1− ϵ+ ϵ

K
= 1− (eα−1)K

S
+ eα−1

S
= S−(eα−1)K+eα−1

S
=

e1+α+(K−1)eα−K−Keα+K+eα−1
S

= e1+α−1
S

. And the other entries could be rewritten
as ϵ

K
= eα−1

S
. Both types of entries are exactly the same as the ones shown inEquation (B.6).

Last, we will show that ϵ has a one-to-one relation with α based on Equation (B.4)when α ≥ 0. The partial derivative of ϵ with respect to α:
∂ϵ

∂α
=

Keα(e− 1)

(e1+α + (K − 1)eα −K)2
> 0 (B.7)

is non-negative, suggesting that the function is monotonic. Furthermore, ϵ = 0 when
α = 0, and lim

α→+∞
ϵ = lim

α→+∞
K

eα(e−1)
eα−1

+K
= K

e−1+K
> 0 when α → +∞, suggesting

that it is incremental. This means that a unique ϵ ∈
[
0, K

e−1+K

) always exists for any
non-negative α and vice versa.

Model Implementation Details

For all baselines, Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2017) is used as the optimizer with L2regularization. Hyperparameter tuning is conducted as grid-search within a smallrange for each one being searched (and/or selected according to commonexperience if not mentioned), based on the top-k accuracy on validation split with anearly-stopping criterion of 5 epochs, if not explicitly mentioned below. The modelsare implemented in PyTorch (Rao and McMahan, 2019) and experiments areperformed on NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU (N-gram, GRU+Attn, BERT) and Intel Corei7-8850H CPU (BoE, ULMFiT), respectively.

N-gramThe N-gram model used the TfidfVectorizer from Scikit-learn Python library to get anembedding vector of all 1-grams and 2-grams in the sample that appeared at leasttwice in the vocabulary. The embedding vectors are then fed in a 2-layer Multi-layerPerceptron (MLP) to get the model prediction. Hyperparameter tuning is performedon the size of the MLP hidden layer in {50, 100, 150, 200}, batch size in {64, 128,256}, L2 in {0, 1e-5. 1e-4}, and dropout rate in {0.1, 0.2, 0.5} with 108configurations. The best configuration applied in later experiments of LabelSmoothing (LS) has a hidden dimension of 200, batch size of 128, L2 of 1e-5,learning rate of 2e-4, and dropout rate of 0.5.
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BoEThe Bag-of-Embedding (BoE) model used the GloVe-6B-300d vectors1 as initialembeddings, which are set to be tunable during training. Only words that have ahigher frequency than a threshold in the full dataset will be kept, while the others willbe transformed to a special <UNK> token. The word embeddings of all words in thesentence is averaged before being fed to a 2-layer MLP. Hyperparameter tuning isperformed on the size of the MLP hidden layer in {50, 100, 150, 200}, batch size in{64, 128, 256}, and frequency threshold in {1, 3, 5} with 36 configurations. The bestmodel has a hidden dimension of 200, batch size of 64, cut-off frequency of 1, L2 of1e-5, learning rate of 5e-4, and dropout rate of 0.1.

GRU+AttnThe GRU+Attn model also used the GloVe-6B-300d as embeddings, which are frozenduring the training. The embedding sequence is then fed into a GRU network.Word-level attention (Yang et al., 2016b) is applied to compute the sentence vectorby a learned word context vector and the last hidden state of the GRU. The sentencevector is fed to a 1-layer feed-forward network for the output of the model.Hyperparameter tuning is performed on the size of the hidden layer in GRU in {64,128, 256}, whether or not to use bi-directional GRU, batch size in {64, 128, 256}, L2in {0, 1e-5, 1e-4}, learning rate in {1e-3. 5e-4. 2e-4}, and dropout rate in {0, 0.1,0.2, 0.5} with 648 configurations. The best model is a uni-dimensional GRU withhidden dimension of 128, batch size of 256, L2 of 1e-5, learning rate of 1e-3, anddropout rate of 0.1.

ULMFiTThe ULMFiT model employs the idea of Universal Language Model Fine-tuning from ageneral-domain pretrained language model on Wikitext-103 with AWD-LSTMarchitecture (Howard and Ruder, 2018). A domain-specific language model is thenfine-tuned with the full UNESCO WHL dataset including SD using fastai API (Howardand Gugger, 2020). One epoch is trained with a learning rate of 1e-2, with only thelast layer unfrozen, reaching a perplexity of 46.71. Then the entire model is unfrozenand further trained for 10 epochs, with a learning rate of 1e-3, obtaining a fine-tunedWH domain-specific language model reaching a 30.78 perplexity. Some examples ofthe language model at this step are shown here, starting with the given phrasesmarked in bold:
This site is unique because it is the only example of a complex of karst complexesthat is clearly recognised as being of outstanding universal value. The island ofzanzibar has been inscribed as a world heritage site in <num>. The inscriptions,which bear witness to the civilisation of...
This architecture has a special layout, especially in the form of the body of thebuilding. The planet’s primary feature is the addition of the ideal island, which liesat an elevation of <num>m above the sea floor, and is home to some <num>...

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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The encoder of the fine-tuned language model is loaded in PyTorch followed by aPooling Linear Classifier2 for classifier fine-tuning. Gradual unfreezing is applied in asimplified manner to prevent catastrophic forgetting: 1) for the 1st epoch, only thedecoder is unfrozen and trained with a learning rate of 2e-2; 2) for the 2nd to 4thepoch, one more layer is unfrozen each time and trained with a learning rate of 1e-2,1e-3, and 1e-4, respectively; 3) from the 5th epoch onward, the full model isunfrozen and trained with a learning rate of 2e-5. An early-stopping criterion of 3 isapplied. No extensive hyperparameter tuning is performed since: 1) tuning ULMFiT isexpensive on CPU; 2) the hyperparameter configuration from experience suggestedby Howard and Ruder (2018) and Howard and Gugger (2020) already performsreasonably well; 3) the purpose of this study is not necessarily finding the besthyperparameter. The final model uses batch size of 64, L2 of 1e-5, and the defaultdropout rate for the decoder.

BERTThe BERT model uses the uncased base model using The Transformers library (Wolfet al., 2020). The pooler output processed from the last hidden-state of the [CLS]token during pretraining is fed into a 1-layer feed-forward network to fine-tune theclassifier (Sun et al., 2019). An early-stopping criterion of 10 is applied.Hyperparameter tuning is performed on the batch size in {16, 24, 48, 64}, L2 in {0,1e-5, 1e-4}, and dropout rate in {0, 0.1, 0.2} with 36 configurations. The best modeluses batch size of 64, L2 of 1e-4, learning rate of 2e-5, and dropout rate of 0.2.

LS Configuration TuningA single random seed 1337 is used for hyperparameter tuning. Afterwards, tenrandom seeds in {0, 1, 2, 42, 100, 233, 1024, 1337, 2333, 4399} are used to tune the LSconfiguration with α ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1} for all three variants. The best LSconfiguration is selected based on the sum of the lower bound of 95% confidenceinterval on both top-1 and top-k accuracy. The best LS configuration is then used toevaluate the model performance on single seed 1337. The total runs on eachbaseline are, therefore, the sum of the number of hyperparameter configurations andrandom seeds experiments (which is 210).

Resource and TimeTable B.1 shows some further information on the model performance in terms oftraining resource utilization, model size, and inference time. Training processes areconducted on CPU or GPU, respectively, while inference is fully conducted with CPU.
It can be noted that the best-performing models ULMFiT and BERT also consume themost resources, in terms of training time and infrastructure usage, and have thelargest model sizes. Though most time-consuming during training, ULMFiT takes aremarkably short time for inference on CPU compared to BERT. This suggests thatULMFiT might be an optimal choice for further development and application when
2https://fastai1.fast.ai/text.models.html
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time is a critical matter.

TABLE APP. B.1 The model performance in terms of resource occupancy and inference time. The inference isconducted on Intel Core i7-8850H CPU. Inference time per Item shows the average time the model uses tomake a prediction on one sentence. And Inference time for SD shows the total time the model needs to fullyprocess and predict the independent Short Description (SD) test set.
Performance N-gram BoE GRU+Attn ULMFiT BERT

Infrastructure GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU×4

Training Time per Item (s) 0.34 0.18 0.03 2.53 0.54
Training Time per Epoch (s) 12.69 3.18 1.97 213.61* 46.20
Early-Stopping Criteria 5 5 5 3 10
Training Epochs 32 20 15 7** 10
Trainable Parameters (M) 3.82 1.88 0.18 24.55 109.49
Inference Time per Item (s) 0.0031 0.0007 0.2245 0.0589 0.5542
Inference Time for SD (s) 6.92 1.44 4.44 151.75 1598.06

*1180.20 during language model fine-tuning.**11 during language model fine-tuning.
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Nomenclature

Tables B.2 gives an overview of the mathematical notations used in the Chapter 3.
TABLE APP. B.2 The nomenclature of mathematical notations used in Chapter 3 in alphabetic order.

Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

A
Matrix of Integers
A :=

[
Ak,l

]
, k, l ∈ [1, κ]

The co-occurrence matrix of all OUV selection criteria inthe World Heritage properties P , where the diagonalentries indicate the number of cases each criterion is usedalone.
α Scalar Value The scalar leveraging the effect of Label Smoothing.
α

Vector of Floats
α = [αt]κ(κ−1)

2
×1

, t ∈ [0,
κ(κ−1)

2
)

The “unrolled” upper triangular entries of the normalizedco-occurrence matrix A.
Bw Undirected weighted bipartite graph The bipartite graph showing the relations of the OUVselection criteria and the vocabulary V .

β(m,s) Vector of Floats β(m,s) =

[β
(m,s)
t ]κ(κ−1)

2
×1

, t ∈ [0,
κ(κ−1)

2
)

The “unrolled” upper triangular entries of the normalized
confusion matrices C(m,s) .

β
Vector of Floats
β = [βt]κ(κ−1)

2
×1

, t ∈ [0,
κ(κ−1)

2
)

The aggregated vector of β(m,s) using dimensionalityreduction algorithms.

C(m,s)
Matrices of Floats
C(m,s) = [C

(m,s)
k,l

]κ×κ , k, l ∈ [0, κ),
s ∈ {train, val, test}

The confusion matrices by the model mm in the sdatasets (train, validation, or test).
ek Vector of Booleans ek ∈ {0, 1}κ×1 A one-hot vector with length of κ, where only the kthentry is 1 and all other entries are 0.
ϵ Scalar value A small number.

f(z)
A function returning a logit vector taking anon-negative float vector as input

The function transforming any non-negative vector to alogit vector that sums up to one, as a variant of softmaxfunction.
fk Vectors of Floats The semantic representation of OUV selection criterion kas the average GloVe word embeddings of all wordsbelonging to each set Wk .

g(wn)
A function returning a Float vector taking aphrase as input

The function to look up the 300-dimensional GloVeembedding vectors of all words in the phrase wn andtake the sum of the vectors.

γi Vector of Floats γi :=
[
γi,k

]
(κ+1)×1

The “parental” label of each World Heritage propertymarking the selection criteria it fulfils. A noise
γi,κ+1 = 0.2 is appended to the end of all Booleanvectors for the additional class “Others”.

γ
Vector of Floats
γ = [γt]κ(κ−1)

2
×1

, t ∈ [0,
κ(κ−1)

2
)

The “unrolled” upper triangular entries of the semanticsimilarity matrix H.
Gα,Gβ ,Gγ Undirected weighted unipartite graphs The graph of the OUV selection criteria whose edgeweights are represented respectively with α,β,γ.

H Scalar value The statistics of Kruskal-Wallis H tests.
H

Matrix of Floats H = [Hk,l]κ×κ ,
k, l ∈ [0, κ)

The matrix showing the pair-wise cosine similarity of OUVselection criteria using the semantic representations fk .
i Integer indices The index of World Heritage properties in the set P .
j Integer indices The index of sentences describing the criterion kpossessed by the World Heritage property pi .
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TABLE APP. B.2 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

k, l Integer indices k, l ∈ [1, κ + 1], κ = 10
The index of the ten OUV selection criteria, where k = 11marks the negative class “Others”.

λ0, λ1, λ2
Scalar values
λ0, λ1 ≥ 1 ∈ R+, λ2 ∈ R+

The parameters used to adjust respectively the weight ofbetter models (λ0), the weight of phrases with higherrankings (λ1), and the threshold of weights to enter thefinal vocabulary (λ2).
m Integer indices The index of Natural Language Processing models Mused for classifying datasets.
M Set of models M = {mm|m = [0, 5)} The Natural Language Processing models used forclassifying datasets.
µk

Vector of non-negative Floats
µk :=

[
µl,k

]
(κ+1)×1

The kth column of the column-normalized version of theco-occurrence matrix A.
n Integer indices The index of phrases in the vocabulary V(0) .

N0 Scalar integer The maximum allowed number of phrases in the finallexicon.
o Integer indices The index of sentences in the short description Si .
ω

Vector of positive Floats ω := [ωm]5×1 =
[1, 1, 1, λ0, λ0]

T, λ0 ≥ 1 ∈ R+
The weighting vector to determine the importance ofdifferent models in M.

p Scalar value The significance of statistical tests.
P Set of objects pi ∈ P The set of all World Heritage properties (sites).
pi An object pi ∈ P One example of World Heritage property.
Si Array of raw texts The paragraphs of texts shortly describing the site pifulfils.
r Integer r ∈ [1, 50) The rankings of phrases predicted by models.

rp Scalar value Pearson correlation coefficients.
ρ Scalar value Spearman correlation coefficients.

si,o The raw texts The oth sentence of the short description Si .
σ|W′

k
| Scalar value The standard deviation of the sizes of sets W′

k .
t Integer indices t ∈ [0,

κ(κ−1)
2

)
The index of the unrolled vectors α,β,γ generated frommatrices.

T Scalar value The statistics of student T -test.
U Scalar value The statistics of Mann-Whitney U tests.
Υ

A three-dimensional array of integers
Υ = [υn,k,m]

|V(0)|×(κ+1)×5

The array recording the ranking r of the nth phrasepredicted with the model mm for the OUV selectioncriterion k.
Υ′ A two-dimensional array of integers

Υ′ := [υ′
n,k]|V0|×(κ+1)

The overall importance of each phrase wn for the OUVselection criterion k.
υn,k,m A integer The ranking r of the nth phrase predicted with the model

mm for the OUV selection criterion k.
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TABLE APP. B.2 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

V(0) A set of phrases V(0) =⋃κ+1
k=0

⋃5
m=0{w|(w, ∗) ∈ W(m)

k
}

The initial vocabulary containing all the phrases thatentered the top-50 list of keywords by all models in M, *can refer to any ranking r.
V(1) A set of phrases

V(1) =
⋃κ+1

k=0
{w|(w, ∗) ∈ W′

k}
The vocabulary after filtering.

V
A set of phrases
V =

⋃κ+1
k=0

{w|(w, ∗) ∈ Wk}
The final set of vocabulary.

W(m)
k

Ordered sets of tuples W(m)
k

= {(w, r)},
|W(m)

k
| = 50, r ∈ [1, 50]

The ordered set of the phrases w that belonged to theOUV selection criterion k with their ranking r ofconfidence predicted with model mm .
W′

k
Sets of tuples
W′

k = {(wn, v′
n,k)|v

′
n,k ≥ λ2}

The set of the filtered phrases wn that belonged to theOUV selection criterion k with their relative importance
v′
n,k .

Wk Sets of tuples The final set of the filtered phrases wn that belonged tothe OUV selection criterion k as the OUV-related lexicon.
ξα, ξβ , ξγ Scalar values The thresholds determining the edge weights to bevisualized in the graphs Gα,Gβ ,Gγ .

Xi Array of raw texts The paragraphs of texts justifying all OUV selectioncriteria that the site pi fulfils.
xi,j,k The raw texts The jth sentence in the paragraph Xi describing theOUV selection criterion k.
yi,j,k

Vector of Booleans
yi,j,k =

[
eT
k, 0

]T
∈ {0, 1}(κ+1)×1

The one-hot “ground-truth” label of a sentence xi,j,kdescribing the OUV selection criterion k it fulfils.
ŷi,j,k Vector of Floats The predicted label vector of the sentence xi,j,k as logitvector or probability distribution.
ỹi,j,k Vector of Floats The smoothed label of the sentence xi,j,k combining itsparental label γi and ground-truth label yi,j,k .

z Vector of non-negative Floats A generic non-negative vector that has the dimension of
d.

ζ

Vector of non-negative Floats
ζ = [ζr ]51×1 =

[0, λ2
1, ..., λ

2
1, λ1, ..., λ1, 1, ..., 1]

T ,
λ1 ≥ 1 ∈ R+

The weighting vector to determine the importance ofdifferent rankings r.
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Supplementary Materials Chapter 4

Model Implementation Details

A dataset with 902 sample images collected in Tripoli, Lebanon and classified withexpert-based annotations presented in Ginzarly et al. (2019) was used to trainseveral ML models to replicate the experts’ behaviour on classifying depicted scenery.For each image, a unique class label among the 9 depicted scenes mentioned inTable A.3 was provided. In total, 10% of the images were separated and kept awayduring training as the test dataset and the remaining 812 images were used to trainML models with Scikit-learn python library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Among the 812data points, train_test_split method of the library was further used to split out avalidation dataset with 203 samples (25%). The 512-dimensional visualrepresentation introduced in Section 4.4.1 was generated from the images as theinput of ML models, while the class label was used as categorical output of themulti-class single-label classification task.
For each of the selected ML models, GridSearchCV function with 10-foldcross-validation was used to wrap the model with a set of tunable parameters in asmall range to be selected, while the average top-1 accuracy was used as thecriterion for model selection. All 812 samples were input to the cross-validation totune the hyper-parameters, after which the trained models with their optimalhyper-parameters were tested on the 203 validation data samples and the unseentest dataset with the remaining 90 samples. For the latter steps, the top-1 accuracyand macro-average F1 scores (harmonic average of the precision and recall scores)of all classes were used as the evaluation metrics. All experiments were conductedusing a 12th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-12700KF CPU.
The implementation details of the models are as follows:

MLPThe model used L2 penalty of 1× 10−4, solver of stochastic gradient descent,adaptive learning rate and early stopping with maximum 300 iterations. It was tunedon the initial learning rate in {0.05, 0.1, 0.2}, and hidden sizes of one layer in
{32, 64, 128, 256} or two layers in {(256, 128), (256, 64), (256, 32), (128, 64), (128, 32)}.The best model had two hidden layers of (256, 128) with a learning rate of 0.05.

KNNThe model was tuned on the number of neighbours in range [3, 11] ⊂ N, and theweights of uniform, Manhattan distance, or Euclidean distance. The best model hadsix neighbours in Euclidean distance.
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GNBThe model did not have a tunable hyper-parameter.

SVMThe model was tuned on the kernel type in {linear, poly, rbf, sigmoid}, regularizationparameter C in range [0.1, 2.0] ⊂ R, kernel coefficient gamma in {scale, auto}, anddegree of the polynomial kernel function in range [2, 4] ⊂ N. The best model usedRBF kernel with scaled weights and regularization parameter of 1.8.

RFThe model did not restrict the maximum depth of the trees. It was tuned on the classweight in settings of uniform, balanced, and balanced over sub-samples, and theminimum samples required to split a tree node in {2, 7, 12, . . . , 97}. The best modelhad a balanced class weight and a minimum of 17 samples to split a tree node.

BaggingThe model had 10 base estimators in the ensemble. It was tuned on the baseestimator in SVM, Decision Tree, and KNN classifiers, and the proportion of maximumfeatures used to train internal weak classifiers within the range [0.1, 1.0] ⊂ R. Thebest model used maximum 50% of all features to fit SVM as internal base estimator.

VotingThe model took the first six aforementioned trained models as inputs in the ensembleto vote for the output and was tuned on the choice of hard (voting on top-1prediction) and soft (voting on the averaged logits) voting mechanism. The bestmodel used the soft voting mechanism.

StackingThe model stacked the outputs of the first six aforementioned trained models in theensemble followed by a final estimator and was tuned on the choice of final estimatoramong SVM and Logistic Regression. The best model used Logistic Regression as thefinal estimator.
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Nomenclature

Tables B.3 and B.4 give an overview of the mathematical notations and functionsused in the Chapter 4.

TABLE APP. B.3 The nomenclature of mathematical notations used in Chapter 4 in alphabetic order. Allsuperscripts of matrices are merely tags, not to be confused with exponents and operations, with theexception of transpose operator □T.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

A
Matrix of Boolean A := (ATEM > 0)

∨
(ASOC >

0)
∨
(ASPA > 0) ∈ {0, 1}K×K

The adjacency matrix of all post nodes in the set Vthat have at least one link connecting them as acomposed simple graph.
A(∗) Matrix of Float A(∗) := [a

(∗)
i,i′ ]K×K ∈ RK×K ,

A(∗) ∈ {ATEM,ASOC,ASPA}
The weighted adjacency matrix of each of the three
sub-graphs G(∗) of the multi-graph G, “(*)”represents one of the link types in {TEM, SOC, SPA}.

AU Matrix of Boolean
AU := [aU

j,j′ ]|U|×|U| ∈ {0, 1}|U|×|U|
The adjacency matrix of all unique users U markingtheir direct friendship which also included therelationship among themselves.

AU′ Matrix of Float
AU′

:= [aU′
j,j′ ]|U|×|U| ∈ [0, 1]|U|×|U|

The weighted adjacency matrix of all unique users
U marking their mutual interest in terms of theJaccard Index of the public groups that they follow.

αT , α
(n)
U Float scalars αT , α

(1)
U , α

(2)
U , α

(3)
U ∈ [0, 1]

Parameters adjusting the weights of linearcombination in relationship matrices T and U.
βU Float scalar βU ∈ (0, 1)

The threshold to define mutual interest of two usersas the Jaccard Index of public groups.
χ2 Float Scalar The Chi-square statistics of two distributions.

di,D
Object Tuples di = (Ii,Si, ui, ti, li), di ∈ D =
{d1, d2, ..., dK}

The tuple of all raw data (image, sentences, user ID,timestamp, and geo-location) from one samplepoint.
DKL Float Scalar The Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence of twodistributions.

ε Float Scalar An arbitrary small number to avoid zero-division.

F
Matrix of Integers and Floats F = [fi]3×K , fi =
[f1,i, f2,i, f3,i], f1,i ∈ N, f2,i, f3,i ∈ [0, 1]

The face recognition result of an image sample interms of the number of faces detected f1,i , themodel confidence for the prediction f2,i , and theproportion of total area of bounding boxes ofdetected faces to the total area of images f3,i .
G0 Undirected weighted graph G0 = (V0, E0,w0)

The complete spatial network in a city weighted bythe travel time with all sorts of transportationbetween spatial nodes.
G

Undirected weighted graph
G = (V,E,w), V ⊆ V0, E ⊆ E0,w ⊆ w0

The spatial network in a city weighted by the traveltime between spatial nodes (no more than 20 min)that have at least one sample posted near them.

G Weighted multi-graph G =

(V, {ETEM, ESOC, ESPA}, {wTEM,wSOC,wSPA})
The graph including the temporal, social, and
spatial links E(∗) among the post nodes from set
V , weighted by the respective connection strengths
w(∗) .

G(∗)
Undirected weighted graph
G(∗) = (V, E(∗),w(∗)),
G(∗) ∈ {GTEM,GSOC,GSPA}

The sub-graph of the multi-graph G, while “(*)”represents one of the link types in {TEM, SOC, SPA}.
HB Matrix of Floats HB = [hBERT

i ]768×K
The last hidden layer for [CLS] token of BERTmodel pre-trained on WHOSe_Heritage.

Hv Matrix of Floats Hv = [hv
i]512×K

The last hidden layer of ResNet-18 model pre-trainedon Places365.
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TABLE APP. B.3 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

i, i′ Integer Indices i, i′ ∈ {1, 2, .., K} ⊂ N
The index of samples in the dataset D of one casecity.

Ii
Tensor of Integers within [0, 255] ∈ N of size
150 × 150 × 3 or 320 × 240 × 3

The raw image data of one sample post with RGBchannels.
I Matrix of Boolean I ∈ {0, 1}|U|×|U| The diagonal identity matrix marking the identity ofunique users in U .

j, j′ Integer Indices j, j′ ∈ {1, 2, .., |U|} ⊂ N
The index of users in the ordered set U of all uniqueusers from one case city.

k Integer Indices k ∈ {1, 2, .., |T |} ⊂ N
The index of timestamps in the ordered set T of allunique timestamps from one case city.

K Integer K = |D| The sample size (number of posts) collected in onecase city.
KHA Matrix of Floats KHA = [κHA

i ]2×K

The confidence indicator matrix for heritageattributes labels including the top-n confidenceand agreement between VOTE and STACK models.
KHV Matrix of Floats KHV = [κHV

i ]2×K

The confidence indicator matrix for heritage valueslabels including the top-n confidence andagreement between BERT and ULMFiT models.
l, l′ Integer Indices l, l′ ∈ {1, 2, .., |V |} ⊂ N

The index of nodes in the ordered set V of allspatial nodes from one case city.
li Tuple of Floats li = (xi, yi)

The geographical coordinate of latitude (yi) andlongitude (xi) as location of one sample.
La Matrix of logit vectors La = [la

i]102×K
The last softmax layer of ResNet-18 modelpre-trained on SUN predicting scene attributes.

Ls Matrix of logit vectors Ls = [ls
i]365×K

The last softmax layer of ResNet-18 modelpre-trained on Places365 predicting scenecategories.
M A set of objects The set of machine learning models used to trainclassifiers on Tripoli data.

O Matrix of Boolean O := [oi] ∈ {0, 1}3×K

The language detection result of the originallanguage appearance of the sentences in eachsample, in terms of English o1 , local language o2 ,and other languages o3 .

R,R(∗) Matrix of Float R,R(∗) ∈ RN×K ,
R(∗) ∈ {RTEM,RSOC,RSPA}

The embedding matrices of each of the samples to a
N-dimensional vector based on the generalstructure of the multi-graph G and the specific typesof links.

Si
Set of Strings Si = {s(1)i , s

(2)
i , ..., s

(|Si|)
i } orEmpty Set Si = ∅

The processed textual data as a set of individualsentences that have a valid semantic meaning andhave been translated into English.
S Boolean Matrix S := [sl,i] ∈ {0, 1}|V |×K The one-hot embedding matrix of the samplescorresponding to the geo-node set V .
S Matrix of Float S := [sl,l′ ] ∈ [0, 1]|V |×|V |

A matrix marking the spatial closeness of all theunique spatial nodes from set V that can bereached within 20 min.
T An ordered Set T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τ|T |}

The ordered set of all unique timestamps from onecase city.
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TABLE APP. B.3 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

τk Timestamp τk ∈ T A timestamp in the ordered set T of all uniquetimestamps.
ti Timestamp ti ∈ T A timestamp indexed with sample ID in the orderedset T of all unique timestamps.
T Boolean Matrix T := [tk,i] ∈ {0, 1}|T |×K The one-hot embedding matrix of the samplescorresponding to the timestamp set T .
T Matrix of Float T ∈ [0, 1]|T |×|T | A matrix marking the temporal similarity of all theunique timestamps from set T .
U An ordered Set U = {µ1, µ2, ..., µ|U|}

The ordered set of all unique users from one casestudy city.
µj User ID Object µj ∈ U An instance of user in the ordered set U of allunique users.
ui User ID Object ui ∈ U An instance of user indexed with sample ID in theordered set U of all unique users.
U Boolean Matrix U := [uj,i] ∈ {0, 1}|U|×K The one-hot embedding matrix of the samplescorresponding to the user set U .

U Matrix of Float U ∈ [0, 1]|U|×|U|

A matrix marking the social similarity of all theunique users from set U , as a linear combination ofidentity matrix I and adjacency matrices
AU ,AU′ .

V A set of nodes V = {υ1, υ2, ..., υ|V |}
The set of all the spatial nodes that have at leastone sample posted near them.

υl Spatial node υl ∈ V
A node in the set V of all spatial nodes that have atleast one sample posted near them.

V A set of nodes V = {v1, v2, ..., vK} The set of all nodes of posts in one case city.
vi Post/Sample node vi ∈ V A node in the set V of all nodes of posts in one casecity.

w,w(∗) Vector of Float w := [we] ∈ [0, 20]|E|,w(∗) :=

[w
(∗)
e ] ∈ R|E|,w(∗) ∈ {wTEM,wSOC,wSPA}

The weight vector of spatial network G and post
graphs GTEM,GSOC,GSPA , these weights aredirectly interchangeable with the adjacencymatrices.

Xvis Matrix of Floats and Integers Xvis
982×K =[

HvT,F T,σ(5)(Ls)T,σ(10)(La)T]T
The final visual feature concatenating the hiddenlayer Hv , the face detection results F , the filtered
top-5 scene prediction σ(5)(Ls), and the filtered
top-10 attribute prediction σ(10)(La).

Xtex Matrix of Floats and Integers
Xtex

771×K =
[
HBT

,OT
]T The final textual feature concatenating the hiddenlayer HB of BERT on [CLS] token, and the originallanguage detection results O.

Y HA Matrix of Floats Y HA = [yHA
i ]9×K

The final generated label of heritage attributes on 9depicted scenes, as the average of prediction fromVOTE and STACK models.

Y HV Matrix of Floats Y HV = [yHV
i ]11×K

The final generated label of heritage values on 10OUV selection criteria and an additional negativeclass, as the average of prediction from BERT andULMFiT models.
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TABLE APP. B.4 The nomenclature of functions defined and used in Chapter 4 in alphabetic order.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

argmx(l, n)
Function outputting a set offloats or objects The set of largest n elements of any float vector

l.

fBERT(S|ΘBERT)
Function inputting asentence/paragraph or a batchof sentences/paragraphs,outputting a vector or a matrixof vectors

The pre-trained uncased BERT model fine-tunedon WHOSe_Heritage with the model parameters
ΘBERT that can process some textual inputs into
the 768-dimensional hidden output vector hBERT
of the [CLS] token.

fResNet-18(I|ΘResNet-18)
Function inputting a tensor or abatch of tensors, outputtingthree vectors or three matricesof vectors

The ResNet-18 model pre-trained on Places365dataset with the model parameters ΘResNet-18that can process the image tensor I into thepredicted vectors of scenes ls , predicted vectorsof attributes la , and the last hidden layer hv .

gBERT(S|ΘBERT)
Function inputting asentence/paragraph or a batchof sentences/paragraphs,outputting a vector or a matrixof vectors

The end-to-end pre-trained uncased BERT modelfine-tuned on WHOSe_Heritage with the modelparameters ΘBERT together with the MLPclassifiers that can process some textual inputsinto the logit prediction vector yBERT of 11heritage value classes concerning OUV.

gULMFiT(S|ΘULMFiT)
Function inputting asentence/paragraph or a batchof sentences/paragraphs,outputting a vector or a matrixof vectors

The end-to-end pre-trained ULMFiT modelfine-tuned on WHOSe_Heritage with the modelparameters ΘULMFiT together with the MLPclassifiers that can process some textual inputsinto the logit prediction vector yULMFiT of 11heritage value classes concerning OUV.

hVOTE(hv|ΘVOTE,M,ΘM)
Function inputting a vector or abatch of vectors, outputting avector or a matrix of vectors

The ensemble Voting Classifier with modelparameter ΘVOTE of machine learning modelsfrom M with their respective model parameters
ΘM , which processes the visual feature vector
hv into the logit prediction vector yVOTE of 9heritage attribute classes concerning depictedscenes.

hSTACK(hv|ΘSTACK,M,ΘM)
Function inputting a vector or abatch of vectors, outputting avector or a matrix of vectors

The ensemble Stacking Classifier with modelparameter ΘSTACK of machine learning modelsfrom M with their respective model parameters
ΘM , which processes the visual feature vector
hv into the logit prediction vector ySTACK of 9heritage attribute classes concerning depictedscenes.

I(µj)
Function outputting an orderedset of objects The set of public groups that are followed by user

µj .
IoU(A,B)

Function outputting anon-negative float
The Jaccard Index of any two sets A,B as thecardinality of the intersection of the two sets overthat of the union of them.

max(l, n) Function outputting a float The nth largest element of any float vector l.

σ(n)(l)
Function both inputting andoutputting a logit vector

The activation filter to keep the top-n entries ofany logit vector l and smooth all the othersentries based on the total confidence (sum) oftop-n entries.
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Supplementary Materials Chapter 5

Proof of Equivalence of Label Diffusion

In this section, we will show that adding the last state of a node Ŷ(t) to thecalculation of its current state during the diffusion process is equivalent to what hasbeen proposed in Equations (5.12) and (5.13) for computing the steady-state Y .

Proof. By adding the term of the last state of a node itself, Equation (5.12) could beadapted as:
ŷ(t+1)
k = α1ŷ

(t)
k + α2ŷk + α3

∑
νk′∈NG(νk)

Wk,k′ ŷ(t)k′∑
νk′∈NG(νk)

Wk,k′
, (B.8)

or in its matrix form:
Ŷ(t+1)

= α1Ŷ
(t)

+ α2Ŷ + α3Ŷ
(t) (

WD−1) , (B.9)
where α1, α2, α2 ∈ [0, 1], α1 + α2 + α3 = 1 are parameters balancing the importanceof the last state of a node, the initial state of a node, and the last state of itsneighbouring nodes. Then the steady state could be written as:

Y = α1Y + α2Ŷ + α3Y
(
WD−1) , (B.10)

Y
(
(1− α1)I − α3WD−1) = α2Ŷ, (B.11)

therefore, Y =
α2

α2 + α3
Ŷ

(
I − α3

α2 + α3
WD−1

)−1

, (B.12)
substituting the number α3/(α2 + α3) ∈ (0, 1] with another parameter α0 ∈ (0, 1],then Equation (B.12) could be written as:

Y = (1− α0)Ŷ
(
I − α0WD−1)−1

, (B.13)
exactly the same as Equation (5.13). Here the parameter α0 represents the relativeimportance of the last state of the neighbouring nodes of a node and its initial state,conceptually consistent with the original α mentioned in Section 5.3.3.

It is worth noting that the diffusion chain presented here employs a Markov transitionprobability matrix but it is not a Markov Chain in its entirety because it is not amemory-less machine; in fact, the initial state contributes to the direction of thesteady state vectors. Note by putting α2 equal to zero we can turn this chain into aMarkov Chain, in which case the y ends up being an eigenvector centrality array.
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Model Implementation Details

For all models, Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2017) with L2 regularization of 2e-4 is used asthe optimizer. The hyper-parameter tuning, model training, and inference on VEN areperformed on NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 GPU, and the inference on VEN-XL isperformed on Intel Core i7-12700KF CPU since it is too large to fit in GPU.Hyper-parameter tuning is performed in a small range with grid-search. The detail oftraining, the resource occupancy, and the inference time are given respectively in thefollowing sections and in Table B.5.
TABLE APP. B.5 The training resource occupancy, the model checkpoint size, and inference time (per eachmini-batch) of each type of models.

Model Number of Epochs at
Early-Stopping

Model Size Training Time Inference Time
GPU (VEN)

Inference Time
CPU (VEN-XL)

MLP 126/300 2.1 MB 0.02s 0.02s 0.33s

GCN-KNN 207/500 115.2 MB 0.02s 0.01s 0.05s

GAT 442/1000 6.0 MB 0.05s 0.03s 4.18s

GSA 170/300 13.6 MB 0.09s 0.06s 13.54s

HGSA 300/300 1.6 MB 0.03s 0.03s 3.39s

HGT 300/300 0.6 MB 0.04s 0.02s 1.33s

RDCNo hyperparameter is tuned for the random classifier. The random choice function ofNumpy library is used to generate top-3 OUV and top-1 HA predictions for each datasample based on the initial prior distribution of classes.

MLPThe training takes 300 epochs with early-stopping criterion of 30 epochs. Thehyper-parameters being tuned include learning rate in {.01, .001, .0005}, drop outrate in {.1, .2, .5}, number of hidden layers in {2, 3, 5}, and the size of hidden layersin {32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. The final selected model has a learning rate of .001,dropout rate of .1, and 3 hidden layers each with a size of 256.

GCNThe training takes 500 epochs with early-stopping criterion of 100 epochs. Themodels use the initial residual connection alpha of 0.5, parameter to compute thestrength of identity mapping theta of 1.0, and do not enable shared weights betweenthe smoothed representation and the initial residuals. The hyper-parameters beingtuned include learning rate in {.01, .001, .0001}, drop out rate in {.1, .2, .5}, numberof hidden layers in {3, 6, 9}, and the size of hidden layers in {128, 256, 512, 1024,2048}. The final selected model has a learning rate of .0001, dropout rate of .1, and3 hidden layers each with a size of 2048. Furthermore, it turned out that the modelsusing KNN links rather than the original graph structure perform better, therefore the
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same searched hyper-parameters are used to re-train a model checkpoint with KNNlinks as the final model.

GATThe training takes 1000 epochs with early-stopping criterion of 100 epochs. Themodels have two hidden GAT layers while the second one only has one attention head.The output of a linear hidden layer is concatenated with output of GAT filters beforethe final output layer. The hyper-parameters being tuned include learning rate in{.01, .001, .0001}, drop out rate in {.1, .3, .6}, number of attention heads for the firstGAT layer in {2, 5, 8}, and the size of hidden layers in {32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. Thefinal selected model has a learning rate of .0001, dropout rate of .1, 2 attentionheads, and hidden layer size of 256.

GSAThe training takes 300 epochs with early-stopping criterion of 30 epochs. Thehyper-parameters being tuned include learning rate in {.01, .001, .0001}, drop outrate in {.1, .3, .5}, number of hidden layers in {2, 3, 5}, and the size of hidden layersin {32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. The final selected model has a learning rate of .0001,dropout rate of .1, and 5 hidden layers each with a size of 512.

HGSAThe training takes 300 epochs with early-stopping criterion of 100 epochs. Theoutput of a linear hidden layer is concatenated with output of Hetero GSA filtersbefore the final output layer. The hyper-parameters being tuned include learning ratein {.01, .001, .0001}, number of hidden layers in {2, 3, 5}, and the size of hiddenlayers in {32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. The final selected model has a learning rate of.0001, and 3 hidden layers each with a size of 32.

HGTThe training takes 300 epochs with early-stopping criterion of 100 epochs. Theoutput of a linear hidden layer is concatenated with output of HGT before the finaloutput layer. The hyper-parameters being tuned include learning rate in {.01, .001,.0005, .0001}, number of attention heads in {2, 4}, way of grouping attention headsin {sum, mean}, number of hidden layers in {2, 3, 5}, and the size of hidden layers in{32, 64, 128, 256}. The final selected model has a learning rate of .0005, 2 attentionheads, grouping method of mean, and 3 hidden layers each with a size of 32.
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Extended Results

Figure B.1 shows the effect of α on the distribution of OUV and HA categories in thefinal diffused spatial label arrays Y . As α gets larger and closer to its theoreticalmaximum of min(1, 1/λ), the spatial labels get more to the extreme where all thelabels are dominated only by the large classes. This is similar to the problem of“over-smoothing” in GNN literature (Li et al., 2018b).

FIG. APP. B.1 The change of normalised co-occurrence matrices O of the OUV and HA categories in spatiallevel label array Y in both VEN and VEN-XL datasets, as the scaling parameter α changes.
Computing the relative importance of all features while classifying each OUV/HAcategory using GNNExplainer will generate a soft mask vector for each node.Figure B.2 plots all the 10-quantile values (similar to the median at the 50% partition,yet showing all values at the 10%, 20%, ..., 90% partitions) of the soft mask valuesof each feature among all considered nodes, respectively using trained GAT and GSAas the base model. The distribution of the features shows that the relativeimportance computed by GNNExplainer on the explainable features is far less thanthat on the hidden features. How to explain and/or interpret those “non-explainable”hidden features would be an interesting future research direction. Inspecting thevisualized distributions, that of GAT is slightly different from GSA in the sense that thehidden visual features (with the indices of 0-511, i.e., the left part of the images) aregiven higher relative importance in GSA. Furthermore, the red lines indicating thethreshold of entering the top-250 entries for all the nodes imply that the two modelswork very differently using the information of all features. GAT has a lower top-250threshold with a far wider confidence interval than GSA, suggesting that GAT usesvery different numbers of features to predict the nodes, while the thresholds and thusthe number of features being used in GSA are relatively more stable.
Figure B.3 demonstrates a similar change pattern of Moran’s I as in Figure 5.11 withconventional definition of weight matrix:

IC =
(C − C̄1)

TW̃ (C − C̄1)

(C − C̄1)T(C − C̄1)
, (B.14)
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FIG. APP. B.2 The scatter plots of all the 10-quantile values for the relative importance of all visual and textualfeatures while classifying each node in Vtrain,Vval,Vtest in GAT and GSA models, computed with GNNExplainer.The explainable visual features are with the indices of 512-981. The red lines and their shadows mark themeans and standard deviations of the relative importance by the top-250th feature.

where the diagonal entries of W̃ are all 0 and the row-sums of the matrix are all 1.Since a few spatial nodes in V (20 in VEN and 27 in VEN-XL) were isolated withoutany neighbours, rendering the row-standardization operation invalid, these nodes areomitted from the computation.

FIG. APP. B.3 The change of global Moran’s I in VEN with conventional row-standardized weight matrix onlyhaving zero diagonal entries. The Moran’s I are generally smaller than in Figure 5.11 since theself-correlations are not considered. For most categories, the spatial correlation is already significant withoutdiffusion. For smaller α, the deviation of Moran’s I is also smaller while significantly dropping the p values.Note the expected I value gets to the conventional scale of −1/(N − 1).
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FIG. APP. B.4 Comparison of the geographical distribution of post-level and spatial-level OUV node labels inVEN and spatial-level labels in VEN-XL. Post-level labels are accompanied by a kernel-density heatmap.
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FIG. APP. B.5 Comparison of the geographical distribution of post-level and spatial-level HA node labels inVEN and spatial-level labels in VEN-XL. Post-level labels are accompanied by a kernel-density heatmap.
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FIG. APP. B.6 Top: the dis-aggregated distribution of all the geo-tagged posts in both VEN and VEN-XLdatasets; Bottom: the number of posts distributed nearby each spatial node.

Figure B.4 and B.5 respectively plot the distribution of high values on spatial nodeslevel for each OUV and HA category in VEN and VEN-XL datasets, and the high valueson post levels overlapping with a kernel-density heatmap in VEN dataset only. Arelatively stable pattern could be observed in the sense that the “hotspots” in VENare generally detectable in VEN-XL, but not vice versa. In a few cases such as the HAcategory of Interior Scene, some significant clusters in VEN are diluted and no longervisible in VEN-XL with possibly more diverse post topics concerning OUV and HA. Ingeneral, the distribution in VEN-XL with more posts as data samples can be regardedas more reliable.
Note the methodology proposed in this study can be seen as an alternative and/orsupplement to the conventional kernel-density heatmap weighted by the value ineach channel. Figure B.4 and B.5 also show the similarity and difference between thetwo methods in the case of VEN dataset. Generally, the hotspots are distributed insimilar locations with both methods, since a spatial node can only be assigned highvalues when nearby posts also have high values consistently. However, the methodproposed also considers confidence and agreement as crucial weighting parameters,preventing the risk in heatmaps that a very large number of medium-low values willalso result in an overall hotspot in almost all categories, which is obvious in the caseof San Marco square. Another benefit of the proposed method is that it is morespecific and discretized than the kernel-density heatmap, yet more general and
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aggregated than mapping individual posts. The former is beneficial since it can pointto certain places (street intersections) instead of only a broad region while tracingthe posts as demonstrated in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, easier for targeting usefulinformation. The latter is beneficial since the method will not be too sensitive toindividual posts while losing the main points. Furthermore, the proposed methodperforms aggregation on a fixed number of spatial nodes (a maximum of 5848 inVenice), easier for human comprehension, especially when the number of posts athand grows to a larger scale, as demonstrated in Figure B.6 where the top-rightsubplot mapping all the posts collected in Venice gets too crowded with points.However, Figure B.6 also showcases another drawback of the dataset provided by Baiet al. (2022), that the spatial nodes only consisted of the ones on the main island andomitted places such as Giudecca island and San Giorgio Maggiore, pulling the postson those places as well as on the canals to their nearest walkable spatial nodes onthe southern harbour areas. This may have partially influenced the results of spatialdistribution of categories such as OUV Criterion (vi) about Association and HANatural Features and Landscape Scenery. This issue could be fixed in future studiesby updating the assignment matrix B and spatial weight matrix W .
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Nomenclature

Tables B.6 gives an overview of the mathematical notations used in the Chapter 5.
TABLE APP. B.6 The nomenclature of mathematical notations used in Chapter 5 in alphabetic order.

Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

A

Matrix of Boolean
A := (ATEM > 0)

∨
(ASPA > 0)

∨
(ASOC >

0) ∈ {0, 1}K×K

The adjacency matrix of all post nodes in the set
V that have at least one link connecting them asa composed simple graph.

A(∗)
Matrix of Boolean
A(∗) :=

[
A

(∗)
i,i′

]
K×K

∈ {0, 1}K×K ,
A(∗) ∈ {ATEM,ASPA,ASOC}

The adjacency matrix of each of the three
sub-graphs G(∗) of the multi-graph G, "(*)"represents one of the link types in {TEM, SPA,SOC}.

As,A
(∗)
s

Matrix of Boolean
As,A

(∗)
s ∈ {0, 1}|Vs|×|Vs|

The sampled adjacency matrix in sub-graph Gsfor model training and inference.
AKNN Matrix of Boolean

AKNN :=
[
AKNN

i,i′
]
∈ {0, 1}K×K

The adjacency matrix of the k-Nearest Neighbourgraph computed with visual features of posts.
α, α1, α2, α3 Scalar Values α, α1, α2, α3 ∈ [0, 1]

The parameters adjusting the relative importanceof neighbours in diffusion process.
B Bipartite Graph B = (V, V, E ,B)

The bipartite graph of postal nodes V and spatialnodes V with matrix B and edges E .
B

Matrix of Boolean
B :=

[
Bi,k

]
∈ {0, 1}K×|V |

The bi-adjacency matrix of postal nodes V andspatial nodes V .
β Scalar Value The attenuation parameter for the computationof Katz centrality.
C Integer Indices C ∈ {1, 2, ..., 20} ⊂ N

The index of the OUV and HA label categorychannels.
D Matrix of Floats D ∈ R|V |×|V |

+
A diagonal matrix where each entry records theweighted degree of graph G.

eC 1D Array of Boolean eC ∈ {0, 1}20×1 A one-hot unit vector marking the Cth entry as 1.
F A set of objects F = {fj}, j ∈ [0, |F|) The set of candidate MLP or GNN models to betrained.
G Multi-Graph G = (V, {ETEM, ESPA, ESOC}) The graph with temporal, spatial, and social links

E(∗) among post nodes set V .
G′ Undirected Simple Graph G′ = (V, E)

The simple composed graph of the multi-graph Gwith the same node set V .
Gs

Undirected Multi-Graph or Simple Graph,
Gs = (Vs, {ETEM

s , ESPA
s , ESOC

s }) or
Gs = (Vs, Es)

The sub-graphs sampled from the original graph
G or G′ to train the models and make inference.

G Undirected Weighted Graph G = (V,E,W )
The backend geographical representation of thecity as a spatial network.

γ, ϕ Scalar parameters γ, ϕ ∈ R
The parameters to adjust the relativecontribution of agreement and confidence scoresin the computation of attention values S.

i, i′ Integer Indices i, i′ ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., K − 1} ⊂ N The index of samples in the dataset.
IC Scalar Value of Float The global Moran’s I computed for the Cth labelchannel.
IC 1D Array of Float IC ∈ R|V |×1 The local Moran’s I on all spatial nodescomputed for the Cth label channel.

j Integer Indices j ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., |F| − 1} ⊂ N The index of candidate models to be trained.
k, k′ Integer Indices j ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., |V | − 1} ⊂ N The index of spatial nodes in the spatial network.
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TABLE APP. B.6 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

K Integer The sample size (number of posts).
κcon,κagr 1D Array of Floats κcon,κagr ∈ [0, 1]K×1 The prediction confidence and agreement valueof the models in F for all the posts.
ℓOUV, ℓHA Function returning Scalar Values Topic-specific evaluation metrics for OUV and HAclassification tasks.

Ltrain,LV/Aval Function returning Scalar Values The loss function of a training batch and theentire validation sets.
λ Scalar Value The largest eigenvalue of the matrix WD−1

NB,NG Function returning a set of nodes
The function returning the neighbours of a spatialnode νk in either the bipartite graph B as a setof postal nodes or the spatial network G as a setof spatial nodes.

ωV/A Scalar parameter The relative importance of OUV and HAperformance during training.

pj , p
V/A(·)
∗,j

Scalar Values
pj = p

OUV(nJ)val,j + p
HA(1)val,j + p

OUV(nJ)test,j + p
HA(1)test,j ∈

R+, p
OUV(1)*,j , p

OUV(n)*,j , p
OUV(nJ)*,j , p

HA(1)*,j ∈ [0, 1]

The value of a specific evaluation metric (top-1accuracy, top-n accuracy, order-n JaccardIndex) in the validation or test set for OUV or HAcategories by the model fj .
sC 1D Array of Floats sC ∈ [0, 1]K×1 The vector of attention values of all post nodes in

V of the label channel C.
S 2D Array of Floats S ∈ [0, 1]20×K The matrix of attention values of all post nodes in

V of all label channels.
σZi,1

Scalar Value The first singular value computed with SVD onthe matrix Zi .
Θj Array of Floats The model parameter by the candidate model fj .
V A set of nodes V = {vi}, i ∈ [0, K) The set of all nodes of posts in the graph G.

Vbatch A set of nodes Vbatch ⊂ Vtrain,Vval,Vtest The set of post nodes as mini-batches used formodel training and inference.
Vtex± A set of nodes Vtex+,Vtex- ⊂ V The set of post nodes with or without textualfeatures.

Vtrain,Vval ,
Vtest,Vunlab A set of nodes Vtrain,Vval,Vtest,Vunlab ⊂ V The set of post nodes respectively in the trainingset, validation set, test set, or unlabelled set.

VV±,A± A set of nodes
VV+,A+,VV+,A-,VV-,A+,VV-,A- ⊂ V

The set of post nodes respectively with or withoutOUV or HA labels initially.
V A set of nodes V = {νk} , k ∈ [0, |V |) The set of all spatial nodes of street intersectionsin the spatial network G.

W
Matrix of Float
W := [Wk,k′ ] ∈ [0, 1]|V |×|V |

The weighted adjacency matrix marking thetemporal closeness of spatial nodes.
X

2D Array of Floats
X := [xi]i∈[0,K) ∈ R1753×K

The visual and textual representation features ofa post.
Xs 2D Array of Floats Xs ∈ R1753×|Vs|

The sampled input visual and textual features ofnodes in sub-graph Gs used for model trainingand inference.
Xtex 2D Array of Floats Xtex ∈ R771×K The textual representation features of a post.
Xvis 2D Array of Floats Xvis ∈ R982×K The visual representation features of a post.
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TABLE APP. B.6 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

yHA
i ,yOUV

i
1D Arrays of Floats
yHA
i ∈ [0, 1]9×1,yOUV

i ∈ [0, 1]11×1
The HA and OUV labels of the node vi if notempty

ŷj,i, ŷ
HA
j,i, ŷ

OUV
j,i

1D Arrays of Floats ŷj,i ∈ [0, 1]20×1ŷHA
j,i ∈

[0, 1]9×1, ŷOUV
j,i ∈ [0, 1]11×1

The predicted HA and OUV labels of the node viby the candidate model fj
ŷC 1D Array of Floats ŷC := Ŷ

T
eC ∈ [0, 1]K×1 The labels of all post nodes in V for the Cth labelchannel.

Y V±,A± 2D Arrays of Floats or Empty Array The “ground-truth” soft label arrays of postnodes respectively with or without OUV or HAlabels initially.
Ŷ

2D Array of Floats
Ŷ := [ŷi]vi∈V ∈ [0, 1]20×K

The aggregated label array from Ŷ j for all theposts by all the models in F .
Ŷ i

2D Array of Floats
Ŷ i :=

[
ŷj,i

]
fi∈F

∈ [0, 1]20×|F|
The predicted label array for the post vi by allthe models in F .

Ŷ j
2D Array of Floats
Ŷ j :=

[
ŷj,i

]
vi∈V

∈ [0, 1]20×K
The predicted label array for all the posts in V bythe model fj .

ŷC 1D Array of Floats ŷC := ŶT
eC ∈ [0, 1]|V |×1 The initial soft label value on all spatial nodes inthe Cth label channel.

yC 1D Array of Floats yC ∈ [0, 1]|V |×1 The final soft label value on all spatial nodes inthe Cth label channel after diffusion.
Ŷ 2D Array of Floats Ŷ := [ŷk] ∈ [0, 1]20×|V | The aggregated spatial label array for spatialnodes from their nearby posts.

Ŷ(t) 2D Array of Floats
Ŷ(t)

:=
[
ŷ
(t)
k

]
∈ [0, 1]20×|V |

The diffused spatial label array for spatial nodesfrom their neighbours at the tth iteration, where
Ŷ(0)

= Ŷ .
Y 2D Array of Floats Y := [yk] ∈ [0, 1]20×|V | The diffused final spatial label array for spatialnodes from their spatial neighbours.

zHA
j,i, z

OUV
j,i

1D Arrays of Floats
zHA
j,i ∈ R9×1, zOUV

j,i ∈ R11×1
The hidden layer outputs by model fjcorresponding to HA and OUV label channels

Zi Matrix of Floats Zi ∈ [−1, 1]20×|F| The centred and normalised label matrixcalculated from Ŷ i for SVD computation.
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Supplementary Materials Chapter 6

Model Implementation Details

To obtain the key topics as semantic information of tweets, the BERTopic pythonlibrary was used (Grootendorst, 2022). The inputs of the topic models were thetranslated and normalized tweets, as mentioned in Section 6.2.3, where each tweetwas regarded as an individual document. Within the six main modules of theBERTopic library, the configurations were respectively as follows:
1 The Sentence-Transformer model “all-MiniLM-L6-v2” (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)trained in English was used as the embedding model for the input texts.
2 The UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection) model with defaultparameter configurations was used as the dimensionality reduction algorithm, wherethe option of low memory was selected to prevent large datasets such as Notre-Damefire from running out of memory.
3 The default HDBSCAN model was used to cluster the vector representations withreduced dimensions with a minimum topic size of 45 in the case of the Notre-Damefire and 25 in the Venice flood.
4 For each cluster, the CountVectorizer tool from the Scikit-Learn Python library wasused as the vectorizer model to obtain a bag-of-words matrix, where both singlewords and 2-grams (two consecutive words) were counted and the stop words listsprovided by NLTK Python library for English and the local language (French or Italian)were excluded. Note that the stop words were only excluded here at a later stage forgenerating the verbal description (representation) of the cluster, but not before thesentence embedding step, since Transformer-based BERT models prefer to viewwords in their semantic contexts.
5 The adjusted version of TF-IDF, the c-TF-IDF (class-Term Frequency - InverseDocument Frequency) was used on the level of clusters by combining thebad-of-words matrices of all tweets belonging to each cluster. Specifically, theimportance of very frequent words after removing the stop words was furtherreduced by taking the square root of all term frequencies. The initially obtainedclusters were then automatically reduced by another round of HDBSCAN clusteringon the c-TF-IDF cluster representations, resulting in the final detected topics.
6 To further improve the quality of the obtained topic representations, the algorithm ofMaximal Marginal Relevance was used to decrease the redundancy of keywords andincrease the diversity of keywords for each topic.

The matrix showing the probabilities of each tweet belonging to each obtained topicwas calculated and saved. All the topics together with their keywords representationwere checked manually to select the ones that might be relevant and interesting for
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this research, and clustered into six themes: emotions (emoji), heritage, incidence,actions, other sites, and politics, as already described in Section 6.4.3. All the othertopics that were not selected were ignored for further analyses in this research.

Extended Results

List of Interesting Topics for the Notre-Dame FireFigure B.7 shows the complete timelines of all semantic categories of culturalsignificance, emotions, and interesting topics detected in the Notre-Dame firedataset. A selection has been previously illustrated in Figure 6.9.

FIG. APP. B.7 The complete timelines showing the temporal development of semantic information along withthe HREs in Notre-Dame fire.

The keywords associated with each detected interesting topic under each theme arelisted below, note the emojis are transformed into verbal descriptions:
– Base

– [TOP] base 0: church, heritage, dame paris, dame cathedral, via, burning, dame fire, rebuild,notredamedeparis, may
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– Emotions

– [TOP] emotions 0: face_with_tears_of_joy face_with_tears_of_joy, user face_with_tears_of_joy,face_with_tears_of_joy httpurl, ça face_with_tears_of_joy, plus face_with_tears_of_joy, aussiface_with_tears_of_joy, oui face_with_tears_of_joy, face_with_tears_of_joy vtep, graveface_with_tears_of_joy, know face_with_tears_of_joy
– [TOP] emotions 1: notredame notredame, httpurl notredame, notredame sad, crying notredame, httpurlsad, believe notredame, cry notredame, notredamedeparis notredame, attack notredame, awful notredame
– [TOP] emotions 2: loudly_crying_face loudly_crying_face, loudly_crying_face httpurl, loudly_crying_facered_heart, loudly_crying_face dame, loudly_crying_face face_with_tears_of_joy, loudly_crying_facecrying_face, crying_face loudly_crying_face, loudly_crying_face broken_heart, loudly_crying_face paris, babyloudly_crying_face
– [TOP] emotions 3: eyes smiling_face_with_heart, smiling_face_with_3_hearts, smiling_face_with_3_heartssmiling_face_with_3_hearts, smiling_face_with_3_hearts user, beaming_face_with_smiling_eyesbeaming_face_with_smiling_eyes, smiling_face_with_3_hearts httpurl, user beaming_face_with_smiling_eyes,smiling_face_with_sunglasses smiling_face_with_sunglasses, smiling_face_with_smiling_eyessmiling_face_with_smiling_eyes, user smiling_face_with_smiling_eyes
– [TOP] emotions 4: red_heart red_heart, yellow_heart, love red_heart, user blue_heart, green_heart,purple_heart purple_heart, red_heart notredame, blue_heart httpurl, red_heart thank, merci red_heart
– [TOP] emotions 5: broken_heart notredame, loudly_crying_face notredame, crying_face notredame,notredame crying_face, notredame loudly_crying_face, face_screaming_in_fear loudly_crying_face,sad_but_relieved_face notredame, face_screaming_in_fear notredame, crying_face notredamedeparis,broken_heart loudly_crying_face
– [TOP] emotions 6: grinning_face_with_sweat grinning_face_with_sweat, thinking_facegrinning_face_with_sweat, merci grinning_face_with_sweat, grinning_face_with_sweat ouf, jew optimistic,way grinning_face_with_sweat, grimacing_face grinning_face_with_sweat, go grinning_face_with_sweat,grinning_face_with_sweat red_heart, grinning_face_with_sweat virgintonic
– [TOP] emotions 7: face_screaming_in_fear face_screaming_in_fear, tired_face face_screaming_in_fear,face_screaming_in_fear face_with_monocle, face_screaming_in_fear juvaja, understandface_screaming_in_fear, face_screaming_in_fear loudly_crying_face, flushed_face face_screaming_in_fear,face_screaming_in_fear cold_face, face_screaming_in_fear heritage, speechless face_screaming_in_fear
– [TOP] emotions 8: anxious_face_with_sweat, anxious_face_with_sweat anxious_face_with_sweat,anxious_face_with_sweat user, user anxious_face_with_sweat, httpurl anxious_face_with_sweat,anxious_face_with_sweat loudly_crying_face, anxious_face_with_sweat pensive_face, nonanxious_face_with_sweat, hot_face anxious_face_with_sweat, 징글징글 anxious_face_with_sweat
– [TOP] emotions 9: face_vomiting face_vomiting, nauseated_face face_vomiting, nauseated_facenauseated_face, face_vomiting angry_face, angry_face face_vomiting, user face_vomiting, face_vomitingnauseated_face, reading face_vomiting, islamophobia like, innocuous survey
– [TOP] emotions 10: face_screaming_in_fear, httpurl face_screaming_in_fear, face_screaming_in_fearface_screaming_in_fear, face_screaming_in_fear crying_face, user face_screaming_in_fear, grinning_faceface_screaming_in_fear, omg face_screaming_in_fear, words face_screaming_in_fear, quality diversity,provider face_screaming_in_fear
– [TOP] emotions 11: broken_heart user, broken_heart, broken_heart broken_heart, heartbrokenbroken_heart, confounded_face broken_heart, sad broken_heart, miskina broken_heart, pain meditation,misha tweet, mothers suicides
– [TOP] emotions 12: hug ganchita, hugs user, giant hug, ganchita thank, need hug, hug great, hug tds, hugtilda, hug viet, hug jesus
– [TOP] emotions 13: pleading_face, pleading_face pleading_face, wsh pleading_face, pleading_face damn,like pleading_face, pleading_face pensive_face, st pleading_face, thank pleading_face, time pleading_face,jsuis pleading_face
– [TOP] emotions 14: shocked user, surprise user, user shock, shock user, know shocked, shock, recal box,jui shocked, part surprise, policeman charge
– Heritage

– [TOP] heritage 0: notredame paris, paris notredame, httpurl notredame, paris httpurl, notredame symbol,france notredame, day france, symbol france, httpurl sad, today paris
– [TOP] heritage 1: spire collapsed, spire collapses, spire collapse, fire spire, cathedral collapses, pariscollapsed, collapsed fire, collapse dame, spire cathedral, spire roof
– [TOP] heritage 2: rose window, rose windows, stained glass, glass windows, windows survived, windowdame, window spared, rosettes, survived fire, three rose
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– [TOP] heritage 3: notredame spire, collapsed notredame, spire fell, two towers, moment notredame, roofnotredame, towers fire, collapse spire, roof collapsed, towers notredame
– [TOP] heritage 4: important artefacts, saved brave, fire positive, full important, braveheroes, positive signs,firefighters braveheroes, rebuilt restored, iconic building, notredame rebuilt
– [TOP] heritage 5: monuments, historical monuments, heritage professionals, monument like, monumentuser, people built, magnificent monument, conservators archaeologists, avoid facelift, historians kills
– [TOP] heritage 6: cathédrale dame, cathédrale, user cathedral, paris cathedral, cathedral httpurl,broken_heart dame, broken_heart cathédrale, cathedral dame, dame red_heart, black_heart church
– [TOP] heritage 7: cross, palm sunday, holyweek, notredame cross, cross stands, cross christ, arms cross,latin_cross, httpurl jesus, joseph
– [TOP] heritage 8: discussing historic, significance dame, homage dame, stone paper, place saint, payshomage, witness httpurl, paris work, dame paris, marseille leans
– [TOP] heritage 9: church notredame, notredame catholic, catholics, church building, catholic church,notredame owned, notredame much, place worship, catholic religion, notredame church
– [TOP] heritage 10: fire notre_dame, fdny, fire symbol, dame fire, historic houses, invaluable places, legacyfire, library mention, life dozens, history cry
– [TOP] heritage 11: paris cathedral, user dame, cathedral httpurl, garde photo, user cathédrale, dame paris,cathédrale dame, millefeuille dame, chapelle onze, kapellekerk
– Incidence

– [TOP] incidence 0: dame user, dame dame, dame fire, dame burning, dame burns, like dame, gothic, damesymbol, history dame, dame cathedral
– [TOP] incidence 1: paris cathedral, cathedral paris, cathedral dame, cathedral fire, user cathedral, dameparis, fire paris, fire breaks, cathedral notredame, httpurl cathedral
– [TOP] incidence 2: notredame fire, fire notredame, notredame burning, notredame notredamecathedralfire,fire notredamedeparis, httpurl notredamecathedralfire, fire paris, notredame paris, flames notredame,notredamecathedralfire notredame
– [TOP] incidence 4: courage firefighters, firefighters notredame, notredame firefighters, congratulationsfirefighters, firefighters mobilized, hope firefighters, heroes, fire firefighters, yubari, dear firefighters
– [TOP] incidence 5: paris fire, fire paris, dame paris, depths laments, laments stéphane, dame fire, ee, franceaffected, paris homework, video fire
– [TOP] incidence 6: fire user, fire fire, user fire, sub rogue, gros fire, ignites user, spontaneously ignites,smart plug, anything fire, firecatchesfire user
– [TOP] incidence 7: reduced ashes, sad fire, ashes fire, cathedral burnt, cathedral burning, cathedralburned, cathedral fire, france stfu, flames survided, fire mum
– Actions

– [TOP] action 0: helped turn, accounts helped, verified accounts, user trndnl, topic user, accounts, love user,user merci, know user, awful user
– [TOP] action 1: donations, donate, rebuild dame, donations dame, donated, donating, french billionaires,money rebuild, millionaires, pledges
– [TOP] action 2: thumbs_up thumbs_up, user thumbs_up, thumbs_down, thumbs_down thumbs_down,pretty scallop, ideas rainbow, httpurl thumbs_up, kiss_mark like, thumbs_up collection, thumbs_down httpurl
– [TOP] action 3: donations, donations notredame, taxes taxes, reconstruction notredame, notredamedonations, million euros, notredamedesriches, donate notredame, millionaires, notredame billion
– [TOP] action 4: thinking_face thinking_face, rapport thinking_face, turn thinking_face, investigationthinking_face, talking thinking_face, answer thinking_face, paris thinking_face, eyes thinking_face,coincidence thinking_face, something thinking_face
– [TOP] action 5: rebuild notredame, notredame years, notredame rebuilt, deadline rebuild, accomplishedfive, rebuilding notredame, reconstruction notredame, saying rebuild, notredame rebuild, rebuilt years
– [TOP] action 6: arrow notredame, arrow collapsed, arrow fall, rebuild arrow, new arrow, identicallymodernize, arrow magnificent, eyes arrow, httpurl arrows, arrow adapted
– [TOP] action 7: 3d, andrew tallon, historian laser, helping rebuild, scans dame, architectural historian, laserscanners, used lasers, worked laser, historian andrew
– [TOP] action 8: user rebuilt, less complexity, local management, square construction, include gdf, liftpetticoats, indeed facilities, irreplaceable ok, irl workflow, maintained cleaning
– Other Sites
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– [TOP] other sites 0: louvre, httpurl paris, île france, paris île, picasso, musée, streetphotography, parisparis, seine river, gallery
– [TOP] other sites 1: victor hugo, hugo dame, 1831, hugo hunchback, hugo novel, hugo wrote, dame victor,empty skeleton, miserables, novel dame
– [TOP] other sites 2: 875 875, priests, xvi, pedophilia, churches france, pope benedict, churches attacked,pedophilia church, france vandalized, 875 churches
– [TOP] other sites 3: eiffel, eiffel tower, tower paris, floor eiffel, tower every, see eiffel, francissantamariaeiffel, restaurant eiffel, towereiffel, top eiffel
– [TOP] other sites 4: vatican, catholic church, say vatican, church donors, richest institutions, vaticansitting, much vatican, vatican give, church afford, user vatican
– [TOP] other sites 5: national museum, brazilian billionaire, 88 million, billionaire donated, donated 10,brazilians, brazilians donate, dame give, brazilian woman, find brazilian
– Politics
– [TOP] politics 0: emmanuel macron, macron20h, user macron, macron elected, debate emmanuel, macronwant, speech, macron speak, macron20h httpurl, president
– [TOP] politics 1: vote, politicians, senate, elected, electoral, president republic, elected officials, republicuser, voters, prime minister
– [TOP] politics 2: emmanuel macron, president macron, french president, five, macron dame, macronpromises, years httpurl, macron notredame, macron rebuild, rebuild cathedral
– [TOP] politics 3: algeria, sudan, rwanda, genocide, algerians, ottoman, egypt, tunisia, african hemicycles,arab world
– [TOP] politics 4: yellowvests, yellow vests, yellow vest, yellowvests paris, yellowvests acte23, 20yellowvests, ultimatum2, protest, paris protest, yellowvests actexxii
– [TOP] politics 5: pinault family, henri pinault, million euros, arnault family, bernard arnault, donation,francois, renounces tax, paris pinault, billionaire
– [TOP] politics 6: yellow vests, vests dame, vest movement, paris yellow, vest protesters, rebel yellow,levavasseur calls, funds march, paris protests, vests protesting

List of Interesting Topics for the Venice FloodFigure B.8 shows the complete timelines of all semantic categories of culturalsignificance, emotions, and interesting topics detected in the Venice flood dataset. Aselection has been previously illustrated in Figure 6.10.
The keywords associated with each detected interesting topic under each theme arelisted below, note the emojis are transformed into verbal descriptions:

– Base
– [TOP] base 0: water, italy, venice, see, marco, venezia, day, city, san marco, user venice
– Emotions
– [TOP] emotions 0: httpurl httpurl, user httpurl, httpurl user, httpurl fuck, httpurl love, httpurl oh, httpurlunderstand, httpurl new, httpurl god, httpurl excuse
– [TOP] emotions 1: face_with_tears_of_joy, face_with_tears_of_joy face_with_tears_of_joy,face_with_tears_of_joy user, user face_with_tears_of_joy, face_with_tears_of_joy httpurl, loudly_crying_faceloudly_crying_face, loudly_crying_face user, loudly_crying_face face_with_tears_of_joy,face_with_rolling_eyes face_with_rolling_eyes, fearful_face fearful_face
– [TOP] emotions 2: red_heart red_heart, africa gem_stone, aristoflownetwork copyright, rè gem_stone,registered ãnd, level zero, beating_heart rè, gem_stone beating_heart, hätè gem_stone, prohibited gem_stone
– [TOP] emotions 3: beaming_face_with_smiling_eyes, eyes smiling_face_with_heart,smiling_face_with_smiling_eyes smiling_face_with_smiling_eyes, smiling_face_with_3_hearts,beaming_face_with_smiling_eyes beaming_face_with_smiling_eyes, beaming_face_with_smiling_eyes user,beaming_face_with_smiling_eyes httpurl, smiling_face_with_3_hearts httpurl,grinning_face_with_smiling_eyes grinning_face_with_smiling_eyes, beaming_face_with_smiling_eyesred_heart
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FIG. APP. B.8 The complete timelines showing the temporal development of semantic information along withthe HREs in Venice flood.

– [TOP] emotions 4: pleading_face, pleading_face httpurl, pleading_face pleading_face, pleading_facegrowing_heart, expressionless_face, face_with_monocle face_with_monocle, cazzie video, growing_hearthttpurl, exploding_head exploding_head, blue_heart blue_heart
– [TOP] emotions 5: cry httpurl, cried, cried httpurl, facetime, hysterical help, im bitches, inside crying, jessiedeath, mado raga, lot mom
– [TOP] emotions 6: rolling_on_the_floor_laughing, rolling_on_the_floor_laughingrolling_on_the_floor_laughing, rolling_on_the_floor_laughing face_with_tears_of_joy,rolling_on_the_floor_laughing httpurl, face_with_tears_of_joy rolling_on_the_floor_laughing, venicerolling_on_the_floor_laughing, rolling_on_the_floor_laughing grinning_squinting_face,face_screaming_in_fear rolling_on_the_floor_laughing, rolling_on_the_floor_laughing tagadala7,face_savoring_food face_savoring_food
– [TOP] emotions 7: clapping_hands, clapping_hands clapping_hands, clapping_hands user, userclapping_hands, thumbs_up clapping_hands, clapping_hands flexed_biceps, clapping_hands ok_hand,clapping_hands top_arrow, gesture, clapping_hands httpurl
– Heritage

– [TOP] heritage 0: salvini, venice italy, italia, league, venezia italia, venice, venetians, venice matera, veniceacquaalta, venezia venice
– [TOP] heritage 1: holiness, shamrock cherry_blossom, sins, shamrock, bright_button shamrock,cherry_blossom bright_button, allah, graduation, deceased, prayer
– Incidence

– [TOP] incidence 0: climate, climate change, flooding, floods, flood, worst flooding, flooding venice, flooding50, venice flooding, global warming
– [TOP] incidence 1: high tide, highest tide, tide 50, centimeters, httpurl small_orange_diamond, floodedhighest, city hit, exceptional tide, tide hits, hit highest
– [TOP] incidence 2: sirens, siren, siren sounded, sirens sounded, four tones, sirens venice, alarm siren,httpurl sirens, water_wave water_wave, hear sirens
– [TOP] incidence 3: bookstore, alta bookshop, library venice, bertoni bookshop, acquaalta bookstore, booksdestroyed, many books, disappointed_face disappointed_face, person_raising_hand person_raising_hand,calle
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– Actions

– [TOP] action 0: bribes, mose work, operation, project, veneto region, billion mose, venice mose,commissioners, euros spent, galan zaia
– [TOP] action 1: venezia httpurl, httpurl venise, acquaaltaavenezia backhand_index_pointing_down, receivessupport, blame political, numbers people, read history, companies involved, venessiamia httpurl, unloading
– [TOP] action 2: donate, magna, savevenice oneeuroforoneselfie, shareit helpvenice, helpveniceveneziaacquaalta, salviamovenezia comunedivenezia, euro could, oneeuroforoneselfie salviamovenezia, helpcity, million
– [TOP] action 3: sanservolo say, mose sanservolo, venezia mose, warning warning, acquaaltaaveneziahttpurl, mose acquaalta, senator morra, impeachmenthearings fight_fight_against_cyber_violence, shitpile_of_poo, stikstofcrisis togetherforwonho
– [TOP] action 4: folded_hands, folded_hands folded_hands, venice folded_hands, user prayers, userfolded_hands, writing_hand frasinliberta, person_raising_hand person_raising_hand,backhand_index_pointing_down backhand_index_pointing_down, speechless, palms_up_together
– Other Sites

– [TOP] other sites 0: biennale, venice biennale, user biennale, biennalearte2019, biennale arte, art gardens,biennale httpurl, biennial contemporary, biennale venezia, biennalearte2019 user
– [TOP] other sites 1: beach, venice beach, beach httpurl, beach boardwalk, venicebeach california,california sunset, caminomasqueunloco losangeles, beach bordwalk, sunset venice, los
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Nomenclature

Tables B.7 gives an overview of the mathematical notations used in the Chapter 6.
TABLE APP. B.7 The nomenclature of mathematical notations used in Chapter 6 in alphabetic order.

Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

A,B Sets of objects Generic sets.
c

Vector of non-negative integers c :=

[cj ]|C|×1 ∈ N|C|×1, cj = |{di|ci = ζj}|
The number of tweets that are posted in thecities from the set C.

cB, cD, cA Vectors of non-negative integers
cB, cD, cA ∈ N|C|×1 , cB + cD + cA = c

The number of tweets that are posted in eachcity before, during, and after the event.
C A set of objects C = {ζ0, ζ1, ..., ζ|C|−1} The unique names of the cities in the dataset.

C0, C1, C2 Sets of objects C0, C1, C2 ⊂ C, C0 = {ζ0}
The cities that are the ones where the eventshappened (C0), from the same country (C1),or from far beyond (C2).

χ2 Scalar value The Chi-square statistics of two distributions.
d

Vector of non-negative floats
d := [di]K×1 ∈ RK×1

The geodesic distances of the cities to the citywhere the event happened (ζ0).
df Scalar value The degree of freedom.

df∗ Scalar value The minimum of the number of rows orcolumns minus 1 for a two-level Chi Squaretest.
di,D

Object Tuples di = (Si,Oi, ui, ti, li),
di ∈ D = {d0, d1, ..., dK−1}

The tuple of all raw data (sentences, ID ofother associated tweets, user ID, timestamp,and geo-location) from one sample point.
E A Set of tuples E ⊂ V × V The link sets denoting all links among thetweets.

ECONV, EUSER Sets of tuples E = ECONV ⋃
EUSER The link sets denoting respectively theconversational links and the user links amongthe tweets.

G Simple directed graph G = (V, E)
The graph including the the tweets connectedwith all association types.

GMULT Directed multi-graph G = (V, {ECONV, EUSER}) The graph including the conversational linksand user links among the tweets.
gBERT, gULMFiT Models as end-to-end functions returning logitvectors The pre-trained BERT and ULMFiT models onWHOSe Heritage datasets.

H Scalar value The statistics of the Kruskal-Wallis H tests.
OUV(A,B) A function returning a scalar with sets as inputs The function calculating the Intersection overUnion of two sets.

i, i′ Integer Indices i, i′ ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., K − 1} ⊂ N
The index of samples in the dataset D of onecase heritage-related event.

j Integer Indices j ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., |C| − 1} ⊂ N
The index of cities in the set C of all uniquenames of the cities.

k Integer Indices k ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., |T | − 1} ⊂ N
The index of timestamps in the ordered set Tof all unique hours from one case city.
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TABLE APP. B.7 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

KOUV Matrix of Floats KOUV = [κOUV
i ]2×|V|

The confidence indicator matrix for OUV labelsincluding the top-n confidence andagreement between BERT and ULMFiT models.

kEMS Vector of Boolean’s kEMS = [κEMS
i ]1×|V| ,

κEMS
i = κEM

i ∧ κSE
i , κEMS

i , κEM
i , κSE

i ∈ {0, 1}

The confidence indicator vector of emotionlabels that shows both a consistent emotionprediction (κEM
i = 1) and a similar sentiment

prediction (κSE
i = 1) with different models.

K Integer K = |D| The sample size (number of posts) collectedin one case event.
l Vector of Floats A generic vector.
li Tuple of Floats li = (xi, yi, ci)

The geographical coordinate of latitude (yi)and longitude (xi) and city name (ci) aslocation of one sample.
m Integer Indices m ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., |Z| − 1} ⊂ N

The index of generated topics Z from topicmodelling.
max(l, n)

Function returning a float with a vector and aninteger as inputs The function returning the value of the nthlargest element of a vector l.
n Scalar value The sample size in a statistical test.
n Vector of integers n = [1, 2, 3..., |C|]T The ranking vector of the ordered set C.

Oi
A set of tuples or an empty set
Oi = {di′ |di′ ∈ D} or Oi = ∅

All the tweets that are associated with thetweet di .
p Scalar value The significance of a statistical test.

Si Set of Strings Si = {s(1)i , s
(2)
i , ..., s

(|Si|)
i }

The processed textual tweet data as a set ofindividual sentences that have been translatedinto English.
T An ordered Set T = {τ0, τ1, ..., τ|T |−1}

The ordered set of all unique timestamps fromone case event.
TB,TD,TA Ordered subsets TB,TD,TA ⊂ T The ordered set of all unique timestampsbefore, during, and after the event.
top-n(l, n)

Function returning a set with a vector and aninteger as inputs The function returning the index set of thelargest n elements in the vector l.
τk Timestamp τk ∈ T A timestamp in the ordered set T of all uniquetimestamps.
ti Timestamp ti ∈ T A timestamp indexed with sample ID in theordered set T of all unique timestamps.
t

Vector of non-negative integers t :=

[tk]|T |×1 ∈ N|T |×1, tk = |{di|ti = τk}|
The number of tweets that are posted at eachunique timestamp.

ΘBERT,ΘULMFiT Parameters Model paramters for the BERT and ULMFiTmodels.
U An ordered Set U = {µ0, µ1, ..., µ|U|−1}

The ordered set of all unique users from onecase event.
ui User ID Object ui ∈ U An instance of user indexed with sample ID inthe ordered set U of all unique users.
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TABLE APP. B.7 Cont.
Symbol Data Type/Shape Description

U Scalar value The statistics of the Mann-Whitney U tests.
V Scalar value The Cramer’s V as effect size for Chi Squaretests.
V A set of nodes di ∈ V,V ⊂ D The set of all nodes of tweets in a case eventthat are not isolated.

VOUV,VEMS,VTOP Sets of nodes VOUV,VEMS,VTOP ⊂ V ⊂ D
The sets of filtered tweets that are found togive valid predictions on OUV, emotion, andtopic labels.

(xi, yi) Geographical Coordinates The latitude and longitude of the tweet di .
(x0, y0) Geographical Coordinates The latitude and longitude of the city ζ0where the event happened.

Y OUV Matrix of Floats Y OUV = [yOUV
i ]11×K

The OUV labels of tweets as probabilitydistributions on 10 OUV selection criteria andan additional negative class, as the average ofprediction from BERT and ULMFiT models.
yBERT
i ,yUMLFiT

i
Logit vector of Floats
yBERT
i ∈ [0, 1]11×1,yULMFiT

i ∈ [0, 1]11×1
Predicted OUV labels for the tweet di by BERTand ULMFiT models

y
EM(0)
i ,y

EM(1)
i

Logit vector of Floats
y

EM(0)
i ∈ [0, 1]7×1,y

EM(1)
i ∈ [0, 1]6×1

Predicted emotion labels for the tweet di bypysentimiento and BERTweet emotion models.
y

SE(0)
i ,y

SE(1)
i

Logit vector of Floats
y

SE(0)
i ∈ [0, 1]3×1,y

SE(1)
i ∈ [0, 1]3×1

Predicted sentiment labels for the tweet di bypysentimiento and BERTweet sentimentmodels.
yTOP
i

Logit vector of Floats
yTOP
i =

[
yTOP
i,m

]
|Z|×1

∈ [0, 1]|Z|×1
Predicted topic labels for the tweet di withtopic modelling from BERTopic.

YEMS Array of sets YEMS =
[
YEMS
i

] The array of final emotion labels for all thetweets in V , containing the top-1 emotionsand top-1 sentiments if the prediction is valid,otherwise empty.

YOUV Array of sets YOUV =
[
YOUV
i

] The array of final OUV labels for all the tweetsin V , containing the top-3 OUV selectioncriteria if the prediction is valid, otherwiseempty.

YTOP Array of sets YTOP =
[
YTOP
i

] The array of final emotion labels for all thetweets in V , containing the topic name thathas a higher probability than 0.5 if theprediction is valid, otherwise empty.
Z A set of objects

Z = {zm|m = 0, 1, ..., |Z| − 1}
The set of the generated topics obtained withBERTopic topic modelling.

Zs A subset of objects Zs ∈ Z
A subset of the generated topics obtained withBERTopic topic modelling that are interestingand informative for heritage management.

ζ0 An object ζ0 ∈ C, C0 = {ζ0}
The name of the city where the eventhappened.

ζj An object ζj ∈ C The name of a city that is one instance of theset C.
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Sensing the Cultural Significance with AI 
for Social Inclusion
A Computational Spatiotemporal Network- based Framework of Heritage 
Knowledge Documentation using User-Generated Content

Nan Bai

Social Inclusion has been growing as a goal in heritage management. Whereas the 2011 
UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) called for tools of knowledge 
documentation, social media already functions as a platform for online communities to actively 
involve themselves in heritage-related discussions. Such discussions happen both in “baseline 
scenarios” when people calmly share their experiences about the cities they live in or travel to, 
and in “activated scenarios” when radical events trigger their emotions. To organize, process, 
and analyse the massive unstructured multi-modal (mainly images and texts) user-generated 
data from social media efficiently and systematically, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is shown to be 
indispensable. This thesis explores the use of AI in a methodological framework to include the 
contribution of a larger and more diverse group of participants with user-generated data. It is 
an interdisciplinary study integrating methods and knowledge from heritage studies, computer 
science, social sciences, network science, and spatial analysis. AI models were applied, nurtured, 
and tested, helping to analyse the massive information content to derive the knowledge of 
cultural significance perceived by online communities. The framework was tested in case study 
cities including Venice, Paris, Suzhou, Amsterdam, and Rome for the baseline and/or activated 
scenarios. The AI-based methodological framework proposed in this thesis is shown to be 
able to collect information in cities and map the knowledge of the communities about cultural 
significance, fulfilling the expectation and requirement of HUL, useful and informative for future 
socially inclusive heritage management processes.
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